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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a study of representations of international legal texts which

describe and justiff the post-Cold War role of the United Nations Security

Council. The post-Cold War era has seen a revitalisation of the Security

Council and an expansion of its role in maintaining international peace and

security. The resulting debates about the legality, legitimacy and morality of
Security Council actions reveal a great deal about the powerful myths that

shape the identity and the identifications of internationalists.

The thesis has three principal aims. The first is to analyse the theories of
collective security upon which international legal doctrines are based. I
explore the underlying assumptions about the causes of security crises and the

effects of military intervention which inform arguments about the legitimacy

of Security Council actions. Those assumptions limit the capacity of
international lawyers to achieve the goals of peace and security or to engage

with the process of globalisation.

The second aim is to explore the operation of collective security texts at the

ideological or cultural level. I argue that while international lawyers are not

successful on their own terms in offering an account of the operation of law

and politics in the collective security field, legal texts do have an effect as

cultural products. Texts about intervention operate to legitimise and naturalise

a new set of power relations emerging in the post-Cold 'War era. I draw on

literary, cultural and film theory to explore the fascination, appeal and effects

of intervention narratives.

The third aim is to consider how international lawyers might develop the

ethical practices necessary to think critically about the power effects of the

knowledge they produce. I argue that such issues can only be addressed by

complicating the way in which po\ryer is understood to be operating in and

through international law. While intemational law rernains concerned

primarily with attempts to develop constraints on the exercise of power as it
òperates through repressive means at the level of the state or international

organisations, it ignores forms of power that operate in more productive,

private and personal ways. Those who participate in shaping perceptions of
ihe legality of the actions of multilateral institutions need to develop a self-

reflexive intellectual practice, one which recognises that law's stories are both

an exercise and an effect of power relations.
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Chapter 1

LAW, POWER AND INTERNATIONAL INTERVENTION

I.INTRODUCTION

The ending of the Cold'War prefigured major transformations in international

law and intemational relations.' With the end of the Cold War, great claims

began to be made in these disciplines about the potential for achieving a new

world order. The end of the stand off between two major powers, the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics (Soviet Union) and the United States of America

(US), which supposedly represented opposing ideologies, was seen by some

commentators to offer an opportunity for achieving a liberal alliance of

democratic states committed to global free markets and the protection of

individual rights. For others, the post-Soviet era threatened unparalleled

abuses of power by international organisations and powerful states, and a new

freedom for those with the power to impose gtandiose visions of a liberal,

capitalist order in the absence of any effective opposition.

I Throughout this thesis, I refer to the ending of the Cold Wa¡ and the break up of the Soviet

Union synonymously. The notion of the 'Cold Wa¡' describes a version of international

politics that centres on the concerns and interests of the Soviet Union and the US' For the

prrrpo."t of this thesis, the signihcant shift ttrat was caused by the break up of the Soviet

Ùnion was that it was understood as signiffing the end of the Cold War, and as a result the

notion of that war was no longer available to structure the identities of those who identifred

with the Soviet Union or the US. In addition, certain constraints on the activities of
international organisations ¿ìre no longer operational as a result of that shift in power

relations. Yet in other ways, the focus on the myttric 'end of the Cold Wa¡' sorves to mask the

similarities between this period and earlier periods, and to hide the fact that the break up of

the Soviet Union did not lead to shifts in every aspect of international relations' As Gayatri

Spivak argues: 'I tend to think of the much publicised end of the Cold Wa¡ ... really as the end

oi orr" kind of skirmish in the whole project of neo-colonialism or re-colonisation. In my orvn

mental shorthand, it is called the fall of the Soviet Union, whatever one thought of the Soviet

Union'. See Julie Stephens, 'Running Interference: A¡ Interview with Gayatri Chakravorty

Spivak' (1995) '7 Australian l[/'omen's Book Review 19. As a result, I refer both to the end of

the Cold Wa¡ and the break up of the Soviet Union as ways of marking the sta¡t of the era

upon which my thesis focuses.
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This thesis is concerned with one significant change in international politics

resulting from the break up of the Soviet Union. The post-Soviet era has seen

a revitalisation of the United Nations (LIN) Security Council and an expansion

of its role in maintaining international peace and security.2 The changed

conditions of the post-soviet era have meant that the Security Council is

suddenly capable of exercising great power, in a manner that is largely

unrestrained.3 This thesis is a study of representations of international legal

texts concerning the post-cold v/ar role of the united Nations Security

council. It analyses the ways in which actions authorised by the Security

Council are described and justified.

The sphere of collective security has been central to the sense of the

possibilities, limits and dangers promised by conditions since the break up of
the Soviet Union. Claims made about the capacity of the Security Council to

guarantee such values as order, peace, human rights, democratic governance

and self-determination have mirrored the claims made more generally about

2 Under Article 24 of the UN Charter, the Security Council is the organ of the UN charged
with the authority to maintain peace and security. Unlike most other international bodies or
organs, the Security Council is invested with coercive power. Under Chapters VI and VII of
the UN Charter, the Security Council is granted powers to facilitate the pacific settlement of
disputes, and to decide what mea¡s should be taken to maintain or restore international peace
and security. For many years the coercive powers vested by the UN Cha¡ter in the Security
Council seemed irrelevant. Article 23 of the UN Charter provides that ttre Security Council
comprises ten non-permanent members elected for two year terms, and five permanent
members: china, France, the united Kingdom (JK), the uS and, since December 1991, the
Russian Federation (formerly the Soviet Union). During the Cold War, the Security Council was
effectively paralysed by reciprocal use of the veto by the permanent members. From the time of
the creation of the UN in 1945 until 3l May 1990, the veto was exercised 279 times in the
Security Council, rendering it powerless to deal with many conflicts. The permanent members
used that veto power to ensure that no actions that threatened their spheres of interest would
be taken. The ending of the Cold Wa¡ meant an end to that use of the veto power. The Gulf
War was the first sign of what has since been hailed by some as the 'revitalisation' of the
Security Council. See Boutros Boutos-Ghali, An Agendaþr Peace, 1992,7 ,ZB.
' With the revitalisation of the Security Council has come the realisation that there are very few
restrictions on the exercise of its power. Although the jurisdiction of the Security Council under
Chapter WI of the UN Cha¡ter is only figgered by a th¡eat to the peace, a breach of the peace or
an act of aggression, this has been interpreted broadly on a number of recent occasions, with no
apparent remedy for misuse of power by the Council. This has led some international lawyers to
claim that there is a constitutional crisis in the LJN. This crisis is due not only to the inabilþ of
the General Assembly, where all member states a¡e represented, to control the Security Council,
but also to the relatively powerless position of the Intemational Court of Justice as revealed by
the Lockerbie incident. See further Jose E Alvarez,'Judging the Security Council' (1996) 90

2



the capacity of a rational, cosmopolitan international law to tame nationalist

passions and local grabs for power. The Gulf War was for some international

lawyers the realisation of the dream of a world in which aggression would be

punished and a new world order would reign, while the early days of Security

Council involvement in Somalia, Haiti and the former Yugoslavia were

represented as signalling 'a newly activist, humanitarian relationship between

the First and Third Worlds'.4

The resulting debates about the legality, legitimacy, ethics and morality of the

actions authorised by a reinvigorated Security Council are a fascinating

testament to the challenges facing international law and intemational lawyers

in the changed conditions of the post-Soviet era. The texts written by

international lawyers seeking both to justiff and to question the uses of

intervention in the post-Soviet era reveal a great deal about the powerful

myths that shape the identity and the identifications of internationalists. By

reading these arguments and narratives about the limits and ethics of the uses

of power and violence at a time when very few institutional constraints on

such uses of power and violence appear to exist, it is possible to gain a strong

sense of the capacity of modernist conceptions of law, rights or democracy to

constrain the operation of power in the globalised, liberalised world of the

next century.

The thesis has two principal aims. The first is to analyse and question the

theories of collective security upon which international legal doctrines are

based. In order to do so, I explore the underlying assumptions about the

causes of security crises and the effects of military intervention that inform

arguments about the legitimacy of Security Council actions. I conclude that

the dominant legal approach to collective security and collective humanitarian

intervention is based upon a series of flawed assumptions about the causes of

American Journal of Internationql Law I ; W Michael Reisman, 'The Constitutional Crisis in the

uniæd Nations' (1993) 87 The American Journal of International Law 83.
4 Nathaniel Berman, 'Beyond Colonialism and Nationalism? Ethiopia, Czechoslovakia, and

"peaceful change"' (1996) 65 Nordic Journal of International Law 421,422.
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insecurity and the effects of intervention. International lawyers working in the

area of collective security are thus unable to succeed in identiffing, analysing

or resolving intemational problems, or in developing a legal framework to

explain and constrain state action. The way in which international lawyers

portray security crises limits their capacity to contribute to the task of

understanding and engaging with the process of globalisation dominating

international relations in the post-Soviet era, or to achieve broader systemic

goals of peace and security.

The second aim of the thesis is to explore the ways in which international

legal texts about collective security operate at the ideological or

representational level. I argue that while international lawyers are not

successful on their own terms in offering a descriptive or normative account

of the operation of law and politics in the collective security field, legal texts

do have a function or effect as cultural products. Texts about collective

security operate to legitimise and naturalise a new set of power relations

ernerging in the post-soviet era. I draw on literary, cultural and film theory to

explore the fascination, appeal and effects of intervention narratives.

Throughout the thesis, I develop strategies for responding to an international

relations now increasingly conducted or situated 'in the domain of

communication, signs and culture'.5

The thesis is also animated by a broader set of ethical or political concerns.

My analysis of representations of 'the international' and of the legality of

intervention aims to contribute to a broader theoretical debate about whether

international law and multilateralism can operate as a constraint on power in

the interests of humanity. The nature of the ethical questions facing

international lawyers crystallised for me during the Yugoslav conflict. When

talking to a colleague about my concem and surprise at how quickly Serbian

5 Anders Stephanson, 'Rethinking International Relations' (1996) 220 New Left Review 137,

142. See also Cynthia'Weber, Simulating Sovereignty: Intervention, the State and Symbolic

Exchange,1995.
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academics became involved in justifuing and contributing to destructive

nationalism, I asked: why didn't they have the intellectual tools available to

them to enable them to think critically about the knowledge they produced,

and its power effects. My colleague's response was: do we? International legal

scholarship, particularly that dealing with intervention, is largely devoid of

such critical reflection.

This thesis is thus concerned with how international lawyers might develop

the practices that make it possible to think critically about the knowledge they

produce and its power effects. I argue that such issues can only be addressed

by complicating the way in which po,'wer is understood to be operating in and

through international law. International law, however, remains concerned

primarily with analyses of, and attempts to develop constraints on, the

exercise of one form of power: power that operates publicly, through

repressive or coercive means, largely at the level of the state or of

international organisations. It ignores forms of power that operate not only or

perhaps even principally through coercive mechanisms, but in other more

productive, private and personal ways.

This thesis argues that international lawyers must move from a political sense

of power as something located in powerfi.rl institutions or entities, to an ethical

sense of power as something human beings exercise in social relations.ó A

new critical sense is required if international law and international relations

are to act to develop constraints on abuses of power in the interests of human

beings in the new conditions of the post-Soviet era. Those who participate in

6 By ethics, I refer here to the attempt to develop lnowledge practices 'which are answerable

for the power relations they produce': Andrea Rhodes-Little, Julia Gillard and Sylvi
Cerepinko, 'In Sea¡ch of the Ethics of Company Law' (1994) 2 Australian Feminist Law
Journal 180. For other analyses that develop this sense of ethics, see Moira Gatens,

'Corporeal Representations in/and the body politic' in Rosalyn Diprose and Robyn Fenell
(eds), Cartographies: Poststructuralism qnd the mapping of bodies and spaces, 1991, 79;
Rosalyn Diprose, 'A "genethics" that makes sense' in Rosaþ Diprose and Robyn Ferrell
(eds), above, 65. A less reflexive meaning of ethics is usually adopted in international
relations and international legal literature, where ethics is discussed at all. For an example of
the meaning given to ethics in intemational relations, see the collection of essays in Terry
Na¡din and David R Mapel, Traditions of International Ethics, 1992.
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shaping the sense of the legality and morality of the practice of major powers

and of multilateral institutions must develop a self-reflexive intellectual

practice, one that recognises that the way we understand and represent

ourselves and the world is both an effect of, and a contribution to, power

relations.

In addition, the thesis argues that international lawyers must take

responsibility for the power effects of their representations of international

intervention. International law is a discourse that involves the constitution of

subjects whose authority and identity is made possible by their relation to

those in turn constituted as 'other'. The way in which that process might be

resisted, through moving from an understanding of power as something

exercised only by states or international organisations and their officials to an

understanding (and thus possibly a transgression of) the role of lawyers in

ensuring the privilege, status and authority of elites, is a central concem of my

argument.

The thesis is not an attempt to make intemational law, imagined as a selÊ

contained discipline, more inclusive, nor is it an attempt to improve the

operation of international law by proposing doctrinal or policy changes.

Instead, it investigates useful ways of approaching the tasks of reading and

writing about international law ethically. I suggest that we need to shift our

understanding of what is at stake in those processes, and in particular to

recognise that reading and writing about international law involve the telling

of stories and the formation of identities, by which certain ways of being are

made to seem natural, desirable and privileged. In other words, reading and

writing about international law involve the reproduction of power relations.

The thesis attempts to make law's stories appear strange, in order to help those

who read and write law's stories to remember the constructed nature of law's

vision of the world.T

7 See Andrea Rhodes-Little, Sovereign/Body: Towqrds a Theory of Deviant Writing as a
Domain of Constraint on the Perþrmativity of Civil Subjects, 1996, Phd Thesis, La Trobe

6



The following parts of this chapter provide an overview of the structure and

methodology of the thesis. Part II provides an outline of the chapters of the

thesis, while Part III explores some of the key critical questions confronting

international law with which the thesis engages.

II. OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS

Collective security discourse since the end of the Cold V/ar has drawn on two

different justifications for intervention. The first, more traditional, security-

based doctrine is concerned with values of order, security and the punishment

of aggression, and is based on a logic of protecting the state-based status quo.

The revitalisation of the Security Council, and the ability of that body to

respond to threats to intemational peace and security, has been seen by many

international lawyers as progress towa¡ds the goal of global security.8 Although

the easing of US-Soviet tensions might have heralded a less conflict-ridden

international sphere, in fact the end of the Cold V/ar is represented as

prefiguring greater insecurity, with ethnic tensions, religious fundamentalism,

tribalism and secessionism posited as new and greater threats to security.

Much of the scholarship written following the Gulf War celebrates the

revitalisation of the Security Council, and presents the revived ability of that

body to respond to threats of international peace and secwity as progress

towards the goal of securing global harmony and world order.

In the immediate aftermath of the Cold'War, intervention literature focused on

those traditional 'collective security' arguments to justifu Security Council

actions. Chapter 2 engages with the literature of that period, questioning

University (on making the process of creating meanings about the world visible in order to

make those meanings appear 'strange'); Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An

Archaeology of the Human Sciences, 1994, xv (on creating a sense of wonderment about 'the

stark impossibility of thinking that' and on how to make strange our 'order of things, to

shatter ui th. fu-ilia¡ landma¡|s of ... our thought, the thought that bea¡s the starnp of our

age, our geographY').
8 See the discussion in Chapter 2 below.
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whether actions such as those carried out in the Gulf War in fact guaranteed

security to the peoples of target states in any meaningful sense. That chapter

uses feminist and critical theoretical approaches to unpack some of the

assumptions upon which the models of collective security operating at that

time were based. It argues that most people have been rendered less secure by

actions authorised by the Security Council in the n¿rme of collective security.

The chapter suggests that the assumptions that lie behind theories of collective

security limit the capacity of those theories to represent the security interests of

many groups, including most women. Far from enabling a more secure global

environment, the knowledge about disorder and chaos produced by intemational

lawyers contributes to creating the context in which oppressive military and

economic actions conducted in the name of the Security Council are rendered

possible.

The second justification for Security Council action based on the novel

doctrine of 'collective humanitarian intervention' involves a rather more

radical interpretation of the UN Charter.e Although the jurisdiction of the

security council under chapter vII is only triggered by the existence of a

threat to the peace, a breach ofthe peace or an act ofaggression, the security

Council has since 1989 proved itself increasingly willing to interpret the

phrase 'threats to the peace' broadly.rO The range and nature of resolutions

passed by the Security Council since the Gulf War suggest that the Council

has adopted an expanded interpretation of its mandate in the changed

conditions of the post-cold War era. In particular, the council now appears

willing to treat the failure to guarantee democracy or human rights, or to

e For an analysis of the emergence of the doctrine of 'collective humanitarian intervention',
see Fernando R Tesón, 'Collective Humanita¡ian Intervention' (1996) 17 Michigan Journal of
International Law323.

'0 Under Article 39 of the UN Charter, where the Security Council determines that there is a
threat to the peace, a breach of the peace or an act of aggression, it may decide what measures
shall be taken to maintain or restore international peace and security, including the use of
force or of economic sanctions.

8



protect against humanitarian abuses, as either a symptom, or a cause, of

threats to peace and security.rr

Chapter 3 unsettles the terms of the debate about the legitimacy and utility of

collective humanitarian intervention in situations such as those arising in

Bosnia, Rwanda and Somalia. That chapter focuses on the representation of

the collective security system as a means for the liberal alliance of democratic

states to bring human rights, democracy and humanitarian principles to those

in undemocratic or failed states. It questions the dominant liberal international

consensus that collective humanitarian intervention has become necessary to

address the problems of local dictators, tribalism, ethnic tension and religious

fundamentalism. In particular, Chapter 3 challenges the broader assumption

made in pro-interventionist literature that local institutions, actors or cultures

pose the major threats to democracy and human rights, while international

institutions and laws act primarily in the interests of human rights, democracy

and the people. It argues that the current project of economic globalisation and

restructuring, pursued with particular vigour and efficiency by international

institutions in the post-Soviet era, actively contributes to the conditions that

lead to security and humanitarian crises. Surprisingly little attention has been

paid in legal texts to the ways in which processes of economic restructuring

and globalisation contribute to development, currency or security crises. The

chapter argues that the false opposition between collective humanitarian

intervention and inactivity serves to hide the ways in which the post-Cold War

engagement and activity of the international community has effects that are

far from humanitarian.

Chapters 2 and3 thus question legal arguments about the causes and effects of

crises and interventions. In addition, those chapters begin to explore the

effects of representations of the benevolence, humanitarianism and leadership

of the international community, and of the chaotic, disordered, anarchic nature

', For an analysis of relevant Security Council resolutions and statements, see Chapter 3

9
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of target states. The broader argument that those chapters make is that the

capacity to ignore the responsibility of the international community for such

crises and for the destructive effects of subsequent interventions is an effect of

power relations. Those chapters show that arguments in favour of collective

humanitarian intervention are a part of a culture of imperialism, in which it

makes sense to talk of other people beseeching domination and requiring

charity dispensed through violent intervention. Those chapters point to the

history of representing the world in such terms.

Chapter 4 takes up questions about the effects of intervention narratives more

systematically. That chapter explores the nature of the investment in

intervention stories by drawing on theories of subjectivity, identification and

narrative. It argues that legal texts about intervention create a powerful sense

of self for those who identiff with the hero of the story, be that the

intemational community, the Security Council, the United Nations or the

United States. That chapter suggests that intervention stories have effects at

the private and subjective level. Any attempt to develop altemative policy or

doctrinal innovations as a response to security or humanitarian crises without

reckoning with such investments will simply result in a reproduction of

existing power relations.

Chapter 5 is also concerned with the political nature of the process of reading

and writing about intervention. That chapter argues that a study of the

narratives underlying intervention texts has particular relevance for

international lawyers. Like other professionals, successful international

lawyers come to embody and internalise the foundational narratives of their

discipline. That chapter reflects upon the ways in which the subjectivity or

self-image of international lawyers is shaped by engagement with intervention

narratives. The chapter suggests that legal education, disciplinary training and

broader cultures of imperialism all operate to shape the sense of self of

international lawyers, and to limit the capacity of lawyers to take

10



responsibility for the power they exercise in their professional and everyday

lives.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by exploring some of the implications of the

recognition that intervention narratives operate not only or even principally in

the realm of public life, rationality and facts, but also in the private, subjective

and emotional realms of identification and imagination. My exploration of the

stakes that a range of readers and writers have in the heroic narratives of

intervention show that merely critiquing the causes or effects of intervention

will do little to shift the power relations reproduced by such narratives.

Chapter 6 argues that any attempt to engage critically with such powerful

myths and narratives will fail if it focuses only on producing better, more

accurate knowledge about intervention and its effects. Instead, critical

approaches to international law must come to terms with the appeal of such

narratives, explore the ways in which legal narratives shape our understanding

of our selves and the world, and contribute to the communal project of making

it possible to imagine and create other ways of being.

III. CRITICAL QUESTIONS ABOUT INTERNATIONAL LAW

A number of themes and theoretical questions recur throughout the thesis.

This section outlines those theories, explains their significance in shaping the

direction my argument takes, and shows their relationship to a number of key

challenges that face international law as a discipline in the late twentieth

century.

A. Beyond sovereígnty: law, power and knowledge

The thesis develops an analysis of international law that is not prernised upon

a sovereign model of power. The dominant model of power in use in

international legal scholarship about intervention is thejuridical or sovereign

model of power. Intemational law is premised upon a notion of power as a
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thing that can be held by particular entities or individuals, whether those

entities be sovereign states, international organisations or in some cases

terrorist groups or other entities threatening state power. International law is

primarily understood as either in service to, or as an attempt to constrain, such

entities that hold power.'' International lawyers do not generally question that

power is a commodity, held by particular entities, groups or individuals, and

that it operates in a top-down fashion, often involving some form of coercion.

The principal professional question relating to power is how to orient

international law to power, or how best to deal with the realities of the

operation of power in the international sphere. As a result, collective security

theorists, for example, focus most of their attention on analysing the ways in

which international law can assist in constraining, disabling or negotiating

with those who are imagined as holding power, such as those men at the top

of state and organisational hierarchies, or those with control over weapons and

military force.

International lawyers do not on the whole question that this is the way in

which power operates, even if intemational law itself does not have access to

that kind of power. International lawyers, it should be stressed, do not usually

conceive of international law as embodying or enacting such sovereign

power. Indeed, the question 'is international law really law', a question that

haunts international legal theory, is a manifestation of the sense that

international law lacks this sovereign force.r3 Yet while international lawyers

recognise that international law is not an exercise of sovereign power, they do

not question that such power exists somewhere. Instead, they simply worry

that it is not exercisable by a sovereign body from which international law

gains its authority. The question as to whether international law is really law

12 The stn¡cture of international argument has swung between apologetic or pragmatic
approaches to the fact that international lawyers have to be realistic about where power lies,
and idealistic approaches that make great claims for the possibility that intemational law can
constrain such power. See Martti Koskenniemi, From Apologt lo Utopia: The Structure of
Internationql Legal Argument, 1989.
13 See, for example, Anthony D'Amato, 'Is International Law Really "Lawu9' (1985) 79
Northwestern University Law Review 1293.
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is not meant as a question about the utility of the model of law and the

sovereign aS a means of understanding the uses of power, but rather a question

about whether international law conforms to an otherwise selÊevidently

realistic model of power.ro The existence of power is never questioned;

instead, it is asked whether intemational law can be said to conform to this

model. International lawyers do not, in other words, ask whether law is really

law.

This thesis adopts a non-sovereign model of power for a number of reasons.

First, the sovereign model of power does not make it possible to ask questions

about the nature and extent of the emotional investment that readers and

writers have in intervention stories. My sense that there is a strong emotional

engagement with security stories has strengthened as I have became aware of

the great frustration that is expressed if the usual narrative of intervention

cannot be told in the usual way. The sense of frustration felt by some

commentators when military intervention as an avenue for action is closed off

is well illustrated in collective security literature. Thomas Weiss, for example,

in a striking metaphor, describes the United Nations Protection Force for the

former Yugoslavia (UNPROFOR) as 'eunuchs at the orgy', due to the

constraints imposed on the capacity of UNPROFOR to use force in that

conflict.r5

The more I reflected on the nature and extent of the emotions expressed in

debates about intervention, the more I began to wonder about the complicated

process of engagement with stories about Security Council actions. Few of the

ro The image of international law as a manifestation of power or force appears in some

representations of law in other disciplines. As David Kennedy has commented, law appears in

the analyses of some literary theorists as 'reason, authority, clarity, force ... na¡ratives that

move from frction to action': David Kennedy,'Law's Literature' in Majorie Garber, Rebecca

L Walkowitz and Paul B Franklin (eds), Field Work: Sites in Literary and Cultural Studies,

1996, 207 , at 2ll. While images of international law as a manifestation of authority, action or

force are difficult to sustain from within the discipline, intemational law offers other

disciplines the promise of a kind of sovereign power in the intemational field.
15 Thomas G Weiss, 'On the Brink of a New Era? Humanitarian Interventions, 1991-94' in

Donald C F Daniel and Bradd C Hayes (eds), Beyond Traditional Peacekeeping, 1995,3, at

8.
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people with whom I have debated the legitimacy of such actions during

periods of media saturation with stories about particular interventions have

remained interested in Yugoslavia, Iraq, Haiti or Somalia after the media

reporting is over. Edward Said has argued that a similar lack of ongoing

interest in the effects of intervention has been a peculiar feature of American

foreign policy.

Few Americans have agonized over places like Haiti and Iraq once the

crisis of their country's actual intervention \ilas over .... American

attention works in spurts; great masses of rhetoric and huge resources

are lavished somewhere ... followed by virtual silence.r6

At some stage dwing my study of the appeal of the arguments in favour of

increased militarism and economic restructuring, I began to realise that I was

also attempting to understand my own investment in the promises of security,

progress and humanitarianism. Carol Cohn reports a similar realisation that

occurred to her during a year she spent as a participant observer of defense

intellectuals working for the RAND Corporation in the United States.

I listened to men engage in dispassionate discussion of nuclear war. I

found myself aghast, but morbidly fascinated ... by the extraordinary

abstraction and removal from what I knew as reality that characterized

the professional discourse. I became obsessed by the question, How

can they think this way? ... But as I learned their language, as I became

more and more engaged with their information and their arguments, I

found that my own thinking was changing. Soon, I could no longer

cling to the comfort of studying an external and objectified "them". I

had to confront a new question: How can l think this way? How can

any of us?r7

16 Edwa¡d W Said, Culture and Imperialísm, 1993,349-50.
r? Ca¡ol Cohn,'Sex and Death in the Rational World of Defense Intellectuals' (1987) 12 Signs

68',t.
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A reconceptualisation of power makes it possible to explore the ways in

which stories about intervention invite identification with some of those doing

the invading, killing, bombing, starving, mining, bulldozing, raping and

profit-making. The thesis makes use of different approaches to power in an

attempt to understand how it is possible to desire the kind of massive

destruction caused by military and monetary intervention, whether or not that

intervention is carried out in the name of the international community. I

abandon international law's focus on sovereignty in order to find a way to

describe the power effects of intervention discourse at the personal and

subjective level.

The second reason for developing a different model of power to think about

the effects of international law is that the image of a monolithic sovereign

power is disempowering. Feminist scholars have begun to reflect upon the

ways in which writing about processes like globalisation or actors like

international institutions can be implicated in producing a world in which

those processes or actors appear powerful, irresistible and inevitable.r8 By

reproducing the image of a 'massive or monolithic' state, or international

organisation, or global capitalism, critical academics risk creating a feeling of

hopelessness and passivity.te The image of power as operating from the top

down not only creates a feeling of passivity in those outside such sites of

power, but also reproduces the sense of self that, for example, business

leaders, parliamentarians, international lawyers, World Bank economists and

others who have a stake in the image of powerful institutions attempt to

r8 See J K Gibson-Grahart, The End of Capitalism (As We Knew It): A Feminist Citique of
Political Economy, 1996.
te Ibid,x. In contrast, the New Right has profited from creating a subject position from which
people can feel power and agency. See Stua¡t Hall, The Hard Road to Renewql, 1988,262
(arguing that one of the reasons that the Labour Party in Britain lost the 1987 election was

that, while Labour politicians were addressing voters' needs in the areas of health,

unemployment and education, Margaret Thatcher offered such voters a fantasy in which all
could 'identiff with the enterprise culture as the way of the future', and could 'see themselves

in their political imaginations as likely to be lucþ in the next round'. According to Hall,
Thatcher's symbolic majority formed 'an "imaginary community" a¡ound Thatcherism's

political project'). See also Renata Salecl, The Spoils of Freedom: Psychoanalysis and

Feminism afier the Fall of Socialism, 1994,33-36.
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create. Reflecting a sense of omnipotence back to those whose sense of self is

based precisely on that idea of their power over others simply strengthens

their selÊimage and position. As Doug Henwood notes in the case of

economic globalisation:

It's a cliche of the daily press that the markets are now more powerful

than governments .... The cliche contains apartial truth: these markets

are tremendously powerful. But they are social institutions,

instruments of power, that derive their power in part from the sense of

powerless awe they inspire among non-initiates. Say "the markets

won't like" a minimum wage increase or a public jobs program, and

critical scrutiny often evaporates, like wishes crushed by the

unfriendly voice of God.2o

Scholars in many fields have begun to argue that it will not be possible to

imagine the altematives to dominant forms of social organisation and

processes, like capitalism or globalisation, if critical scholars are complicit in

representing the image of those forms as all-powerful.2' The challenge is to

find ways to write about processes like globalisation or international

intervention that do not reproduce the image of some all-powerful, irresistible

force, thus limiting strategies for resistance. Indeed, the model of an all-

sovereign power in fact hinders attempts to develop such strategies. Jane

Gallop points to the inhibiting effect that old models of power have on

feminist strategies:

[F]eminism often falls for a familial interpretation of power

relations. For instance, when it complains about men in power, it

endows them with the sort of unified, phallic sovereignty that

chnactenzes an absolute monarch, and which little resenrbles actual

20 Doug Henwood, Wall Street: How it Works andþr Whom, 1997,lL.
2r J K Gibson-Graham, above nl8, 263.
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power in our social, economic structures. This monarchical model of

power reproduces the daughter's view of the father.22

Gallop suggests that feminists need to move away from thinking about power

in such patriarchal terms, in order to 'have greater effect upon the much more

complex power relations that structure our world'.23

Thirdly, I move away from a sovereign model of power in order to begin to

think about the ways in which the work of intemational lawyers is itself

political. The understanding that many international lawyers have of their

professional role is shaped by the centrality of the sovereign model of power

in international law. International lawyers, like many other professionals in

industrialised countries, see themselves as essentially performing a neutral,

technical function, and have not traditionally conceptualised power as

something that they themselves exercise. Since the publication of Edward

Said's Orientalism, such an understanding of the role of knowledge producers

in fields that engage with'other' countries and cultures has been diffrcult to

sustain.2a Yet security discourse illustrates the ways in which intemational

lawyers have continued to reproduce and refine an image of themselves and

their role as apolitical and outside of power relations.

International lawyers writing about intervention acknowledge that they write

about power, but not that they are implicated in reproducing or making

relations of power.2s Such a failure to think critically about the exercise of

power is a feature of legal scholarship more broadly. The disciplinary

authority of law is created through forgetting that the production of

knowledge involves power relationships and human imagination. Lawyers

22 
JaJrle Gallop, The Daughter,s Seduction: Feminism and Psychoanalysis, 1982, xv.

23 lbid.
2a Edwa¡d W Said, Orientalism, 1978.
25 International lawyers, for example, if they write in the realist tradition, see the power of
states as a given, which must be taken into account in determining legal strategies' Idealistic

international lawyers also see their task as acting to help states realise that the national

interest can be served by humanitarian behaviour. See the discussion in Chapter 2 below.
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have traditionally represented law as essentially different to other practices of

story-telling or the making of meaning.26

Masculinist thinkers in the disciplines of law, philosophy and politics,

amongst other fields, have refused to acknowledge the essentially

imaginative nature of their knowledge fields and of the subjects

(themselves and their friends) who assert the capacity to know and

act.27

The understanding of knowledge production as a value-free exercise involving

the process of observing and describing a real world that exists externally to

the observer has been subjected to criticism from many quarters. In particular,

it has been criticised by those scholars who analyse the ways in which many

disciplines perpetuate race, gender and class as organising categories for

understanding the world.28 A different approach to power can enable critical

theorists to explore the ways in which lawyers participate in the deeply

political process of making particular narrow ways of being appear normal

and natural, thus delegitimising other ways of imagining what it is to be in the

world.2e Assuming that all power rests with sovereign states or international

organisations allows for little reflection upon the power relations intemational

lawyers reproduce and make possible through their intellectual and legal

26 Andrea Rhodes-Little, 'Review Essay: Who Do We Think "We" Are?' (1997) 8 Austrsliqn
Feminist Law Journal 149.
27 lbid, ts2.
" See, for example, Edwa¡d W Said, above rA4; Margaret Davies, Asking the Law Question,
1994;lan Duncanson,'Broadening the Discipline of Law'(1994) 19 Melbourne University
Law Review 1075; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Outside in the Teaching Machine, 1993; bell
hooks, Teaching to Transgress, 1994; Jim George, 'Quo Vadis Australia? Framing the
Defence and Security Debate Beyond the Cold Wa¡' in Graeme Cheeseman & Robert Bruce
(eds), Discourses of Danger & Dread Frontiers: Australian Defence and Security Thinking
after the CoH IAar, 1996, l0; Donna Haraway, Primqte I/isions: Gender, Race and Nqture in
the llorld of Modern Science, 1989; Henry A Giroux,'Pedagogy and Radical Democracy in
the Age of "Political Correctress"' in David Trend (ed), Radicql Democracy: Idenliþ,
Citizenship, and the Stqte, 1996,179.
2e Andrea Rhodes-Little, above n26; Patricia J Williams, The Rooster's Egg: On the
Persistence of Prejudice, 1995, ll, 70.'Williams notes, for example, that in order to
dispossess aboriginal people from their land in the United States, law's authority'was hitched
to a myth of compelling mission and a sacred vision, an endowment emanating from God but
ultimately speaking through the naturalized logic of positivism'.
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practice. This thesis by contrast studies legal scholarship as an exercise of

power, an act of regulation and discipline.

My understanding of power and the stakes of writing about collective security

owes a great deal to the work of feminist scholars, postcolonial scholars and

queer theorists. The model of power that emerges from these areas departs

from a conception of power as a commodity or thing held by particular

powerful entities like states. Scholars in those fields have been arguing for

decades that apparently organisational and public issues, such as militarism,

imperialism and monetarism, are deeply personal, while the personal issues of

subjectivity and experience are deeply political. These analyses offer insights

about the personal and private nature of the forms of power that operate in

liberal democracies.

One theorist who has contributed a great deal to the articulation of this shift in

understanding of the operation of power is Michel Foucault. In his influential

text, The History of Sexuality, Volume .1, Foucault challenges assumptions

about the operation of power in liberal states.30 In that introductory volume,

Foucault argues that power operates in liberal states in ways that differ from

what he terms the juridical model of power that is accepted in much political

and legal theory. That juridical model presents power as a commodity, as

centralised, as operating in a top-down fashion, and as essentially repressive

rather than productive.3r Most international lawyers working in the field of

collective security still conceptualise power in ways that resemble Foucault's

30 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Yolume I: An Introduction (trarc Robert

Hurley), 1981.
3r Foucault's juridical model does not in fact represent what an Anglo-Australian lawyer

would understand as a domestic legal model of state sovereignty, although he comes close to

describing the model of power understood to operate in international law. The model of
juridical power or law that Foucault uses resembles the Austinian conception of the

commands of a sovereign backed up by force. See the critique in Alan Hunt and Gary

Wickham, Foucauh and Law: Towards a Sociologt of Law as Governance, 1994. Yet
Foucault's failure to posit a sophisticated conception of sovereignty does not take away from

the utility of his reconceptualisation of power. As many coûrmentators have shown, his

alternative model of power has a great deal to offer legal studies. See, for example, Ian

Duncanson, above n28; Andrea Rhodes-Little, above n26; Adrian Howe, Punish and

Critique: Towards a Feminist Analysis of Penality, 1994,82-122'
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'juridical' model. While collective security theorists may not conceive of

intemational law as conforming to the model of juridical power, they locate

that power elsewhere: in superpowers exercising power over the new world

order, in sovereign states exercising power over their peoples, in international

organisations at times managing to exercise such power over 'failed' or

disordered states during successful interventions, or in the disciplining power

of the market over states that have failed to organise their economic

'fundamentals'.

Foucault suggests that under liberalism, coercive juridical power is no longer

the dominant form of power. As a result, an analysis of power 'must not

assume that the sovereignty of the state, the form of the law, or the over-all

unity of a domination are given at the outset; rather, these are only the

terminal forms power takes'.32 Power does not operate from the top down, as

something seized by an all powerful sovereign and then used to oppress those

with less power. The source of power is not some distant all-powerful being.

Particular agents of the state or of other powerful bodies do not have

monopolies on power. Rather, power exists in relations between people rather

than as a commodity that can be held by an entity. In that sense, we are all

agents of power.33

That reconceptualisation of power allows a shift away from the image of

particular structures, institutions or entities as all-powerful. The vision of

power as something held by all-powerful entities like sovereign states is only

the end point of the exercise of power at many levels. Foucault argues that we

should not mistake these 'terminal forms power takes' for the whole field of

operations of power generally.3a The effect of focussing only on the terminal,

32 Michel Foucault, above n30, 92.
33 Such an understanding of power has been advocated by many feminists, gay and lesbian
schola¡s and postcolonial theorists. Both men and women, for example, are potentially the

agents or officials of masculinism, just as both colonisers and colonised are potentially the

agents or officials ofcolonial power. For an application ofthat approach to security theories,
see the discussion in Chapter 2.
34 Michel Foucault, above n30, 92.
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juridical form of power is to mask the operation of power in its 'liberal' form,

and thus to make that form of power all the more effective. While power may

appear to be omnipresent, this is 'not because it has the privilege of

consolidating everything under its invincible unity'.35 Rather, in a famous line,

Foucault suggests that '[p]ower is everywhere; not because it embraces

everything, but because it comes from everywhere.'36

Foucault's model of power is useful in attempting to understand the 'private

life of war' or economic restrucfuring." By abandoning sovereign power as

the central premise of analysis, it becomes possible to analyse the ways in

which local effects of power and local tactics combine to make militarism and

economic restructuring possible. Using the language of statehood, rather than

sovereignty, we can question, as Kelsen did, the notion of the state as 'in

contrast to the law, "behind" the law, as the "bearer" of the law', and call as he

did for a 'politics without a state, just as today there is already a psychology

without a "soul" ... [and] a physics without forces'.38 By decentring sovereign

power as the norrn, we can analyse power by looking for 'local centers of

power-knowledge' or the local effects of the exercise of power, rather than by

looking for some all-powerful entity and measuring its activities.3e In other

words, in order to analyse power's operations in any given situation, we can

look to its local effects, rather than looking for, and reproducing in our

analyses, some powerful sovereign figure from whom such power is

supposedly emanating.

Such an analysis does not require critics to forget the kinds of power exercised

by states. Instead, it understands state power differently' A

3t lbid,93.
36 lbid.
37 Susan Griffin, A Chorus of Stones: The Private Life of War, 1992.
38 Hans Kelsen, 'The Conception of the State and Social Psychology with Special Reference

to Freud's Group Theory' 0924) 5 International Journal of Psycho-analysis 1,36. See the

discussion of Kelsen in Nathaniel Berman,'Book Reviews' (1991) 32 Harvard International

Law Journal 583, 591. Berman sees Kelsen's critique of positivism 'as akin to other,

contemporaneous critiques of the practice of turning functions into substances'.
3n Michel Foucault, above n30, 98.
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reconceptualisation of power along the lines proposed by Foucault suggests

that while sovereign states, international organisations, superpowers, the

global market and at times intemational law are certainly effects of power,

they are not the sources of power. The sense that these entities are omnipotent

is itself an effect of power relations.a0 This thesis therefore does not assume

that more coercive top-down models of power are useless in understanding

international legal phenomena such as wars, violent military interventions,

economic restructuring and the violence imposed in these ways. On the

contrary, classical models of power and coercion are useful in understanding

these phenomena. I do not, however, think that attention to that model of
power reveals the whole story.

Let me give an example. commentators outside law have argued convincingly

that the Gulf War was fought over access to oil and oil company profits.4t Yet

something is missing if critics suggest that the reason many people in

countries like Australia or the US supported the Gulf War was that they knew

that they would have greater wealth and a better standard of living if Third

world states were controlled by the uS and if access to oil was guaranteed.

Critical and feminist analyses show that the use by states or international

organisations of military and economic force to increase power, territory or

influence depends upon complex appeals to, amongst other things, patriotism,

a0 Eve Kosofsþ Sedgwick, Tendencies, 1993, 5-6. Eve Sedgwick describes that sense of
power with reference to the Ch¡istrnas effect. At Christrnas time, all kinds of institutions and
relations line up behind the notion of Christmas.

The depressing thing about the Christmas seruion - isn't it? - is that it's the time when
all the institutions are speaking with one voice. The Church says what the Church
says. But the State says the same thing: maybe not (in some ways it hardly matters)
in the language of theology, but in the language the State talks: legal holidays, long
school hiatus, special postage stamps, and all. And the language of commerce more
than chimes in, as consumer purchasing is organized ever more narrowly a¡ound the
final weeks of the calendar year, the Dow Jones aquiver over Americans "holiday
mood" ... They all - religion, state, capital, ideology, domesticity, the discourses of
power and legitimacy - line up with each other so neatly once a year, and the
monolith so created is a thing one can come to view with unhappy eyes.(5-6)

While it seems ari if all these institutions speak in the same voice, the effect is not due to the
power of some central body, but rather because of the sense of unitary power produced by all
these disparate bodies and entities lining up in that way.
4' See, for example, Ted Wheelwright, Oil & World Politics: From Rockefeller to the Gulf
War,l99l.
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economic interests and conceptions of masculinity and femininity. At least in

democratic states, only if such appeals are successful in controlling individual

subjects can states 'naturally' exercise their military and economic power in

aggressive extemal shows of force. By ignoring these aspects of the operation of

power that are less juridical and more dispersed in form, international lawyers

generally fail to consider why acts of intervention by international organisations

or acts of violence by particular warlords may have the support of populations.

Similarly, I argue in Chapter 3 that the nature of the crisis in the former

Yugoslavia was caused by a particular form of economic restructuring

imposed in an undemocratic and coercive fashion by international financial

institutions, that those institutions have been asked to bear no responsibility

for that crisis, that the forms of constitutional arrangement that have been put

in place since that crisis have further enabled this kind of restructuring and

disempowered the people of the former Yugoslavia, and that this is

colonialism by another name. Yet, as with colonialism, those people who

justiff the forms of intervention in the former Yugoslavia do not do so on the

basis that they will be much better oft wealthier, and will be guaranteed a

higher standard of living as a result of such repeated interventions. Rather,

politicians, the media and international legal scholars justiff that intervention

on the basis of humanitarianism and the need to restore order in the case of a

state racked by 'ethnic' or 'religious' conflict. My interest is in the effect of

security stories on those who theoretically have the democratic power to stop

the people who are acting in their name (govemments, their militaries, the

representatives of those governments in international organisations) from

exercising power over other people in such an exploitative, violent and

oppressive fashion. In this, I am following a line of questioning that has been

developed by scholars seeking to understand the cultures that make

imperialism possible.a2

42 See, for example, Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), Cultures of United States

Imperialism, 1993; Edward W Said, above nl6; K¡istin Ross, .Fasú Cars, Clean Bodies:

Decolonization and the Reordering of French Culture, 1996'
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B.Images of ìnternatìonøl law

One of the eflects of power explored in this thesis is the way in which images of

the international and the local operate in intemational legal texts. Throughout

the thesis, I analyse the ways in which intemational lawyers imagine and

represent the 'international' as well as the 'local', and consider the eflect of such

representations.

The debate about collective security is a particularly useful place to begin

engaging with the roles imagined for international law, international lawyers

and intemational organisations in the changed conditions of the post-Soviet

era. It is in debates about collective security that a number of themes of post-

Soviet legal scholarship merge - growing enthusiasm amongst some

international lawyers for the emergence of a powerful body that can bring

security, order, human rights and democracy to the world, the new tendency to

treat international organisations and international law as agents for

democracy, and dreams of a new world order characterised by 'free'

institutions, free markets and liberal democratic governments. Images of the

international as a site of progressive values appear throughout collective

security texts. Those arguing in favour of expanding the role of the Security

Council in the post-Soviet era present an image of international institutions and

intemational law as agents of democracy and human rights. The political culture

encouraged by international law and intervention is presented as inevitably more

humane, rational and democratic than that inspired by national laws and

institutions.

The thesis explores the ways in which such images engage readers and writers,

ensuring that what would otherwise be technical accounts of intervention

become part of 'the stories that we are all inside, that we live daily'.4' For

o3 Terry Threadgold, 'Introduction' in Terry Threadgold and Anne Cranny-Francis (eds),

Feminine, Masculine and Representation, 1990, l, at27.
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example, I suggest in Chapter 3 that the effect of presenting intemational

institutions and major powers, particularly the US, as bearers of progressive

values is to announce the legitimacy of interventions conducted in the name of

the international community, while obscuring questions about the uses of

interr¡ention in protecting stable investnent regimes or overpowering resistance

to economic restructuring. Such images of the international lead to a focus on

levels of govemance, at the expense of questioning the nature of the political

developments that are enabled by actions at the international, national and local

levels.a

The thesis also explores the ways in which the images of intemationalism that

appear in collective security texts are opposed to forms of nationalism variously

represented as premodem, ethnic, tibal, chaotic, disordered and xenophobic.

Such an opposition is made possible only by a selective focus on some areas of

international activity as rçresentative of the humane intentions and effects of

intemational intervention, while other areas of activity are ignored. Chapter 3,

for example, shows that intemational lawyers consider only the role of

international actors as defenders of humanitarianism and security in the former

Yugoslavia, rather than assessing the role of intemational actors in contributing

to that security crisis.

The broader argument I make is that international lawyers need to reflect upon

their representations of the role of internationalism and of international

organisations in the changed conditions of the post-Soviet era. The ways in

aa David w Kennedy, 'A New world order: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow' (1994) 4

Transnational Law and Contemporary Problems 329. While David Kennedy points to the

need to look beyond an analysis based on levels of governanco, and discusses the need to

move beyond an opposition between national and international, I develop that argument

further in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 below to analyse a paficular historicised, contemporary

rendering of that division, and the effects of that opposition for the identities of international

lawyers and more generally for those who identifu with the international community. I argue

that different images of internationalism can be used as a Trojan horse to allow in fa¡ less

humaniørian models of political and social life. In other words, the association of progressive

values with the international realm means that non-progressive aspects of internationalism a¡e

rendered invisible. Positive images of internationalism mask oppressive aspects of
internationalism.
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which that role is represented shape arguments about the legitimacy of

processes such as military intervention and economic globalisation, and produce

for international lawyers a sense that they play an important and humanitarian

role in the new world order. In tum, such images produce a sense of identity for

those who identifu with the intemational community.

A focus on those images of the international and the local is important in part

because of the links that such a focus suggests with cultures of imperialism.

Postcolonial theorists have argued that imperialism was made possible in part

through narrative.as Stories about civilising missions were used to announce,

argue and promote the cultural superiority of colonising states, to justifu

democratising and civilising invasions by colonial powers and to consolidate the

power of European and later American states. In much the same way, legal

naratives about intervention contribute to making neocolonialism appear

natural, inevitable and desirable. Intervention stories are premised upon an

assumption about the capacity of the 'West' to bring democracy and human

rights to the rest of the world. Such stories ignore a history in which imperial

powers announced and celebrated their superiority in similar language, with

tragic consequences.

The thesis also explores the role played by representations of legality in texts

about collective security. Notions of legality, authority and public interest

implied by the involvement of an international institution like the Security

Council play a role in producing the apparent consensus that such actions are

legitimate, indeed humane. As Chris af Jochnick and Roger Normand have

commented with respect to the legitimating role of international humanitarian

law, '[a]cts sanctioned by law enjoy a humanitarian cover that helps shield

4s Edwa¡d rù/ Said, above nl6, xiii (arguing that '[t]he power to narrate, or to block other
narratives from forming and emerging, is very important to culture and imperialism, and
constitutes one of the main connections between them'). See further the discussion in Chapter
4 below.
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them from criticism'.4ó Law functions to legitimate conduct both because

people'view compliance with "the law" as an independent good', and because

law functions ideologically to influence the perception of the legitimacy of an

act 'by imbuing it with the psychic trappings of lawfulness'.47 International

legal discourse about the role of international institutions and about collective

security shapes broader representations of, for example, the legitimacy of

actions such as those undertaken in the Gult Haiti or the former Yugoslavia.

Although this research is influenced by the work of critical theorists studying

national security discourse, the motivations that underlie the appeal of that

discourse are different from those underlying the more legalistic appeal of

collective security discourse.a* The work done by international relations

theorists on national security issues has analysed what national security

discourse offers in terms of emotional promises about security and stories

about ways of being. While collective security discourse also makes

emotional promises and tells stories about the world, these stories are of a

rather different nature. Collective security discourse focuses on the legal

means of maintaining a global peace and protecting the victims of aggression,

rather than on promoting the national interest. Collective security discourse is

in theory about law and right, while national security discourse is about might.

Comparing the two makes us more alert to the specificity of claims to legality,

as opposed to other sorts of claims to authenticity and legitimacy.

46 Ch¡is af Jochnick and Roger Normand, 'The Legitimation of Violence: A Critical History

of the Laws of Wa¡' (1994) 35 Harvard Internationql Law Journal 49,56.
47 lbid, 57.
a8 See, for example, J Ann Tickner, 'Inadequate Providers? A Gendered Analysis of States

and Security' in Joseph E Camilleri, Anthony P Ja¡¿is and Albert J Paolini (eds), The State in

Trqnsition: Reimagining Political Space, 1995, 125; V Spike Peterson, 'Security and

Sovereign States: What Is At Stake in Taking Feminism Seriously?' in V Spike Peterson (ed),

Gendered States: Feminist (Re)Tisions of International Relations Theory, 1992, 3l; R B J
Walker, 'Security, Sovereignty and the Challenge of World Politics' (1990) 15 Alternatives 3;

David Campbell, Writing security: United States foreign policy and the politics of identity,

1992; Cynthia Weber, above n5; Graeme Cheeseman and Robert Bruce (eds), above n28;

Carol Cohn, above nl7.
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C. Economic globalísatìon after the Cold lYar

This thesis introduces economic globalisation as a factor in thinking about

collective security, and develops a theory about why globalisation is relevant to

collective security. Throughout the thesis, I make connections between the area

of military intervention and that of monetary intervention conducted by

intemational economic institutions. I argue that international lawyers need to

take account of the challenges facing the discþline of international law as a

result of the changed economic conditions of the post-Soviet era. The changes

to the international system that have taken place since the break up of the Soviet

Union have had a significant impact upon international law, intemational

institutions and state sovereignty.

In particular, the ending of the Cold War has enabled the process of economic

globalisation to be facilitated by the increasingly ef,fective and rapidly shifting

operations of international economic institutions such as the International

Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank and the V/orld Trade Organization

(V/TO).4e The consequences of economic resûucturing, and the fact that

intemational institutions play such a central role in firthering that project,

requires intemational lawyers to begin to rethink what intemationalism means

in the late twentieth century. Most observers of international affairs outside the

discipline of international law, whether optimistic or pessimistic about the

impact of changes such as increased capital mobility, trade liberalisation,

privatisation of govemment services and the emerging international division

of labour, recognise that there have been enormeus changes to the global

economy over the past 25 years, and particularly in the post-Soviet era. A

1995 World Bank report talks of 'revolutionary times in the global economy',

on There are many other actors involved in formulating and implementing the process of
economic globalisation. The activities of international economic institutions are of particular
interest, however, because it is through those institutions that much of the agenda of
economic restructuring is pursued in the afterurath of the Cold Wa¡. Economic and

invesünent liberalisation is largely carried out multilaterally, with unilateral or bilateral
initiatives threatened or resorted to in order to strengthen multilateral negotiations and

regulations.
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with 'the embrace of market-based development by many developing and

former centrally planned economies, the opening of international markets, and

great advances in the ease with which goods, capital and ideas flow around

the world, bringing new opportunities, as well as risks, to billions of people'.sO

ln a 1994 survey of the global economy, The Economist ptomises that, '(o)ver

the next 25 years, the world will see the biggest shift in economic strength for

more than a century'.s' Gayatri Spivak also points to the enormity of changes

in 'the financialising of the globe' which have become much more possible in

the post-Soviet world.

Economic restructuring means that the bariers between ûagile

national economies and intemational capital are falling one by one,

economic constraints are all orthodox and possibilities for social

redistribution are disappearing. s2

Yet while ancient hatreds, ethnic tensions, postmodem tribalism or emerging

nationalisms are regularly treated as the causes of humanitarian and security

crises, most international legal analyses do not ask whether such crises could

better be understood as a consequence of ever more ruthlessly effrcient

divisions of labour and resources in the post-Soviet era. Collective security

discourse ignores almost completely the current historical context of rapid and

massive global economic change within which security and humanitarian

crises emerge and security actions take place. International law has been

criticised more broadly for this curious, ahistorical representation of 'the

international'.s3 In particular, intemational lawyers have not taken into account

the role played by the activities of intemational economic institutions in

contributing to security crises. This thesis argues that it is necessary to take such

s0 The V/orld Bank, llorld Developmenl Report 1995: Workers in an Integrating Ilorld,
1995, l.
5r 'Survey: The Global Economy', The Economis¡, I October 1994,3.
s2 Julie Stephens, above nl, 20.
53 David w Kennedy, above n44; Philip Alston, 'The Myopia of the Handmaidens:

International Lawyers and Globalization (1997) 8 European Journal of International Lqw

435.
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activities into account in order to assess, for example, the meaning of collective

humanitarian intervention or of collective security in the new world order.

The failure of intemational lawyers to address the role played by economic

restructuring in contributing to security and humanitarian crises has effects at

the doctrinal level and at the cultural level. At the doctrinal level, I show that

much energy is focused on rethinking norms of military intervention as a

solution to security and humanitarian crises, while little attention is paid to

reassessing the project of economic liberalisation, an enormous and influential

area of engagement and activism. Much of the doctrinal energy that has been

devoted to the law of military intervention could more usefully be focused on

restraining monetary intervention.

At the cultural level, I show that the tendency to focus only on 'humanitarian'

forms of military intervention contributes to the image of internationalism as the

site of progressive values. Much international intervention is justified by

presenting an image of the international community as acting in the interests

of humanity and democracy, while ignoring the violence and injustice effected

in the name of internationalism through military and monetary intervention.

Such images shape the sense of economic liberalisation as natural and

inevitable, and construct the identity of the international community as active,

humane saviours intervening to help people in trouble spots, obscuring other

sets of relations between those who identifu as the international community

and those targeted for intervention. Reading intemational legal texts in the

context of economic restructuring makes it possible to consider how texts about

collective security and intervention operate to manufacture the consent of

citizens of militarily powerful states for the use of force against peoples in

Africa, Eastern Europe, Asia, Latin America and the Carribean.sa

5a The concept of 'manufacturing consent' is taken from Edwa¡d S Herman & Noam
Chomsþ, Manufacturing Consent, 1988. I differ from Herman and Chomsþ in my
understanding of the differentiated nature of the audience for the stories told by governments
and the media. My analyses in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 make different assumptions about our
investments in these stories, and the way such stories can be resisted and renegotiated.
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D. The gender of ínterventíon

A further theme of the thesis is a focus on the gender of intervention. In Chapter

2, that focus takes the form of investigating the ways in which actions

authorised by the Security Council impact upon women, and the extent to which

the assumptions made by security theorists serve to make women less secure. In

Chapters 4 and 5, my approach to law's stories pays close attention to the

ways in which the objects and subjects of international law are created, and to

the categories ofgender and race.

The broad question of what attention should be given to gender in the analysis

of processes like international intervention or globalisation is not an easy one.

I am reminded of Rey Chow's counsel to feminists 'watching China' in the

aftermath of the Tiananmen Square massacre and a:rest of pro-democracy

demonstrators.

I heard a feminist ask: "How should we read what is going on in China

in terms of gender?" My immediate response to that question was, and

is: "We do not, because at the moment of shock Chinese people are

degendered and become simply 'Chinese"'. To ask how we can use

gender to "read" a political crisis such as the present one is to insist on

the universal and timeless sufficiency of an analytical category, and to

forget the historicity that accompanies all categorical explanatory

power .... The problern is not how we should read what is going on in

China in terms of gender, but rather: what do the events in China tell

us about gender as a category, especially as it relates to the so-called

Nevertheless, I continue to find their analysis of the role of the media in developing popular

support for foreign policy in capitalist democracies useful.
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Third World? What are gender's limits, where does it work, and where

does it not work?ss

Accordingly, my research draws on the scholarship of Chow and others to

consider the ways in which gender works and does not work as a category in

analysing the potential impact and consequences of the internationalism of the

post-Coi<i -ùrtar era.

A feminist analysis of collective security that focuses on gender alone would

operate to reinforce the privileged position of white women. Versions of

feminism have been able to enter disciplinary debates without destabilising

metaphors of race and class that operate within disciplines like science and

law to establish knowledge hierarchies.s6 Attempting to broaden the questions

asked in her field of sociobiology, Donna Haraway comments:

I am ... interested in sociobiology as a postmodern discourse in late

capitalism, where versions of feminism readily enter the contest for

meanings, at least in retrospect and over the tired bodies of gutsy

sociobiological feminists. How have sociobiological feminist

arguments, like other westem feminisms, enabled deconstruction of

masculinist systerns of representation, while simultaneously both

deepening and problematizing unmarked enabling tropes of western

ethnocentrism and neo-imperialism?s7

To some extent, the field of international law differs from the sociobiology

that Haraway describes, in that international legal feminists have not been

able to ensure that their versions of feminism would enter the contest for

meanings in the security and economic areas in which I am interested here.

Not even western feminisms have been able to contest the meanings of

tt R"y Chow, 'Violence in the Other Country: China as Crisis, Spectacle, and Woman' in
Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Ann Russo and Lourdes Torres (eds), Third World ll'omen and
the Politics of Feminism, 1991, 81, at 82.
só Donna Haraway, above n28.
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international economic law, intemational trade law and collective security.

There is clearly a need, then, to continue the attønpt to criticise the

masculinist foundations of these discourses. As Jane Gallop argues:

Thinking through the body may seem most appropriate for reflecting

on gender, but it is essential that we not restrict our embodied

intellection to sexual difference lest we reinforce the split between

women's issues (love, family, sexuality) and "serious" subjects

(military history, cultural imperialism, political economy), trapping

feminist thinkers out in the suburbs of intellectual life.ss

Yet the point that feminists are capable of reinscribing race and class

difference is an important one in this area. The methodological terms of

engagement with the discourse of intemationalism bring us to the question of

ethics and embodiment. How is it possible to engage with the intemationalist

discourses that form the object of my study without deepening the 'enabling

tropes of western ethnocentrism and neo-imperialism'? In the fields of war and

economic development, for example, the bodies of 'womenandchildren'

already appear playing the roles of objects: victims of war, objects of

population control, victims of the sex trade, victims of droughts and famines.

Can ferninist analyses avoid reproducing these staples of masculinist texts,

avoid dreaming of saving other women in ways that enable us to feel a power

that we are unable to feel in our own lives?

The issue of the dangers of feminists from industrialised cowrtries writing about

how to save 'other' women has been raised in the debate over the 'women and

development' field.se Chandra Mohanty has pointed to the politics of writing

about and developing expertise about women with less power, and the tendency

of feminists writing about'third world women'to reproduce narratives about the

57 lbíd,353.
58 Jane Gallop, Thinking Through the Body, 1988' 8.
se See particularly the collection of essays in Chandra Talpade, Ann Russo and Lourdes

Torres (eds), above n55.
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third world as a place of underdevelopment, in which'Westem feminists' a¡e the

subjects of history and 'third world women' the objects.60 As Andrea Rhodes-

Little, Julia Gillard and Sylvi Cerepinko point out, the'challenge thrown down

by "other" women is that of how to resist those social practices which produce

inequality and divide women against each other within a global context as well

as in local contexts'.ór In the context of international law, that challenge includes

attempting to write without reproducing categories such as 'Western' and'Third

World' or 'saviour' and 'victim' as if they were natural and self-evident, to

address the power relations involved in producing texts about 'othe,îs', and to

think about the ways in which such categories and power relations operate in

writing about subjects as seemingly removed from identity politics as

intervention and international law. Feminist writing about intemational law also

has to atternpt to address the processes that continue to produce inequality

between women on a global scale.62

Gender may be relevant here in the sense that the subjects and objects in law's

stories about intervention are gendered. These stories address their audience in

ways that are concemed with the gender of the spectator or audience for the

story. Teresa de Lauretis suggests that feminist film theory provides ways of

addressing these issues: 'not only how the representation of gender is

constructed by the given technology, but also how it becomes absorbed

subjectively by each individual whom that technology addresses'.63 The

question of absorption is addressed, according to de Lauretis, by 'the concept

of spectatorship, which feminist film theory has established as a gendered

concept; that is to say, the ways in which each individual spectator is

addressed by the film, the ways in which his/trer identification is solicited and

60 Chandra Talpade Mohanty, 'Under Western Eyes: Feminist Schola¡ship and Colonial
Discourses' in Chandra Talpade, Ann Russo and Lourdes Torres, above n55, 51.
6' Andrea Rhodes-Little, Julia Gilla¡d and Sylvi Cerepinko, above n6.
62 For examples of feminist intemational legal writing that address those issues, see Christine
Chinkin,'Feminist Interventions into International Law' (1997) 19 Adelqide Law Review 13;
Krysti Justine Guest, 'Exploitation under Erasure: Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
Engage Economic Globalisation' (1997) 19 Adelaide Law Review 73.
63 Teresa de Lauretis, Technologies of Gender: Essays on Theory, Film and Fiction, 1987,13.
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structured in the single film, are intimately and intentionally, if not usually

explicitly, connected to the spectator's gender'.ø

The thesis explores how, if at all, the identification that is solicited and

structured by security discourse is connected to the gender and race of the

person addressed by the discourse. The narratives of collective security theory

hail readers as white, powerful, active and masculine, and this has historically

been a way of producing white, middle-class, imperial men and women.

Women are asked to identifr with the male role assigned to the active,

muscular, professional interveners for democracy or security constituted in

these narratives of salvation. Women reading and writing such texts imagine

themselves in the role of the professional, managerial hero, and are able to

identifu with those heroic characters if they are willing to sacrifice others to

the feminine role. That has perhaps to some extent always been true of

colonialism, so that imperialist women have been able to experience increased

agency just as imperial men have done. What then are women who are

international lawyers doing to 'other' women and to feminised men in order to

participate in'the spoils of freedom'?6s

A related issue that arises for me in writing about this topic is how to take

responsibility for my own power. The temptation in writing about

international law as a feminist woman in the academy is to present my

position as largely powerless, as a marginal or oppositional critic voicing my

protests about the actions of all-powerful institutions and processes, including

patriarchy, capitalism, globalisation and militarism. When I started work on

this project, that was precisely the position I imagined myself occupying.

Indeed, the first paper I presented on this topic was a difficult experience,

precisely because I imagined myself as a David speaking on behalf of truth

and justice to a room full of Goliaths.

6o lbid, 13.
65 Renata Salecl, above nl9
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Gradually, I have come to realise that there are a number of problems that

arise if such a position is assumed. The first is that, by presenting myself as

powerless and those I am criticising as omnipotent, I run the risk of creating

in myself and my readers a sense of hopelessness. If the patriarchy, the (IN,

the World Bank, the US or the faceless process of globalisation are indeed all-

powerful and extremely destructive, it is hard to see exactly what use writing

about their actions will be. What can a reader who has learnt about the

destructive consequences of military or monetary intervention conceptualise

as a useful form of response or resistance if my image of those carrying out

such interventions is one of totalising power? The realistic or pragmatic

response for such a reader would be either to give up hope and focus instead

on local and manageable problems and issues, or at worst to join forces with

these institutions and actions, on the basis that it is better to be on a winning

than a losing team.

The second problem that arises if I imagine myself as lacking in power is that

I risk failing to take responsibility for the power that I do in fact exercise, and

falling into the trap of a paranoid mode of understanding politics which

assumes that there are all-powerful enemies who do exercise power over me

and who must if possible be destroyed. The more I read and studied about the

way in which people identifu with leaders who act in brutal and evil ways, the

more I realised that such people understand themselves first as victims, and

thus are able to feel a legitimate desire to destroy their enemies.óó Clearly that

raises difficult questions for a feminist: if to understand oneself as a victim is

the prerequisite for being an oppressor, how could I be certain that such

results were not the effects of my work?

66 See Jacqueline Rose, The Haunting of Sylvia Plath, 1992,210 ('perpetrators experience

themselves as victims in order both to deny and to legitimate their role (to be a perpetrator

you have first to "be" a victim)'); Anita Eckstaedt, 'Two Complementary Cases of
Identification Involving "Third Reich" Fathers' (1986) 67 International Journal of Psycho-

Analysis 317,326 ('It is only a matter of time before the defence of experiencing oneself as a

victim meets up with the repressed experience of ha¡bouring the intentions of the

perpetrator'); Anthony M Elliott, 'Symptoms of Globalization: or, Mapping Reflexivity in the

Postmodern Age' in Joseph E Camilleri, Anthony P Jarvis and Albert J Paolini (eds), above

n48, 157, at 167.
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Thus one of the issues that I examine throughout the thesis is how to

acknowledge that I am always in some way complicit with, or part of, those I

want to criticise most strongly.6T Rather than see all evil as residing

somewhere outside me, in an enemy who must be destroyed, my attempt in

this work is to develop a way of talking about the effect of international law's

stories without creating an opposition between good and bad, us and them. I

have attempted to make an argument about intemational law without creating

heroes and villains, although I do not always succeed. I attempt to keep in the

reader's mind a sense of the extent to which my own identity is a collective

invention, and at those times when I am moved to blame some 'other', to

attempt to acknowledge that as part of my'self.

Those concerns shape the approach that I take to the discipline of international

law. Having decided that I did not want to create false enemies, it then

became necessary to force myself to acknowledge the temptations I faced in

writing within or outside international law's imagined disciplinary boundaries.

Many idealistic claims have made been about international law throughout

this century, and perhaps no more so than in the increasingly celebratory post-

Soviet period. The two ternptations facing me as someone attempting to write

about ways to create or imagine a world order different to that espoused

during the Gulf War or the Uruguay Round, for example, are to position

myself as a proglessive, idealistic international lawyer, or as an engaged and

transgressive critic of international law.

Both abandoning and working within intemational law raise problems. The

stronger temptation, to abandon intemational law and deny that it has had any

influence on me, fails to acknowledge both the effects of my training as a

lawyer and the fact that many generations of international lawyers have in fact

67 See patricia J Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights, 1993,216-236 (writing about the

paradox of doing the necessary work of reclaiming her heritage as the descendant of a white

slave-owning lawyer, while at the same time identiffing principally as the descendant of his

slave, Williams' great-great-grandmother).
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taken precisely the same path of disavowing international law in order to

argue for their own view of a new world order.68 I therefore want to attempt to

acknowledge that part of my authorial self that is shaped, and given voice and

status, by my training as a lawyer, both to ensure that I acknowledge that part

of this heritage that is of use, and to enable me to write and think about the

effects of that disciplining.

International legal theory written under conditions of postcolonialism needs to

involve an analysis of how international lawyers are disciplined and thus

authorised to write, speak and know about the objects of international legal

discourse. Those of us who have been disciplined by law are well placed to

write about how law disciplines its students and officials, and to explore how

we have been made through the process of legal education. Our authority is in

part dependent upon the starving, warring, abused, passive, victimised,

chaotic, disordered, ungoverned bodies of international legal texts. One aim of

this thesis is to think through the relationality of these objects and subjects of

international law.óe

On the other hand, I do not want to identiff solely as an intemational lawyer,

or to argue that it is necessary for those who want to make a difference or

engage with power to use the tools of international law. It can be difficult to

give up those claims of international law. The power of international law is

partly that it does speak of a commitment to goals such as justice, peace,

dignity and protection of the vulnerable. International lawyers describe a

powerful history, in which law acts to prevent genocide, human rights abuses

and exploitation. An example that I came upon as I was writing this

introduction reveals the nature of that appeal. In the epilogue to her book

Eichmann in Jerusalem, }Jaw:ah Arendt writes, 'If genocide is an actual

possibility of the fi,rture, then no people on earth - least of all, of course, the

Jewish people, in Israel or elsewhere - can feel reasonably sure of its

ó8 See the argument made in David rW Kennedy, above n44.
6e See further Chapter 5 below.
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continued existence without the help and the protection of intemational law'.70

Arendt's words convey the power of the stories according to which

international lawyers are trained. In a period when people in my country and

many others are unable to feel 'good' about their place in history, these stories

are important and powerful markers of identity. In my case, intemational law

gave me a language and a way of thinking about the exploitation of and

brutality towards indigenous people, gay men and lesbians, mentally ill

people, women, migrants and other outsiders in the authoritarian state in

which I grew up. International law offered a sense of 'outside', a way of

transcending the will of what seemed an unceasingly tyrannous majority. For

me, learning about intemational law is so inextricably intertwined with

leaving home, discovering left-wing politics, encountering ferninism' peace,

environmental and Third World activism, learning about other ways of being

and becoming a professional, speaking subject, that I can no longer remember

whether or which of these insights and identifications came from intemational

law, and which came from elsewhere. The nature of that appeal is something

with which I have had to reckon in writing this account of intervention stories,

and I suspect that it is also something with which many others have to reckon.

The approach I develop in this work is to attønpt to use and to acknowledge

the tools of modernist international law with which I have been disciplined,

while attempting to work with and through the limitations of those tools.

Part of what I attempt in this thesis is thus to interrogate the desire which I

share to engage with international law, and to be part of an international legal

tradition that is built on imperialism, paternalism, elitism and the construction

of others as exotic victims or enemies. Throughout the thesis, I question what

happens to people, including feminists, when they identi$ with a particular

discipline or the nanatives upon which it is founded. Is it possible to adopt the

position often adopted by ferninist lawyers, of being somehow at once inside

and outside of the discipline of law, critiquing it while making use of its

assumptions, tools and power? Such questions afe particularly important for

70 Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, 1994,273
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feminists engaging with a legal tradition which is extremely resistant to selÊ

reflection and analysis of the power relations involved in constructing and

protecting legal authority.

E. Crìtícal engagement: strategt and ethìcs

1. Reading and writing security

Thinking about the power effects of representation raises further questions

about the role of power in my own attempt to produce knowledge about

collective security. Writing about the appeal of intervention, and the role of

legality in contributing to that appeal, raises a series of questions about reason

and rationality. In particular, to what extent is reasoned argument alone

suffrcient as a means of responding to the appeal of arguments in favour of

intervention?

The temptation in writing about military intervention or the monetary

interventions involved in globalisation is to argue that those who write about

these interventions without reference to many of the'facts' about the outcomes

of such interventions misrepresent their true nature. Those who read such

mainstream accounts are misled, and thus remain ignorant about what is really

happening at an international level. My role according to such an

understanding of knowledge is to find out what really happened, to record

that, and then to explain to people who are duped by these stories what has

really been going on. People can be persuaded that they have been misled

simply by telling them of some additional facts about which they have to date

been ignorant.

A different approach would argue that both knowledge and ignorance are

effects of power. Responding to a story about intervention which presents the

West, or the US and its allies, or the international community, âs heroes

intervening to solve the problerns of the Third World, requires more than
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simply adding additional facts that correct misrepresentations. What is known

about the world is not simply a result of reason and questioning. Rather, what

is known, and what is ignored, is an effect of complicated relations and

emotions. Throughout this work, I act on the basis of these two different

approaches to knowledge. In the end, however, my experience working in this

area has taught me that what we know about the world is a function of the

second approach to knowledge, rather than the first. In writing the thesis, I try

to show how I came to that understanding of the complicated relationship

between power, knowledge and ignorance.T'

My approach to intervention narratives is concemed less with looking for a

truth innocent of ideology or a representation that can correct existing

misrepresentations, than with attempting to understand the force of current

intervention stories. Rather than attempting to criticise those texts for their

failure to take into account a different 'reality', my interest is in coming to

terms with the 'truth' that is made by security discourse. As Alison Young

argues, we can better understand our investments in a particular discourse if
we 'flow with the current of meaning, accept its construction of truth and

discover its elements and strength. Then we can know what it is we are

dealing with, what fears and desires are embodied in discourse.'72

In addition, I write about security in ways that make visible the process by

which law's stories are constructed and made to seem real, in the belief that

such work is needed because of the hold that such languages have on

everyday interpretations of the world.73 As Terry Threadgold points out:

What were once technical 'Jargons", metalanguages, have made the

transition from theory into the transparent world of the ordinary, the

7r See particularly the discussion in Chapter 6 below'
72 Alison Young, Femininity in Dissent, 1990,43.
73 On that process more generally, and the place of feminist and critical legal theory in

resisting it, see Andrea Rhodes-Little, above n26; Alison Young, above n72.
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everyday. We forget that these too are constructions, of the world and

of ourselves: and this forgetfulness has "real" effects ....74

I argue that it is important to keep in mind the nature of that constructedness,

in order to retain a sense of the responsibility of international lawyers for all

that is made possible through these constructions. The focus on law as an

imagined product allows for an analysis of the way in which naturalised

assumptions about race and gender add to the appeal of international law.

2. Speed and strategy

The final point to make in this introduction is that I have written this work at a

time when the speed of change and the power of new technologies operate to

make attempts to analyse or reflect on intemationalism seem difficult and

sometimes useless. Issues, arguments, belief systems, public opinion and

general knowledge have moved far more quickly than I have been able to in

writing a sustained piece of academic work. The thesis has been written

during the period 1994-8, during which time I have also been teaching,

researching and engaged in community work in the areas of international trade

law, international human rights law, intemational environmental law and

feminism. That period has been shaped by a certain post-Cold War euphoria.

It has been marked by the end of history debates, increasingly strident

triumphalism, the completion of the Uruguay Round, the revitalisation of the

Security Council, and the increasing sense that g¡oups engaged in 'hardcore

economic resistance' are either invisible, irrelevant, or anachronistic.Ts

When I began work on this project in 1994, most media commentators and

many colleagues and students were convinced of the need to intervene

militarily in Yugoslavia. As I finish, there seems to be a middle-class

consensus that the IMF must intervene in the Asia-Pacific region - the media

7oTerry Threadgold, aboven43, 19
7s Julie Stephens, above nl, 20.
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tells us with certainty that the Asian tigers were conupt and bankrupt all

along, just as we suspected. The speed with which such stories enter and then

leave the public sphere, and the ease with which such curious and complex

arguments become an accepted part of the stories that shape the everyday lives

of many middle-class inhabitants of states like Australia, makes writing at all

seem anachronistic. This is particularly the case for those seeking to shift the

way in which such interventions are understood. Often, one set of stories

conflicts with the previous set of stories, yet that does not seem to affect the

acceptability of the later representation of events in any way.

The problem raised by these issues is something that I can only acknowledge

and refer to as part of the experience of writing this thesis. It is that aspect of

the process of thinking and writing about intervention that has shaped my

sense that it is useful to move to an analysis of law as part of a broader field of

representation or indeed ideology.Tó My conclusion is that the work of those

writing about the role of fantasy in politics,TT and about the ways in which

speed and technology are reshaping politics,Ts will become increasingly useful

tools for developing critical approaches to intemational law.

Partly for this reason, as my work has progressed I have spent more time

reflecting on ways to approach representations of the international, and less

time reflecting on particular interventions. The way in which military or

monetary intervention is reported makes it difñcult to think about engaging

with representations of particular interventions in a sustained way. In the end,

it has seemed to me more useful to try to explore a methodology or strategy

76 See Chapters 4, 5 and 6 below.
77 For analyses that have influenced my understanding of the role of fantasy in law and

politics, see Jacqueline Rose, above n66; Eric L Sanlrer, My Own Private Germany: Dqniel
Paul Schreber's Secret History of Modernity, 1996; Jane Flax,Disputed Subjects: Essays on

Psychoanalysis, Politics and Philosophy, 1993; Meaghan Morris, Ecstasy and Economics:

American Essaysfor John Forbes, 1992.
78 For analyses of the ways in which speed and technology are reshaping politics, see Paul

Virilio, Open Sþ, (trans Julie Rose), 1997; Jean Baudrillard, The Gulf War did not tøke

place, (trats Paul Patton), 1995; James Der Derian, Antidiplomacy: Spies, Terror, Speed, and

War, 1992; Donna J Haraway, Simiqns, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature,

199 l.
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for engaging with the way in which stories about international intervention are

presented to us, whether as professionals or as an audience for the television

news. I use particular examples that have arisen while writing the thesis to

illustrate my argument, and to some extent writing about these examples has

some impact on the way particular issues are understood. Yet my experience

has been that it is not possible to spend a five year period writing about

particular interventions, precisely because those who advocate such

interventions no longer need to build a consensus around such interventions

over that period of time. The speed with which such interventions can be

carried out seems to mean that those in power need a correspondingly shorter

period in which to persuade people of the righteousness of such intervention.

For example, military intervention in the Gulf was carried out extrernely

quickly. It is remarkable that so much destruction, death, suffering and

brutalisation could be carried out in such a short period. That meant that the

support that people had for the intervention had to be mobilised swiftly but

only in a brief surge. Similarly, the nature of monetary intervention is now

unlike intervention in any other period in history. Everything from the nature

of the derivatives designed by V/all Street firms to the speed with which

capital can move is a result of information technology, and that has meant a

radical shift in the extent to which people in one state can significantly alter

the nature of economic, political, social and cultural arrangements in another

state. Monetary intervention carried out by the IMF or the V/orld Bank

requires little sustained build up in the press to justiff, in part because it

requires so little apparent investment in terms of time and money on behalf of

those intervening.Te The nature of communication and information technology

has shifted the way in which poliler operates. This thesis is an attempt to think

about the different issues that such a shift raises for those seeking to

understand the complexity of the operation of power in the era of

7e Edwa¡d Said notes that this has to some extent always been the case with American foreign
policy. Unlike England or France, the US did not contol those states over whom it exercised
power by means of colonies, and so domestic popular support for intervention did not have to
be built and sustained over a long period. Edwa¡d W Said, above nl6.
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globalisation. In the concluding chapter, I return to reflect upon the most

useful strategies for engaging with the new politics of intervention.
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Chapter 2

THE POLITICS OF COLLECTIVE SECURITY

I.INTRODUCTION

In the immediate aftermath of the Cold War, international lawyers became

involved in a major debate about the role of the Security Council, and the UN

generally, in maintaining global peace and security. A series of proposals for

reforming the Security Council and the collective security system under the UN

Charter appeared following the UN response to the Gulf crisis, inspired in large

part by the publication of An Agenda For Peace by then UN Secretary-General

Boutros Boutros-Ghali in June t992.t Much of that scholarship celebrated the

revitalisation of the Security Council, and presented the revived ability of that

body to respond to threats of international peace and security as progress

towards the goal of securing global harmony and world order.2 The literature of

I Boutros Boutros-Ghalí, An Agenda For Peace, 1992. T"he Secretary-General's 50 page report

was prepared in response to the invitation made at the conclusion of the first meeting held by

the Security Council at the level of Heads of State and Govemment in January 1992.

Contributions to the legal literature concerning the reform of the Security Council include

Boutros Boutros-Ghali, 'Beyond Peacekeeping' (1992) 25 New York University Journal of
Internqtional Law and Politics 113; David Caron, 'The Legitimacy of the Collective

Authority of the Security Council' (1993) 87 American Journal of International Law 552;

Gareth Evans, Cooperatingfor Peace: The Globql Agendafor the 1990s and Beyond,1993;
peter Wilenski, 'Reforming the United Nations for the Post-Cold Wa¡ Era' in Ma¡a R Bustelo

and Philip Alston (eds), Whose New World Order? What Role þr the United Nations?, 1991,

L22;lllichaelRenner, Critical Juncture: The Future of Peacekeeping, 1993.
2 See, for example, V/ Michael Reisman, 'The Constitutional Crisis in the United Nations'

(1993) 87 American Journal of International Law 83; Brian Urquhart, 'Learning from the

Gulf in Mara R Bustelo and Philip Alston (eds), above nl, 11; Abram Chayes, 'The Use of
Force in the Persian Gulf in Lori F Damrosch and David J Scheffer, (eds), Law and Force in

the New International Order, 1991,3; Richard Lee Gaines, 'On the Road to a Pax UN: Using

the Peace Tools at our Disposal in a Post-Cold Wa¡ World' (1993) 25 New York University

Journal of Internationql Law and Politics 543; David J Scheffer, 'Use of Force after the Cold

War: Panama, lraq, and the New World Order' in Louis Henkin et al, Right v. Might:

International Lqw and the Use of Force,l99l, 109; Matthew Neuhaus, 'International Law at

the United Nations', Proceedings of the Second Annual Meeting of the Australian and New

Zeqland Society of International Lqw, 1994,253; Ga¡eth Evans, 'The New V/orld Order and

The United Nations' in Ma¡a R Bustelo and Philip Alston (eds), above nl, l; Gareth Evans,

above nl. For legal analyses that a¡e more critical of recent Security Council actions, see
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that period focused particularly on traditional security-based arguments to

justiff Security Council actions.

A second theme to emerge in international legal scholarship of the post-Cold

War period has been the complicated relationship between gender and

international law. In the early 1990s, feminist scholars began the daunting

task of placing issues concerning women on the international legal agenda.3

To date, feminist international lawyers have not played a significant role in

debates about the role of the Security Council, nor has the feminist challenge

to international law influenced the international lawyers working on security

issues.a This chapter engages with the collective security literature of that

Martti Koskenniemi, 'The Police in the Temple. Order, Justice and the United Nations: A
Dialectical View' (1995) 6 European Journal of Intemational Law 325; Ruth Gordon, 'United
Nations Intervention in Intemal Conflicts: Iraq, Somalia, and Beyond' (1994) 5 Michigan
Journal of International Law 519; Roger Normand and Chris af Jochnick, 'The Legitimation
of Violence: A Critical Analysis of the Gulf War' (1994) 35 Harvard Internationql Law
Journal 387; Philip Alston, 'The Security Council and Human Rights: Lessons to be Learned
from the lraq-Kuwait Crisis and its Aftermath' (1992) 13 Australian Year Book of
International Law 107, David D Caron,'Iraq and the Force of Law: Why Give a Shield of
Immunity?' (1991) 85 American Journal of Internationql Law 89; Judith Gail Ga¡dam,

'Proportionality and Force in International Law'(1993) 87 American Journal of International
Løw 391; Middle East Watch, Needless Deaths in the Gulf War: Civilian Casualties During the
Air Campaign and Violations of the Laws of War, l99l; René Provost, 'Starvation as a
Weapon: Legal Implications of the United Nations Food Blockade Against Iraq and Kuwait'
(1992) 30 Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 577;Hewy J Richa¡dson III, 'The Gulf
Crisis and African-American Interests under Intemational Law' (1993) 87 American Journal
of International Law 42; Oscar Schachter, 'United Nations Law in the Gulf Conflict' (1991)

85 American Journøl of International Law 452.
3 It should be noted that feminism came somewhat late to intemational law, an indication
perhaps of the resistance of the discipline to critical analyses. For one of the earliest and most
influential indicünents of international legal scholarship from a Westem feminist perspective,

see Hilary Charlesworth, Christine Chinkin and Shelley Wright, 'Feminist Approaches to

Intemational Law'(1991) 85 American Journql of Internationql Law 613. For feminist analyses

of international humanita¡ian law and international law conceming the use of force, see Hilary
Charlesworth, 'The Silences of the Blue Book' in Stçhanie Lawson (ed), The New Agenda

for Global Security: Cooperating for Peace and Beyond, 1995, 133; Ch¡istine Chinkin, 'A
Gendered Perspective to the Intemational Use of Force' (1992) 12 Australian Year Book of
International Law 279; Judith Ga¡dam, 'A Feminist Analysis of Certain Aspects of Intemational
Humanita¡ian Law' (1992) 12 Australian Year Book of International Inw 265; Judith Gardam,

'Women and International Humanitarian Law' in William Maley (ed), Shelters from the Storm:
Developments in Internalional Humanitarian Law, 199 5, 20 5.
a Australia's former Foreign Minister Senator Gareth Evans, for example, states that his study
of cooperative security for the 1990s and beyond has the following aims:

One of the things we have tried hardest to do in this study... is to map, at

the outset, the whole terrain. There have been innumerable published

studies of particular international peace and security problems, or sets of
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immediate post-Cold War period, and points to the ways in which feminist and

critical analyses complicate the assumptions upon which that celebratory

literature is based.

Part II argues that conventional intemational legal analyses about Security

Council actions do not consider the gender-difÊerentiated eflects of those

actions. The universality of male interests is taken for granted by intemational

lawyers. The first level of analysis thus involves adding women in; that is,

considering the consequences that Security Council actions have had for women

in Kuwait, Iraq, Cambodia, Somalia, Mozambique, Bosnia and the US. I argue

that many women a¡e in fact rendered less secure by actions authorised by the

Security Council in the n¿tme of collective security. As a result, I suggest that

women must have a voice in the decisions about security that are supposedly

made in part in their interests.

Part III ffgues that the assumptions which lie behind theories of collective

security limit the capacity of those theories to represent the security interests of

many groups, including most women. Far from enabling a more secure global

environment, the knowledge about disorder and chaos produced by intemational

lawyers contributes to creating the context in which oppressive military and

economic actions in the name of the Secwity Council are rendered both

plausible and possible.

problems, and of particula¡ kinds of responses to them by the intemational

community. The literature, of which we give a sample in our Bibliography,

is already enornous and growing monthly more so. But there have been

very few attempts to bring all the different problem and response elements

together into a single, coherent picture: on a map-scale, as it were, that does

not obliterate the necessary detail, but at the same time is large enough to

be readily grasped.

Unfortunately, Senator Evans does not refer to the arguments of feminist theorists of security

at any point in his study, nor does he refer at any time to the security interests of women;

Gareth Evans, above nl, 184. The sample of literature given in the Bibliography is sniking in

its failure to refer to any of the literature produced by the feminist community on the issue of
world peace and security, a literature which I would suggest is also 'already enormous and

growing monthly more so'. For a useful corrective to the inadequacies of that Bibliography,

see the 'select Bibliography' in Cynthia Enloe, The Morning After: Sexual Politics At The

End Of The Cold War,1993, 301-317'
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At both levels of analysis, I suggest that the power relations involved in

producing knowledge about collective security operate to marginalise the

security interests of many groups, including most women. The interests of men

remain the unquestioned norm of collective security scholarship. My argument

is not that such interests should be displaced or ignored altogether. Instead, I

conclude by suggesting that the interests of elite men should be retumed to their

particularity. When those interests are seen as one set of interests which should

be considered in thinking about security, rather than as a false universal, new

visions about the necessary conditions for creating global security might be

possible. The aim of this chapter is thus to ask a different set of questions about

collective security and the reform of the UN security system. I argue that such a

shift in focus is necessary in order to work towards achieving 'survivable'

communities, that is, 'communities which are committed to making the world

livable on a daily basis for all its inhabitants'.s

II. THE SILENCES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

Intemational legal analysis of Security Council actions is largely silent about

the consequences of such actions for women. As a result, the lessons learned

from the history of 'successful' actions in the Gulf and Cambodia, or the

'failures' in Somalia or Bosnia, take no account of the capacity of Security

Council actions to render women less secure. In this Part, I contest the lessons

learned by Western international lawyers about the nature of the conditions of

collective security. First, I compare the accounts of women's experience of

Security Council actions with the silence of international lawyers about the

consequences of Security Council actions for women. Secondly, I argue that,

as a result of the failure of international law to consider the full consequences

' Anne Sisson Runyan, 'The "State" of Nature: A Ga¡den Unfit for Women and Other Living
Things' in V Spike Peterson (ed), Gendered States: Feminist (Re)Visions Of International
Relations Theory, 1992, 123, at 138.
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of previous Council actions, proposals for reforming the Security Council are

inadequate.

A. The impøct of Securìty Councíl acúíons on women

The consequences for women of actions authorised by the Security Council can

be documented fairly readily. Security Council actions, both in the form of

military operations and economic sanctions, have influenced \ryomen'S struggle

to acquire basic socio-political rights, women's health and survival, women's

freedom from rape and sexual harassment, and women'S economic security.

Perhaps the clearest examples of gender-differentiated consequences of such

actions concern the growing number of complaints of rape by peacekeepers, the

harsh effects of economic sanctions on women, and women's status in

militarised cultures. As will be seen, none of these issues are referred to in

mainstream analyses of the success or failure of the revitalised Security Council.

1. Rape, militarised masculinity and UN peacekeeping

The persistence of complaints made by women alleging that they have been

raped or assaulted by their 'protectors' in Bosnia, Carnbodia and the Gulf

suggests that peacekeepers and peace enforcement forces are no less likely than

members of othermilitary forces to rape and assault civilian women and women

soldiers.6 Reports have continued to surface about rape, sexual harassment and

abuse of girls and women by peacekeeping troops.T The stories and silences of

women involved directly in the Gulf War, for example, suggest flaws in the

6 I use the phrase 'peace enforcement forces' to refer to those situations where the Security

Council has authorised states to use force to restore international peace and security. The

exact legal basis of the resort to force in the Gulf conflict remains a matter of some dispute.

See Thomas M Franck &Faiza Patel,'UN Police Action in Lieu of rWa¡: "The Old Order

Changeth"' (1991) 85 American Journal of International Law 63, 64:, Eugene V Rostow,

'Until What? Enforcement Action, or Collective Self-Defence?' (1991) 85 American Journal

of International Law 506, 510; Oscar Schachter, above n2,452; Bums H Weston, 'Security

Council Resolution 678 and Persian Gulf Decision Making' (1991) 85 American Journal of
International Lqw 516, 518.
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dominant 'Western representation of the Gulf War as clean, quick, competent,

effective and successful.8 The US Army's Criminal Investigation Command has

released findings that at least 24 US Army servicewomen were raped or

sexually assaulted in the Persian Gulf region during Operations Desert Shield

and Desert Storm.e

The Gulf crisis does not provide the only example of exploitation and abuse of

women by peacekeepers. In December 1993, the commander of the UN mission

in Mozambique, Aldo Ajello, received a letter from the International Save the

Children Alliance, which complained that tlN military personnel had bought

sex from hundreds of girls, many of whom were orphaned or abandoned during

the war. tn February 1994, the UN issued a report which concluded that the

increase in prostitution generated by the UN contingent'has negatively affected

the quality of urban public life and apparently generated some ill feeling toward

troops in some areas.'lo

Accounts of sexual assault by peacekeepers and of a dramatic increase in

prostitution have also onerged from Carnbodia. In September 1992,the chief of

the United Nations Transitional Authority in Carnbodia (UNTAC), Yasushi

7 Judith Gardam, above n3, 206.
8 For examples of representations of the Gulf Wa¡ in these terms, see Ga¡eth Evans, above nl,
xi ('the effective collective response to the Gulf crisis'); Address By Secretary-General Javier
Perez De Cuellar, 22 Apnl l99l at the University of Bordeaux, LIN Press Release,
SG/SM/4560 (24 Apnl l99l) ('the swift and systematic response of the Security Council to
the invasion of Kuwait by Irad); W Michael Reisman, above n2, 85 ('the Council ... seoms

remarkably effective, as w¿ìs most recently demonstrated by the expulsion of an aggressor
and the liberation of Kuwait. That was a campaign all could applaud'); Gareth Evans, above
rA,2-4 ('we have had with the Gulf Wa¡ a resounding affirmation and demonstration of the
effectiveness of the principles of collective security'; 'there is a particular significance in the
successful international effort to reverse lraq's aggression: the outcome of the Gulf rWar was a
triumphant reaffirmation of the UN's collective security role'); David J Scheffer above n2,

126 ('international law was a winner during the Gulf conflict ... a powerful precedent has

been established that should deter at least some of the aggressive stratagems of lawless

rulers').
e Discussed in Cynthia Enloe, above n4, 188.
r0 Gayle Ki¡shenbaum,'Who's Watching the Peacekeepers?'(May/June 1994) 4 Ms. 10. There

has been little action taken as a result of the frndings - at the time, a number of UN soldiers were

sent home and a 6 pm curfew was imposed on the rest of the üoops. The author of the report,
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Akashi, dismissed complaints about peacekeepers conduct at a meeting with aid

groups, stating he was not a puritan, and that'18-year-old, hot-blooded soldiers'

have a right to drink, enjoy themselves, and chase 'young, beautiful beings of

the opposite sex'.rr [n response to his remarks, 165 Cambodian and'Western

women and men signe.d a letter expressing the group's oufiage at the actions of

male UN personnel. The authors alleged that sexual harassment had become a

'regular occuffence for women in restaurants, hotels, banks, markets, and other

public places', and that there had been a dramatic increase in prostitution since

March 1992, when I-INTAC soldiers anived to enforce the 1991 Paris Peace

Accord.r2 They stated that while there were 6000 women working as prostitutes

in 1991, by 1992 the number had risen to 20 000, and there had also been a

sharp rise in prostitution involving children. As one report noted:

one of the biggest uN peacekeeping operations in history - involving

16 000 troops - helped to put cambodia 'on the map' in regard to

trafficking in women ... just as us soldiers had done for Saigon, the

Philippines and Bangkok during the Vietnam war.t'

There have also been allegations that UN personnel in Bosnia sexually abused

women who were being held captive by Serbs.'o Although the UN held an

inquiry to investigate the complaints of rape, Yasushi Akashi, now head of the

IIN's peacekeeping operation in the former Yugoslavia, announced in March

1994 that there was no basis for the charges and the inquiry was closed'

Akashi has since appointed a force inspector general to follow up on other

charges that troops in the area are involved with prostitutes and trafficking in

illicit goods.rs

Beh¡ooz Sadry, stated that the goal of the investigation was never to initiate criminal

proceedings.
tt lbíd,13.
t2 lbid.
t3 lbid.

'o 'U.N. Treachery' (JanuaryÆebruary 1994) 4 Ms' 16'
ts lbid.
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2. The gendered effects of economic sanctions

Research conducted by Harvard and IIN research teams into conditions in post-

war Iraq has shown that the imposition of economic sanctions, combined with

the destruction of Iraq's civilian infrastructure, has had harsh effects on Iraqi

women. ln particular, sociologists and lawyers with the International Study

Team compiled a report on the state of women under the sanctions regime,

based on interviews conducted with 80 women throughout Iraq.16 According to

the study, the collapsed Iraqi economy had a severe impact on women. 80

percent of women inten¡iewed said their domestic responsibilities had increased

significantly, and that they felt ove,nvhelmed by their daily struggle to provide

their children with even basic needs like food and water. Nearly 50olo of women

interviewed had depleted all of their savings, due to the fact that rationing and

widespread illegal markets controlled the availability of humanitarian supplies.

The situation was worst for women who did not have assets to sell to pay for

food and other daily needs.rT ln 1992, UN agencies reported that the destruction

16 Reported in Sa¡ah Zaidi,'War, Sanctions, and Humanita¡ian Assistance: The Case of Iraq
1990-1993' (1994) I Medicine And Global Surtival 147. Zaidi notes that the findings of the
International Study Team were based on fieldwork conducted in Iraq in August and
September 1991. The study, conducted by an international team of 87 resea¡chers, was
organised by graduate students at the Ha¡va¡d Law School and the Harva¡d School of Public
Health, with members of the Gulf Peace Team, and funded by UNICEF, the MacArthur
Foundation, the John Merck Fund and Oxfam-UK.
t' Ibid,153. The effects of sanctions have been greatly exacerbated by the consequences of
allied bombing of electrical systems and other infrastn¡cture. A repof by Middle East Watch in
November l99l described the results of the virtual destnrction of kaq's electrical system by
allied bombing:

(T)he cost to the civilian population of these attacls on the electrical system
was severe. Iraq was quickly tansformed from a modern, energy-dependent
society into, in the now-famous words of the Ahtissa¡i report, a "pre-industrial
age". Shortages of food due to the UN embargo were exacerbated by the lack
of refrigeration and the impairment of lraq's highly mechanized, irrigation-
based agriculture. The nation's electricþ-dependent water-purification and
sewage-treaünent facilities were crippled, creating a serious health haza¡d.
Hospitals and clinics were forced to meet this growing health emergency, and
to treat the wa¡ wounded, with, at most, erratic electricity supplied by back-up
generators. Vaccines and medicines requiring refrigeration deteriorated and
were diffrcult to rçlace. A UNICEF representative in Imq noted in late May
the "vicious circle" of "poor hygiene, contaminated water and poor diet",
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ofurban sanitation capabilities led to the death of l70,000Iraqi infants.t8 A visit

by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO) in

Novernber 1993 confirmed that the impact of sanctions had spread throughout

the country, affecting civilians and the govemment.'n The FAO reported a

deterioration in household food security, a shortage of medical supplies and

deterioration in the overall health situation.2o

Cynthia Enloe has noted that 'any configuration of intemational relationships

can be fashioned by govemment leaders only if they can devise ways to hamess

women's compliance'.2r Saddam Hussein relies on the Iraqi Women's Federation

to mobilise women to 'put in place the consumer rationing prograûrmes which

will be the key to the Hussein regime's ability to withstand the UN embargo',22

while the Security Council wagers that such support will eventually waver.

Given the evidence that women continue to bear the burden of responding to

sanctions, and of coping with the results of UN imposed restrictions on food and

medicine, international lawyers must be clear about why women are targeted

and disciplined by the imposition of sanctions. To freat the decision to impose

sanctions as a decision involving only the UN and recalciftant governments

involves ignoring the role women are forced to play in order to survive the

consequences of these decisions.

3. The remilitarisation of US culture

Women and members of minority groups in the US have argued that the Gulf

'War 
has had major implications for their political status and security. The most

which he said left about 100,000 Iraqi children under one year of age

vulnerable to dia¡rhoea and dehydration.

Middle East lWatch, above n2, 9, 10.

'8 Cited in Lynda Boose, 'Techno-Muscularity and the "Boy Eternal": From the Quagmire to the

Gulf in Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pea.se (eds), Cultures Of United States Imperialism,1993,

581, at 593.
re Sa¡ah Zaidi,above nl6, 150, 154.
20 lbid.
2r Cynthia Enloe, above n4, 163.
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fundamental concern is that the popular perception of the Gulf V/ar as clean,

quick and surgical has entrenched militarism further in that culture. The pattern

of media'selÊcensorship, combined with government manipulation'meant that,

perhaps for most Americans, the war sanitised the state's armed forces, 'showing

it as a place where honorable men can handle hardship and deadly technology

with competence and aplomb and where women can take a more active role in

defending the counûy.'23 The war provided further legitimation for US

militarism, through the construction of the US military as global saviours, or a

global police force defending the 'new world order'.24 As a result, the US

military may have 'come out of the Gulf War more thoroughly integrated into

the social structure than it has been in the last two centuries. If so, the end of the

Cold V/ar will not mean the end of militarization of women's lives.'2s lndeed, the

Gulf War also saw the successful ferninisation ofthe homefront, signified by the

yellow ribbons which were wom and tied around frees, antennas and buildings

throughout the US once the bombing started. Both Cynthia Enloe and Lynda

Boose have interpreted the civilian support for'our boys' as a response to the

imagined figure of the resentfril male Vietnam vet who emerged as a symbol of

besieged masculinity in 1980s America.26

The increasing militarisation of US culture and the US economy is a matter of

particular concem for women, due to the gender-differentiated eflects of war

and of militarism. Women suffer disproportionately when there are cutbacks in

civilian spending in order to fund increased spending on the defence budget.

22 Ibid.
23 lbid, l9l-2. For discussions of media self-censorship, see Noan Chomsþ Detercing
Democracy, 1992, 407-440; Hamid Mowlana, George Gerbner and Herbert Schiller (eds),

Triumph Of The Image: The Media's War In The Persian Gulf 1992.
2a In President Bush's speech to Congress on I I September 1990, he spoke of:

a new world ... struggling to be bom, a world quite different from the one we
have known, a world where the rule of law supplants the rule of the jungle, a
world in which nations recognise the sha¡ed responsibility for freedom and
justice, a world where the strong respect the rights of the weak.

Quoted in Gareth Evans, above n2, L From a feminist perspective, Bush's references to the birth
of a new world, and his construction of 'the rule of the jungle' as representing the 'state of
nature', deserve fa¡ more analysis than I can give them here.
2t Clmthia Enloe, above n4, 184.
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The continued ban on womon in'combat', itself an unstable category continually

being redefined to ensure that the military can be adequately staffled without

lowering masculine morale, means that women do not benefit from increased

spending on the military in the ways that male career militarists do.27 There is

evidence that increases in violence against women occurs in militarised cultures

generally, and in military families in particular.2s

Finally, the remilitarisation of US culture, and increasingly of other

industrialised democracies, is also of concem outside those societies. Any

evidence of increased willingness on the part of US citizens to support

militaristic solutions to intemational conflicts is a matter of grave concem for

those in the areas which have suflered at the hands of the US military during

recent decades.2e The closing of the space for alternative forms of selÊ

representation in US culture impacts not only upon women in the US, but on the

security of people all over the globe. It suggests that the choice of high-violence

options which continue to threaten the security of many afe now once again

marketable to citizens of the US and of other Westem democracies.3o

26 lbid.; Lynda Boose, above nl8.
27 Cynthia Enloe has argued that feminists need to furd a way to argue two things

simuitaneously; fust, 'that the military is too important a social institution to be allowed to

perpetuate sexism for the sake of protecting fragile masculine identities' and secondly, 'that

the military is too important'. See Cynthia Enloe, 'The Right to Fight: A Feminist Catch-22'

(1993) 4 Ms.84,87.
it Georgina Ashworth, Of Violence and Violqtion: Women and Human Rights, 1985, 1;

Andrée Mi.h"l, 'Milita¡isation of Contempora¡y Societies and Feminism in the North' in

Georgina Ashworth (ed), A Diplomacy of the Oppressed: New Directions in Internationql

Feminism, 1995, 33; Carolyn Nordstrom, 'Rape: Politics and Theory in War and Peæ'
(1996) ll Australian Feminist Studies 147; J Ann Tickner, 'Inadequate Providers? A
òendered Analysis of States and Security'in Joseph E Camilleri, Anthony P Jarvis and Albert

J Paolini (eds), The state in Transition: Reimagining Politicql space, 1995,125, at 130'
2e See the critical analysis of US military intervention in Central America, Latin America, the

Caribbean, Asia and Africa in Noam Chomsþ, above n23'
30 For further development of this argument, see Michael Rogin, 'uMake my Day!": Spectacle

as Amnesia in Imperial Politics [and] The Sequel' in Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds),

above nl8, 499; Susan Jeffords, 'The Patriot System, or Managerial Heroism' in Amy Kaplan

and Donald E pease (eds), above nl8, 535; Donald E Pea.se, 'Hiroshima, the Vietnam Veterans

Wa¡ Memorial, and the Gulf War: Post-National Spectacles' in Amy Kaplan and Donald E
pease (eds), above nl8, 551; Lynda Boose, above n18; Edwa¡d w said, culnre And

Imp eriali sm, 1993, 34 | -408 ; Cynthia Enloe, above n4, I 6 I -200'
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4. Mainstream analyses of international law

It is clear from the above accounts that Security Council actions have had, and

continue to have, profound implications for the status and security of women. It

is revealing to compare these accounts, largely available only through feminist

press, alternative media sources, and in the work of feminist theorists, with

mainstream analyses of the success of operations in the Gult Bosnia,

Mozarnbique and Cambodia. The gender-dif[erentiated eflects of Security

Council actions have gone unremarked in mainstream international legal

analyses of the success, effectiveness and desirability of past and future

actions.3r

The Gulf 'War, for example, is treated by international lawyers writing in the

area of collective security as an important historical event. Many agree that it

represented the revitalisation of the Security Council, with the collective

security systun established under the UN Charter finally achieving its potential

after years of effective paralysis through the reciprocal use of the veto.32 The

military operation in the Gulf is represented as an example of an effective,

successful, quick and clean response by the collective security systøn to state

aggression.33 Amongst the many contributions by international lawyers to the

analysis of the operation in the Gulf, however, ve,ry few have considered the

3' The failure of official reports to refer to women's interests is both rema¡kable and
extremely troubling. The Secretary-General's reports to the Security Council on
Mozambique, for example, make no reference to the reports of abuse of power by
peacekeepers: see Report of the Secretary-General on the Unìted Nations Operation in
Mozambique UN Doc Sll994l5ll; Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations
Operation in Mozambique UN Doc 3/1994/803; Further Report of the Secretary-General on

the United Nations Operation in Mozambique UN Doc 5/1994/1002. The failure of official
reports to refer to these allegations suggests a disregard for the concerns and interests of the

women involved. That failure also suggests that the wisdom of sending soldiers to maintain
peace will not be questioned in the short term. Simila¡ly, the Secretary-General's reports on
the situation in Somalia indicate a lack of concem for women's post-conflict role: see Report
of the Secretary-General to the Security Council on Somalia, UN Doc 5119941977; Report by
the Secretary-General Concerning the Situation in Somaliq, UN Doc 5/1994/1068
32 See, for example, rW Michael Reisman, above n2; Abrarn Chayes, above n2; Richa¡d Lee
Gaines, above n2; David J. Scheffer, above n2; Matthew Neuhaus, above n2; Ga¡eth Evans,

above n2; Gareth Evans, above nl.
33 See, for example, references listed above n8.
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effect of that action on women.'a The silence of international lawyers about

these issues seems to indicate that the interests of women are simply seen as

irrelevant. It may be that rape and sexual abuse of women are seen as a 'private

issue', even though the decision to send peacekeepers to particular countries is a

public issue.35

The official responses by military leaders and UN officials to complaints of

increased prostitution, rape and sexual assault by peacekeepers suggest that

abuse and exploitation of women is inevitable. Fred Ecktrard, the associate

spokesperson for Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali, has argued:

I don't ttrink it's a UN problem. It's a universal problern .... We (UN

personnel) are pretty much the same as the average human being ...'

There will always be problems when you put large nurnbers of men

together, send them away from home, keep thern in baracks, put them

in military manoeuwes for a period of time. You give them a couple of

nights off, they tend to look for company, drink, make a lot of noise, and

sometimes get into trouble.3ó

Eck*rard's response illusüates that UN ofEcials continue to view the

brutalisation of women as something which is not the responsibility of the UN,

but a 'universal problem' caused by the fact that UN peacekeepers are, after all,

'average human beings'. Ferninist analyses, on the other hand, suggest that

militarised men are not simply average human beings, but are men produced in

particular ways through military training, appeals to masculinity and cultural

license towa¡ds military brutality against women and feminised Others.3t The

3o For an analysis that does exa¡nine the impact on women, see Judith Gardam, 'Gender and

Non-Combatant Immunity' (1993) 3 Transnationql Law and Contemporary Problems 345'
3s Cha¡lesworth, Chinkin and rwright have criticized the cha¡acterisation of violence against

women as a private, domestic issue, and thus outside the province of international law' See

Hilary Charlesworth, Christine Chinkin and Shelley Wright, above n3, 627'9.
36 

Quoted in Gayle Kirshenbaum, above nl0' 10.
,t Sìe, for example, Cynthia Enloe, above n27i Cynthia Enloe, above n4; Susan Faludi, 'The

Citadel', The New Yorker, 5 September 1994, 62.
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implications of that training are revealed in reports of women who suffer rape in

war, who work as prostitutes during wars or near military bases, and in the

reports of women in the military who have suf[ered rape and sexual

harassment.38 Ignoring the complaints made by women means that officials and

experts fail to acknowledge that sending militarised men to maintain peace may

have destructive implications for local men, women and children.3e Both

Ecktrard and Akashi dismiss violence against women as normal, universal and,

indeed, understandable. Through their failure to take action against those

peacekeepers who are abusing their positions of power and responsibility, UN

ofñcials such as Akashi and Eckhard act implicitly to authorise such behaviour.

If it is true that militarised men inevitably behave in such a way, surely that

would suggest that peacekeeping does not operate to protect the interests of

local people.

The current efficient, eflective security system lauded by many international

lawyers is built on the abuse of those women and marginalised groups whose

accounts of the consequences of Security Council actions are currently not

being attended to in the realm of security decision-making. There is a need to

acknowledge that decisions to impose sanctions or initiate military

peacekeeping or peace enforcement operations can have gender-difterentiated

38 The Tailhook scandal in the United States revealed a misogynistic culture arnongst

'tailhookers': see Cynthia Enloe, above n4, I92. Similarly, the Australian Senate has conducted

an investigation into a navy sexual harassment scandal, following the report of a naval

investigation into the issue. The investigation found a culture that 'encouraged misogyny and

behaviour well beyond any standard of common decency': l.{aval Maneuvers' (JanuaryÆebruary

1994) 4 Ms. 17. Revelations about the experience of Filipinas at the hands of both Japanese

troops during WW2 and the United States military at Subic Bay and Cla¡k Air Force bases,

gives some insight into the constn¡ction of miliørised masculinity: see Sheila Coronel and

Ninotchka Rosca,'Philippines: For the Boys'(November/December 1993) 4 Ms. 10. Women's

experience of rape in wa¡time has become an issue on the intemational legal agenda as a result

of the reports of the systematic rape of women as a tool of ethnic cleansing in the former

Yugoslavia: see Christine Chinkin, 'Rape and Sexual Abuse of Women in Intemational Law'
(1994) 5 European Journal International Law 326; Theodor Meron, 'Vy'ar Crimes in Yugoslavia

and the Development of International Law' (1994) 88 American Journal Of International Law

78; Theodor Meron, 'Rape as a Crime under Intemational Humanitarian Law' (1993) 87

American Journal Of International Law 424.
3e For a critique of the practice of sending military troops to enforce peace from a peace activist

perspective, see Yeshua Moser, 'LIN Peacekeeping in Cambodia' (1993) 26 Arena Magazine 26'
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consequences. At the very least, consideration of the different ef[ects that the

decision to impose economic sanctions or authorise the use of force may have

on women should be built in as part of the decision-making process. The

consequences of those decisions for women should, in tum, inform the analysis

of whether or not the operations or sanctions have been effective.

B. Proposals for reþrmíng the collective securíly system

The failure of the current collective security system to recognise, yet alone

protect, women's security interests, suggests the need for women's involvement

in the process of decision-making about collective security. Currently, very few

people are able to participate in the process of making decisions about security

issues,aO and there are no mechanisms available which enable individuals to hold

those making such decisions to account.ar Peacekeepers are rarely held

accountable for oppressive or criminal acts ca:ried out during the course of

actions authorised by the Security Council. Issues of democratic particþation

in decision-making, and of the accountability of the Security Council and of

40 Michael Reisman notes that'as the Council has become more effective and powerful, it has
become more secretive. Like a parliamentary matryoshka (doll), it now contains ever smaller
"mini-Councils", each meeting behind closed doors without keeping records, and each taking
decisions secretly.'Before the Council meets, the P-5 (the five permanent members) have met
in a special room outside the Security Council, and the P-3 (the US, the UK and France) have
met in consultation. All these meetings a¡e closed and no minutes are kept. As Reisman
suggests, '(d)ecisions that appear to go further than at any time in the history of the United
Nations are now ultimately being taken, it seems, by a small group of states separately
meeting in secret'. W Michael Reisman, above n2, 86.
4' The issue of whether even the International Court of Justice has competence to review
Council actions taken under Chapter VII of the UN Cha¡ter was left unresolved in the
Lockerbie decision. Questions of Interpretation and Application of the l97l Montreal
Convention arising from the Aerial Incident at Lockerbie (Libya v. UK; Libya v. US),
Provisional Measures, 1992lCJ REP. 3, I 14 (Orders of Apr. 4). For analyses of whether the
Security Council is outside the control of the rule of law in the wake of the Lockerbie
decision, see W Michael Reisman, above n2; Bernha¡d Graefrath, 'Leave to the Court What
Belongs to the Court: The Libyan Case' (1993) 4 European Journql of Internøtional Law
184; Thomas M Franck,'The "Powers of Appreciation": rWho Is the Ultimate Gua¡dian of
UN Legality?' (1992) 86 American Journal of International Law 519.
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peacekeepers, should be on the agenda for reforming the collective security

system.a2

Yet, to date, proposals for reform in that area have focussed on a nano\¡¡ range

of issues, all of which are directed at increasing the power and efficiency of

the Council.a3 In particular, intemational lawyers have argued that there is a

need to develop better methods of financing peacekeeping forces,4 for

member states to provide standby troops,as to provide for a LIN rapid response

force,a6 to strengthen logistical support for peacekeepers,ot to expand UN

training of the military forces of member states in peacekeeping roles,as to

develop better systems of preventive diplomacy,oe to increase the presence of

a2 For a legal aualysis that does address the need for the democratisation of international
institutions in the area of collective security, see Ruth Gordon, above n2.
o3 See, for example, Richa¡d Lee Gaines above n2, 587. Gaines argues that the UN must be
able to 'act quickly and proactively to prevent potential conflicts, to intervene, and in
emergencies, to suspend sovereignty'. He imagines an executive arm of the UN, formed by
joining the often-used peacekeeping operations with the rarely-used Chapter VII enforcement
provisions, which could'collectively guide a genuine world order'.

It would be a¡r executive enforcer of international law and a stabilizer of the
new global markeþlace. It would be a peacemaker, peacekeeper, and peace

enforcer in one centralized body. Combining this executive arm with
stronger legislative and judicial branches, ttre United Nations could finally
become the institution of which the post-r0Vorld V/a¡ II founders dreamed.

aa See, for example, Brian Urquhart, above rA, 19 (on the need for '(d)ifferent methods of
financing peace-keeping forces - including subventions by large multinational corporations
and other interests that benefit from peace-keeping'); Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl,4l-
44; Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 120; Peter Wilenski, above nl, 129; Richard Lee
Gaines, above n2, 580; Michael Renner, above nl, 49 - 53: Ga¡eth Evans, above nl, 174-177.
45 See, for example, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 115; Ga¡eth Evans, above nl, 163-5
Robert Johansen, 'The Future of United Nations Peacekeeping and Enforcement: A
Framework for Policymaking' (1996) 2 Global Governance 299,316-320; Michael Renner,
above nl, 38; Bria¡r Urquhart, above n2, 19.
a6 See, for example, Kofi Aruran, Thirty-Fifth Annual Ditchley Foundation Lecture,26 June

1998, Press Release SG/SM/6613 (arguing that there is a need for the Security Council to

have 'at its disposal a small rapid reaction force, ready to move at a few days' notice');
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 120; Brian Urquhart, above n2,20 (arguing that there is a
need for a 'UN rapid-response force on the lines of the SAS or Delta force' to give the

Security Council more 'practical' means to deal with 'terrorism, hostage-taking, and various
forms of international blackmail'); Michael Renner, above nI,48.
a? See, for example, Peter Wilenski, above nl, 130; Brian Urquhart, above n2, 19.
a8 See, for example, Peter Wilenski, above nl, 130; W Michael Reisman, 'Preparing to Wage

Peace: Towa¡d the Creation of an International Peacemaking Command and Staff College'
(1994) 88 American Journal of Internationql Law 76; Brian Urquhart, above n2, 19.
o' See, for example, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 13-19; Peter Wilenski, above nl, 130;

Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 119; Michael Renner, above nI,38,39 (discussing the

need for 'boundary and ethnic contingency maps - identifuing potential "hot spots" where
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UN forces in potential trouble spots,s0 to expand the role of peacekeeping,st to

improve the availability of necessary equipment for peacekeepers and

peacemakers,s2 and to develop mechanisms to ensure the safety of

peacekeepers, peacemakers and IIN personnel.s3

L. Democratic participation

While decisions to take action in the name of 'security' have rarely been

negotiated with those whose security interests will be most immediately and

seriously affected by those actions, the failure to consult or negotiate is

particularly marked with respect to women. The failwe to acknowledge the

impact of Security Council decision-making on women allows intemational

lawyers to naturalise women's exclusion from participation in such decision-

making.

There is, however, a commifnent to principles of democratic participation

within international legal scholarship and decision-making about collective

borders may be contested or contending groups may clash. Early warning alerts would then

kick into gear the UN machinery for conflict mediation and a¡bitration'); Gareth Evans, above

nl,6l-80.
50 Brian Urquhart, above n2,21, argues that:

In places where the danger of conflict is imminent, such as parts of the

Middle East today, the Council should deploy peace-keeping missions to

report on the situation and try to contain it while diplomatic and pacific
solutions are being sought. If these peace-keeping efforts fail, they should
have the function of a trip-wire which would set in motion, after suitable

warning, pre-planned enforcement action under Chapter VII of the Cha¡ter.

See also Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, l6-18; Michael Renner, above nl, 40 (discussing

the need for 'individuals in the field', airborne monitoring equipment and a 'satellite
capability'); Ga¡eth Evans, above nl, 8l-85.
5r See, for example, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 119; Gareth Evans, above nl'
s2 See Peter Wilenski, above nl, 129; Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 120 (on the need for

'more firepower'); W Michael Reisman, above n48, 77 (on the introduction and use of 'some

of the most modern and destructive weapons' in peacemaking); Brian Urquhart, above rA, 20

(arguing that the Military Staff Committee 'should now be instructed to embark on an

extensive study of how to convert modern military technology, including the va¡ious means

of deterrence, to the needs of an intemational system of common security in this highly
unstable world').
53 Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above n|,39-40; Gareth Evans, above nl, 128-9'
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security.54 Perhaps the most authoritative statement of the need for respect for

the principles of democratic participation in the area of peace and security is

that made by former Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali in An Agenda

þr Peace. Boutros-Ghali points to the need for '(r)espect for democratic

principles at all levels of social existence ... in communities, within states and

within the community of States'. He argues that '(t)here is an obvious

connection between democratic practices - such as the rule of law and

transparency in decision-making - and the achievements of true peace and

security and any new and stable political order'.55 Within nations, Boutros-

Ghali suggests, democracy requires 'strong domestic institutions of

participation' and the empowennent of those who are 'unorganized' or

'marginalized'.56 Between nations, democracy'requires the fullest consultation,

participation and engagement of all states, large and small, in the work of the

Organization .... Democracy at all levels is essential to attain peace for a new

era of prosperity and justice.'s7

Despite that official commitment to democratic participation, women continue

to be largely excluded from the process of making decisions about collective

security within the UN systern, and are largely unrepresented in parliaments and

other political bodies, both at the national and the international level.ss The

Security Council is a particularly male-dominated body. The permanent

representatives of the members of the Security Council act as state

sa See in particular Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl; Thomas M Franck, 'The Emerging

Right to Democratic Governance' (1992) 86 American Journal of International Law 46;

Louis Henkin, 'Use of Force: Law and US Policy' in Louis Henkin et al, above n2, at 38-9;
Gareth Evals, above nl.
5s Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 10, 34.
s6 lbid,46-J.
s' Ibid,47.
58 For a discussion of the absence of women in the UN system and an analysis of the

implications of the male domination of UN processes, see Hilary Charlesworth,

'Transforming the United Men's Club' (1994) 4 Transnational Law & Contemporary
Problems 421.
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representatives on the Council, and very few permanent representatives to the

UN are women.t'

Women have also been excluded from participation in peace-building and peace

making processes, and as a result their political status is far from guaranteed in

post-conflict societies. Women's exclusion from participation in this area is of

particular concern, given the emphasis in UN policy-making on the notion of

'post-conflict peace-building'. InAn Agendaþr Peace, Boutros-Ghali states that

the concept of peace-building in fact amounts to 'the consfuction of a new

environment'.60 Once peacemaking and peace-keeping have achieved their

goals, he argues, 'only sustained cooperative work to deal with underþing

economic, social, cultural and humanitarian problems can achieve peace on a

durable foundation'.ór The status and security of women, however, do not appear

to be pressing 'economic, social, cultural or humanitarian problem(s)' that are

considered to be worth addressing in the 'construction of a new environmenf.

Indeed, the new political environment constructed by the UN in counfües such

as Bosnia and Herzegovina, Somalia and Kuwait may prove worse for the

political status of women than the pre-conflict or conflict position.

According to Somali human rights activist Hibaaq I Osman, for example,

women were the most active community workers during the two years of civil

war in Somalia.ó2 Somali women found that their roles were revolutionised by

the absence of men or men's faih:re to attend to the daily survival of their

families. Women organised the sale of vegetables, grains, and water, ran relief

agencies and feeding centres, dominated the informal market, and were the most

powerful landowners in Mogadishu.63 As order began to be restored, however,

5e In 1998, 9 member states had ìvomen as thei¡ permanent representatives at the LIN. No

state representative on the Security Council w¿N a woman.
60 Boutros Bouhos-Ghali, above n1,32'3.
6t lbid.
62 Hibaaq I Osman, 'Somalia: Will Reconstruction Threaten rüy'omen's Progress?' (March/April

1993) 3 Ms.12.
63 Ibid.
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the views of women, despite their leadership positions, were not solicited in the

reconstuction process.* Osman notes that women were shut out of negotiations

toward peace and reconstruction, and were excluded from nearly every formal

meeting where Somalia's future was being determined. Accordingly, the issues

of concern to Somali women, and their visions for the future, were not

addressed through that process conducted under the auspices of the [1N.65

Similarly, for women struggling for political rights in postwar Saudi Arabia and

Kuwait, the Gulf War means that they may now be faced with patriarchal

barriers ... blessed militarily'.ó6 Despite the strong Kuwaiti women's sufifrage

movement, women were not eligible to vote in the post-Gulf War elections on

October 5,1992 - indeed, only 14 percent of the country's 600 000 citizens were

eligible to vote.ó7 The systonatic exclusion of women as women from the

Kuwaiti political process has not been the subject of comment in analyses of the

success of UN action in the Gulf despite the UN's rhetorical commitrnent to the

restoration of democracy, self-govemment and human rights to the people of

Kuwait.68

Feminists have also pointed to the failure of post-conflict peace-building

progr¿tms to address the effects of rape on survivors. That issue is of particular

importance given the prevalence in the post-Cold War era of internal conflicts in

which civilians are targeted. As Carolyn Nordstom argues, 'dirty war tactics -

64 lbid.
6s Ibid.
ó6 Clmttria Enloe, above n4, 176.
67 Those eligible were Kuwaiti men, over the age of 21, who could tace their origins in the
emirate to before 1920: Dale Gavlak, 'Still Suffering Nonsuftage in "Liberated" Kuwait'
(JanuaryÆebruary 1993) 3 Ms. 14. Gavlak reports that women activists conducted protests
outside polling stations, election rallies for women's political rights and lobbied parliamenøry
committees about the need for women's political participation. Kuwaiti women a¡e also
demanding the right to run for political offrce, the right to be judges and prosecutors, for equal
rights in housing and education, and for full citizenship for the children of Kuwaiti women
married to naturalized Kuwaitis.
68 Philip Alston argues that while human rights rhetoric played an important role in securing for
the allies the support they needed both from their own citizens and from other UN member
states during the Gulf Wa¡, the allies did not pay much more than lip service to human rights
having established their miliøry objectives. See Philip Alston, above n2.
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those that use terror against both civilian and military populations to try to

control political acquiescence through fear - are a major form of warfare today.

Sexual violence is a mainstay of dirry war practice'.6e Yet the UN has not

adequately addressed the need to provide suppof to the victims of rape as an

aspect of post-conflict peace-building, even as it pays lip senrice both to the

changed nature of conflict and the recognition of rape as a war crime. As Ustinia

Dolgopol notes, for example, the Dayton Peace Accords have not provided a

framework for supporting the survivors of rape in the former Yugoslavia.to The

governments of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina have not been required

to take responsibility for responding to those who suffered human rights

violations during the conflict, and no frrnding has been allocated for assisting

those who have been raped to reintegrate into the community.tt No attention has

been paid to the need to provide some form of compensation to the women who

were raped and sexually assaulted, and inadequate commiünent has been shown

to ensuring that the police and militaries are vetted to remove those who were

guilty of rape and sexual assault.T2 Those failures have led to a situation where

women are unable to feel secure in the homes and communities to which they

are retuming after the cessation ofhostilities. As Nordstrom argues:

Rape, like all terror-warfare assaults, is a time-bomb left ticking in

society - one that will last well beyond the signing of the peace accords

and the firing of the last bullet. Much more is attacked than a person's

body. Their sense of home and security; of self and selÊworth; of power

6e Caroþ Nordstrom, above n28, 151. Indeed, even multilateral interventions appear now to
be premised upon the logic that sacrificing large numbers of civilians is justifiable if it saves the

lives of combatants. The allied resort to massive aerial bomba¡dment rather than opting for a
ground assault during the Gulf War resulted in fewer combatant casualties but more civilian
casualties. See Judith Gardam, above n3, 206.
70 Ustinia Dolgopol, 'A Feminist Appraisal of the Da¡on Peace Accords' (1997) 19 Adelaide
Law Review 59. The Da¡on Peace Accords consist of the General Framework Agreement for
Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina [the GFA] and its twelve annexes (l-4, l-B and 2-11). See

The General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina with Annexes,
1995, reprinted at (1996) 35 Internqtional Legal Materials 75.
7t lbìd,69.
12 lbid,69-io.
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and interpersonal relationships; even of the potentialities of the future,

are assailed.T3

The lack of recognition of women's experiences of conflict and their post-

conflict security needs may result in tum from the fact that, as in Somalia,

women did not participate in the talks that led to the drafting of the Dayton

Peace Accords.Ta Christine Chinkin argues that, as a result, there has been a

broad failure to protect the human rights of women as part of the peace-building

process in Bosnia and Herzegovina.Ts

As these examples indicate, it is imperative that local participation, including

the fulI participation of women, be give the highest priority throughout

peaconaking processes if lasting solutions are to be found.Tó At present,

however, fulI local participation seems to refer only to the participation of men.

In this respect, international legal discourse about security bears a disturbing

resemblance to colonial politics. The task of ensuring the right to participatory

selÊgovemment through international law appears to be still a largely

'homosocial affai/, based upon the'tutelary bonding between white fathers and

their (local) male ... apprentices'.77

The apparent tendency of UN officials to focus on local men as natural

'apprentices' is exacerbated by the militarisation of post-conflict peace-building.

In An Agenda þr Peace, Boutros-Ghali suggests that peace-building should

involve comprehensive efforts to identifu and support structures which will tend

to consolidate peace and advance a sense of confidence and well-being among

73 Carollm Nordstrom, above r:l8, 152.
74 Christine Chinkin, 'Stategies to Combat Discrimination Against Women' in M O'Flaherty
and G Gisvold (eds), Post-War Protection of Human Righ* in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
1998, 173, at l'76.
7s lbid.
76 See further Hibaaq I Osman, above n62.
77 Vicente L Rafael, 'White Love: Surveillance and Nationalist Resistance in the US

Colonization of ttre Philippines' in Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), above nl8, 2l l.
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people.78 The activities he lists as necessary, however, focus on the building of a

strong state militarily, through the disarming of the previously warring parties,

the restoration of order, the custody and possible destruction of weapons,

advisory and training support for security personnel, reforming or strengthening

governmental institutions and promoting formal and informal processes of

political participation.Te

Boutros-Ghali sees post-conflict peace-building as a rway to encourage the

parties to a conflict to peacefully restore their societies. While he recognises that

post-conflict peace-building involves 'sustained efforts to identiff and support

structures to consolidate peace and create greater trust and well-being among

people',8o it appears that his agenda is in practice aimed at ensuring the'trust and

well-being' of combatants. Boutros-Ghali states that peace-building measures

'require commercial, cultural, and educational projects which build bridges

between the parties to a conflict. The goal is to forestall a re-emergence of

cultural and national tensions which could spark renewed hostilities.'8r To the

extent that women are prohibited from participating in combat in many cultures,

thc focus is more likely to be on commercial, cultural and educational projects

designed for the men who participated in fighting, rather than for those who

maintained the commercial, cultural and educational life of the community

during a conflict.

Accordingly, greater attention needs to be paid to ensuring women's

participation in the process of making decisions about security issues. It does

not seem necessary here to enter into the debate about whether it is possible

for elite men to represent everyone's interests. I have argued that, to date,

international lawyers have failed in practice to take into account the interests

of women. It is perhaps a legacy of imperialism and masculinism that leads

78 Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 32
1e lbid.
80 lbid.
8t lbid,l2o.
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those lawyers to believe that they are entitled to 'think the world without any

preparation'.82 While it may be possible in theory for those making decisions

about security to begin to take account of the security interests of people whose

situation is different to theirs, that would require the satisfaction of at least two

conditions. First, elite decision-makers on the Security Council and elsewhere

would have to recognise that their experiences and interests are not the norrn,

and that other experiences and interests a¡e equally valid. Secondly, those

decision-makers would have to be willing to leam from those who are situated

differently about the nature of their security interests. In the short term, it seems

likely that the interests of diflerent groups would be beffer represented by

allowing the members of those groups to articulate, theorise and politicise their

own interests.

At the very least, international lawyers should begin to consider what kinds of

structures and processes might better ensure that the interests of all groups

within a state are taken into account when the decision to send troops, conduct

aerial bombardments, impose sanctions or sign peace agreements is made.

Ideally, \ryomen should be represented on decision-making bodies such as the

Security Council. 'Women who are likely to be affected by a particular decision

should be consulted concerning their security needs in the process of deciding

about necessary measures to be taken to maintain peace and security. Women

must be involved in peacemaking and post-conflict peace-building processes.

2. Accountabitity

The lack of accountability for the consequences of actions authorised by the

Security Council is a striking feature of the current collective security situation.

That lack of accountability extends beyond the absence of institutional checks

on the power of the Security Council,s3 to a failure by many international legal

82 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Outside In The Teaching Machine,1994,19.
83 See the discussion in V/ Michael Reisman, above n2.
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scholars to call the Security Council to account for the oppressive and violent

actions it authorises.to Perhaps most importantly, there afe no mechanisms

through which local peoples can be onpowered to challenge actions which have

adverse consequences for their security or status. It seems almost unnecessary to

add that this is not a situation which would be considered to confer legitimacy

on those holding the power to govern were it to exist within a state. Yet the need

to provide means of ensuring the accountability of peacekeepers and the

Security Council to the populations they are protecting is not mentioned in the

recent literature on reforming the Council.

There are a number of ways in which the current system could be improved.

First, a new code of conduct for peacekeepers could be developed that includes

clear gUidelines on the conduct of UN personnel towards local people,

particularly with respect to violence and sexual abuse.85 Second, donor countries

could be required to give up disciplinary authority over their froops where

allegations of serious breaches of such a code of conduct are made. Third,

individuals should have access to a body which monitors complaints of sexual

abuse and assault by peacekeepers. Finally, and at the very least, such

complaints should be included in reports to the Security Council.

It seems clea¡ that there must be attention given to addressing the lack of

accountability that I have outlined. The consequences of Security Council

8a For exceptions, see Philip Alston, above n2; Judith Gardam, above n2; Chris af Jochnik and

Roger Normand, 'The Legitimation of Violence: A Critical History of the Laws of War'

(lgg4) 35 Harvard Internationql Law Journal 49; Rene Provost, above n2; Henry J
Richa¡dson III, above n2; Middle East Watch, above n2; Ruth Gordon, above n2.
85 A new code of conduct is being drafted. In 1995, the Special Committee for peace-keeping

operations requested the Secretary-General to 'complete the elaboration of a code of conduct

for United Nations peace-keeping persorurel, consistent with applicable international

humanitarian law': UN Doc N501230, para 73. The International Committee of the Red Cross

(ICRC) drew up a draft code of conduct, which was subsequently reviewed jointly by the

ICRC and the LIN Secretariat, in particular the Departrnent of Peace-keeping Operations and

the Office of Legal Affairs. A final text was drawn up in May 1996, entitled Guidelines for
(JN Forces Regarding Respect for International Humanitarian Law (the word 'Guidelines'

being replaced later by 'Directives'). The transmission of that text through internal UN

processes has since been delayed, perhaps as a result of apparent reservations by some states

to the text.
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actions documented by aid groups, activists, women's organisations, human

rights NGOs, medical research teams and UN study teams, such as rape,

starvation, torture, increased prostitution and sexual exploitation of children,

point unequivocally to the need for the UN to take responsibility for the adverse

effects of its actions. It is troubling that those states providing troops and the

UN should have failed to investigate fully the widespread reports of the

brutalisation of local peoples, and that there has been no attempt to provide a

systematic process by which such complaints can be heard.

III. UNACCOUNTABLE KNO}VLEDGE PRACTICES

Perhaps the most subversive feminist intrusions into the field of intemational

security are found in the contributions of those scholars who are developing new

theories of security which challenge the dominant masculinist intemational law-

and-order discourses. Feminists in many academic disciplines have begun to

rebel against playing the role of 'dutiful daughters of reformist goodwill'.86

Rather than simply conducting empirical research that atternpts to document and

'add on' women's experiences to the theoretical frameworks constructed by

earlier (male) scholars, feminists have begun to interrogate the constructions of

the theoretical frameworks themselves.

These feminists have been sceptical of 'apparent generalisations regarding

subjectivity which in fact tend to take men's experiences as human ones.'87 They

have read 'neutral' texts in ways which retum to thern their particularity, that is,

by reading such texts as texts about men. Read in this way, texts concemed with

the Security Council can provide useful accounts of the ways in which security

for particular groups is guaranteed. Elizabeth Grosz develops that methodology

in these terms:

86 Rosi Braidotti, Patterns Of Dissonance, 199L,209.
87 Elizabeth Grosz, Volqtile B odies, 1994, 103.
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I have been concemed with the ways in which a corporal

'universal'has in fact functioned as a veiled representation and

projection of a masculine which takes itself as the unquestioned

noÍn, the ideal representative without any idea of the violence

that this representational positioning does to its others - women,

the 'disabled', cultural and racial minorities, diflerent classes,

homosexuals - who are reduced to the role of modifications or

variations of the (implicitly white, male, youthful, heterosexual,

middle-class) human body. I have atternpted to read the male

discourses dealt with here as discourses for and about men,

discourses which have ignored or misunderstood the radical

implications of insisting on sexual specificity, discowses which

have presented their claims - radical as these might be - without

any understanding of their relevance to or usefulness for

\ryomen.tt

It is very important for feminist international lawyers to take this next step, and

to read the discourse of security as a discourse 'for and about men'. It is

important to comment on the ways in which the interests of elite men are treated

in these texts as 'the unquestioned norm'. Without doing so, it could still be

suggested that while the status or security of some women may be sacrificed as

outlined in Part I in the short term, the interests of all people will be guaranteed

by the collective security system in the long term. The argument for protecting

the security of states in the name of peace is, after all, a powerful one; in the

words of Louis Henkin, peace is the 'paramount value' under the UN Charter,

more important than progless and justice.se Change must be achieved

peacefully by international agreement'.e0 The Charter reflects the commitment of

member states to the goal of maintaining world order so that intemational

88 lbid,lg8.
8e Louis Henkin, above n5 1,38.
eo lbid.
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society can concentrate on meeting better the needs of justice and human

welfare.er

The revitalisation of the Security Council, and the ability of that body to

respond to threats to intemational peace and security, has been seen by many

international lawyers as progress towards the goal of global security.e2 In this

Part, however, I show that the current system of global security is based upon

assumptions that do not address the insecurity of many people, including most

women, and in fact contribute to it. The accounts of collective security

discussed below propose actions which, while taken in the name of global

security and in the interests of a universal humanity, in fact operate to secwe the

interests and well-being of particular limited groups. It is not simply that the

particular interests of special groups, such as womon, are left out, but that what

currently is presented as a theory of collective security continues merely to be a

theory about securing the interests of collected elites.

A. Protectíng the securífit of støtes

Many theories of collective security are based on the assumption that global

security can best be guaranteed by protecting the status quo. As Rob V/alker

notes, while we need global security, we'have leamt to think and act only in

terms of the security of states.'e3 While the concepts of sovereignty and

statehood are problematised in international relations, intemational law is still

prernised largely uncritically on the sovereign state system.ea The

representatives of states are the principal decision-makers in the intemational

arena, and questions of security revolve around the inviolability of state borders

et lbid,38-9.
e2 See, for example, the references listed above n2.
e3 RBJ Walker, 'Sovereignty, Security and the Challenge of World Politics' (1990) 15

Alternatives l.
'a As Spike Peterson notes, 'given its defuritive role in constituting the field of IR, the state

was never so much out ... as simply taken for granted by IR theorists.' The sovereign state

continues to be taken for granted by international lawyers. See V Spike Peterson,

'Introduction' in V Spike Peterson (ed), above n5, 2.
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and decisions about national security interests. The centrality of sovereignty to

any legal analysis of global security is seen as appropriate or, at least,

inevitable.e5

The focus on state security is, however, problematic on a number of levels. To

begin with, feminists and political theorists have questioned the assumption that

states represent a unified community, arguing instead that people are positioned

according to categories of race, class, sexuality, gender and ethnicity in ways

which must be taken into account when considering questions of participation,

representation and identity. These analyses question the extent to which even

democratic states in fact provide for meaningful representation of women and

other marginalised groups.eó

Feminist theorists also question the defence of the status quo as a useful starting

point for ensuring women's security. As Peterson notes, 'feminists are by

definition and determination critical of status quo relations and committed to

political transformation'.e7 From a feminist perspective, national security is

profoundly contradictory for women. Indeed, the processes for creating a strong

state militarily or economically - such as militarism, capital accumulation,

" See, for example, Richard Woolcott, 'The Perils of Freedom', The Weekend Australian 22-
23 April 1995,24:

(N)ational interest and the defence of the sovereign State remain the

touchstones of relations between countries. States still give priority to their
perceived economic, trade and security interests. Some States participate in
what a¡e called 'good international citizen' activities but only to the extent

that their national interests are served and not undermined by such

activities.
e6 There is now a substantial body of critical feminist theory, concerned with the problematic

nature of the concepts of rights, democracy, citizenship and representation. See particularly
Margaret Thornton, The Liberal Promise, 1990; Patricia J V/illiams, The Alchemy Of Race

And Rights, 1993; Carole Pateman, The Sexuql Contract, 1988; Iris Ma¡ion Young, Juslice
And The Politics Of Difference, 1990; A¡ne Orford, 'Liberfy, Equality, Pornography: The

Bodies of Women and Human Rights Discourse' (1994) 3 Austraian Feminist Law Journal
72: Chantal Mouffe, 'Feminism, Citizenship, and Radical Democratic Politics' in Judith
Butler and Joan W Scott, (eds), Feminists Theorize The Politicql, 1992,369.
e7 V Spike Peterson, above n94, 20.
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patriotism or nationalism - contribute to the material and ideological conditions

which cause women's insecurity.es

Many women within many states around the world live in insecure conditions,

whether women's physical safety, economic security or health are considered as

indicators. The assumption that protecting state security will result in more

secure conditions for citizens fails to account adequately for the fact that many

people live in conditions of insecurity within sovereign state borders, in ways

which are contributed to by official discourses of security.

Traditionally, these issues have been kept out of international legal analysis,

because they are treated as domestic legal, political and constitutional issues.

That split sewes to reinforce the illusion that negotiations between elites from

dif[erent territorial regions is a legitimate way to make decisions about security

and other international issues. While the question of legitimacy has emerged

recently as an issue in intemational law, there is no acknowledgment at present

of the critiques of Westem democratic states, which are still üeated in

intemational legal texts as the pinnacle of dernocratic selÊgovemance.nn

B. Representatíons of ìnternal securíly ønd external threats

A related assumption is that state borders exist to protect citizens from the

disordered and chaotic world which exists outside those borders. Ann Tickner

suggests that:

The politics of national security ... has been sustained through a

discourse that creates boundaries denoting community on the inside

and 'anarchy' or danger on the outside. Given this assumption that

danger is in the extemal realm, a sound national security policy

e8 V. Spike Peterson, 'security and Sovereign States: What Is at Stake in Taking Feminism

Seriously?' in V Spike Peterson (ed), above n5, 31.
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demands that states try to increase their capabilities and enhance their

power, the most important component of which is military power.too

The image of strong impermeable borders is presented in a nostalgic way in

mainstream international relations and international law texts, where

commentators talk of the new and frightening interdependence of global

communities, and the fact that we are all less secure because borders are now

perceived as incapable of protecting us from unregulated flows of refugees,

environmental degradation or nuclear devastation.to' Yet for many individuals,

the model of safety and unity inside strong state borders, and anarchy and

diflerence outside, has never represented our reality. The dominant model

distracts attention from the conditions of insecurity which define existence for

many groups within states - womeq indigenous peoples, the mentally ill, gay

men, lesbians, and ethnic, racial or religious minorities. For the members of

those groups, the existence of strong state borders simply does not come close

to guaranteeing security, or even survival. In that sense, it could be said that

many people have always been beyond the sovereign state'.ro2

More importantly for my analysis, the model itself is implicated in the creation

of conditions of insecurity for women and other marginalised groups, both

concretely and ideologically. The focus on creating a strong state with increased

military and economic power contributes to the conditions which create

women's insecurity, and masks the material and ideological conditions which

should be addressed to guarantee women's security.rO3

ee See Thomas Franck, above n5 1.
too ¡ ¡-r Tickner, above n26, 10.
tor See, for example, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 5-7 (describing the changing context

of collective security); Ga¡eth Evans, above nl, at 3-8 (describing international security

problems after the Cold Wa¡); Brian Urquhart, above n2, 17; Michael Renner, above nl, 7, 8.
r02 Neil MacCormick has w¡itten that'beyond the sovereign state is where we are now',

whereas I would suggest that for many people, beyond the sovereign state is where we

already were. See Neil MacCormick, 'Beyond the Sovereign State' (1993) 56 Modern Law

Review l, 18. For further discussion of that point, see Anne Orford, 'The Uses of Sovereignty

in the New Imperial Order' (1996) 6 Australian Feminist Law Journal 63.
r03 See V Spike Peterson, above n98, 31.
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C. Representations of the naturalness ønd inevitabílíty of state power

The appeal to 'nature' or 'the natural' is commonly used as a justification for the

existence or exercise of authority. The appeal to nature is, of course, a very

powerful one, as it serves to make the status quo seem inevitable and the

responsibility only of a disembodied, unaccountable 'nature'.roo The appeal to

the natural is played out in various ways in collective security discourse. The

principal construction which underlies collective security theories is that the

'natural' behaviour of states is aggressive, selÊinterested and competitive.

Pragmatic international lawyers represent states as 'naturally' ready to use

military and economic force to increase power, territory or influence unless they

are consffained in some way.'ot

That construction serves to make state aggression seem inevitable. As a result,

the current system of collective security, although unrepresentative and

dominated by elite powers, is legitimised. Attempts to develop more radical

theories of security come up against these conservative, commonsense accounts

of the operation of economic and military power in international relations. The

need to take aggressive state power into account seryes to limit proposals for

reforming the Security Council, whether those proposals are concerned with

making the Security Council more representative, increasing its effectiveness or

making the Council more accountable for its decisions. The commonsense view

is that the use of military and economic force by states in their own self-interest

is both self evident and inevitable.

r* Ses the discussion of the history of uses of 'nature' as a symbol for the justification of
political authority in Anne Sisson Runyan, above n5. For a wide-ranging analysis of 'what
may count as nature for late twentieth century people', see Donna Haraway, Primate Visions:

Gender, Race and Nature in the World of Modern Science, 1989'

'ot One international law text on the subject opens with the words: 'Man's readiness to settle

differences by force of arms has been a feature of society since prehistory. Man's attempt to

place rational bounds on the use of force, emerging from his revulsion against the scourge of
war, is almost as old'. John Temple Swing, 'Foreword'in Louis Henkin et al, above nl, vii.
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The link between security and power is also made in most proposals for reform

of the Security Council. Michael Reisman, for example, argues that:

Security, in the final analysis, is not a verbal exercise but the exercise

of power in defense of public order. Without power, security is a word.

The design of a realistic international security system cannot ignore

how power is actually distributed.t0ó

Ferninist analyses, on the other hand, question the naturalness of state power,

both internal and external, by making visible the historical processes involved in

the construction of that power, and the conditions necessary for reproducing that

porwer. A focus on gender makes clear that existing power relations are not

inevitable. In particular, from a feminist perspective, state power is not

monolithic, but must constantly be produced and reproduced through complex

appeals to patriotism, economic interests and conceptions of masculinity and

fsmininity. Only if such appeals ¿re successful in controlling individual subjects

can states 'naturally' exercise their military and economic power in aggressive

external shows of force.

D.Images of crisís

While images of the 'anarchic society' have long haunted the imagination of

international lawyers and political scientists, the picture of a disordered,'Ot

insecure,t0s unstable,roe anarchicrrO and fragmentedrrr world repeatedly appeafs

'06 W Michael Reisman, above nl, 97.
rot See, for example, Richard Lee Gaines, above n2, 544, 552 (discussing the 'competing

forces of order and disorder', and the need to 'implement more fully the order-making tools at

the disposal of the UnitedNations'); Gareth Evans, above nl, 3 ('it seems the disappearance

of the bipolar strategic balance was only a prelude to new kinds of turbulence and disorder');

Matthew Neuhaus, above n2, 253 (describing the 'forces of disorder' in ascendance again

since 1991); Richa¡d Woolcott, above n83 ('the indiscriminate application of the principle of
self-determi¡ation to any disenchanted ethnic or tribal minority is a recipe for further

disorder').
tot See, for example, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 5, 6 ('we have entered a time of global

transition', ma¡ked by a'new dimension of insecurity').
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in recent collective security texts as a symbol for the need to increase

surveillance of 'Third World'peoples and to justiff inteniention in'Third World'

states. According to this story, the old order of stable, sovereign states, UN

authority and predictable patterns of Cold V/ar brinkmanship is in crisis.

Security Council actions are presented as a necessary and desirable means by

which to manage and contain the crisis of disorder and fragmentation facing the

world.tt2

Those intemational lawyers who represent the current period in world history as

one of order threatened by chaos again represent only one perspective; the

perspective of those who had a stake in the old order. The story of ordered

stability threatened by chaotic pre- or post-modem anarchy does not describe

the experience of many groups. All those who have been excluded from fulI

citizenship in Western democracies, for example, such as women, indigenous

peoples, the mentally ill or refugees, are not in the process of moving beyond

the sovereign state, but were already beyond it, both materially and

symbolically. The rational, ruthlessly ordered world of sovereign states had no

loe See, for example, Richa¡d Urquhaf, above nl, l7:
The world is entering a period of great instability, cha¡acterised by long-
standing international rivalries and resentments, intense ethnic and religious
turmoil, a vast flow of arms and military technology, domestic
disintegration, poverty and deep economic inequalities, instantaneous

communication throughout the world, population pressures, natural and

ecological disasters, the scarcity of vital resources, and huge movements of
population.

rr0 See, for example, Matthew Neuhaus, above n2, 256 ('It is our commitment, a¡d that of
other likeminded countries, of resources as well as rhetoric, which will decide whether
international courts, intemational police, and international law bring international peace to
the anarchic society).
rrr See, for example, Michael Renner, above nl, 7, 14 ('the world is being torn by
contradictory trends towards globalization and fragmentation', 'the post-Cold r0Va¡ era is
coming to be haunted by the specter of violent disintegration of states'); Richard Woolcott,
above n83 ('the fragmentation of countries is potentially destn¡ctive. It threatens the more

orderly, just and stable world Australia and the international community at large is seeking').
r12 Each of the texts referred to in footnotes 95 to 99 propose an increase in the power of the

Security Council as the way to contain the current global crisis of disorder.
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place for those portrayed as unruly, disordered, subversive, primitive or

irrational.rr3

The experience of moving beyond' sovereignty and world order also fails to

take account of the inhabitants of the South, who are yet to benefit from the

security, well-being and selÊdetermination promised by Enlightenment

doctrines. If anything, the crisis of sovereign authority has meant that, perhaps

for the first time in history, middle-class white heterosexual men are beginning

to experience the world in the way that other, less privileged groups experienced

modernity all along - as violent, chaotic, fragmented and dangerous.rra

Intemational lawyers also present a limited perspective by choosing to see the

changes of the current era as threatening rather than as productive. The fact that

old systems or mechanisms - such as the old world order - are in disaray is 'a

catastrophe only to the old system'lmy emphasis]."t For those of us who are not

interested in, or able to, occupy the place of the sovereign authority of

modemity, the new politics ernerging from the chaos of the postrnodern era

offers the potential for emancipation and for the finding of voice.rr6 That which

those in power perceive as'chaos'may thus ofler the potential for emancipation.

For many, chaos or catastrophe in fact enable'growth, opportunity, breaking the

boundaries of a false closure'.rr7

"3 For a further development of this argument in the context of Western liberal democracies,

see A¡ne Orford, above n96; Anne Sisson Runyan, above n5.

"4 bell hooks has suggested that the overall impact of posünodemism has been that'many other

g¡oups now sha¡e wittr black folks a deep alienation, despair, uncertainty, loss of a sense of
grounding even if it is not informed by shared circumstances'. see bell hooks, Yearning: Race,

Gender And Cultural Politics, 1990, 27 .

"t Fiona Mackie, 'Chaos' (1994) 13 Arena Magazine 41,42.
,,u lbid,4l-2. Mackie argues that 'chaos theory' suggests that the potential for growttr and

change is inherent in the state of chaos. '[O]rder, equilibrium a¡e the rarity and chaos,

catastrophe the generalizable state ... the very stuff of living and inert systems; their becoming,

growth, evolution towa¡ds increasing complexity'. See also Anna Yeatrran, Postmodern

Revisionings Of The Political, 1994, 17.
r17 Fiona Mackie, above nl 15,41-2.
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It is important to challenge the assumption that we are witnessing a global

transition from order to chaos for two reasons. First, to represent changes in our

understanding of community, identity and authority as necessarily threatening

and chaotic is to prefigure the use of high violence options to manage that

chaos. In the post-Soviet era, intemational lawyers use images of chaos and

catastrophe to signifu only threats, such as ecological destruction,rrs ethnic

violence,rre religious 'turmoil'r20 or refugee flows.r2r That discourse of fear

'legitimates increased "security" and contol, reselling closure as safety against

disaster'.r22 Images of chaos are used to legitimise coercive military action and

economic sanetions in the name of efficient, humanitarian world order. In that

way, simplistic military or economic solutions to complex problems, are made

possible.r23 The current focus on surveillance, early warning systons, mediation

and peace-building responses and strategies represents a failure to take account

of the causes of violence and dissent.r2a International security experts

individualise and pathologise security problems in the'Third Vy'orld', and fail to

acknowledge that those problems may represent the exhaustion of consent of

dispossessed peoples to economic policies which ensure arcady supply of cheap

labour and resources for corporations and consumers in industrialised states. By

professing nostalgia for the ordered times of the Cold War, international lawyers

help pave the way for new and punitive methods of ordering and disciplining

marginalised people.

"t See, for example, Brian Urquhart, above rr2, 17, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 7.
rre See the discussion in the following section.
r20 See, for example, Brian Urquhart, above rO, 17 (on 'intense ethnic and religious turmoil');
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 6 (on'religious strife').

''' See Ga¡eth Evans, above nl, 3-16 (discussing, inter alia, 'unrestrained population growth',

'large-scale refugee flows' and 'unregulated population flows' as threats to security); Boutros
Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 7; United Nations High Commissioner For Refugees, The State Of
The lltorld's Refugees, 1993,22,29 (ot refugee flows as 'significant threats to peace and

security').
r22 Fiona Mackie, above nl 15,42.
r23 Rosi Braidotti, Ewa Cha¡kiewicz, Sabine Hausler and Saskia Vy'ieringa, Women, The

Environment And Sus tainabl e Development : Towards A Th eoretical Synthes is, 199 4, 25 .

''o See references above nn49 and 50.
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Second, the suggestion that every human being experiences posfinodernity in

the same way, as a period of fransition from security and order to danger and

chaos, repeats the violence of assuming that the experience of elite white men is

universal. Without listening to the stories of other groups, the desire to 'manage'

this perceived crisis, and to attempt to recreate a fictitious unity, may prove

overwhelming and dangerous to all those who are outside the white man's

fantasy. The panic that is inspired by the sense that we are suddenly vulnerable

to new threats could be curtailed if intemational lawyers ceased privileging the

'crisis'of sovereign authority. Instead, intemational lawyers could move towards

a more optimistic reading of posünodern international relations by listening to

those who see this historical moment as potentially productive. The strategies of

those groups may well be more survivable than the desire to recreate a fictitious

unity.t"

E. Vìolence and dffirence

Collective security discourse relies on a series of assumptions about the

relationship between violence and difflerence. Many international texts

concerning security operate to make links between ethnicity, self-proclaimed

difference, violence and armed conflict, all presented as in danger of

overwhelming modernity with the ending of the Cold V/ar.t26 Violence is

r2s See further Anne Orford, above n102.
126 See, for example, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, above nl2l, 22:

If the Cold-War era was dominated by ideological conflict, the fear is

widespread that the 1990s may be the start of a new era of ethnic violence
that will uproot additional millions of people from thei¡ homes ....

Supposedly ancient hatreds, to which many people attribute the savagery of
ethnic conflicts, can be reinvented, revived or kept from dying a natural
death by opportunists who see in them a vehicle for personal or political
profit.

Richard Lee Gaines, above n2, 543 (a¡guing that with the end of the Cold War, '(o)ld
alliances have broken, sovereign countries have split apart, and ethnic tensions have

inflamed'); Boutros Boutros-Ghali, above nl, 6 (arguing that while associations of states are

frnding ways to deepen cooperation, 'fierce new assertions of nationalism and sovereignty

spring up, and the cohesion of States is threatened by brutal ethnic, religious, social, cultural
or linguistic strife'); Michael Renner, above nl, 6, 9, 13, 14 ('long-suppressed ethnic

antagonisms, suddenly unleashed, are threatening the violent disintegration of states'; 'the

post-Cold rWar era is coming to be haunted by the specter of violent disintegration of states');
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presented as the inevitable partner of any attempt to assert difference within

sovereign state boundaries.r2T The stories of international lawyers play a part in

constructing knowledge about the dangerousness of groups who assert their

difference within, or against, any unified sovereign state. The repeated

representation of diflèrence and identity politics as violent and divisive has

implications both domestically and internationally.

First, the linking of diflerence and violence operates to discipline citizens of

industrialised democracies by suggesting that we should fear and repress any

attempts to unsettle the unity of our sovereign state.r28 Telling stories about

violence and otherness enables us to'privilege presumed coherences within'.I2e

The equation of any self-proclaimed difference with violence operates to

constrain liberatory movements operating within states, such as the women's

movement or civil rights movements. Internal claims for selÊdetermination,

claims that inhabitants of a state may owe loyalty to groups within the state,

or even the simple claim that one's political identity may not be first and

foremost as 'citizen', are rendered suspect. The linking of self-proclaimed

difference with violence and totalitarianism serves to make domestic political

Ga¡eth Evans, above nl, 7 (on the 'increasingly strident voicing of competitive ethno-

nationalist grievances and aspirations' as a threat to security); Brian Urquhart, above rA, 17;

Richa¡d Woolcott, above n95 ('More than a third of the 185 member-States of the United
Nations are threatened by rebel movements, dissident ethnic groups, religious

fundamentalism, terrorism, cults or governments in exile').
12? See Richa¡d Woolcott, above n95:

In present circumstances, countries, especially developing ones, will
strongly resist fragmentation and the efforts of minorities to break away .'.'
Attempted fragmentation has often led to civil wa¡ and occasionally to
external intervention which has usually resulted in bloodshed and the

diversion ofhuman and furancial resources.

'2t See, for example, Richa¡d Woolcott, above n95:

How can the issue of self-determination and possible fragmentation affect

Australia? ... If we accept that a particular social or ethnic group with its
own traditions has a right to self-determination, then it could also be argued

that the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, particularly the

latter, have this right .... There is also a danger in a multicultural society

that the tolerance and cooperation needed to maintain social stability could

be disrupted if external ethnic or political feuds are transplanted to these

shores by groups who have found new homes here.
r2e R B J rùy'alker, 'From International Relations to World Politics' in Joseph E Camilleri,

Anthony P Jarvis and Albert J Paolini (eds), above n28,21, at35.
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struggles for recognition more difficult, and the desire for self-determination

almost unspeakable. Within the context created by such representations,

'multicultural difference becomes synonymous with violence'.r30 As a

consequence, the 'fearful spectre of violent fragmentation' haunts any debate

about cultural difference. 13 I

These representations also operate to manufacture consent to the use of force

against the inhabitants of states targeted for intervention.'" If ethnic violence

and postmodem tribalism are understood as major threats to peace and security,

it makes sense to use military force to bring demouacy, order and human rights

to the people of the 'Third World', even if some of them die or suffer harm in the

process. Collective security texts create a context offear ofdisorder, difference

and tribalism, h which increased military and economic inte,lr¡ention in the

affairs of developing states is legitimised to create 4xrthlg$sly'ordered'world.

The focus on selÊproclaimed diflerence and ethnic violence as major threats to

security, and the causes of political unrest, operates to depoliticize global

networks of exploitation and oppression.r33 There is little reference in most

security texts to the interest that investors have in ensuring secure and stable

environments,t'4 to the relationship between the political crises in the South

over the last decade and the new flexibility of 'transnational capital',r3s to

r30 Suvendrini Perera and Joseph Pugliese, 'Subject Positions' (1994) 12 Arenq Magazine 38.
t3t Ibid.
r32 For further development of the argument that the media and academics play a role in the
manufacturing of the consent of the citizens of Westem democracies to oppressive actions
taken in the name of their state, see Edward S Herman and Noam Chomsþ, Manufacturing
Consent,1988; Edwa¡d W Said, above n30.
r33 See also the discussion of identity politics as a th¡eat to peace and security in James Thuo
Gathii, 'Intemational Law and Eurocentricity: A Review Essay' (1998) 9 European Journal of
International Law 184, 194.
r3a One exception is Richa¡d Lee Gaines, above n2, 568:

A financially stable, effective UN regime is needed, one that can keep the
peace in a global markeþlace where stability would lead to increased

economic growth .... Capitalism, and the creation of ma¡ket forces through
technology and transportation, have created a situation that is dependent on
peace and stability.

r3s For further exploration of the links between economic restructuring and security crises, see

Chapter 3. Analyses linking political and security crises with the revolution in capiüal markets
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structural adjustment riots, or to the frrnding by the US of non-democratic but

pro-foreign investment regimes.'3ó Instead, international lawyers tell each other

that military and economic coercion is in the interests of the inhabitants of target

states, and for the greater good of securing world order. The consequences of

the idea that military intervention is conducted in the interests of world order

resemble the consequences of the belief in a 'civilising mission' in the era of

classical colonialism. As Edward Said argues:

The power to conquer territory is only in part a matter of physical

force: there is the strong moral and intellectual component making the

conquest itself secondary to an idea.r37

Through the idea that Security Council actions protect the world from the

threat of ethnic violence, fragmentation and tribalism, new forms of coercion

and exploitation are made palatable to many citizens of states such as the US.

These representations also serve to bolster faith in the unitary, Vy'estern

democratic state in the face of unprecedented challenges to its claim to

'resolve the relation between unity and diversity'.r3t The West is fascinated

with the consequences of the disintegration of the former Yugoslavia, for

example, partly because it reinforces the idea that the West is free from such

violence and difference, at a time when Western democracy shows increasing

signs of decay and comrption.r3e By focussing on 'ethnic nationalism' or

'tribalism' as a cause of conflict, international lawyers are able to produce an

and investment liberalisation include Cynthia Enloe, above n4, 102-118, 136-14l; Susan

George, The Debt Boomerang: How Third World Debt Harms Us All, 1992; Chak¡avarthi

Raghavan, Recolonization: GATT, the Uruguay Round qnd the Third World, 1990; Jochen

Hippler (ed), The Democratisation of Disempowerment: The Problem of Democracy in the

Third ll¡orld, 1995; Ted Wheelwright,'Futures, Markets' (1994) 9 Arena Magazine 24; Susan

L Woodward, Balkan Tragedy: Chaos and Dissolution After the Cold ÚVar, 1995.
136 For a critique of the use of US military force in the interests of US capital, see Noam
Chomsþ, above n23; Edwa¡d W Said, above n30.
r37 Edward W Said, The Question Of Palestine, 1992,77.
r38 R B J rily'alker, above n129.
r3e Slavoj Zizek, Tarrying lüth The Negative, 1993,200.
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outside to the ordered world of modernity. As Anthony Elliott argues,

Western institutional agencies have been able to interpret the Bosnian conflict

as 'something Other to the democratic principles of the developed capitalist

order'.lao

Feminist theory offers alternatives to the evil twins of democratic unity and

separatist violence. Anne Runyan has argued that rather than 'replicating yet

again the modem state's repeated attempts to submerge that othemess, that

particularity, that dissent, by mastery or assimilation in the name of unity and

harmony', a more just politics must be based on tolerance for difference and

dissent.rar Feminist theory is a rich source of alternative visions in the quest to

construct and enact difference and multiplicity as positive values, rather than as

justifications for oppression and violence. Theorists such as Donna Haraway

and Rosi Braidotti are engaged in a risþ and generous search for a redefinition

of the community bond.ta2 International lawyers need to rethink sovereignty,

political identity and security in ways that draw on such atternpts to value

difference while redefi ning community.

F. Sítuøtíng knowledge øbout collective securìly

The stories told by experts about collective security ofler citizens of

interventionist states 'a selÊforgetting delight in the use of power - the power to

observe, rule, hold, and profit from distant territories and people.'ra3 In

particular, international lawyers are oflered the roles of managers of global

'development', make policy about security, 'know' about distant people, and are

able to enjoy local spectacles about distant territories. Through that process,

rao Anthony M Elliott, 'Symptoms of Globalization: Or, Mapping Reflexivity in the

Posfinodern Age', in Joseph E Camilleri, Anthony P Jarvis and Albert J Paolini (eds), above

rA8, I57 , at 167.
l4l Attne Sisson Runyan, above n5, 136.

'42 See particularly Rosi Braidotti, above n86,274-284; Donna Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs,

And W'omen: The Reinvention Of Nature, 1991,16l.
r43 Edwa¡d W Said, above n30, 158.
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those writing about security risk forgetting the power through which they are

produced as global experts, bureaucrats and managers.

Despite frequent references to global security, to humanity and to universal

values and truths, international lawyers are not yet engaged in cooperation or

dialogue with those they claim to be securing or protecting. Many intemational

lawyers writing about collective security continue to tell each other about'them',

without stopping to listen to what 'they' have to say about their security

interests. Perhaps much of international law is better understood as gossip,

rather than as a conversation or dialogue. Writing about anthropology as a

'nativist discourse', Trinh T Minh-ha has said:

Anthropolory is finally better defined as 'gossip' (we speak together

about others) than as 'conversation' (we discuss a question). Scientific

gossip takes place under relatively intimate conditions and mostly

without witnesses; hence the gossipers'need to act in solidarity, leaning

on and referring to each other for more credibility .... This is how gossip

manages to mingle with science, and, reciprocally, 'when knowledge,

when science speaks, I sometimes come to the point of hearing its

discourse as the sound of a gossip which describes and disparages

lightly, coldly, and objectively what I love: which speaks of what I love

according to truth.' Gossip's pretensions to truth rernain however very

peculiar. The kind of truth it claims to disclose is a confidential truth that

requires commiffnent from both the speaker and the listensr. He who

lends an ear to gossip already accepts either sympathizing with or being

an accomplice of the gossiper.r#

Many security theorists invite us to lend an ear to gossip. Scholarship about

collective security provides evidence of a broken dialogue' between North and

r4 Trinh T Minh-Ha, Vloman, Native, Other: Writing Postcoloniality and Feminism, 1989,
68.
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South.ras The stories of gossips may be useful, they may even be true, but telling

these stories in this way preempts and forecloses the telling of more optimistic

and ethical stories. It is important that intemational lawyers ensure collective

security discourse develops as a democratic and participatory dialogue, rather

than as gossip.

Ferninist theorists provide useful strategies for developing alliances and

strengthening networks of solidarity in ways that acknowledge the particularity

of ways of knowing. Indeed, 'selÊconscious reflection on engagement with the

social' is a major feature of feminist theories.'46 Many feminist theorists have

refused the notion of one right access to truth, knowledge and progress.raT

Donna Haraway, in particular, usefully contests the notion of objectivity which

structures Enlightenment knowledge practices. She critiques the illusion or'god-

trick'of infinite vision' involved in the doctrine of objectivity, describing it as a

false vision promising transcendence of all limits and all responsibility. 'ot

Haraway does not, however, seek to reject altogether the doctrine of

objectivity, in a slide into relativism. Instead, she seeks to reconceptualise

feminist objectivity as a function of situatedness or partiality.

Haraway's reconceptualisation focuses on partial perspectives and situated

knowledges as the conditions for objectivity. Her argument is that'objectivity is

not about transcendence, but about accepting the local nature ofall standpoints,

therefore recognising the priority of partial perspectives over global

theorizations'. Haraway argues that we need to take responsibility 'for what we

r4s Michel Foucault argues that there is today a broken dialogue between the man of madness

and the man of reason. The constitution of madness as a mental illness at the end of the

eighteenth century ma¡ks for Foucault the end of a common language, affords the 'evidence

of a broken dialogue ... and thrusts into oblivion all those stammered, imperfect words

without fixed synta;r in which the exchange between madness and reason was made': Michel
Foucault, Madness And Civilization, 1988, x.
raó Teresa de Lauretis, 'Upping the anti [sic] in feminist theory' in Simon During (ed), The

Cultural Studies Reader, 1993,74.
ra7 Rosi Braidotti, above n86, 266.
lo8 Donna Haraway, above n142, 183.
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leam how to see'.rae All vision and knowledge is situated, and to be situated

implies responsibility. Haraway makes it 'impossible for synthetic global

theories to reappear in feminism','to or in intemational law. Rather, her approach

enables new forms of connection and community.

We do not seek partiality for its own sake, but for the sake of the

connections and unexpected openings situated knowledges make

possible. The only way to find a larger vision is to be somewhere in

particular.r5r

International lawyers writing in the area of collective security must find ways

to situate ourselves and to enter into dialogue with those situated differently,

if they want to develop more ethical, accountable and, ultimately, survivable

knowledge practices.

IV. CONCLUSION

This chapter aimed to introduce a different approach to thinking about the

necessary conditions for achieving survivable communities. Throughout the

chapter, I have argued that current theories of collective security take the

interests of elite men as the unquestioned nonn, and that the collective security

system currently represented by the Security Council takes into account only a

narro\ry range of interests. I have explored some of the ways in which collective

security discourse in fact contibutes to increased insecurity for most people. In

Part I, I suggested that the development of a more representative security system

would require international lawyers to pay attention to the impact that Security

Council actions have on groups other than elite men, particularly women Part II

of this chapter drew on work that has been done both within and outside the

boundaries of intemational law to unsettle assumptions about sovereignty,

t4e lbid, t9o.
rso Rosi Braidotti, above n86, 271
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nature, chaos, difference and power which underlie collective security

scholarship. I suggested that all those who read or write about security need to

be sceptical of appeals to the fear of particularity and chaos, and interrogate

the dominant stories that equate selÊproclaimed difference with violence and

division. The emphasis which feminist theorists place on difference, far from

being anarchical or nihilistic, offers new grounds for negotiating

interconnections and alliances among differently situated individuals.

Having analysed the assumptions underlying more taditional approaches to

collective security, I turn in Chapter 3 to consider the humanitarian justification

for intervention, and explore the extent to which pro-interventionist literature

addresses the major causes of security crises in the post-Soviet era. Chapter 3

further develops the argument that it is necessary for international lawyers

writing about security to acknowledge the complexity of issues of

representation and identity, and to take responsibility for the knowledges they

produce and the stories they tell.

15' Donna Haraway, above n142, 196.
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Chapter 3

LOCATING THE INTERNATIONAL _

COLLECTIVE HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION

AFTER THE COLD V/AR

I.INTRODUCTION

While intervention literature of the immediate post-Cold War period focused

on traditional 'collective security' arguments to justifu Security Council

actions, later interventions have increasingly been justified with reference to a

rather more radical interpretation of the UN Charter. The collective security

system, amongst other things, has come to be represented as a means for the

liberal alliance of democratic states to bring human rights, democracy and

humanitarian principles to those in undemocratic or failed states. The

dominant liberal international consensus is that collective humanitarian

intervention has become necessary to address the problems of local dictators,

tribalism, ethnic tension and religious fundamentalism thrown up in the post-

Cold War era.

The humanitarian justification for intervention draws upon a somewhat

different tradition to more traditional security theories, based as it is upon an

idealistic image of the role of international law and international institutions

as agents of human rights and democracy. Surprisingly little attention has

been paid, however, to the extent to which the activities of international

institutions, and particularly international economic institutions, have affected

political processes, and thus may have contributed to the crises now facing the

expanded collective security system. The aim of this chapter is to trace the

consequences of such international activities and their effects on human

rights, democracy, local political practices and security, in order to suggest
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ways of rethinking the meaning and demands of humanitarian action under

post-Cold V/ar conditions.

Part II of this chapter analyses two key assumptions underlying the debate

about the legitimacy of collective humanitarian intervention: first, that the

choice facing the international community is one between action and inaction,

and second, that the principal threats to peace and security after the Cold V/ar

emanate from the state or local level. That Part traces the ways in which

military intervention has come to be largely accepted as the logical, realistic

and moral response to humanitarian crises.

Part III questions the assumption that the choice for the international

community is between collective humanitarian intervention or inaction. By

focussing on the case of one post-Cold War humanitarian crisis, that of the

genocidal conflict in the former Yugoslavia, I suggest that an examination of

the role played by international institutions and actors in contributing to the

conditions leading to the outbreak of violence complicates the dominant

representation of an absence of international law and a lack of intemational

engagement as contributing causes of that crisis. I suggest that international as

well as local passions and interests were a threat to peace and security in that

instance.

Part IV challenges the broader assumption made in pro-interventionist

literature that local institutions, actors or cultures pose the major threats to

democracy and human rights, while intemational institutions and laws act

primarily in the interests of human rights, democracy and the people. That

assumption justifies greater scope for intervention by international

institutions, actors and cultures at the state or local level. I argue instead that

at least one of the major projects of international institutions in the post-Cold
'War era - economic liberalisation - itself poses significant threats to

democracy and human rights.
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Part V argues that it is necessary to rethink the understanding of international

laws, intemational institutions and international culture as necessarily

emancipatory.' Arguments justiffing Security Council actions present an

idealised image of international law and of international institutions as bearers

of human rights and democratic values.2 That representation of international

law limits the possibilities for achieving peace, democracy, justice and

survivable communities. I suggest that the ideals underlying the powerful

appeal of collective humanitarian intervention demand a different set of

responses in the context of globalisation.

II. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL

The range and nature of resolutions passed by the Security Council since 1989

leave little doubt that the Council has adopted an expanded interpretation of

its mandate in the changed conditions of the post-Cold War era. In particular,

the Security Council now appears willing to treat the failure to guarantee

democracy or human rights, or to protect against humanitarian abuses, as

either a symptom, or cause, of threats to peace and security.3

' On rethinking the nature of 'the international', see David Kennedy, 'A New World Order:

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow' (1994) 4 Transnational Law and Contemporary Problems
329; and on rethinking the meaning of 'the global', see Vandana Shiva, 'The Greening of the

Global Reach' in Wolfgang Sachs (ed), Global Ecologt: A New Arena of Political Conflict,
1993,149.
2 See further the argument made in Chapter 4 below.
3 That willingness was fust evidenced by the Security Council Summit Statement Concerning
the Council's Responsibility in the Maintenance of International Peace and Security, reprinted

at (1992) 3l International Legal Materials 758. The statoment emerged from the fust
meeting at the level of Heads of State and Government held by the Security Council in
January 1992.T\e Council there stated:

The absence of wa¡ and military conflicts amongst States does not in itself ensure

international peace and security. The non-military sources of insøbility in the

economic, social, humanita¡ian and ecological fields have become th¡eats to peace

and security.

Recent practice of the Security Council suggests that it will treat 'th¡eat to the peace' as

including cases of civil wa¡ or internal armed conflict, mass human righf violations and

violations of humanitarian law. See, inter alia,SC Res 770, United Nations SCOR, 47th sess,

3l06th mtg, United Nations Doc SiRES/770 (1992) (calling upon states to take nationally or
through regional agencies or arangemcnts all measures necessary to facilitate in coordination

with the United Nations the delivery of humanitarian assistance in Bosnia-Herzegovina), SC

Res 794, United Nations SCOR, 47th Sess, 3l45th mtg, United Nations Doc S/RES/794
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Those supporting the legitimacy of this expanded role for the Security

Council have themselves demonstrated a willingness to shift their

understanding of the legal bases of Security Council action. While the Gulf

War was justified in traditional collective security terms, as a measure that

was necessary to restore security to the region and to punish aggtession,o later

(1992) (authorising the use of force to establish a secure environment for humanita¡ian relief
operations in Somalia), SC Res 816, United Nations SCOR,47th Sess, 319lst mtg, United
Nations Doc S/RES/816 (1993) (authorising the use of force to protect a no-fly zone over
Bosnia established to prevent Serbian assaults from obstn¡cting the tansfer of humanitarian

aid supplies), SC Res 827, United Nations SCOR, 48th Sess, 32l7thmtg, United Nations Doc
SIRES/827 (1993) (establishing the war crimes tribunal for the former Yugoslavia), SC Res

836, United Nations SCOR, 48th sess, 3228 mtg. United Nations Doc S/RES/836 (1993)
(authorising the use of force to protect Bosnian safe areas), SC Res 929, United Nations
SCOR, 49th Sess, 3392d mtg, United Nations Doc S/RES/929 (1994) (authorising the use of
force to protect civilians in the Rwandan civil war), SC Res 940, United Nations SCOR, 49ttr
sess, 3413th mtg, United Nations Doc S/RES/940 (1994) (authorising member states to form
a multinational force and to use all necessary measures to facilitate the departure from Haiti
of the milita¡y leadership, and expressing concern with the significant further deterioration of
the humanita¡ian situation and the regime's systematic violation of civil liberties), SC Res

955, United Nations SCOR, 49th Sess, 3453d mtg, United Nations Doc S/RES/955 (1994)
(establishing an international tribunal for the prosecution of serious violations of international
humanitarian law in the territory of Rwanda and neighbouring states), SC Res 1199, United
Nations SCOR, 53th Sess, 3930th mtg, United Nations Doc S/RES/I199 (1998) (acting under
Chapter VII and expressing concern at the rapid deterioration in the humanita¡ian situation
throughout Kosovo and at reports of increasing violations of human rights and intemational
humanit¿¡ia¡r law). See also Supplement to An Agenda þr Peace: Position Paper of the

Secretary-General on the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations, United
Nations GAOR, 50th Sess, United Nations Doc A/50/60 (1995) (discussing the use of United
Nations forces to protect humanita¡ian operations in Bosnia Herzegovina and Somalia as

leading to a nerv kind of United Nations operation). For an analysis of some of these and

other relevant Security Council resolutions, see Fernando R Tesón, 'Collective Humanitarian
Intervention' ( 1996) 17 Michigan Journal of International Law 323 .

a See, for example, W Michael Reisman, 'The Constitutional Crisis in the United Nations'
(1993) 87 American Journal of Internationql Law 83, 85 ('the Council ... seems remarkably
effective, as was most recently demonstrated by the expulsion of an aggressor and the

liberation of Kuwait. That was a campaign all could applaud'); Gareth Evans, 'The New
World Order and The United Nations' in Ma¡a R Bustelo and Philip Alston (eds),ll'hose New

World Order? Wat Rolefor the United Nations? l, aI2-4 ('we have had with the Gulf Wa¡ a
resounding affirmation and demonstration of the effectiveness of the principles of collective
security'; 'there is a particular significance in the successful international effort to reverse

Iraq's aggression: the outcome of the Gulf lWar was a triumphant reaffirmatiou of the United
Nations' collective security role'); David J Scheffer, 'Use of Force after the Cold War:

Panama, Iraq, and the New World Order' in Louis Henkin et al, Right v. Might: International
Law and the Use of Force, 1991, 109, at 126 ('international law was a winner during the Gulf
conflict .... tA] powerful precedent has been established that should deter at least some of the

aggressive stratagems of lawless rulers'); Abrarn Chayes, 'The Use of Force in the Persian

Gulf in Lori F Damrosch and David J Scheffer (eds), Law and Force in the New

Internationqt Order, 1991, 3; Richa¡d Lee Gaines, 'On the Road to a Pær U.N.: Using the

Peace Tools at our Disposal in a Post-Cold Wa¡ World' (1993) 25 New York University

Journal of International Law and Politics 543.
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actions in Bosnia, Rwanda, Somalia and Haiti, inter alia, have been suppofed

by a very different interpretation of the legitimate role of the Security Council.

There is now a significant and influential literature arguing that Security

Council actions taken since 1990 demonstrate the utility and legitimacy of the

notion of collective humanitarian intervention.s Scholars supporting that

position argue that in light of the post-Cold War practice of the Security

Council, norns governing intervention should be, or have been, altered to

allow collective humanitarian intervention, or intervention by the Security

Council to uphold democracy and human rights.

Those critical or anxious about the expanding role of the Security Council

have also shifted ground in the years since the Gulf War. Many legal scholars

working in the areas of human rights and international humanitarian law were

highly critical of the actions undertaken in the Gulf. Criticisms ranged from

analyses of the merely rhetorical nature of the Security Council's commitment

to human rights, to criticism of the effects of the bombing and sanctions on

the Iraqi people, to concern about the apparent domination of the revitalised

5 Those arguing that, in the post-Soviet era and particularly in light of the actions authorised

by the Security Council concerning lraq, Haiti, the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Somalia and

even Libya, nonns governing intervention should be, or have been, altered, and that a liberal
constn¡ction of Chapter VII of the UN Chafer should be employed to authorise collective
humanita¡ian intervention include Fernando R Tesón, above n3 (arguing that the post-Soviet
practice of the UN, particularly relating to lraq, Somalia, Haiti, Rwanda and Bosnia, supports

the principle that the international community has a right to intervene to uphold human rights,
and that collective humanita¡ian intervention is both legally justifred and a moral imperative);
Mark R Hutchinson, 'Restoring Hope: U.N. Security Council Resolutions for Somalia and an

Expanded Doctrine of Humanita¡ian Intervention' (1993) 34 Hqrvard International Law
Journql 624; Ruth E Gordon, 'Humanitarian Intervention by the United Nations: Iraq,
Somalia, and Haiti' (1996) 3l Texqs Internqtional Law Journal43 (arguing that in light of its
authorisation to use force in Somalia to render humanita¡ian assistance under SC Resolution

794, the Security Council appears to be moving cautiously in the direction of expanding the

definition of th¡eat to the peace to apply to humanitarian crises that do not cause

transboundary friction); Tom J Farer, 'Intervention in Unnatural Humanitarian Emergencies:

Lessons of the First Phase' (1996) 18 Human Rights Quarterly l; Ved P Nanda, 'Tragedies in
Northern Iraq, Liberia, Yugoslavia, and Haiti - Revisiting the Validity of Humanita¡ian
Intervention Under International law - Pa¡t l' (1992) 20 Denver Journal of Internqtional Law
and Policy 305, 335; David Bills, 'Intematioual Human Rights and Humanitarian
Intervention: The Ramifrcations of Reform on the United Nations' Security Council' (1996)

3l Texas International Law Journal 1071' V/ Michael Reisman,'Some Lessons from Iraq:

International Law and Democratic Politics' (1991) 16 Yale Journal of Internationsl Law 203.
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Council by the United States.6 The response to later interventions, however,

has been more ambivalent. There are certainly some legal commentators who

have continued to express concem about the apparent willingness of a largely

unrestrained Security Council to expand its mandate to include authorising the

use of force to remedy human rights abuses or 'to make every State a

dernocratic one'.7 Many legal scholars, however, seem haunted by the fear that

opposing intervention in Bosnia or Haiti, for example, means opposing the

only realistic possibility of international engagetnent to end the horrific

human suffering witnessed in those conflicts. The need to halt the horrors of

genocide or to address the effects of civil war and internal armed conflict on

civilians has been accepted as sufficient justification for intervention, even if
other motives may be involved.

Two key assumptions underlie the debate as to whether collective

humanitarian intervention is justified. First, both those arguing for and those

against an expanded doctrine of collective humanitarian intervention accept

that the international community is faced with a choice as to whether or not to

take action in states where conflicts arise. The pro-interventionist argument is

based upon an assumption that post-Cold War crises are in part attributable to

an absence of law, including intemational law, and a lack of sustained

6 Philip Alston, 'The Security Council and Human Rights: Lessons to be Leamed from the

Iraq-Kuwait Crisis and its Aftermath' (1992) 13 Australian Year Book of International Lqw

107; René Provost, 'Starvation as a Weapon: Legal Implications of the United Nations Food

Blockade Against Iraq and Kuwait' (1992) 30 Columbia Journal of Transnational Lqw 577;

Henry J Richa¡dson III, 'The Gulf Crisis and African-American Interests under Intemational
Law' (1993) 87 American Journal of International Law 42; Oscar Schachter, 'United Nations

Law in the Gulf Conflict' (1991) 85 American Journsl of Intemational Lqw 452; David D
Caron,'Iraq and the Force of Law: Why Give a Shield of Immunity?'(1991) 85 American

Journal of International Law 89; Judith Gail Gardam, 'Proportionality and Force in
International Law' (1993) 8'7 American Journal of Internationsl Law 391; Middle East

Watch, Needless Deaths In the Gulf War: Civilian Casualties During the Air Campøign and

Violqtions of the Laws of War, 1991.
7 Marni Koskenniemi, 'The Police in the Temple. Order, Justice and the United Nations: A
Dialectical View' (1995) 6 European Journql of International Law 325,343. For other legal

analyses that express concern about the apparent willingness of the Security Council to

expand its mandate to include authorising the use of force to remedy human rights abuses, or

that continue to be critical of the conduct of Security Council actions, see Richa¡d Falk, 'The

Haiti Intervention: A Dangerous V/orld Order Precedent for the United Nations' (1995) 36

Harvard International Lsw Journal 341; Judittr Ga¡dam, 'Legal Restr¿ints on Security

Council Military Enforcement Action' (1996) 17 Michigan Journal of International Law 285.
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engagement by international organisations. Accordingly, a commitment to

humanitarian ideals is seen to demand action from the intemational

community, in the form of intervention. Thomas Weiss, for example, argues

that, while humanitarian intervention may be counterproductive to the tasks of

democratisation and peace-building, ruling out the option of such action will

render the UN powerless to act, destroy its credibility and condemn it to the

fate of the League of Nations.t Weiss presents a stark choice:

Too many pleas for consistency or against inevitable selectivity

amount to arguing that the United Nations should not intervene

anywhere unless it can intervene everywhere .... But in light of

genocide, misery, and massive human rights abuses in war zones

around the world, should Pontius Pilate be the model for both the

American and the international response? The fatalism and

isolationism that flow from most objections to humanitarian

intervention are as distressing as the situation in the countries suffering

from ethnic conflict where such an action is required .... A purely

noninterventionist position amounts to abstention from the foreign

policy debate.e

Similarly, Fernando Tesón argues that it is better for states to take collective

action to intervene in favour of the rights and interests of human beings, even

if such action may do some harm, rather than to remain inactive and, as a

result, incapable of providing either relief from brutality or assistance in the

achievement of democratic government. r0

It is ... surprising to be told that the very crimes that prompted the

massive, cruel and costly struggle from which the United Nations was

8 Thomas G Weiss, 'On the Brink of a New Era? Humanita¡ian Interventions, l99l'94' tn

Donald CF Daniel a¡rd Bradd C Hayes (eds) Beyond Traditional Peacekeeping,l995, 3, at 8.

e lbid, at8,15.
ro Fernando R Tesón, aboven3,342.
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born, are now immune from action by the organ entrusted to

preserving the fruits of the hard-won peace. The formalism of anti-

interventionists thus not only rewards tyrants, but it betrays the

purposes of the very international order that they claim to protect.rr

Even those who reject the legitimacy of collective humanitarian intervention

appear haunted by the fear that failure to act under the auspices of the Security

Council may represent a betrayal of our duty to be engaged in the world in the

interests of humanity. Richard Falk's critical analysis of the precedent set by

Security Council resolutions concerning Haiti provides a good illustration of

that concern.'' While Falk mounts a strong case against Security Council

action in Haiti, he admits to a fear that advocating non-intervention may equal

advocating inaction.

Having mounted this case against intervention, a haunting question

must be posed: with all of its deficiencies, isn't it better to have

confronted and deposed Cedras, to have provided relief to the Haitian

people from the widespread daily brutality and to have given them an

opportunity to compose a more democratic government that addresses

the poverty of the people?r3

The characterisation of intervention as active and productive, and non-

intervention as inactive and negative, appears to inform the popular response

that we should do something to address the suffering and despair in Bosnia,

Somalia or Rwanda, rather than do nothing. As one commentator notes:

tt lbid.
12 Richard Falk, above n7. See Security Council Resolution 940, above n3 (authorising

member states to impose economic sanctions and use force to 'facilitate the departure from
Haiti of the military leadership' and to return it to democratic rule under President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide).
13 Richard Falk, above n7,357.
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In a world of satellite communications, with television images of

suffering broadcast as they occur, few democratic governments are

immune to the public clamour to 'do something'.ra

The sense of frustration felt by some commentators when military

intervention as an avenue for action is closed off is well illustrated by Thomas

Weiss. Weiss describes the United Nations Protection Force for the former

Yugoslavia (UNPROFOR) as 'eunuchs at the orgY', due to the constraints

imposed on the capacity of UNPROFOR to use force in that conflict.rs

The second assumption made by advocates of an expanded humanitarian role

for the Security Council is that the principal threats to human rights,

democracy and security occur at the state or local level.'6 According to those

in favour of collective humanitarian intervention, state or local leaders or

governments pose the major challenges to human rights and dernocracy, and

humanitarian crises are largely caused by actions and developments initiated

and carried out by local or governmental actors or institutions.'7 Accordingly,

'4 Shashi Tharoor,'The Changing Face of Peace-Keeping and Peace-Enforcement' (1995) l9
Fordham International Law Journal 408,413.
15 Thomas G Weiss, above n8, at 8. An analysis of violence as an expression of some forms

of masculine subjectivþ as suggested by that metaphor is beyond the scope of this chapter,

but see Diana Taylor, 'Spectacular Bodies: Gender, Terror and Argentina's "Dirty War"' in
Miriam Cooke and Angela Woollacott (eds), Gendering War Talk, 1993, 20; Susanne

Kappeler, The P ornography of Repres entation, 19 86.
16 See Fernando R Tesón, above n3, 342 (treatng state or local leaders or governments as the

actors likely to th¡eaten democracy or human rights); Leon Gordenker and Thomas G Weiss,

'The Collective Security Idea and Changing World Politics' in Thomas G Weiss (ed),

Collective Security in a Changing llorld, 1993,3, at 14 (treating'ethnic particularism'as a

threat to peace and security); W Michael Reisman, above n5,213 (arguing that'tinhorn
dictators' and 'contemporary tyrants' th¡eaten post-Cold rùy'ar peace and security); Michael

Stopford, 'Locating the Balance: The United Nations and the New World Disorder' (1994) 34

Yirginia Journal of Internationql Law 685, 686, 698 (suggesting that the breakdown of
internal state structures and ancient ethnic and religious tensions a¡e the major challenges to

peace and security); Ambassador Madeleine K Albright, 'International Law Approaches the

Twenty-First Century: A United States' Perspective on Enforcement' (1995) 18 Fordham

Journal of Internøtional Law 1595, 1597 (suggesting that we'live in an unsettled age, beset

by squabbles, wars, unsatisfied ambitions').
r7 For arguments that humanitarian crises require collective humanitarian intervention and a

reconceptualisation of the principle of noninterference in the internal affairs of sovereign

states, see Femando R Tesón, above n3 (arguing that the domain reserved to the exclusive

jurisdiction of the state is quite small, and that matters such as democratic legitimacy are now
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pro-interventionist scholars argue that intemational lawyers should abandon

outmoded notions of sovereignty and non-intervention in order to enable

states acting collectively to reach those who need their help. Tom Farer, for

example, argues in favour of military intervention as a necessary response to

ethnic or religious tensions.

Many of the cases that now and might in the future engage

international concern involve conflicts among groups that define

themselves in ethnic or religious terms .... It follows from the nature of

the conflict that once it has begun, the stronger party will tend to act

out genocidal urges unless and until it encounters a disabling force.

And even in cases where none of the parties can deliver a knockout

blow, all of them are likely to go on clawing at each other unless

external actors either club them into submission, break the stalemate

by helping one or a coalition of factions, and/or guarantee the safety of

those willing to assume a defensive posture. The only truly credible

guarantee for peoples in a state of ecstatic mutual fear is a strong force

in place with the means and mandate to thwart whoever initiates or

renews intercommunal war. 18

Similarly, Fernando Tesón argues that there is a moral imperative for states to

act collectively to intervene using force if necessary in such situations.re

Tesón argues that the international community must not be swayed by the

arguments of those who seek to resist the use of force on the basis that it

subject to international scrutiny); Mark R Hutchinson, above n5. For examples of those

taking a more cautious approach to abandoning the principle of noninterference in the

intemal affairs of sovereign states in the post-Soviet era, see Philip Alston, above n6; Michael
J Glennon, 'Sovereignty and Community after Haiti: Rethinking the Collective Use of Force'

(1995) 89 AmericanJournal of Internationql Law 70; Anne Orford,'The Uses of Sovereignty

in the New Imperial Order' (1996) 6 Australian Feminist Law Journql63.
l8 Tom J Farer, above n5, 15.

re Fernando R Tesón, above n3.
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infringes upon traditional norms of sovereign equality or the principle of non-

interference in the domestic affairs of states.20

(T)here would have been no end to the Cold War without the moral

defeat of tyranny, without the resolve of the liberal alliance to resist

the internal and external pressures of the various enernies of freedom

.... The rise of collective humanitarian intervention and the shrinking

of traditional conceptions of sovereignty and domestic jurisdiction are

essential for the preservation of peace in the new international order.2r

These assumptions underlying the debate about collective humanitarian

intervention limit the capacity of international law to develop adequate

responses to post-Cold War security and humanitarian crises. I want now to

suggest a way forward for the debate that may enable international lawyers to

transcend the perceived opposition between action and inaction. To do so, the

next part of this chapter examines the ways in which international law and

international institutions were present and active in the former Yugoslavia

prior to, and during, the humanitarian crisis.

III. LOCATING THREATS TO THE PEACE -

THE CASE OF THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

As shown above, much of the analysis of post-Cold War security and

humanitarian crises assumes that local, rather than international, institutions,

cultures and actors are largely responsible for the development of such crises,

and that a failure to use force or to take measures to respond to such crises

equals inactivity on the part of the international community. An evaluation of

the relationship between the actions of international institutions and the

situation in the former Yugoslavia, however, suggests otherwise.

20 lbid, 37 |
2t lbid.
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Whether the cause of the disintegration of Yugoslavia is understood to be

ancient hatreds or Serbian aggression, those arguing that the Yugoslav conflict

illustrates the necessity for collective humanitarian intervention treat

international institutions essentially as interveners for security, democracy and

human rights.22 Yet commentators have begun to suggest that the program of

economic liberalisation and restructuring of the state implemented by the

international financial institutions of the World Bank and the IMF during the

1970s, 1980s and indeed the 1990s contributed to the conditions in which

such hatreds (whether ancient or otherwise) were inflamed.23 Economic

policies designed to refinance and repay Yugoslavia's foreign debt were a

driving force behind major constitutional reforms and redefinitions of

citizenship and workers' rights during the 1980s.24 Such policies appear to

have played a role in the rise of republican nationalism and the sense that the

federal govemment lacked legitimacy. I want to outline briefly the nature of

restructuring in the former Yugoslavia, and then to suggest how that project

posed a threat to the peace.

A. The nature of restructuríng ìn the former Yugoslavia

The people of the former Yugoslavia were subjected to a stringent austerity

program during the 1970s and 1980s, partly as a result of decisions made by

IMF officials and by economic liberals in the Yugoslav government.2s The

22 For an analysis of the tensions caused by the fact that the UK and France regarded the war

in Bosnia as a civil war, while the US perceived the wa¡ as a case of aggression by Serbia, see

Misha Glenny, The Fqtt of Yugoslaviø, 1992,222-3. See also Noel Malcolm, Bosnia: A Short

History, 1996, xx-xxii, for an analysis of the way in which leaders such as John Major

represented ancient hatreds as the cause of the Yugoslav conflict.
23 See particularly Susan L Woodwa¡d, Balkan Tragedy: Chaos and Dissolution Afier îhe

Cold llar, 1995; J Petras and S Vieux, 'Bosnia and the Revival of US Hegemony' (1996) 218

New Left Review 3, 9-ll; Michel Chossudovsþ, 'Dismantling Former Yugoslavia;

Recolonising Bosnia', Economic and Political Weekly,2 Ma¡ch 1996,521.
2a Susan L lù/oodward, above n23, 106; J Peras and S Vieux, above n23, 9-l l.
2s For the contrary argument that the austerity program was nol the result of IMF involvement

but rather the 'result of domestic policy choices taken in response to extemal capital ma¡ket

constraints', see Laura Tyson, Sherman Robinson and Leyla Woods, 'Conditionality and

Adjustment in Hungary and Yugoslavia' in Josef C Brada, Ed A Hewett and Thomas A Wolf
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process of restructuring began in earnest in 1982, when the Yugoslav

government sought a three year standby loan from the IMF.26 The loan was

intended to be used to repay its foreign debt denominated in United States

dollars, the interest on which had ballooned during the oil crises of the late

I970s.27 The conditions attached to that loan by the IMF were aimed at the

introduction of domestic policy reforms which economists believed would

better enable servicing of foreign debt.2t

The original 'austerity' program involved cuts in government expenditure,

trade and price liberalisation, cutting of imports, md the promotion of

exports.2e Later programs required capping wages, reorienting production

towards exports which could compete in OECD markets, recentralising

political and economic decision-making, privatisation and currency

(eds), Economic Adjustment and Reform in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, 1988,72,

at 105.
26 Keesing's Contemporary Archives: Record of World Evenls Vol 30, June 1984,32932.
21 lbid. See also William R Cline, International Debt: Syslemic Risk and Policy Response,

1984, 282,287 . Clne argues that Yugoslavia's debt problem in 1982 was due to the fact that

it was shut out of commercial credit matkets, largely because the rescheduling of the Polish

debt 'radically changed the psychological atmosphere for lending to Eastern Europe'. The

'rescue package'negotiated by ttre Yugoslav government in 1982 included loans of $1.2

billion and additional credits from foreign banks, the continued disbursement of funds from

the IMF under a standby credit approved in 1981, World Bank loans of $500 million, a $500

million bridging loan from the Bank for Intemational Settlements, plus bilateral loans from
rWestern govemments.
28 Keesing's Contemporary Archives: Record of World Evenls Vol 30, June 1984,32932. ltis
difficult to obtain precise information about the nature of the conditions attached to any IMF
credits, including those extended to Yugoslavia. IMF conditions have not traditionally been

published, although they do tend to become public knowledge indirectly through

governments, commercial banks and the media. Raymond Mikesell notes that IMF

agreements are secret and statements regarding thei¡ content a¡e limited to generalities.

Nevertheless, he argues that it is possible to judge IMF conditionality packages without

seeing them, by evaluating the policies of countries that have been receiving IMF assistance.

Raymond F Mikesell, 'Appraising IMF Conditionality: Too Loose, Too Tight, Or Just Right?'

in John V/illiamson (ed), IMF Conditionqlity, 1983,47, at 53. Laura Tyson, Sherman

Robinson and Leyla Woods, above n25, 73, also observe that 'a veil of secrecy traditionally

surrounds IMF agreements with individual countries. Without privileged access, it is nearly

impossible to ascertain all of the details of such agreements. Some information leaks into the

public domain mainly through the commercial banks and through the press, but it is always

incomplete and sometimes inaccurate. Not all the conditions of agreements with Yugoslavia

... a¡e known, and even when a particular type of condition is known, quantitative targets '..
generally a¡e not'.

'n Susan L Woodwa¡d, above rA3,5l; Keesing's Contemporary Archives: Record of World

Events, Vol 31, August 1985,33808'
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deregulation.3o While the reasons for such reforms were always presented as

purely economic and technical, the changes required by the IMF were 'fraught

with political implications'.3r Both directly and indirectly, the IMF reshaped

Yugoslav politics throughout the 1980s and early 1990s.

The direct restructuring of Yugoslav politics occurred through the imposition

of conditions requiring constitutional and institutional reforms. During the

1980s, the IMF began to make access to new credits for Yugoslavia

conditional on such reform. The first change required by the IMF related to re-

centralisation, or the shifting of political and economic authority from

republican governments and banks to the federal government and the National

Bank.32 Economists considered that the decentralisation of policy-making

amongst Yugoslav republics that had occurred during the early 1980s was

'responsible for Yugoslavia's weak macroeconomic control'.33 Accordingly,

IMF conditions attached to the use of credits after 1982 included requirements

for federal reassertion of economic authority over republican govemments.3a

Further political changes resulted from the conditions attached to the 1987 and

1988 IMF packages. In particular, the 'May Measures' of 1988 required the

30 See generally William R Cline, above t27,281-90; Laura Tyson, Sherman Robinson and
Leyla Woods, above rA5, 9l-6; Susan L Woodward, above n23; Ma¡ko Milivojevic, Zle
Debt Rescheduling Process, 1985 , 204-7 .

3r Susan L Woodward, above n23, 50; J Petras and S Vieux, above n23, I l.
32 Keesing's Contemporary Archive: Record of llorld Evenfs, Vol 30, June 1984,32932-3; J

Petras and S Vieux, above n23, I l.
33 Laura Tyson, Sherman Robinson and Leyla Woods, above n25, 81. See also Ma¡ko
Milivojevic, above n30, 205.
34 In 1982, the IMF required that control over foreign exchange allocation and operations be

returned to the National Bank in Belgrade, after such functions had been decentralised and
distributed amongst republican governments and banks five years ea¡lier. In 1986/1987, when
the IMF 'began to tie conditions for new credits to political reform', it focused on
'restrengthening the goveming capacity of the federal administration'. Economic plarners
wa¡ted a more competent and effective federal government that could 'make and implement
tough decisions'. In particular, having been critical of the consensual decision-making process

that operated at the federal level and within the central bank as a means of ensuring equality
between the republics, the IMF required a change in the voting rules of the National Bank
from consensus to majority decision-making. Those changes were proposed by the IMF and

supported by the federal cabinet. The significance of those changes can be seen in the
packages for constitutional reform presented to the Yugoslav parliamont as a result. In
February 1987, the League of Communists recommended 130 amendments to the 406 a¡ticles
of the federal constitution. See Susan L Woodwa¡d, above rA3, 57 -74, 82.
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destruction of the socialist system of worker participation in firm decision-

making, the removal of procedural protections against large-scale

unemployment, and the cutting of public expenditure.3s

Economic and political restructuring continued to be proposed by the IMF,

economic advisers and the federal government during the period 1988-89,

when the nationalist climate had become apparent and republican resistance to

the proposed changes was clear. The federal govemment .continued to be

committed to drawing up and implementing new IMF-conditioned

stabilisation restrictions as part of a process of debt rescheduling with private

banks during that period, despite an escalation in nationalist rhetoric,

nationalist revisions of republican constitutions, mass demonstrations against

austerity measures, protests by newly-defined 'minorities', strikes, police

harassment of minorities, challenges to the Yugoslav army and racist attacks.3ó

At the end of 1989, after a decade of economic crisis, constitutional conflict

and political disintegration,3T the existing political system was ceasing to

function,38 and legitimacy of the federal government was being challenged by

radical Slovene, Serb and Croatian nationalism.3e Nevertheless, economic

advisers to the Yugoslav goveÍrment determined that 'the effectiveness of the

progrcm for global integration depended on speed', and the government

announced a 'shock therapy' stabilisation program, to begin in mid-

December.oo The program aimed at completely removing'political bariers to

3s lbid,96.
36 lb¡d,93-6.
37 lbid,l4B.
38 lbid, tt6.
3e Ibid, tt7.
40 The principal adviser to the government was Harvard economist Jeffrey Sachs, who

developed the 'shock therapy'model for dealing with states in transition from communism to

capitalism. Sachs espoused that model in a famous 1990 a¡ticle: Jeffrey Sachs, 'What is to be

done?' The Economlil, 13 January 1990, 19. He has also advised other Eastern European

governments, the G7 and the IMF on the shock therapy model. For a critique of that model

and its consequencos, see Peter Gowan, 'Neo-Liberal Theory and Practice for Eastem Europe'

(1995) 213 New Left Review 3.
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a market economyr.4' During 1990, the year in which clear signs of civil war

were emerging, the federal govemment continued to attempt to enact political

reforms required by the shock therapy conditions. It did so under intense

pressure from the IMF, which was concerned that the commitment to reform

was flagging.a2

IMF programs had further indirect effects on political institutions and norrns

within Yugoslavia. The implementation of supposedly apolitical IMF

conditions in fact required significant changes in Yugoslav politics. The goals

of economic policy, for example, required 'fundamental changes in the locus

of economic decision-making' and thus required constitutional reform.a3

Changes necessary to enable these reforms included altering the practice of

distributing cabinet appointments on a nationality basis,a changing the

composition of the governing board of the fund for development credits4s and

shifting the balance of economic policy in favour of particular firms, sectors

and republics.o6 Successive reformist Prime Ministers and their cabinets took

steps to subvert established political processes in order to enable the adoption

of unpopular measures supported by the IMF.

ar Susan L Woodward, above n23, 115, 129-30. While the program appeared successful in

economic terms over the first six months, particularly given the fall in inflation rates from

2il4o^ in 1989 to 0% in 1990, the economic conditions deteriorated from June 1990, with

rising prices, falls in exports, overvaluation of currency, heavy taxation, increased

insolvencies and rising unemployment. Despite the aims of the economic a¡chitects of the

program, it was largely frustrated by republican governments who ignored restrictions on

wages and budgets, tax obligations in the federal budget, and monetary restrictions

a' Michel Chossudovsþ, above n 23, 521-2. By 1990, the federal party had collapsed in

January, competitive multiparty elections cha¡acterised by exúeme racism and nationalism

had been held from April to December, signs of civil war were emerging, and declarations of
sovereignty and the right to secede by the republics of Slovenia and Croatia had been made in

July. By the following June, Slovenia and Croatia had announced their independence from

the former Yugoslavia, and wa¡ had broken out.

a3 Susan L V/oodwa¡d, above n 23, 58.

44 lbid,'73.
4t lbid,74.
46 lbid, l0l. In particular, producers in the southern republics tended to have fewer ties to

Western European markets'
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The social impact of IMF economic liberalisation and shock therapy

stabilisation programs also had unacknowledged political effects. Those

programs arguably fuelled the nationalist dynamic by rapidly restructuring

republican and federal levels of government, by implementing policies with

divisive social consequences, and by advocating the removal of mechanisms

that provided some state support to individuals who would suffer under

unrestrained economic liberalism.aT

B. Threats to the peace

Commentators on the former Yugoslavia point to a number of conditions that

fuelled the republican nationalist dynamic that led to genocide. Those

conditions include the destruction of existing federal constitutional

arrangements during the 1980s,48 the destruction of minority rights

guarantees,ae serious unemployment,5o falling Yugoslav per capita income,sr

the growing role of nationalism in Yugoslav politics,52 the role of the military

as a political force,53 and the growing gUlf between rich and poor republics.sa

There are at least four ways in which IMF structural adjustment, stabilisation

and later shock therapy programs can be argued to have contributed to those

conditions and thus to the political destabilisation of Yugoslavia.ss

4t Robin Blackburn, 'The break-up of Yugoslavia' (1993) 45 Labour Focus on Eastern

Europe 3; J Petras and S Vieux, above n23, I l; Michel Chossudovsþ, above î23,521-2.
a8 Susan L Woodward, above n23,57'74,82; J Petras and S Vieux, above t23,lI Michel

Chossudovsþ, above n23, 521.
o' Susan L Woodwa¡d, above n23, 381.
s0 Robin Blackburn, above n47,3; J Petras and S Vieux, above n23, l0; Michel

Chossudovsky, above n23, 522.
5' Valerie Bunce, 'The Elusive Peace in the Former Yugoslavia' (1995) 28 Cornell

International Law Journal'7 09, 7 12.
s2 lbid,715.
s3lbid,7lo.
54 lbid, 7l2; Catheine Samary, 'Behind the breakup of Yugoslavia' (1993) 45 Labour Focus

on Eastern Europe 27 ; J Pettas and S Vieux, above n23, 10.

tt Susan Woodwa¡d suggests a fifth way in which IMF conditions contributed to the crisis.

Woodward suggests that the demands for political change made by the IMF also eroded the

state's 'political capacity for managing the transition', and that the absence of a legitimate

centralised authority meant that such claims could not be successfully mediated: Susan L
Woodward, above n23, 379. She defines democracy there as a system that enables peaceful
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First, the progfams contributed both to a sense of insecurity for the people of

Yugoslavia and to resulting social instability.só The destabilising

consequences of the early IMF austerity program introduced in 1982, for

example, included inflation, falling real incomes, consumer goods shortages,

unemployment and the threat of unonployment, the abandonment of food

subsidies, and rising prices for commodities affected by import restrictions

and the push for exports, such as gasoline, heating fuel, food and

transportation.5?

Second, economically-motivated political and constitutional reforms

destroyed the means of protecting minority rights within the socialist systern.

That system of protection had been based upon the provision of government

jobs distributed according to national status and state expenditure on cultural

rights. Commentators argue that the 'multiple political arenas' created by

Yugoslavia's extensive political decentralisation also operated to guarantee the

protection of rights and freedoms: 'journalists who could not publish in one

republic could get an audience in another; people facing discrimination in one

republic could ernigrate temporarily to another; and social movements

repressed in one republic might hope for publicity and outside pressure in

resolution of conflict and entails a willingness to lose. I have less faith in benign cental
authority, given the absence of a willingness to lose, particularly on economically rational

policy issues, amongst elites in existing democracies. Indeed, I do not see how any authority,

whether or not it is benign, can mediate a systom capable of reproducing and generating such

extraordinary inequality and extemes of wealth and poverty, without resorting to violence. I
am swayed rather more by the arguments of those who think that the Yugoslav ctisis, inter

ø/ia, demonstrates the need to rethink the logic of late capitalism. Slovenian intellectual

Slavoj Zizek, for example, argues that such cycles ofracist viciousness are in part a product

of capitalism's economy of enjoyment. See Slavoj Zizek, Tarrying with the Negative: Kanl,

Hegel andthe Critique of ldeolog,', 1993. The answerforme lies with contesting theNew
Right's logic of efficiency and culture of conhol, rather than attempting to 'moderate'

extremes of poverty and wealth maintained by this global system.

s6 Andrew Williarns, 'Economic Intervention by International Economic Organizations in

Central and Eastern Europe: rt¡Vill it Lead to More or Less "Security" for the Region?' in Pal

Dunay, Gabor Kardos and Andrew J Williams (eds), l/ew Forms of Security, Views From

Cenlrql, Eastern snd Western Europe, 1995, 103, at 109; Susan L Woodward, above rA3, 52;

J Petas and S Vieux, above n23, l0; Michel Chossudovsþ, above n23,521'2.
s? Susan L Woodwa¡d, above rA3,5ll, J Petas and S Vieux, above n23' 10.
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another'.58 These mechanisms for accommodating ethno-national and other

differences in socialist Yugoslavia were progressively broken down from

1982 onwards. The IMF conditions contributed to the destruction of those

mechanisms, by requiring fiscal cuts, greater political centralisation, and an

end to nationality-based distribution of voting and positions.se

Third, the effects of IMF programs such as social polarisation, attacks on the

protection of minority rights and constitutional and institutional 'reform',

contributed to the nationalist dynamic developing during the late 1980s.60

Those programs played a role in the rise of republican nationalism and the

sense that the federal government lacked legitimacy.6t Critics of IMF

programs argue that, while Tito's Yugoslavia functioned as an 'imagined

community' in the sense described by Benedict Anderson,ó2 that sense of

community depended upon the federal government having the ability to

provide some level of economic and administrative support. When the IMF

imposed the policy of structural adjustment in the 1980s, it led to the state, as

usual, being stripped of most of its functions, except maintaining law and

order.63

People began to look to other sources of community, and in that vacuum

ethnic nationalism re-emerged to provide a new form of community and a

t8 Susan L Woodward, above rA3,38l; J Petras and S Vieux, above n23, 10.

se lbíd.
60 Andrew Williams, above n56.
ó' Michel Chossudovsþ, above n23,521-2.
62 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities, 1991, 6-7. Anderson defines the nation as an

imagined communify: 'imagined because the members of even the smallest nation will never

know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hea¡ of them, yet in the minds of
each lives the image of thei¡ communion', and a community because 'regardless of the actual

inequality and exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a deep,

horizontal comradeship'.
ó3 Jochen Hippler, 'Democratisation of the Third World after the End of the Cold Wa¡' in
Jochen Hippler (ed), The Democratisation of Disempowerment: The Problem of Democracy

in the Third lilorld, 1995, l, at24 (aryung that often after structural adjustment, the state is

only left with 'the police, the army and the secret service: the instruments of repression. By
their nature, these can't [yet] be privatised or transferred to the North'.)
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needed structure of identity.ø The sense of community that nationalism offers

under these circumstances is valued 'not because of the historical persistence

and power of ethnic identities and cultural attachments, as the ethnic conflict

school insists, but because the bases of existing communities have collapsed

and governments are radically narrowing what they will or can provide in

terms of previously guaranteed rights to subsistence, land, public

employment, and even citizenship'.65

The attack on established systems of welfare also contributed to the anti-

federal, republican focus of the nationalist dynamic.6ó While the federal

government enacted rapid economic and political restructuring designed to

meet with the approval of economic advisers, intemational institutions and

private banks, republican leaders were able to appeal to those people who had

to face the serious economic and social consequences of that rapid

restructuring.6T Nationalist republican governments thus gained popular

support for the separatist policies of resisting federal taxation and opposing

federal authority.ó8 The 'gulf between richer and poorer republics' caused by

economic restructuring also fuelled the separatist dynamic.un One major cause

of the separation of Slovenia from Yugoslavia, for example, was the desire to

abandon those republics that were 'slowing down insertion into capitalist

Europe'.70 Local leaders also gained support from ethnic minorities or those in

6a J Petras and S Vieux, above n23, 10. See also Hippler's discussion of the ways in which

'other forms of identity, ethnic or ethnic-religious, become more important' in states subject to

structural adjustment, as the 'national state' is stripped of its functions and becomes

discredited. Ibid, 25.
6s Susan L V/oodwa¡d, above î23,17.
66 lbid,384; Michel Chossudovsþ, above î23, 52r-2.
67 Susan L Woodwa¡d, above n23,127; Robin Blackbum, above n47; J Pehas and S Vieux'
above n23, l0; Michel Chossudovsþ, above rA3,522.
68 Susan L Woodwa¡d, above 1123,384.
óe Catherine Samary, aboven54,27.
10 lbid. See also Susan L Woodward, above n23, 105, 150. Woodwa¡d also notes that the shift

in US and European Community policy in the post-Cold War period played a role in the

breakup of Yugoslavia. During the Cold Vy'ar, Yugoslavia had been central to US security

policy in the region, due to its heavily a¡¡red neutrality and capacity to deter Sy'arsaw Pact

forces from Western Europe, its political stability and its independence of Moscow. After the

Berlin Wall fell on November 9, 1989, as Central Europeans sought to join European

institutions, it was made clear to Yugoslavia that it would have to enter the competition
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poorer regions who resented the 'politics of capital cities' and its neglect of

their interests.Tr

Fourth, the speed with which restructuring and, by 1990, shock therapy were

carried out contributed to the rapid process of political disintegration that

occurred once the Yugoslav crisis entered a 'nationalist dynamic'.72 As the

phrase'shock therapy' suggests, economic logic dictated that speed was of the

essence. The federal govemment and intemational institutions remained

committed to implementing radical and far-reaching political and

constitutional reforms to enable a rapid transition from a socialist economic

structure to a purely market-based regime, even after the nationalist climate

and violent resistance to those radical reforms became apparent.T3 As
'Woodward notes, there was a clear conflict between the conditions necessary

to ensure peace and those deemed necessary for economic liberalisation.

While time was the commodity that was needed to build 'cross-republican,

society-wide political organisations' to avoid civil war and genocide, rapid

economic and political change was considered to be essential by the IMF,

banks and financial institutions.to

The genocide in the former Yugoslavia did not, of course, take place without

the violence of local actors. The conditions imposed by the IMF and the

consequences of those conditions were not the sole cause of that outbreak of

violence. Structural adjustment and shock therapy progr¿rms have been

implemented in many states without leading to genocide. Nevertheless,

without special status. In Western Europe's own version of 'ancient hatreds', countries of
Central Europe were treated as better able to make the transition from socialism to capitalism,
or from'East' to 'West', based on historical, religious and cultural criteria. Accordingly, it was
in the interest of those parts of Yugoslavia such as Slovenia and Croatia that could claim on
'cultural' grounds to be part of the 'first tier' that they 'begin a campaign to persuade Europe of
thei¡ deserved eligibility'.
tr Susan L Woodward, above n23,384.
72 lbid, li.
73 See Jeffrey Sachs, above n40,21 (justiffing the'need for speed'in restructuring Eastern
European political and economic institutions in 1990).
ta Susan L Woodward, above n23,384.
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international institutions must take account of and responsibility for the

reception of the norTns and culture they impose. Conditions and processes

required or supported by international institutions, when combined with local

responses, led to violence in the former Yugoslavia. Responsibility for that

violence belongs both to intemational and local actors, not to local actors

alone. Experts acting on behalf of international economic institutions appear

to assume that there are no limits to the ways in which local peoples can be

required to conform to new economic models and priorities. The disastrous

outcome of economic restructuring in the former Yugoslavia is just one

example of the impact of the belief held by economic experts that human

beings are infinitely and rapidly re-codeable, and that cultures and political

systems are infinitely malleable.

In conclusion, focusing on intemational law and international institutions that

facilitate economic restructuring suggests that the opposition between

collective humanitarian intervention and inactivity is a false one. The

international community had already intervened on a large scale in

Yugoslavia before the security crisis erupted, through the activities of

international monetary institutions. Inactivity, in other words, is not the

alternative to intervention. The international community is already profoundly

engaged in shaping the structure of political, social, economic and cultural life

in many states through the activities of international economic institutions.

Iv. THRE,ATS TO DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Part III of this chapter argued that 'the international' played a role in

contributing to the conditions that led to violence in the former Yugoslavia,

thus unsettling the assumption that responsibility can be attributed to 'the

local' alone. In this Part, I want to question the broader assumption underlying

the pro-intervention approach, that international institutions are the bearers of

progressive human rights and democratic values to a 'locaf in need of those

rights and values in the post-Cold War era.
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A. Definìng democrøcy and human ríghts

It is first necessary to consider the meaning of democracy and human rights in

the context of arguments made in favour of collective humanitarian

intervention. The current enthusiasm for collective humanitarian intervention

can be understood as part of a broader democratisation trend, in which

'something bearing [the] name of dernocracy' is 'commonly asserted as a

global norm'.75 It is true that the post-Cold War period has witnessed

remarkable changes, many of which have subsequently been claimed in the

name of democracy and many of which have led to the adoption of

'institutional mechanisms of electoral competition' and a nanow range of civil

and political rights.76 Whether these changes demonstrate the triumph of

liberal democracy and the end of history is of course highly contested.TT

International lawyers make two claims that further the democratisation

project. First, scholars such as Thomas Franck claim that there is an ernerging

right to democratic governance against which a govemmental system can be

judged as legitimate.Ts Second, pro-intervention scholars go one step further,

arguing that international institutions can intervene using force where a

govemmental system has been judged to be illegitimate, when assessed

against criteria of democratic governance or human rights protection.Te

7s Brad Roth, 'Evaluating Democratic Progress: A Normative Theoretical Perspective' (1995)
9 Elhics and International Affairs 55.
76 Ibid.
77 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and The Last Man, 1992; Jacques Derrida, Specters

of Marc: The State of the Debt, the lüork of Mourning, & the New International, 1994,
l5.Derrida reminds us that the themes of the end of history, the end of man and the end of
Man<ism were in the 1950s ttre daily bread of many in the West. He comments that'(f)or those

who abandon themselves to that discourse with the jubilation of youthful enthusiasm, they look
like latecomers, a little as if it were possible to take still the last train after the last û:¿in - and yet
be late to an end of history.'
78 Thomas M Franck, 'The Emerging Right to Democratic Governance' (1992) 86 American
Journal of International Law 46. See also Fernando R Tesón, 'International Obligation and

the Theory of Hypothetical Consent' (1990) 15 Yale Journøl of International Law 84.
7e Femando R Tesón, above n3.
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Those argutng in favour of collective humanitarian intervention offer little

guidance as to the model of democracy or the particular human rights that are

to be guaranteed by abandoning sovereignty or increasing international

intervention. Nevertheless, it is clear that pro-interventionists adopt a liberal

model of democracy, frequently importing many aspects of nineteenth century

liberal political theory into assumptions made about democracy and the nature

of human rights. First, those who support Security Council intervention to

restore democracy focus on institutions and mechanisms of electoral

competition as the markers of democratic legitimacy, while broader debates

and contests concerning the ends of democracy and the role of such

institutions and mechanisms in achieving those ends in particular contexts are

glossed over.to Second, pro-interventionists also appear to adopt the liberal

assumption that democracy is compatible with a society sharply divided

according to race, class and gender.8r As a result, collective humanitarian

intervention is represented as legitimate if it ensures that the criteria of formal

procedural democracy are met even in sharply polarised societies where large

groups are excluded from decision-making power.t2

Such an understanding of the meaning of dernocracy assumes a limited role

for govemment and thus for public decision-making. Liberalism treats the role

of democracy not as enabling 'collective participation in the decisions

affecting the life of the governed', but as ensuring 'individual freedom to

pursue one's own agenda without undue interference'.83 Attention to some of

the debates about the meaning and desirability of democracy and human rights

80 Brad Roth, above n75,56.In many cases, ensuring a post-conflict society that incorporates

mechanisms for determining that the government is accountable to the people is an essential

step. Yet to claim that this is an adequate step, that multi-party elections are markers of
democratic legitimacy, and that the lack of such structures necessitates intervention is

controversial. For analyses that question the utilþ of multi-party electoral mechanisms

without other reforms, see Walden Bello, People and Power in the PaciJìc: The Struggle þr
the Post-Cold War Order, lgg2, '7, 36; Mahmood Mamdani, Citizen and Subjecl:

C ontemp orary'4frica and the Legacy of Late .Colonialism, 199 6, 299 -300'

t' Brad Roth, above n75, 58.

82 lbid,56, 59.
8t lbid, 61.
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suggests that the pro-interventionist assumption about the attractiveness of

liberal democratic ends and certain civil and political rights on their own is

highly questionable. Yet pro-interventionist literature posits international

institutions as the bearers of human rights and dernocracy as if, in Christine

Sylvester's words, 'there were a true community of agreement on what these

[concepts] mean'.84

The capturing of the term democracy to legitimise intervention masks both the

long tradition of critique of liberal democracies, and fierce debates about the

privileging of civil and political rights over economic, social and cultural

rights. In particular, the hidden assumptions and triumphalist tenor of pro-

interventionist literature hide competing conceptions about the ends of

democracy and human rights protection, and debates about what these terms

meant and mean in the context of colonialism and globalisation. Roth argues

that liberal democracy gains much of its moral authority from the older and

broader conception of substantive democracy. Substantive dernocracy, having

as its end 'the furtherance of broad popular empowerment with respect to the

fulIrange of social decisions that condition life in society', embodies values'at

the moral core of the democratic heritage'.8s That conception of democracy

has not been greatly furthered by many of the recent developments celebrated

in pro-intervention and democratisation literature generally.

The nineteenth century liberal form of democracy poses no risk of

empowerment for those excluded or marginalised groups in rigidly stratified

societies, nor as currently practised does it carry with it a risk of social

reform.só The resources, both material and cultural, of dominant gtoups, allow

8a Christine Sylvester, 'The White Paper Trailing' in Graeme Cheeseman and Robert Bruce
(eds), Discourses of Danger & Dread Frontiers: Australian Defence and Security Thinking
After the Cold Ilar, 1996, 134, at 142.
8t Brad Roth, above n75,56.
86 Ian Duncanson, 'Close Your Eyes and Think of England: Stories About Law and

Constitutional Change in Australia' (1996) 3 Canberra Law Review 123. See also Noam

Chomsþ, Delerring Democracy, 1992; Karl Mant, 'On the Jewish Question' in Jeremy
lilaldron (ed), Nonsense Upon Stilts: Bentham, Burke and Man on the Rights of Man, 1987,
137.
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them to 'undermine any electorally based challenge to the status quo'.8t In

societies that are marked by racial, ethnic, gendered or religious polarisation,

or where for other reasons 'there is a cohesive majority faction intent on

plundering the minority' the limited promise of accountability inherent in the

liberal model of democracy fails.88 The narrow form of liberal procedural

democracy can too readily be introduced 'not as a component of social reform

but as a substitute for it'.8e

Finally, post-colonial or anti-colonial theorists point to the limited utility of

reclaiming even the broader notion of substantive democracy without

attempting to understand its meaning in the context of colonisation, patriarchy

and now globalisation.no These critics are cautious about the claims made by

US and 'Westem European scholars justifring intervention on behalf of

democracy or human rights, given the history of those concepts. 'The West'

has historically been constructed as democratic through representations of a

racialised and gendered other as non-democratic or anti-democratic.

Democracy should therefore be understood as a relational rather than an

absolute category.er As Toni Morrison shows, the history and origin of the

organising principles of liberal democracy in the US - freedom and the rights

of man - are'permanently altied with another seductive concept: the hierarchy

8? Brad Roth, above n75,63.
88 lbid, 72. For the argument that these conditions apply in the United States, see Lani

Guinier, The Tyranny of the Majority: Fundamental Fairness in Representative Democracy,

t994.
8e Brad Roth, above n75,64.
e0 There is a growing body of critical scholarship concerned with the problematic nature of
the concepts of democracy, citizenship, rights and representation with respect to marginalised

groups. See, for example, Amarpal K Dhaliwal, 'Can the Subaltem Vote? Radical

Democracy, Discourses of Representation and Rights, and Questions of Race' in David Trend

(ed), Radical Democracy: Identity, Citizenship, and the State, 1996,42; CarolePateman, The

Sexuql Contract, 1988; Toni Morrison (ed), Race-ing Juslice, En-Gendering Power, 1993;

Anne Orford,'Citizenship, Sovereignty and Globalisation: Teaching International Law in the

Post-soviet Era' (1995) 6 Legal Education Review 251; Jan Pettrnan, Living in the Margins:

Racism, Sexism qnd Feminism in Australia, 1992; Margaret Thornton, The Liberal Promise,

1990; Patricia J Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights, 1993; Iris Ma¡ion Young, Justice

and the Politics of Dffirence,1990.
er Ama¡pal K Dhaliwal, above n90, 43.
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of race'.e2 There is a historical connection, a necessary connection, between

such democratic ideals and colonial institutions. Ownership of the term

'democracy' by states like the US depends upon the selective erasure or

'motivated forgetting'e3 of non-democratic or anti-democratic features of those

ideal democratic states, both in the past and in the present. As Dhaliwal

argues:

The fact that Britain has a monarchy in fthe 1990s] and that this is not

read as antithetical to democracy in the ways socialism, for example,

is, is indicative of the Western, especially American, lock on the term,

including its definitional boundaries.ea

These scholars of colonialism and nationalism argue that historically

discourses of democracy were used to trguo, announce and promote the

cultural superiority of colonising states, to justiff democratising invasions by

colonising powers and thus to consolidate the power of imperialist states.

Proponents of democracy in whatever form, by ignoring the fact that

democracy is a modern, racialised and gendered formation, miss the ways in

which the discourse of democracy buttresses 'colonial and neo-colonial

projects'.es The nature of the history and appeal of democracy is ignored in

intervention literature.e6

The range of human rights to be promoted by collective humanitarian

intervention is similarly radically circumscribed to fit the vision of procedural

democracy as the end of intervention.et That confident narrowing of the

e2 Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination, 1993,38.
e3 Michael Rogin, "'Make My Day!" Spectacle as Amnesia in Imperial Politics [and] The
Sequel' in Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), Cultures of United States Imperialism,
1993, 499 (discussing the operation of 'political amnesia' or 'motivated forgetting' in US
imperial culture).
ea Amarpal Dhaliwal, above n90, 50.
es Ibid,56.
e6 lbid, s7.
e7 Fernando R Tesón, above n3 (failing to make explicit the content of the category of human
rights). See also Thomas M Franck, above n78, 50 (focusing on the right to free and open
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meaning of human rights ignores the lively debate raging about whether civil

and political rights should be given priority over economic, social and cultural

rights. There is no agreement that the narrow range of human rights used to

justifr intervention are core rights, or rights that should be given priority. The

meaning of human rights has also been contested in liberal democracies when

those people who have traditionally not been constructed as rights holders or

the subjects of human rights - women, indigenous peoples, non-citizens -

attempt to claim them.

Whatever definition of rights and dernocracy rwe adopt, it remains necessary to

question whether the powerful international institutions operating in the

economic and security areas are the bearers of even these limited liberal

versions of democracy and rights in the post-Cold War era. To what extent

does that argument represent an idealised international realm based in turn

upon selective erasures or motivated forgetting?

B. The ìmpact of ìnternatíonøl ínstìtutíons on humøn rìghts and democraqt

There has been little analysis of the ways in which international actors and

activities may pose a threat to democracy or human rights, and thus contribute

to security or humanitarian crises. Yet the privileging of the international level

of governance as the bearer of human rights and democracy does not stand up

to scrutiny in the context of at least one major project of international

institutions in the post-Cold 'War era: economic liberalisation. There is

growing concem expressed by commentators in the human rights and

development areas about the impact of international economic institutions on

popular sovereignty, substantive democracy and on a broad range of civil'

political, economic, social and cultural rights.

elections, the right to free speech and the right to self-determination as determinants of
democratic legitimacy). For a critique of the failure of those linking security and human

rights issues in post-Cold War security discourse to consider the contentious issue of what

constitutes basic human rights, see Hilary Cha¡lesworth, 'The Silences of the Blue Book' in
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1. The World Bank and the IMF

To date, the international economic institutions with the most significant

effects on domestic policy have been the IMF and the World Bank.es There is

a large literature criticising various aspects and effects of IMF and World

Bank policy.ee I want to focus here on the impact of the policies of those

institutions on human rights and democracy.

The IMF and the World Bank, with the support of economic liberals in the

governments of target states,rm require states to comply with certain

Stephanie Lawson (ed), The New Agenda þr Global Security: Cooperating fot Peace and
Beyond, 1995, 133, at 136.
e8 Both the IMF and the World Bank a¡e universal multilateral institutions, in that
membership in these institutions is open to all states that are willing to subscribe to their
cha¡ters and to pay a quota or subscription to support fi¡nctions. Voting and governance of
those institutions is, however, determined by reference to capital contributions; that is, by
reference to economic power. The rù/orld Bank Group comprises a number of institutions.
The term 'World Bank' usually refers to two members of the rWorld Bank Group: the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International
Development Association (IDA). See generally Susan George and Fabrizio Sabelli, Faith and
Credit: The lïtorld Bqnk's Secular Empire, 1994, l0-15.
ee Criticism of V/orld Bank and IMF policies grew during the 1980s. Critics focused on the

environmental, social justice and human rights impacts of specific bank projects, on the

flawed model of development that such projects revealed, on the devastating human and

envi¡onmental impact of structural adjustment conditions aimed at turning economies into
'export machines', on the ways in which management and the incentive structure of those
institutions rewa¡ded lending for huge, expensive projects, on the pressure to lend driven by
the limited set of borrowers and the need to cover the enormous administrative overheads of
the Bank, and on the undemocratic, top-down, centralised and secretive nature of World
Bank and IMF processes. See, for example, Walden Bello, Dark Viclory: the United States,

Structural Adjustment and Global Poverty, 1994; Walden Bello, Development Debacle: The

ll'orld Bank in the Philippines, 1982; Jeremy Brecher and Tim Costello, Global Village or
Global Pillage: Economic Reconstruction From the Bottom Up, 1994; Susan George, A Fate
Worse thqn Debt, 1988; Susan George, The Debî Boomerang, 1992; Bade Onimode, The

IMF, The World Bank and African Debt: The Social and Political Impøct, 1989; Bruce Rich,
Mortgaging the Earth: The World Bank, Environmental Impoverishment and the Crisis of
Development, 19941' David V/oodward, Anthony Costello and Fiona Watson, Human Face or
Human Facade? Adjustment and the Health of Mothers and Children, 1994.

'oo It is important to stress that the activities of the IMF and the World Bank a¡e supported by
at least some members of many borrower governments. For an illustration of the relationship

between elites in borrower countries and World Bank policies, see the discussion of the

Sardar Sa¡ova¡ dam project and the support that continued World Bank funding for the

project received from both the Indian government and other borrower goverrunents, in Bruce
Rich, above n99, 150-3, 301-2.
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conditions in order to make use of the resources of those institutions.tOt Since

the early 1980s, these institutions have imposed conditions that constrain the

ability of peoples or their representatives to make decisions about wage levels

for workers, education policy, health policy, social security provision,

provision of services, constitutional reform, levels of unemplo¡rment and

federal/state relations within federations.tot Those institutions also constrain

decisions relating to the more traditional economic issues of monetary policy,

export-targeted production and foreign investment levels.

The IMF and the World Bank influence the policies of govemments in two

ways. First, they directly influence the policy of govemments who need to use

their resources, through the imposition of conditions on access to credits and

1oans.t03 Such conditions may even relate explicitly to issues of 'governance',

despite the explicit prohibition in the Articles of Agreement of the Bank

r0r No country can become a member of and receive World Bank loans unless it also becomes

a member of the IMF and susceptible to IMF conditions on and management of economic
performance. The World Bank in turn regularly appends IMF-like conditions to loans and

theoretically will not lend to a country in breach of such conditions. The most infamous of
those conditions attach to 'structural adjustnent' loans, which basically require countries to

adopt policios of foreign investment deregulation, privatisation, cuts to government spending

on health and education, labour market deregulation, lowering of minimum wages and a

focus on production of goods for export rather than domestic production. Susan George and

Fabrizio Sabelli, above n98, 10-20, estimate that one quarter of World Bank loans a¡e

structural adjusünent loans.

'02 From 1986 onwa¡ds the rù/orld Bank, under the new Presidency of Reagan appointee and

former United States Republican Congressman Barber Conable, began to att¿ch conditions to

st¡uctural adjustment or policy-based loans requiring privatisation and trade and investment

liberalisation. While some commentators argue that these conditions were inspired by the

debt crises and the need to ensure that borrower countries had export-oriented economies that

would ensure debt repayments were honoured, others suggest that the Reagan and Bush

administrations were determined to impose thei¡ own monetarist policies on developing

countries. Certainly, the Bank restructuring of 1987 under Conable signalled a shift away

from project lending to lending organised a¡ound requiring 'effective macroeconomic

management and a sound policy environment' of developing countries: 'Reorganizing the

Bank: An Opportunity for Renewal, Report to the President from the Steering Committee on

Reorganization of the World Bank, April 1987', paragraphs 2.05 and2.06, discussed in Susan

George and Fabrizio Sabelli, above n98, 126.

r03 Susan George and Fabrizio Sabelli, above n98, 16-18; John Williamson (ed), above n28.

The IMF imposes economic targets and structural reforms as a condition on the use of IMF
resources. Conditions attached to access to loans or credits typically include requirements for
devaluation of the national currency, limitations on govemment spending, privatisation, wage

capping and expof enhancement schemes. Under the integration policies practised by the

World Bank since 1987, all loans given to a country include conditions designed to contribute

to the achievement of the overall World Bank plan for that country.
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against interference in the political affairs of any member state.rOa The IMF

and the World Bank are also able to influence the direction of government

policies indirectly. First, due to the weight that private banks place on the

IMF's approval, such approval determines a country's creditworthiness and

thus its ability to access private capital markets.rOs Second, the IMF also

exercises influence due to its role in organising debt rescheduling. Since 1982,

the IMF has played a central role in arranging for private banks to take part in

concerted or coordinated lending packages.r06 The involvement of the IMF is

seen as desirable, not only because it provides extra liquidity, but more

importantly because private banks assume that a lending package that includes

the imposition of IMF conditionality will guarantee better and more stable

economic policies in the debtor country.r07

Critics argue that the combination of these factors enables major creditor

goverTìments and multilateral institutions to use the debt burdens of states as

an instrument to impose policy.'O8 In countries subject to IMF and World

Bank conditionality, economic restructuring limits choices available to

peoples through their governments. Decision-making power over many areas

of policy is thus effectively exercised by IMF and World Bank officials.

toa Susan George and Fabrizio Sabelli, above n98, 142. The relevant section of the

International Ba¡lk for Reconstruction and Development Articles of Agreement is Article IV,
Section l0 ('The Bank and its officers shall not interfere in the political affairs of any
member; nor shall they be influenced in their decisions by the political cha¡acter of the

member or members concerned. Only economic considerations shall be relevant to their
decisions ...'). See also Ibrahim Shihata, The World Bank in a Changing World, 1991, 53

(arguing that the World Bank can involve itself in political matters where they bear on
economic issues).

'ot Laura Tyson et al, above n25,74.
106 William R Cline, International Debt Reexamined, 1995,206; Ma¡ko Milivojevic, above

n30, 43-5 (discussing the role played by the IMF in Paris Club debt reschedulings from the

1950s to the 1980s. The Paris Club, a group of creditor govemments and multilateral
institutions, would only agree to meet with a debtor government to discuss debt rescheduling

if it had come to an agreement with the IMF to implement an economic adjustrnent program

prior to the meeting).

'07 William R Cline, above n106, 206.
to8 Peter Gowan, above n40, 58.
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The World Bank's 1995 V/orld Development Report gives a sense of the

extent of the areas of political and civil life and institutions that Bank offrcials

understand as properly falling within the realm of economic and expert, rather

than political and popular, decision-making and control.rOe Government

support for areas of activity from teaching to policing is constructed as

(inappropriate) government and public intervention into the economic and

private life of the country. Decisions about policies governing such vital areas

of social, political and cultural life as education,rrO healthrt' and labour

marketsrr2 are presented by the authors of that Report as within the area of

expertise of economists. Decisions about those areas are porhayed as

legitimately to be made by economic advisers as means to the end of

achieving economic liberalisation. In states in transition from communism or

socialism, like the former Yugoslavia, the IMF has required changes to the

roe The World Bank, World Development Report 1995: Workers in an Integrating lltorld,
t995.
rr0 In the 1995 Report, the Vy'orld Bank authors deal with education under the headings of
'skills for development' and 'investment' i¡ 'human capital'. According to these authors, free
public provision 'usually rnakes sense in primary education', but 'for most other human
resource programs, free provision more often is not justified'. At least in that Report, the

World Bank does not consider education as providing anything other tha¡r increased'human
capital' (ibid, 36-40} According to one critic, in those Eastern European countries subject to

'shock therapy' regimes, the IMF and the World Bank'have shown not the slightest concern
for protecting the educational infrastructures and public research and development budgets,

nor in infrastructures for ensuring a future capacity to absorb and diffuse new technologies
throughout the economy.' Peter Gowan, above n40, 47.
rrr Peter Gowan notes that each year, spending on health and education in countries subject to

'shock therapy' regimes is reduced. In Hungary, for exarnple, 'in the spring of 1995, the

Bretton Vy'oods institutions required the government to charge fees for higher education and

for medical troatrnent as a condition for providing new loans'. Peter Gowan, above n40,47 .

rr2 The extent to which the World Ba¡k considers restructuring appropriate, and the

extraordina¡ily euphemistic language resorted to in justiffing the devastation caused by Bank
policies, can be seen from the list of change the Ba¡k recommends in order to create an

'adaptable' labour market. The 1995 Report, above n109, 109-114, notes that thçre is a need

for 'massive employment restructuring during periods of stnrctural adjustnent'. 'Adaptable'
labour ma¡kets are sssential if workers a¡e to benefit from economic recovery. Constraints on

labour mobility and flexibility must be removed. Such constraints include legal restrictions,

well-entrenched habits, poorly functioning housing ma¡kets and land tenancy institutions.

Hiring and firing practices must be liberalised. Rural workers must relocate to take advantage

of new employment 'opportunities'. Wages must become more 'flexible'. Minimum wage

levels must be lowered. Vy'orkers must be retrained, and entrepreneurship supported. 'Best
practice in the a¡ea of mass layoffs' should be followed.
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political and constitutional framework of the state in the name of economic

management.ll3

Critics have argued that while the IMF and the World Bank are rhetorically

committed to assisting in the achievement of democratisation in states subject

to structural adjustment programs, the treatment of such a broad range of

public activity as properly managed by economic experts rather than by the

people, however conceived, suggests such institutions are committed to a very

limited model of procedural democracy. The means chosen to achieve that end

of market liberalisation often infringe the right to self-determination or

democratic governance understood in substantive terms. I I a

The central economic variables in the impoverished and indebted

states of the Third World are often being negotiated today directly

between their finance ministers and the World Bank/IMF .... Third

World parliaments, and even prime ministers, are often excluded from

the decision-making process and quite often don't even have access to

the necessary information. I I s

Not only are state budgets often decided by IMF or World Bank ofFrcials, but

those institutions 'intervene directly in these countries, determining interest

rates, deciding on the value, especially the devaluation, of national curency

and dictating food and energy prices through cutbacks in state subsidies'.rr6

Further, although major powers and international institutions do not represent

themselves as being against democracy in states undergoing restructuring,

'they take for granted that, in the South, democracy is subordinate to their own

"3 See the discussion in Part III above.
rra Jochen Hippler, aboven63,23.
tts lbid,23-4.
tt6 lbid,24.
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economic and strategic interests, and they try to shape democracy in such a

way that it becomes a mere form of free-market management'.rr7

The 'shock therapy' economic stabilisation programs that have been

implemented since the late 1980s throughout Eastern Europe provide one

particularly clear example of the impact of IMF and World Bank policies on

democratic participation. First, the means by which these programs have been

designed and implønented have denied democratic participation in decisions

about whether and how to move from a socialist to a market-based political

and economic system. Jeffrey Sachs, who developed the'shock therapy'model

and advised the Yugoslav government, justifies that denial of participation by

arguing that the 'ends' of transition are not to be decided by the people of

Eastern Europe.

(T)he eastern countries must reject any lingering ideas about a 'third

wây', such as a chimerical 'market socialism' based on public

ownership or worker self-management, and go straight for a western-

style market economy .... The main debate in economic reform should

therefore be about the means of transition, not the ends. Eastern

Europe will still argue over the ends; for example, whether to aim for

Swedish-style social democracy or Thatcherite liberalism. But that can

wait.r'8

While the goals of shock therapy are alleged to include the achievement of

democracy and freedom, Sachs explicitly treats such goals as ends justiffing

economically rational means. Critics of that approach have pointed out the

liberal principle is abandoned during shock therapy. According to that model,

as shock therapy is the 'only, or best, path to truly dernocratic, legal and civil

institutions',rre existing forms of govemment or legal and civil institutions can

tt7 lbid,26.
ll8 Jeffrey Sachs, above n40, 19

lle Peter Gowan, above n40.
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justifiably be destroyed in order to achieve the goal of true democracy and

market economy.

Second, not only have international institutions advocated undemocratic

means of achieving liberalisation, but the ends of the liberalisation process in

Eastern Europe appear to assume liberal democratic models. As Roth notes,

'democratisation has so far sought to reverse those few features that, from the

standpoint of substantive democracy, are favourable: relative social equality

and the concentration of economic resources in the hands of a public sector

that might potentially be held accountable to collective decision making'.r2O

Decision-making over ever larger areas of what was once considered to be

central to popular sovereignty and substantive democracy is now treated as

legitimately within the province of economists in institutions such as the IMF

and the World Bank.r2r The supposedly economic and technocratic changes

required by those institutions shape the policy choices available to

governments, alter existing constitutional and political arrangements,

determine the extent to which people in many states can access health care,

education, pensions and social security, shape labour markets and thus affect

functions that go to the heart of political and constitutional authority. The

shifting of decision-making authority from govemments to international

economic institutions affects both popular sovereignty and substantive

danocracy. In some cases, IMF and World Bank conditions have also

challenged existing constitutional and govemmental arrangernents. Such

conditions clearly impact upon constitutionalism, political participation,

popular sovereignty and substantive democracy.

IMF and World Bank policies have also been criticised from a human rights

and social justice perspective. Structural adjustment conditions, requiring the

r2o Brad Roth, above n75,66.
r2r fhat is not to say that states arc weakened through economic restructuring. Indeed, certain

a¡eas of state activity must be strengthened in order to provide secure and stable conditions

for foreign investment. Instead, many aspects of what we once understood as sovereignty is

now vested, not with 'the people' however understood, but with economic experts.
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cutting of public expenditure on health and education, labour market

deregulation, export-oriented production and privatisation, have led to

increased income disparity, human rights abuses and marginalisation of the

poor and rural populations in many countries.r22 Specific projects funded by

the V/orld Bank, such as the Sardar Sarovar dam project in India involving the

displacement of 200,000 poor and indigenous people without adequate

compensation or resettlement plans, have also been criticised for causing

human rights abuses and social devastation.r23 Economic experts have

authority and decision-making power, represented as legitimate, over many

areas of political and social activity. As a result in part of the activities of the

IMF and the V/orld Bank, many peoples are unable to exercise the right to

self-determination.

The imposition of 'structural adjustment' and 'shock therapy' programs also

creates a climate in which abuses of human rights such as the right to freedom

from torture or the right to life are more likely to occur. The effect of IMF and

World Bank programmes is to strip the state of most of its functions, except

maintaining law and order and facilitating private investment. At the same

time, the interests of investors are protected and secured. In situations where

the state appears to address only the interests of international economic

institutions and corporate investors, the insecurity, vulnerability and

frustration of people increases. Violent protests, political destabilisation,

attempted succession and populist nationalism emerge as responses to

govemments that appear to be accountable only to foreign investors. The

increase in insecurity of people in states targeted by structural adjustment and

shock therapy programs is fuither exacerbated by the refusal of the IMF and

tzz 7¡" Realization of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Final Report Submitted by Mr
Danilo Turk, Special Rapporteur, UN ESCOR Human Rights Committee, Sub-Commission

on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, 44ü Session, Provisional

Agenda Item 8, UN Doc E/CN,4/Sub.2ll992ll6 (outlining human rights violations including

an increase in infant and child mortality rates as a result of Bank-IMF policies and projects).

r23 The human rights and environmental impact of that project is discussed in Bruce Rich,

above n99, 150-3; Susan George and Fabrizio Sabelli, above n98, at 175-183. See also the

highly critical conclusions of the independent review into the project: Bradford Morse and

Thomas R Berger, Sardar Sarovar: Report of the Independent Reyiew, 1992, xi-xxvi.
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the World Bank to require cuts to military budgets.r2a According to Vito Tarzi

of the IMF, excessive military budgets place a heavy burden on countries,

leading to increases in budget deficits and a decline in public investment. Yet,

while IMF advice'often calls for reviewing military expenditures to identifu

potential fiscal savings', the Fund is 'cautious not to claim expertise in

evaluating the proper level of military spending in a given country'.r2s That

caution is quite rernarkable given the detailed nature of the advice that the

IMF and the V/orld Bank are prepared to offer in other areas. As events in the

former Yugoslavia, md lately in Indonesia, have shown, the dangerous

practice of imposing conditions that increase poverty, food scarcity,

unemployment and insecurity, while failing to recommend cuts to military

budgets, is a recipe for human rights abuses.

Neither the IMF nor the World Bank accept any responsibility for protecting

human rights as part of their mandate or obligations as intemational

institutions. The World Bank has never accepted that it has any legal

obligations to promote human rights, has no human rights policy and has

never undertaken a systematic human rights evaluation of any of its

programs.''u While the World Bank's legal counsel, Ibrahim Shihata, states

that the Bank does promote economic, social and cultural rights in a general

sense through the promotion of economic development, most human rights

commentators argue that the 'segments of the population most vulnerable and

at risk in human rights abuses ... rarely benefit from V/orld Bank activity'.t27

r2a Davison L Budhoo, Enough is Enough: Deqr Mr Camdessus ... Open Letter of Resignation

to the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, 1990,69-'72.
t25 Vito Tatrzi, The Changing Role of Fiscal Policy in Fund Policy Advice, paper presented at

an IMF Seminar on'Asia and the IMF', Hong Kong, China, September 19, 1997,9
<htþ://www.imf.orglextemaVnp/apd/asia/TANZI.HTM>.
12ó Sigrun I Skogly, 'The Position of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund in

the Human Rights Field' in Markku Suski and Raija Hanski (eds), lz Introduction to the

International Protection of Humøn Rights: A Textbook, 1997,193, at 195-6.

t27 lbid, 195. Some of the NGOs, activists and academics who had been concerned about the

impact of World Bank policies on human rights were initially buoyed by the apparent shift in
policy signalled by the 1997 World Development Report. The rù/orld Ba¡rk, World

Development Report 1997: The Støte in a Changing llorld, 1997. That Report claims to

'[refocus] on the effectiveness of the state' (ibid, Chapter 2), provide a guide to 'reinvigorating
institutional capability' (ibid, Part 3) and suggest way$to bring'the state closer to people'
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The IMF also continues to reject that human rights protection is an area of

activity with which it should legitimately concern itself. The IMF remains

'adamant that human rights is an area completely outside the scope of the

Fund's activities, and one which remains the responsibility of the individual

government'.r28 Even when the IMF is considering the impact of its own

policies, it treats human rights as 'a matter of domestic redistribution and

outside the Fund's mandate'.r2n For example, in a recent response to a request

from the High Commissioner for Human Rights for information concerning

the relationship between its activities and the realisation of the right to

development, the IMF stated that it had difficulties in commenting on the

Declaration on the Right to Development owingto its mandate which, it says,

lies primarily in the area of macroeconomic surveillance.r3O While the IMF

now claims to attempt to mitigate the impact of adjustment on poor or

vulnerable groups within a target state, it is difficult to see that the IMF in fact

puts such a policy into practice.l3r

2. Multilateral and regional trade agreements

While the IMF and the V/orld Bank have, since their inception, influenced the

policies of many governments, it appears that a new institution, the WTO, will

be a major influence on the capacity of peoples in all states to make decisions

about the conditions affecting their lives in the future. Trade and financial

liberalisation conducted through multilateral and regional trade regimes has

(ibid, Chapter 7). For the argument that a closer reading of ttre 1997 Report reveals little shift

in the World Bank's commitrnent to policies of privatization and stato restructuring, based on

a narïow model of economic development, see Anne Orford and Jennifer Beard, 'Making the

State Safe for the Ma¡ket: The World Bank's WrorU Development Report 1997'(1998) 22

Melbourne Uníversity Law Review 195.
r28 Sigrun I Skogly, above n126, 198.

"n Ibid.
130 Report of the Secrelary-General submílted in accordance with Commission resolution

IggT/72 on the question of the realization of the right to developmenl, 16 February 1998,

E/CN.4/ I 998 I 28, pangtaph 39.
r3' Sigrun I Skogly, above n126, 198.
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begun to limit the degree to which people are able to shape the economic,

social and cultural policies of their governments.

Concerns about the ways in which trade agreements operated to constrain

state action and to reorient domestic politics first ernerged in commentary

about the effects of regional trade arrangements such as the European

Community (EC) and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

Commentators note, for example, that the idea of a united Europe serves to

obscure the fact that European integration is not a politically neutral ideal, but

a project based on integration into a market. As a result, one consequence of

European union has been to represent an increasingly broad range ofissues as

apolitical and technical. r32

Similarly, commentators argue that NAFTA operates to limit the choices

available to democratically elected parliaments over a wide range of policy

areas.t" According to Marjorie Cohen, for example, NAFTA contains

requirements 'that could so change our notion of what a public sector should

do, that it would be unrecognisable as an agent to meet people's needs'.r34

Cohen points to NAFTA provisions that facilitate privatisation of public

entities, and that require government entities to 'act solely in accordance with

commercial considerations', where commercial considerations are defined to

mean'those that are consistent with the normal business practices of privately

held enterprises in the relevant business or industry'. As Cohen notes, the very

rationale for the public sector - that it provide goods and services that the

private sector cannot - is undermined by such an agreement.r3s

r32 J H H Weiler, 'The Transformation of Europe' (1991) 100 The Yale Law Journal 2403,
2479-80. See also David Kennedy, 'Receiving the lnternational? What's the Public/?rivate
Distinction Got to do With It?', paper presented at the New York University Institute for Law
and Society, 3 Ma¡ch 1995,45 (arguing that the EU has 'institutionalized the parliament as a

promise', resulting in a'broad political culture with a technocratic and legal face').
r33 Mariorie Griffin Cohen, 'The Return of the Robber Ba¡ons' (1995) 49 Refractory Girl 40.
t34 Ibid,43.
t3s lbid,43-5, Cohen gives examples of the ways in which NAFTA has been used to support

the interests of United States corporations and limit the scope of activity of Canadian federal

and provincial governments.
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These criticisms have now begun to surface at the multilateral level, in the

aftermath of the Uruguay Round of GATT trade negotiations.r36 The Uruguay

Round outcomes significantly expanded the range of activities brought within

the scope of the GATT regime to include trade-related aspects of intellectual

property,r3l trade in servicesr38 and trade-related investment measures,r3e and

greatly increased the enforcement powers of the regime through the

establishment of the V/TO.'40 In other words, the language of 'free trade' is

being used to facilitate two processes that are far removed from the traditional

GATT goal of liberalising trade in goods: first, the removal of barriers to

foreign direct investment and, second, the reconceptualisation and

international protection of information as private property rather than as a

public good. Both of these processes have implications for substantive

democracy and human rights protection.

Agreements such as TRIPS and GATS have been criticised for the effects they

are likely to have on poor and rural populations, particularly in the South.rar

These agreements radically limit policy options available to many

t3e '¡'¡" Uruguay Round of trade negotiations was concluded on l5 December 1993. The Final
Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations was

ratified by over 120 countries in Ma¡rakesh on 15 April 1994.

r37 Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, 15 April 1994,

reprinted at 32 International Legal Materials I I 97 (TRIPS).
138 General Agreement on Trade in Services, 15 April 1994, reprinted at 33 International
Legal Materials I168 (GATS).
r3e Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Investrnent Measures, l5 April 1994, reprinted in
Joseph F Dennin (ed), Law and Practice of the World Trade Organization, Treaties Booklet

I, Release 95-1, 16l (TRIMS).
lo0 Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, 15 April 1994, reprinted at 33

Internationqt Legat Materiqls 1144 (WTO Agreement) and Understanding on Rules and

Procedures Governing the Settlements of Disputes 1994, reprinted at 33 International Legal
Materiqls 1226.
l4r Chakravarthi Raghavan, Recolonization: GATT, the Uruguay Round snd the Third lMorld,

London: Zed Books, 1990. See also Hugh C Hansen, 'International Copyright: An
Unorthodox Analysis' (1996) 29 Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law 579; Khor Kok
Peng, 'Intellectual Property: Tightening TNC Monopoly on Technology' (1990) 3 Third

Ilorld Resurgence 22; Chakravarthi Raghavan,'The Real Issues in Uruguay Round' (1991) 7

Third l|lortd Resurgence 6; Peter Drahos, 'Global Property Rights in Inforsration: The Story

of TRIPS at the GATT'(1995) 13 Prometheus 6; Bruce Lindsay,'GATT, Development and

Intellectual Property' (1994) 3 Arena Journal 33.
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govemments over an extremely wide range of issues and interests. Many

aspects of what were once conventional areas of government control and

policy are, in the aftermath of the Uruguay Round, now characterisable as

illegitimate non-tariff barriers to trade. There are four ways in which these

agreements narrow the areas of political, economic and social life over which

people can participate in making decisions.

First, the new investment liberalisation agenda being furthered by free trade

agreements entrenches a relationship between states and transnational

corporations that favours those corporations over local peoples and

communities. Such agreements 'curb the right of governments to intervene in

the economy for the benefit of their people while expanding the "space" for

TNCs'.r42 TRIPS, for example, obliges states to implement patent and

copynght laws and to provide infrastructure to support such regulatory

schemes. One illustration of the democratic impact of that agreement is the

requirement in Article 39 of TRIPS that contracting parties establish legal and

institutional protection for trade secrets of investors. Critics fear that this

requirement will operate to entrench the type of unaccountability of

transnational corporations (TNCs) to local communities evidenced by the

Bhopal disaster.ra3 The internationalisation of the protection of the trade

secrets of TNCs involves a coresponding increase in the secrecy of

technological, production and manufacturing processes.r# Such an increase in

secrecy affects democratic entitlernents by making it impossible for local

communities or peoples to have knowledge of the likely risks of processes,

and increases the likelihood that they will have to bear the burden of damage

where accidents occur. These agteements affect the capacity of communities

to participate in making decisions about whether or not hazardous industries

142 lbid, 40.
ro3 Indira Jaising and C Sathyamala, 'Legal Rights ... and Wrongs: Internationalising Bhopal'
in Vandana Shiva (ed), Close to Home: Women Reconnect Ecologl Health and Development
Ilorldwide,l994, 88.
144 Ibid.
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should be allowed, where they should be located and on what terms'ras By

denying local people the capacity to make informed decisions about

investments, private interests are privileged over human rights such as the

ri ght to self-determination.

Second, such trade agreements shift the boundary between public good and

private interest in favour of the private interests of TNCs, a shift that has

profound implications for the utility of the liberal concepts of democracy and

human rights operating in the public sphere.ra6 The effect of the investment

liberalisation now being furthered by post-Uruguay Round trade agteements

has been to privatise much of what has been understood since the nineteenth

century as public - utilities, education, libraries, information, hospitals and

roads. The idea underlying liberal notions of human rights and democracy -

the guarantee to individuals of formally equal access to public goods and

participation in public decision-making - is undermined by the process of

investment liberalisation combined with the privatisation and

commodification of information. By reconceptualising aspects of the public

sphere as private and thus outside the realm of liberal democracy, agreements

like TRIPS limit the relevance of concepts such as equality, citizenship or

human rights which imply power-sharing, claims to resources and

entitlements against the state. The redrawing of boundaries between public

and private operates to confine egalitarianism to an ever declining public

sphere.

Third, agreements such as TRIPS may impact upon the protection and

promotion of economic, social and cultural rights. The nature of intellectual

property regimes in the US and Europe is such that traditional, community-

based knowledge about seeds and plants is not patentable, while innovative,

individually-based knowledge produced by scientific researchers but derived

t4s lbid,98.
raó John Frow, 'Information as Gift and Commodity' (1996) 219 New Left Review 89, 105
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from traditional knowledge ls patentable.raT According to John Frow, TNCs

patent the genetic properties of seeds developed over generations as insect

resistant or for medical properties, and are then able to exploit the intellectual

property rights to that genetic material as a commodity in the countries from

which the knowledge and seeds were first taken.ras That practice is

particularly widespread in the agrochemical and pharmaceutical industries. As

a result, access to information about food and medicines is privatised and

those goods are made more expensive.rae Human rights such as the right to

health or the right to adequate food thus become significantly less relevant.

Finally, these agreements have an impact upon democracy and human rights

because the capacity to participate effectively in government and the market is

premised upon access to information. Under regimes put in place by

agreements like TRIPS, information is increasingly commodified and thus is

not publicly accessible.rs0 That tension is negotiated through a constant

promise that perfect access to information will one day be available through

new technology. Access to the information needed to participate in political

decision-making is perpetually defened.

In these ways, the liberal promise of human rights and democracy is radically

circumscribed. The current agenda of multilateral and regional trade

agreements limits the possibility of achieving substantive democracy and

makes a mockery of the guarantee of rights based on participation and

resource allocation in the public sphere.

t47 lbid,98.
t48 lbid.
rae Bruce Lindsay, above nl4l, 38.
rso Johr Frow, above n146, 102.
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3. Democracy, human rights and the idea of internationalism

International law and the actions of international economic institutions also

reduce the policy choices available at the state or local level, even where

states are not directly subject to conditions imposed by such institutions or

constrained by trade agreements.ttt The role of intemational activity and

institutions in contributing to the erosion of substantive democracy, popular

sovereignty and protection of human rights is somewhat more complicated

where citizens elect economically rationalist governments which then proceed

to restructure the state. A particular representation of globalisation and the

intemational plays an important role in limiting the scope for political action

in dernocratic countries that have adopted rationalist economic policies.r52

Many governments of industrialised states and their economic advisers argue

that globalisation and the attendant need to attract newly mobile capital

necessitates significant restructuring of political, social and cultural life and

institutions.'s3 The perception of 'unlimited options for capital exit'rsa as a

15' For a discussion of the 'constraints upon [states'] freedom of action in the political,
economic and other spheres, which result from the process of globalisation', see Philip
Alston, 'Reform of Treaty-Making Processes: Form over Substance?' in Philip Alston and

Madelaine Chiam (eds), Treaty-Making and Austrqlia. Globalisation versus Sovereignty?,
1995, l, at 12. Alston points to the impact that the downgrading of a government's credit
rating by an international agency such as Moody's Investors Services can have on the range

of economic policies perceived to be available to a government, or the impact that regular
reviews of government policy undertaken by the OECD can have on national policy debate.
rs2 For valuable analyses of the democratic deficit of such restructuring and the implications
of that restructuring for civil society and comnunity life, see Ian Duncanson, 'Uncha¡tered
Lands in an Age of "Accountability"' (1997) 3 Res Publica 3; Jane Kelsey, Economic

Fundamentalism: The New Zealand Experiment - A llorld Model For Struchtrql
AdjustmentT, 1995 (discussing restructuring in New Zealand); Michael Pusey, Economic

Rationalism in Canberra: A Nation Building State Changes lts Mind, l99l (discussing

Austalia); Will Hutton, The State Vïe're In, London: Vintage Books, 1996 (discussing the

UK).
ts3 While many govemments of industrialised states have been quick to reshape domestic law
and institutions according to international economic law and the dictates of international

financial institutions, they have been reluctant to incorporate into the domestic realm those

aspects of international law that might subvert the aims of economic rationalists. On the

willingness to restructure law and institutions according to economic interests, see Michael
Pusey, above nl52; rù/ill Hutton, above nl52; Hilary Cha¡lesworth, 'The Aushalian
Reluctance About Rights' in Philip Alston (ed), Towards qn Australian Bill of Righ*, L994,

2l (on the reluctance to incorporate righs into the domestic realm); Ian Duncanson, above

n86 (arguing that to the extent Australian governments have been willing recently to
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result of the deregulation of investment measures and financial markets, acts

as a constraint on economic, social, industrial and cultural policy-making, and

thus on human rights, labour standards and environmental protection in

industrialised states. Governments make use of an 'internationalist discourse'

about the need to adjust to a changing world economy in order to ensure that

citizens endorse 'the modernizing actions taken by the state on our behalf .r55

The idea of a globalised economy legitimises the development of a culture in

which political decisions that would once have been, at least theoretically,

within the realm of parliamentary decision-making, popular sovereignty or

democratic government, are now made by experts in economics.

Internationalism serves to reinforce a political culture based on 'a continual

assertion of the magic of expertise' and the authority generated by an

'exquisite mastery of feconomic] data'.rs6 Governments such as those who

came to power in the UK, Australia, New Zealand and the US during the

1970s and 1980s, make use of a sense of national crisis in the face of global

economic changes in order to delegitimise popular participation in decision-

making about vital political issues, now recharacterised as purely economic

and technical.

In a political culture of expertise, the limits to acceptable political

speech are as carefully policed as the power to participate in public

criticism is restricted: neocorporatist political pedagogy has a nasty

way of feeding images and stories to the people, only to reveal the

truth at strategic moments, that serious knowledge, real power, is, of

necessity, elsewhere .... 
r57

celebrate human rights and citizenship, that rhetorical commitment operates to gain public
support for the project of reconstitution of the state between local and global to facilitate
economic restructuring).

's'Frances Fox Piven,'Is It Global Economics or Neo-LaissezFatre?'(1995) 213 New Lefl
Review 107, 109.
rss Meaghen Morris, Ecstasy and Economics, 1992,76.
ts6 Ibid.
ts' Ibid,79.
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The inability of most people to contest and challenge decisions about many

issues that shape their lives is presented as inevitable and natural, as a

consequence of the disciplines and requirements of international

competitiveness and of globalisation. The result is the ascendancy of a

technocratic vision of 'democracy-as-management',r58 in which govemments

and experts are engaged in management of the economy and 'politics is treated

as having somehow already happened elsewhere'.rse

V. POWER, KNOWLEDGE AND INTERNATIONAL

INTERVENTION

Those arguing in favour of expanding the humanitarian role of the Security

Council present an image of international institutions and intemational law as

agents of democracy and human rights. That representation operates to

reinforce the identity of international institutions and of major po\ilers,

particularly the US, as in turn bearers of those progressive values.róO The UN

and other post-V/orld War II institutions have embodied the faith of many

people in the ability of international institutions to protect ideals of

universalism, humanitarianism, poace, security and human rights.

Multilateralism has seemed to offer an escape from unrestrained self-interest

and power politics.rór That faith, if anything, has grown stronger in the post-

Soviet era, with commentators treating multilateral institutions, particularly

rs8 David Kennedy, above n132,46.
tse lbid,45.

'uo For a useful analysis of the post-Cold rffa¡ construction of 'the West and the rest' that

focuses on Samuel Huntington's 'clash of civilisations' thesis, see Jacinta O'Hagan,

'Civilisational Conflict? Looking for Cultural Enemies'(1995) 16 Third llorld Quarterly 19.

rór Ruth Wedgwood, 'The Evolution of United Nations Peacekeeping' (1995) 28 Cornell

Internationsl Law Journal 631 (arguing that'in international law circles, an enthusiasm for
multilateralism sometimes brings a suspension of judgment. Even international lawyers who

admit the deep interweaving of law and morality, drift towa¡ds a "multilateral positivism" -

the presumption that if a decision is reached multilaterally, it can't be wrong .... The ordinary

inqutry appropriate to the intervention of one country into another country's affairs, a

scepticism or burden of persuasion for unilateral intervention, turns to credulity if the action

is multilateral.')
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the Security Council, as essentially benevolent and able to bring not only

peace and security, but also human rights and democracy, to the world.t62 Yet

by representing international intervention as essentially humanitarian, pro-

interventionist literature forecloses a number of important debates.

First, democracy and human rights are treated in that literature as if there were

agreement about what these concepts mean. It is assumed that all debates

about the values, ends and means of democracy are already resolved in favour

of liberal, procedural democracy. Yet, as I have argued, the meanings of

democracy and human rights are subject to radically contradictory

interpretations. There is no agreement about what is meant by democracy and

human rights, what values give moral or political weight to those concepts

and thus no agreement as to how we will know that progress towards such

goals has been achieved. Pro-interventionist literature subsumes such

competing claims into a triumphalist rhetoric about the entitlement of the

democratic members of the intemational community to intervene by whatever

means to bring democracy and human rights to the world.r63 It is particularly

important to remember the debates that are subsumed by general appeals to

dønocracy and human rights, when such appeals are used to justiff the use of

violence against people in the interests of their democratic and human rights

entitlements. The stakes of such legal debates are high, as lawyers are

appealing to the values that underlie the moral significance of democracy and

human rights in order to convince their audience that violence should be

resorted to, or that its use in a particular instance was justified.tø

ró2 Links between the ideals informing the creation of the UN in 1945 and the post-Cold War

role of the Security Council are made in many texts supporting an expanded role for the

Security Council. See, for example, Ambassador Madeleine K Albright, above nl6, 1605-6.
163 As Brad Roth notes, democracy 'still admits of radically contradictory interpretations'.

Roth argues that the dominant approach taken in democratisation literature 'exaggerates

democratic progress, encouraging an unjustified triumphalism that is both messianic (with

respect to those states that have not yet achieved polyarchy) and complacent (with respect to

those that have)'. Brad Roth, above n75, 56.
re Vy'alter Benjamen argues that the rule of law is established and sustained by a dimension of
force or violence that holds the place of the missing foundations of law. Benjarnen argues that

in democratic societies, where the foundational or constitutive role of violence regarding the

rule of law is most fervently disavowed, the open secret of sanctioned police violence is
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Second, the focus on the role of intemational institutions and international law

in intervening for human rights and democracy obscures the role played by

international institutions and laws in contributing to economic liberalisation.

By focusing only on norrns of international law that relate to public issues,

international lawyers fail to make visible the norms and institutions that

facilitate the making of a global market. That failure contributes to the sense

that economic liberalisation is natural and inevitable. Global economic

restructuring is a given, and our role as humane international lawyers is only

to consider nofins relating to intervention, or issues such as the limits of self-

determination. Accordingly, the conduct of business as usual appears both

natural and politically neutral. While international lawyers have successfully

politicised the making of international government, we now have to politicise

the norms and institutions that facilitate the market.r6s

In [the dominant legal] view, only intemational government must be

made; the international market makes itself .... Of course, as has been

recognised since the last century, this approach dramatically obscures

the process by which a market is constructed - the ongoing choices

required to elaborate, enforce, and interpret the backgfound norms of

private law, and the financial and other service institutions which must

be put in place. It not only makes the State seem too active, too able to

wilt (as all international institutionalists insist), it also underestimates

the politics of the private.166

particularly disturbing. That 'outlaw' dimension of law is apparent in debates about the use of
¡,,iol"n." by states to bring democracy or human rights to those against whom that violence is

to be used. See Walter Benjamen, 'The Critique of Violence' in Peter Demeø (ed),

Reflections, Essays, Aphorisms, Aulobiographical Writings, 1986,277, and the discussion of
Bénjamen in Eric L Santner, My Own Prívate Germany: Daniel Paul Schreber's Secret

Hßiory of Modernity, 1996, g-12. See also Jacques Derrida, 'Force of Law: The "Mystical

Foundation of Authority"' in Drucilla Cornell, Michael Rosenfeld and David Gray Carlson

(eds), Deconstruction and the Possibility of Justice, 1992,3'
165 David Kennedy, above nl.
166 lbid,372 (the author's emphasis).
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Third, by failing to evaluate the relationship of the activities of international

institutions to security and humanitarian crises, intemational lawyers avoid

assessing the threats posed to security, human rights, life, substantive

democracy, health and justice by economic restructuring. While the activities

of international economic institutions, US and European economic advisers

and private banks have arguably contributed to security crises, and certainly

have substantial effects upon sovereignty, self-determination, statehood, the

right to democratic governance and the protection of human rights, little or no

attention has been paid to assessing the relationship of the activities of those

institutions to security and humanitarian crises. Those institutions and laws

have emerged untouched from the wholesale reassessment of norms and re-

evaluation of the adequacy of intemational institutions that has taken place in

light of these crises.ró7

In other words, the project of economic liberalisation, an enornous and

influential area of international engagement and intervention, appears

sacrosanct when it comes to considering how a new world order might better

guarantee peace, security, human rights, respect for humanitarian noflns,

genocide prevention and democracy. It appears that the V/orld Bank, for

example, still does not question either the ends or the means adopted in the

167 International lawyers have responded to post-Soviet humanita¡ian and security crises by

re-evaluating most relevant areas of international legal activity, reconceptualising

international legal norms and critically assessing the performance of international institutions.

Commentators have, for instance, argued that, in the post-Soviet era and particularly in light

of international legal responses to crises in the forrner Yugoslavia, Rwanda and Somalia,

rules of intervention should be, or have been, altered, and that a liberal construction of
Chapter VII of the UN Cha¡ter should be employed to authorise collective humanitarian

intervention: see references above n5. Others have argued that such crises require a

reconceptualisation of the principle of non-interference in the domestic affairs of states: see

references above nl7. International lawyers have argued that the Yugoslavian crisis requires

a rearisessment of the application or utility of fundamental intemational legal norms, such as

the right to self-deterrrination and the concept of ius cogens.' see Ma¡tti Koskenniemi,

'National Self-Determination Today: Problems of Legal Theory and Practice' (1994) 43

Inîernalionql Comparative Law Quarterly 241; A Ma¡k Weisburd, 'The Emptiness of the

Concept of Jus Cogens, as Illustrated by the rù/ar in Bosnia-Herzegovina' (1995) 17 Michigan

Journal of International Lqw L The theory and practice of peacekeeping and peace

enforcement have been subjected to detailed scrutiny, and many commentators have argued

that international institutions need to be reformed to enable them to deal with new challenges

and threats to world order and global security.
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process of adjustment and shock therapy. According to the 1995 World

Development Report, the first policy choice to be made by those countries that

'have embarked upon transformations' due to the 'collapse of a development

strategy' is'when to start adjustment'.168 Vf/hether to start adjustment is clearly

not considered to be a relevant or useflrl question.

In the case of the Yugoslav conflict, the failure to consider the possibility that

the causes of the crisis might be related to the activities of international

institutions or the influence of international law, has meant that, rather than

examining the role played by the international community in contributing to

this situation, outside actors continued to understand the causes of the conflict

as 'ethnic' or'nationalist' in a premodem sense. Despite the lessons that might

have been learned about the nature of intemational engagement in the former

Yugoslavia, international institutions continue to cling, albeit somewhat more

grimly, to the agenda of economic liberalisation and facilitation of a global

division of labour.'6e Rather than reconsider their policies of economic

restructuring or address the growing insecurity such policies generate, the

international community appear to consider only whether, when and how new

forms of intervention should take place.

In fact, the capacity of the international community to further projects of

economic restructuring has been strengthened as part of the post-conflict

peace process in the former Yugoslavia. The Dayton Peace Agreement has

institutionalised the exclusion of the people of Bosnia and Herzegovina from

168 The V/orld Bank, above n109, 98, 101 (their emphasis),
róe See William R Cline, aboven27,366 (discussing the fact that after the war, Yugoslav
successor states cannot expect a¡ything other than a modest amount of debt forgiveness, as

debt indicators do not show particulady heavy indebtedness); Hermine Vidovic, 'Yugoslavia's

Successors' in Gabor Hunya (ed), Economic Transþrmqtion in East-Central Europe and in

the Newly Independent States, 1994, 209 (considering the successors to the assets and

liabilities of the former Yugoslavia, the possibility of future debt servicing and the likelihood

of any of those successors regaining membership of the IMF. In a triumph of technocratic

analysis, Vidovic suggests that'(t)aking into account the deep rooted political and economic

problems - occupation of a part of the country's territory, armed conflicts on Croatian

borders, the high number of refugees and displaced persons, the transition to a ma¡ket
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vital economic and political decision-making.r70 Annex IV of the Agreement

is the Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. That

constitution was negotiated as part of a broader series of international

negotiations relating to the 'constitutional rearrangement' of the former

Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and later of the new Republic of

Bosnia and Herzegovina.rTr The new arrangements under which the political

and economic life of the people of the republic will be determined are

foreshadowed in the preamble of the constitution. The preamble includes,

inter alia, the recital 'desiring to promote the general welfare and economic

growth through the protection of private property and the promotion of a

market economy'. That desire is manifested throughout the constitution and

other annexes. Article VII of Arurex 4 provides for the establishment of a

Central Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Bank will be the sole authority

for issuing cunency and for monetary policy throughout the republic. For the

first six years of its existence, the Governing Board of the Central Bank will

consist of a Governor appointed by the IMF after consultation with the

Presidency and three mernbers appointed by the Presidency. The Governor is

not permitted to be a citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina or any neighbouring

state, and may cast tie-breaking votes on the Board. After the first six year

period, the Board will then consist of five persons appointed by the

Presidency of the Republic. During the years of post-conflict peace-building,

however, central economic and monetary decisions will in part be made by the

IMF. While that provision is theoretically open to amendment by a

economy - it seems rather un¡ealistic to expect a substantial upswing of the Croatian
economy in the nea¡ future': ibid,2ll).
r70 'Ihe Dayton Peace Agreement consists of the General Framework Agreement for Peace in
Bosnia and Herzegovina [the GFA] and its twelve annexes (l-4, l-B and 2-ll). See The
General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina with Annexes, 1995,
reprinted at (1996) 35 International Legal Materials 75.
r7r The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the official name of which is Bosnia and
Herzegovina, consists of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republika
Srpska: Article 1.3 of Annex IV. For a discussion of the stages of the negotiations concerning
peace and constitutional rearrangements, see Paul C Szasz,'The Protection of Human Rights
Through the DaytonÆa¡is Peace Agreement on Bosnia' (1996) 90 American Journal of
International Law 301, 30 l-3.
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democratically elected Parliamentary Assembly, it seems unlikely that such a

process will take place quickly.'72

Fourth, the use of force appears as a necessary response to security and

humanitarian crises where such crises are understood to be caused purely by

local ethnic or nationalistic tensions. The international community depicted

the Yugoslav conflict principally in ethnic or nationalist terms and ignored the

role that international institutions and outside actors had played in

contributing to the causes of that conflict. The result of constructing the crisis

in those terms had significant results for policies of intervention. The lessons

learned from the Yugoslav crisis turn upon how early and to what extent force

should be resorted to in such situations.

The apparent focus on the use of force as a response to security and

humanitarian crises is problematic, both because it ignores the role that

international institutions and policies of, inter alia,the EC and the US, played

in creating the conditions that led to violence, and because it appears that US

and other governments are in any case reluctant to commit troops for

collective security purposes. For a variety of reasons, citizens of states like the

US may not be willing to support military intervention, and thus force may in

any case no longer be reliably available to contain crises resulting from the

destabilising and oppressive consequences of economic restructuring.

Accordingly, it seems timely to consider other ways in which changes to the

policies of international institutions might contribute to peace and security.

The principal lesson we should have leamed from Yugoslavia was, in other

words, not primarily that we need a UN rapid deployment force, but that

l?2 Other annexes also demonshate a commitment to free ma¡ket policy. Annex 9, for
example, provides for the creation of a Commission on Public Corporations, to examine

establishing public corporations to operate public facilities, such as utility, energy, postal and

communication facilities. Article I of Annex 9 provides that the Commission is to examine

'the conditions necessary to ensure their successful, permanent operation, and the best means

of procuring long-term investrnent capital'. In other words, those public corporations appear

destined for privatisation, in line with IMF and World Bank conditions for most countries.
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intellectuals and activists concerned about democratic and human rights issues

should lobby their govemment's representatives and directors to oppose

support for this model of economic liberalisation and marketisation in Eastern

Europe. By structuring the debate around the use of force, we never get

around to talking about those other issues.

In summary, 'the international' in pro-interventionist literature becomes that

which major powers wish to claim or own - peace, democracy, security,

liberry - while'the local'becomes that for which major powers do not wish to

take responsibility. It is impossible, however, to talk meaningfully about

'local' causes of conflict or 'local' threats to democracy and human rights in a

world where the international, whether through institutions like the IMF and

the World Bank facilitating lending by private banks, or through the WTO

facilitating investment opportunities for TNCs, restructures the nature of daily

life for most human beings.rT3

VI. CONCLUSION

The consequences of economic restructuring require international lawyers to

rethink what it means to engage with the international. While international

institutions and laws do embody a commitment to achieving peace, security,

human rights and democracy, 'intemationalism' is equally the realm of a

market-orientated and technocratic approach to government that is far

removed from the rights-based and participatory model dreamed of by

idealistic international and human rights lawyers. It is not possible to say that

the political culture encouraged by international law and promoted by

international institutions is inevitably more rational, democratic or

participatory than that inspired by domestic law and institutions. The

exploitative international regime that already exists in the 'forms of power and

r73 Jim George,'Quo Vadis Australia? Framing the Defence and Security Debate Beyond the
Cold War' in Graeme Cheeseman and Robert Bruce (eds), above n84, 10, at 33.
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sites of choice accompanying the intemational market'r7a is as much a product

of internationalism as is respect for human dignity or the right to dernocratic

governance.

The aim of this chapter is not to institute another hierarchy by romanticising

the local and viliffing or stigmatising all that occurs at the international level.

An enormous range of activities undertaken at the intemational level do

further human rights, democracy and humanitarianism. UN humanitarian and

relief agencies, human rights treaty bodies, aid organisations, peace activists,

indigenous peoples, human rights and environmental NGOs, refugee

organisations, advocates of altemative development models and many other

actors and networks are working at the international level to achieve

participatory democracy, full protection of civil, political, economic, social

and cultural rights, environmental justice and disarmament. The object of my

critique is not those poorly resourced and funded areas of intemational

activity. Rather, I have focussed here on the ways in which human rights and

democratic claims may operate to legitimise economic and military projects

and actions that are less clearly humanitarian in effect.ttt My analysis suggests

that the international as a level of govemance is the site of both ernancipatory

and oppressive values and projects, and that threats to democracy and human

rights exist at the intemational as well as the local level.

The alternative to the current neoliberal agenda does not have to be, as some

commentators appear to fear, a return to a narrow, insular or xenophobic

nationalism. Indeed, the reemergence of an insular nationalism in many states

is to some extent a reaction to an elite commitment to intemationalism as it is

r7a David Kennedy, above nl, 374.
r7s For a simila¡ critical approach to the ways in which intemational institutions make use of
human rights and democratic rhetoric to achieve less emancipatory ends, see Philip Alston,
above n6 (a¡guing the Gulf Wa¡ demonstrated that major powers appear to prefer ad hoc
interventionist responses to human rights crises rather than supporting and strengthening
existing and less coercive multilateral mechanisms for promoting and protecting human
rights, as such ad hoc approaches a¡e less principled and create fewer precedents that might
constrain action in the future).
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currently conceived at whatever cost, leaving marginalised and unrepresented

groups to make the sacrifices deemed necessary for global competitiveness.rTó

It is, therefore, just as likely that broad popular support for humanitarian

actions could be gained by working for international institutions that do not

legitimise technocratic or militaristic projects in the name of addressing

human suffering. In order to be able to work for a world where substantive

democracy, social justice, empowerment of women, anti-racism and ending

poverty are the goals promoted at all levels of govemment, however, we have

to subject the current military and monetary priorities and activities of

international institutions to scrutiny, particularly where they are conducted in

the name of human rights and democracy.t"

While international lawyers should remain committed to the ideal that lies

behind the notion of 'collective humanitarian intervention', what is required

176 As Daniel Bensaid ¿rgues in the French context:

The choice is not limited to a liberal Europe running into a wall or withdrawal down
the nationalist-populist blind alley. A different Europe, democratic and social, could
obtain the popular legitimacy whose absence is so glaringly apparent in the case of
Maastricht policy.

Daniel Bensaid, 'Neo-Liberal Reform and Popular Rebellion' (1996) 215 New Left Review
109. See also Mona Harrington, 'What Exactly is Wrong with the Liberal State as an Agent of
Change?' in V Spike Peterson (ed), Gendered States: Feminist (Re)Visions of International
Relations Theory, 1992, 65, at 72 (arguing that the most passionate advocates of
protectionism and nationalism tend to be those who have some economic and political
influence but not enough to shape events, seeking the identity of the nation to enlarge and

bolster their own identities. The most powerful groups in modem societies on the other hand

'are least nationalist in outlook and identity'. Harrington notes that historically in the US the

strongest isolationists have been those whose economic ground is relatively local, while the

strongest internationalists a¡e groups benefiting from the international economy. '(G)roups
based on family farms and small town commerce, places once central to both the economy
and the social virtues of the United States but now marginal and chronically insecure, profess

an almost desperate attachment to the nation'. In other words, the 'ethic of competition and

control takes one form in insecure groups and another among the economically powerful'.
Harrington also points out that the most deeply insecure and impoverished groups do not
identify strongly with the natiou, with the international or with politics in general.)

r77 For examples of those arguing for alternative models of 'globalisation from below'
building on decentralised tansnational networks or alliances of communities, rather than the

dominant model of 'globalisation from above' built on secretive, centralised, elitist institr¡tions

and bureaucracies, see Jeremy Brecher and Tim Costello, above n99, 167-184; Richa¡d Falk,

'The Complexities of Humanitarian Intervention: A New World Order Challenge'(1996) 17

Michigan Journal of International Law 491, 512-3; Jim George, above nl73; Bruce Rich,

above n99, 301-15; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and David Plotke, 'A Dialogue on
Democracy' in David Trend (ed), above n90, 209.
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today is to put 'into question again ... the very concept of the said ideal'.r78

This chapter has offered a different context in which to understand post-Cold

War security and humanitarian crises. Those international lawyers seeking to

contribute to the realisation of substantive democracy and to the protection

and promotion of human rights could better do so by acknowledging and

seeking to prevent the destructive effects of international law and

multilateralism as they operated in the former Yugoslavia and continue to

operate in much of the world today. It is important for international lawyers to

make the links which are within our areas of expertise - between, for example,

the obligations imposed by the GATT Uruguay Round agreements and the

narrowed scope for the operation of democracy and human rights in many

states, or between the conditions of World Bank loans and the growing

insecurity of people in many parts of the world. We need to take a wider view

of international legal action, opening up to scrutiny the activities promoted in

the name of peace, development, human rights and democracy. Such a view

suggests that measures other than increased military intervention are

demanded of the intemational community in the name of humanitarian action

in the post-Soviet era.

r78 Jacques Derrida, above n77 ,87
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Chapter 4

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF INTERVENTION

I.INTRODUCTION

Intervention discourse operates to make military action appear natural,

necessary and humane. Whether through arguments about the need to control

state aggression and increasing disorder, or through appeals to the need to

protect human rights, democracy and humanitarianism, international lawyers

paint a picture of a world in which increased intervention by international

organisations is desirable. The stories that explain and justifu international

intervention have increasingly become part of everyday language through

media reports and political soundbites. As a result, these highly technical,

strategic accounts of the world become more and more a part of 'the stories

that we are all inside, that we live daily.'r These stories create worlds

inhabited by characters such as states, foreign capital and international

organisations, with whom the readers of these stories are invited to identifu.2

As a result of writing and presenting papers about Security Council actions, I

have become increasingly interested in the investment that audiences have in

the stories about intervention told in the media and by international lawyers

and policy-makers. The sense of frustration that is expressed if the narrative of

heroic intervention cannot be told in the usual way evidences a strong

emotional engagement with security stories.3 The more I reflected on what is

t Terry Threadgold, 'Introduction' in Terry Threadgold and Anne Cranny-Francis (eds),

Feminine, Mqsculine and Representation, 1990,l, at27.
2 Judittr E Grbich, 'Taxation Narratives of Economic Gain: Reading Bodies Transgressively'

(1997)Y Feminist Legal Studies l3l (arguing that narratives of ta¡r.ation law create worlds

inhabited by characters such as Capital).
3 The sense of frustration felt by some commentators when military intervention as an avenue

for action is closed off is well illustrated by Thomas Weiss's description of the United

Nations Protection Force for the former Yugoslavia as 'eunuchs at the orgy', due to the

constraints imposed on their capacity to use force in that conflict. Thomas G Weiss, 'On the
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at stake in such exchanges and debates that gives them their emotional

urgency, the more I began to wonder about the complicated process of

engagement with the narrative of intervention. Few of the people who support

military actions appear to have remained interested in Yugoslavia, Iraq, Haiti

or Somalia once the particular intervention has been conducted.a The media

rarely reports on the conditions facing people in target states once the need to

foster support for intervention has passed. There have been few attempts by

those in intervening states to create solidarity or community with those in

target states on whose behalf people passionately in favour of intervention

have been inspired to imagine great violence. Nor has there been any attempt

by the supporters of humanitarian intervention in places like Yugoslavia or

Haiti to investigate domestic political freedoms and conditions that might

enable the creation of greater solidarity and security with those whose

suffering aroused the desire to use military force.s While conducting foreign

policy differently and building a new internationalism would have material

effects on the well-being and prosperity of all who live in industrialised states,

those issues do not appear to lie at the heart of such passionate support for

intervention. Security Council actions such as the Gulf V/ar and the

intervention in Yugoslavia have supported a form of globalisation that

protects the continued prosperity and standard of living of those in

Brink of a New Era? Humanita¡ian Interventions, l99l-94' in Donald C F Daniel and Bradd

C Hayes (eds), Beyond Traditional Peacekeeping, 1995,3, at 8. Many lawyers with whom I
come in contact have expressed a similar passion for intervention. During the period in which
decisions were being made about whether and to what extent NATO should intervene in
Yugoslavia, for example, I engaged in many debates with people who expressed frustration

that 'we' had not been allowed to bomb the people of the former Yugoslavia sooner. Given

that few of the lawyers, students or policy-makers with whom I discussed intervention were

going to bomb, visit or engage with Yugoslavia, I became interested in why so many felt
upset if the logic of intervention was questioned.
a For discussion of a simila¡ phenomenon, see Edward W Said, Culture and Imperialism,

1993, 349-50. Said has argued that a simila¡ lack of ongoing interest in the effects of
intervention has been a peculiar feature of American foreign policy.

Few Americans have agonized over places like Haiti and Iraq once the crisis of their
country's actual intervention was over .... American attention works in spurts; great

masses of rhetoric and huge rosources a¡e lavished somewhere (Vietnam, Libya,
Iraq, Panama), followed by virtual silence.

5 See John Berger, About Looking, 1980,37-40 (analysing the reasons for the failure of those

looking at war photographs to explore ways of investigating political constraints limiting the

creation of solidarity or community with those in war zones).
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industrialised states, yet very few commentators refer to those outcomes as the

basis for supporting intervention.ó

This chapter explores the nature of the investment in intervention stories by

drawing on theories of subjectivity, identification and interpellation. Part II of

the chapter briefly outlines those theories. It develops a framework for a more

detailed analysis of the relationship between representations of international

intervention and subjectivity, and the ways in which readers come to live

inside such stories. Part III explores how such theoretical approaches assist in

making sense of the complicated and powerful appeal of stories about the

need for military intervention under the auspices of the Security Council in

the post-Soviet era. As a critic, I am neither outside those stories nor immune

to their appeal. Rather, I am deeply implicated in the cultures from which they

draw their power. My analysis is also an attempt to understand the nature of

my own investment, implication and complicity in these ways of

understanding the world.

II. SUBJECTIVITY AND IDENTIFICATION

This Part develops a framework for theorising about the appeal of intervention

stories, by drawing on the work of scholars who have analysed the

relationship between cultural representations and the way individuals leam to

make meaning of their lives and experience. The work of ferninist, Marxist

and postcolonial theorists unsettles the Enlightenment model of knowledge

6 The complicated relationship between economic globalisation and the intervention in former
Yugoslavia is explored in Chapter 3. For an analysis of the extent to which the Gulf War
served to maintain the power of the US through protecting its control over world oil, see Ted

Wheelwright, Oil and l|lorld Politics: From Rockefeller to the Gulf War, 1991. Ma¡cia
Langton, 'Pauline as the thin edge of the wedge' in Phillip Adams (ed), The Retreat from
Tolerance: A Snapshot of Australian Society, 1997, 86, at 94-5, has argued that something

similarly plzzbngis involved in Australia in the increasingly frenzied debates about the need

to discipline and dispossess Aboriginal people. As Langton notes, '(i)t is difÏicult to argue

rationally, in the cold light of day, with all the facts at hand, that Aborigines present any

threat at all to decent, law-abiding, God-fearing white Australians'. Langton suggests that the

'manufacture of the bogeyman' is about an 'indi¡ect' fear, 'more psychological than physical'.

'Identity, not prosperity, is what is really at stake for Australians in the political
psychodramas that cast Aborigines as a demonic th¡eat.'
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and individuality, by arguing that ideology or cultural representation plays a

role in the creation of subjectivity. The term 'subjectivity' refers to 'the

conscious and unconscious thoughts and emotions of the individual, her sense

of herself and her ways of understanding her relation to the world'.? While

humanist discourse has assumed a unified essence of subjectivity, the

theoretical traditions drawn on in this chapter posit a 'subjectivity which is

precarious, contradictory and in process, constantly being reconstituted in

discourse each time we think or speak'.8 Chris V/eedon suggests that:

As we acquire language, we learn to give voice - meaning - to our

experience and to understand it according to particular ways of

thinking, particular discourses, which pre-date our entry into language.

These ways of thinking constitute our consciousness, and the positions

with which we identifr structure our sense of ourselves, our

subjectivity.e

The influential work of Louis Althusser provides a useful starting point for

analysing the relationship between identification, ideology and subjectivity.t0

Althusser's theory of interpellation explores the process by which 'individuals

are compelled to identiff with the representations which their culture

supplies'.rr Interpellation refers to the role played by ideology or cultural

representation in the creation of subjects. According to the Althusserian

model, 'ideology' functions by'interpellating'or'hailing'the individual.t2

fl]deology'acts' or 'functions' in such a way that it 'recruits' subjects

among the individuals ... or'transforms'the individuals into subjects ...

7 Chris'Weedon, Feminist Praclice and Poslstructuralist Theory, 1987,32.
I tb¡d,32.
e lbid,33.
r0 Louis Althusser, 'Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes Towards an

Investigation)' in Lenin and Philosophy and other essays, (trans Ben Brewster), 1971, I27.

" Kaja Silverman, The Subject of Semiotics, 1993,218.
12 Louis Althusser, above nlO, 162. ln Althusser's formulation, ideology 'represents the

imaginary relationship of individuals to thei¡ real conditions of existence'.
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by that very precise operation which I have called interpellation ot

hailing, and which can be imagined along the lines of the most

common everyday police (or other) hailing: "H.y, you there!"

Assuming that the theoretical scene I have imagined takes place in the

street, the hailed individual will turn round. By this mere one-hundred-

and-eighty-degree physical conversion, he becomes a subjecr. Why?

Because he has recognized that the hail was 'really' addressed to him,

and that 'it was really him who was hailed' (and not someone else).r3

Ideology operates 'through subjects who permit themselves to be spoken by

it'.r4 The subject is produced in and through language. Through the process of

interpellation, individuals recognise themselves as the subjects of cultural

representations. I s Ideology functions by'constituting' individuals as subjects. 16

There is thus 'no ideology except by the subject and for subjects'.r7 Rather

than imagining individuals as the producers of ideology or representation,

Althusser suggests the reverse - that ideology or representation produces

subjects. Such an approach provides a starting point for thinking about the

relationship between particular representations, such as legal texts about

international intervention, and the sense of self of those individuals who

engage with such stories. Stories such as those told by security theorists can

be understood as one of the means by which a reader of such stories gains a

sense of self and a way of understanding his or her relation to the world.r 8

Kaja Silverman's synthesis of the theory of interpellation and feminist film

and literary theory provides further resources with which to develop a

t3 lbid,l74.
ra Ka;a Silverman, above nl1,220.
ls lbid.
ró Louis Althusser, above nl0, l7l,
t7 Ib¡d, t7o.
18 chris Weedon, above n'7,32.
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framework for analysing the fascination of international law's stories.re

Silverman uses feminist film and literary theory to enrich the understanding of

the way in which an individual comes to identifu with, or as, a particular

character in a story or subject of representation. According to Silverman, the

ways in which narrative operates to shape the subjectivity of the members of

the audience is at the heart of the appeal of mainstream Hollywood films. The

operation of narrative, and the invitation to identi$ with particular characters

in a film, function to 'hail' the individual spectator in the way outlined by

Althusser.20 Through that process, the interpellation of individuals into

ideology, or insertion into the symbolic order, is reinforced or reproduced.

A classic cinematic narative functions by disrupting the established symbolic

order, 'dislocating the subject-positions within it, and challenging its ideals of

coherence and fullness only in order subsequently to re-affirm that order,

those positions, and those ideals'.2r In Althusserian terms, the function of such

narratives is to reinforce the interpellation of individuals into the dominant

ideology. The process functions 'not only constantly to re-interpellate the

viewing subject into the same discursive positions, thereby giving that subject

the illusion of a stable and continuous identity, but to re-articulate the existing

symbolic order in ideologically orthodox ways'.22

The subjectivity of viewers is also produced through the process of

identification with characters within the narrative. Identification is 'organised

along sexual lines', producing a sexually differentiated subject.23 Both male

and female viewers are invited to identifu with a masculine character

associated with qualities such as potency and authority.'o Th" narrative is

structured around the actions of that main controlling figure with whom the

'e Ka¡a Silverman, above nl 1,215-236
20 lbid,22l.
2t lbid.
22 lbid.
23 Ibid.
24 lbid,223.
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spectator is invited to identiff.2t As Laura Mulvey argues, identification with

the masculine character then leads to the "'masculinisation" of the spectator

position, regardless of the actual sex (or possible deviance) of any real live

movie-goer'.26 The Hollywood film's 'patterns of pleasure and identification

impose masculinity as "point of view"'.27

[I]t is always possible that the female spectator may find herself so out

of key with the pleasure on offer, with its 'masculinisation', that the

spell of fascination is broken. On the other hand, she may not. She

may find herself secretly, unconsciously almost, enjoying the freedom

of action and control over the ... world that identification with a hero

provides.28

The spectator's pleasurable identification with the masculine character is

further facilitated through the creation of a second character who lacks the

characteristics of power, agency and authority. While the heroic central

character is structurally male, the second character, representing the 'space for

and the resistance to' the actions of the hero, is coded as female.2e It is the

hero, rather than the other characters or objects upon whom he acts, who is

2s LauraMulvey, Visual qnd Other Pleasures, 1989,14. Mulvey argues that this invitation to

identify is structured by 'ways of seeing and pleasure in looking' (ibid, I5). While 'the only
truly productive gaze in the cinema is that of the camera', the camera's gaze is systematically

represented as the gaze of the male character, through the use of cinematic techniques. The

central male cha¡acter functions as the 'bea¡er of the look', while female cha¡acters in general

function as the image or holder of the look, 'with their appearance coded for strong visual and

erotic impact so that they can be said to connote to-be-looked-et-ness' (ibid, I9). Thus a

visual economy governs the sexual differentiation produced by watching fiIms. I do not have

space here to explore the ways in which identification with cha¡acters in narratives of
intervention is structured by a similar visual economy, although that process is clearly part of
the CNN effect produced by filming on location in (always Third V/orld) trouble-spots.
26 lbid, 29.

'7 lbid.
28 lbid. In Chapter 6, I will explore in more detail some of the conditions that may make it
possible to break that 'spell of fascination'.
,n Donna Haraway, Primate Visions: Gender, Race, qnd Nature in the World of Modern

Science, 1989,234.
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portrayed as having agency and creativity, capable of giving birth to new

creations, able to imagine and form worlds in his own image.30

(T)he female/woman is fixed in the position of the icon, spectacle, the

one looked at, in which the subject sees the objectification of his

action and subjectivity. She is his work. The female becomes his

product, his reflection, perfectly mirroring his fantasy of himself ....

Her matter is formed by his activity.3'

In cinematic terms, the female subject has the function of diverting the

attention of the viewer from his or her own passivity. The fernale subject

signifies the lack which properly belongs to both male and fernale viewers.32

In order to deflect attention 'from the passivity and lack of the viewing

subject's own position', the narrative operates by'displacing those values onto

a female character within the fiction'.33 The discovery that the passive

character in a narrative lacks control, power and privilege is designed to

facilitate the identification by the viewer of the film with the subject having

the attributes of power and control.3a Yet there is a danger associated with the

30 Feminists in many a¡eas have argued that this heroic na¡rative gives meaning to their
disciplines. Judith E Grbich, above n2, for example, argues that the na¡ratives of economic
progress and growth that underlie taxation law a¡e dependent upon such a story about the
activity of the masculine subject (in that case Capital). Donna Haraway, above rA9,23l-243,
has shown that a simila¡ narrative of heroic adventure underlies the scientific discourse of
primatology. As Haraway shows, scientists represent their professional practice as involving
only their agency. Scientists imagine and give birth to new worlds. In her study of
primatology, Haraway argues that the monkeys and other a¡tefacts used in scientific
experiments function as the 'plot space, the matrix, for the heroic story of the scientist's quest
and self-reflection'. She reads the tnrly terrible literature of primatology as a heroic myth,
where scientists played the role of heroes and adventurers. Those scientists believe that they
a¡e able to imagine and create worlds in thei¡ own image, and ignore the agency of the beings
over whose bodies they prove their stories. Thus a scientist is able to imagine himself as the
author or originator of the world of the laboratories, while the monkeys take up the role
provided for the female in that na¡rative. Carol Cohn, 'Sex and Death in the Rational World
of Defense Intellectuals'(1987) 12 Signs 687,699-702, argues that a simila¡ story is told in
the a¡ea of nuclea¡ deterrence. Images of 'male birth and creation' are central to the ways in
which defence experts imagine their role in the world.
3t Donna Haraway, abovert29,234.
32 Kaja Silverman, above nl 1,223.
]t lbid,222.
34 Ibid.In psychoanalytic terms, the female subject lacks the 'phallus'.
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're-enactment of the primal "discovery" of the female subject's lack'.35 The

viewer might feel increased anxiety at the risk of identifuing as, or with, the

character lacking the desirable attributes of potency or authority.3ó '[T]he

revelation of fernale lack can also have a very different effect upon the male

subject, inducing in him the fear of a similar depravation.'37

One common technique for dealing with the anxiety produced by the

discovery of the female subject's lack is to demonstrate that the female

subject's weak or passive condition is her own fault, 'the result either of

wrong-doing or of sickness'.38 The narrative then operates to punish or save

the guilty female object.3e That method of resolving the problem posed by the

female figure is pleasurable for the spectator identifuing with the masculine

character, and allows the spectator to escape the sense of anxiety produced by

the revelation of the lack of the female subject.a0

[P]leasure lies in ascertaining guilt asserting control and

subjugating the guilty person through punishment or forgiveness. This

sadistic side fits in well with narrative. Sadism demands a story,

depends on making something happen, forcing a change in another

person, a battle of will and strength, victory/defeat, all occurring in a

linear time with a beginning and an end.ar

35 lbid.
36 See further Krysti Justine Guest, 'Exploitation Under Erasure: Economic, Social and

Cultural Rights Engage Economic Globalisation' (1997) 19 Adelaide Lqw Review 73,75.
3t Kaja Silverman, above n I I , 223 . Silverman puts the threat in psychoanal¡ic terms: 'the re-

staging of the sexual division which determines subjectivity as we presently know it threatens

to trigger a castration crisis in the viewer'.
38 Ibid,224.
3n Laura Mulvey, above n25, 21. Mulvey argues that a second strategy used in Hollywood
cinema is to fetishise an aspect of the female character's body to show that, after all, she is not
lacking anythine.
40 lbid.
ot lbid,2l-2.
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The production of subjectivity through narrative is dependent not only upon

sexual differentiation, but also upon racial differentiation. Postcolonial

scholars have shown that the use of heroic narratives governed encounters

between Europe, later the 'West' or the 'international community', and those

colonised or enslaved by Europeans.

The main battle in imperialism is over land, of course: but when it

came to who owned the land, who had the right to settle and work on

it, who kept it going, who won it back, and who now plans its future -

these issues rwere reflected, contested, and even for a time decided in

narrative .... The power to narrate, or to block other narratives from

forming and ernerging, is very important to culture and imperialism,

and constitutes one of the main connections between them.a2

The plot of the narrative of colonialism derives from imagining the colonised

subject as'a reformed, recognizable Othet, as e subject of a dffirence that is

almost the same, but not quite'.43 The hero's journey is about the civilisation,

progress or development of that colonised subject. Intervention by white men

isjustified in order first to civilise the natives ofsubject colonies, and later, in

the era of decolonisation, to assist the development of those former colonies.

The notion of progress continues to provide the imaginative framework for

intervention stories in the era of decolonisation. According to the 'fantasy of

timeless, even, and limitless development', '[a]ll societies will come to look

a2 Edward W Said, above n4, xiii.
a3 Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 1994,86. Bhabha traces the image of the 'mimic
man' in political texts about colonial territories, such as India. Those concerned with the

government of such colonies imagined that they could create a class of colonised people who

would manage these colonies in the style of, and for the benefit of, the empire. Charles Grant,

an influential analyst of Indian'manners and morals', for example, suggested n 1792 that'the

expansion of company rule in lndia required a system of subject formation - a reform of
manners, as Grant put it - that would provide the colonial with "a sense of personal identity as

we know it"'. In order to produce such a group, education and civilisation was necessary, yet

the process of education would bring with it the risk that such colonised subjects would

desire for themselves the freedom promised to civilised subjects. The solution was partial

education of colonised peoples. Grant, for example, fearful that civilised Indians might

'become turbulent for liberty', implies that 'it is the "partial" diffusion of Christianity, and the
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like us, all will arrive eventually at the same stage or level, all the possibilities

for the future are being lived now'.* The plot of such narratives, however,

always ensures that the black subject is never truly able to claim the fuIl

subjectivity or agency reserved for the heroic character.as As Homi Bhabha

notes with respect to the context of debates about governing India, 'to be

Anglicized is emphatically not to be English'.46 \Vhile the hero is free to act in

the world to shape it in his image, the object he creates can never quite

become him. The aim is not to make further heroes, of equal status to the

hero. Rather, the colonial narrative involves making objects in the image of

the white subject, who reflect his desires and ambitions but do not quite

achieve them.

Such narratives produce a racially differentiated subject, through the same

processes of identification and subjectivity discussed by feminist film

theorists.aT Diana Fuss comments that 'identification has a history - a colonial

history'.48 Postcolonial theorists have shown that in the na¡ratives produced in

colonial or imperial contexts, the reader or spectator is invited to identifr with

a white, male hero.ae In cinematic terms, the imperial gaze,like the male gaze,

invites the viewer's identification with the powerful, white character.5O That

character is associated with attributes including freedom, creativity, authority,

"partial" influence of moral improvements which will construct a particularly appropriate

form of colonial subjectivity'.
4 Kristin Ross, Fasl Cars, Clean Bodies: Decolonization and the Reordering of French

Culture, 1996, 10.

4t lb¡d,90.
aó Homi Bhabha, above n43, 85-92.
a7 It has been quite unusual to study texts that play a part in creating the conditions of
imperialism or colonialism in order to find out something about those writing the texts.

Instead, texts about colonialism have generally been read in order to see what they tell us

about the objects of colonialism or imperialism, or more recently to exa¡nine what they tell us

about the ways in which the objects of colonialism are imagined and represented. Schola¡s

have traditionally assumed that imperialism only impacted upon the culture of those who

were colonised or the objects of imperialism. See the discussion in Edwa¡d W Said, above n4,

40.
a8 Diana Fuss, IdentiJìcation Papers, 1995,l4l.
ae Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Liferary Imaginøtion, 1992,38.
s0 See generally E Ann Kaplan, Looking þr the Other: Feminism, Film, and the Imperial
Gqze, 1997.
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civilisation, power, donocracy, sovereignty and wealth. The world of the

colonies, or of developing states in the post-World \ù/ar II context, is a space

in which the white man is imagined as having an enorrnous freedom to act and

to create ideal worlds.

The subjectivity of the viewer is constructed in opposition to a second

character in the narrative, the object of the imperial gaze: the black, native or

colonised subject. The black subject is a resource that allows the white man to

imagine himself as civilised and free against a background of savagery and

slavery.sr As Frantz Fanon argues, 'not only must the black man be black; he

must be black in relation to the white man'.s2 The creation of that second

character is thus essential, both to the constitution of the white character, and

to the process by which identification with that character is invited.

Heroic narratives operate to structure the subjectivity of readers or viewers by

inviting identification with the white male hero, who is defined in opposition

to characters who lack his potency and authority, as a result of sexual and

racial differentiation. Although the white man is at the centre of such

narratives, the meanings attributed to white masculinity in cultural narratives

about heroism are not constant. Those meanings vary according to the

challenges or crises that the white man is imagined as facing in a particular

period. So, for example, as Toni Morrison has shown, the sense of freedom,

autonomy, authority and absolute power attributed to the white subject in

early American novels was formed against the backdrop of slavery and

colonisation - '(n)othing highlighted freedom - if it did not in fact create it -

like slavery'.s3

sr Toni Morrison, above n49, 44.
s2 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masles, 1967, I10.
s3 Toni Morrison, above n49, 37-8. Morrison argues that the 'unfree' (slaves, the colonised)

were always present 'within the heart of the democratic experiment - the critical absence of
democracy, its echo, shadow, and silent force' (ibid,48).
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The meanings of masculinity that most clearly shape post-Cold War

intervention narratives are those that have emerged in US popular culture

during the 1980s and 1990s. That period saw the emergence of two related

images of white masculinity, which were reproduced in Hollywood films, in

texts of the men's movement, in political speeches and in foreign and

domestic policy-making.sa The first version was the hard, competitive,

decisive, tough and domineering man of the Reagan era.ss The Hollywood

action films of the early 1980s celebrated 'white male action heroes' involved

in narratives of 'success, achievement, toughness, strength, ffid "good old

America¡ness", offering audiences the opportunity to identifu with the 'hard

body'and determined aggressive masculinity of a Rambo or a Terminator.56

A second version of masculinity emerged in the late 1980s and 1990s.s7 In

films of that later period, the white male hero is portrayed as a 'sensitive

family man', an 'emotional domestic hero', able to signiff a new model of

masculine strength and power, derived from a commitrnent to personal and

so Susan Jeffords, Hard Bodies: Hollywood Masculinity in the Reagan Era, 19941' Lynda
Boose,'Techno-Muscularity and the "Boy Eternal": From the Quagmire to the Gulf in Amy
Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eós), Cuilures of United States Imperialism, 1993,581; Michael
Rogin, "'Make My Day!": Spectacle as Amnesia in Imperial Politics [and] The Sequel' in
Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), ibid,499.
tt Susan Jeffords, above n54, I l.
56 lbid, 12. Jeffords notes that some Hollywood frlms of that era did continue to portray

alternative forms of masculinity, or attempt to counter the social messages of the Reagan

Revolution. She chose to examine the most popular films of the era, however, because 'their
popularity must, I believe, indicate something about what kinds of stories mainstream
audiences were interested in seeing, what characters they found compelling, and what images

they found worth repeating - what, in other words, they found pleasurable' (ibid, 22). As

Jeffords notes, these ha¡dened male bodies 'came to stand not only for a national cha¡acter -

heroic, aggressive, and determined - but for the nation itself (ibid, 25).
s1 lbid, 147. These films appeared at a point in American history when continued

commitnent to aggressive milita¡istic foreign policy had begun to appeü self-destructive.
The battles of the new world order were being fought over trade and investrnent, and the US

did not seem to be winning. The narratives of films hke Kindergarten Cop or Terminator 2

involve the transformation of 'heterosexual white men, the men whose profit from traditional
masculinities seems most th¡eatened by the changing economic and social markeþlace that

typifies this period' (iåid). These films suggest that'it is largely white men who have suffered

from the burdens of traditional masculinity'. That representation resembles the theme that

emerged during the period, that it was white men who were the casualties of the Vieûram

War, rather than any of the inhabitants of Vietnam (ibid, I l8-124). See further Lynda Boose,

above n54.
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family-oriented values.5t While that later version of masculinity appears to

offer a critique of the earlier, more violent and militaristic version, in fact it is

based upon many of the same images and assumptions. Militarism,

dominance, nationalism, individualism and violence continue to be at the

heart of masculinity.se In the second model, however, violence is resorted to in

the service of family, home and nation, rather than more overtly in the

interests of competition and machismo. Those narratives offer 'a rewriting, a

repetition, a retelling of the story of [white] masculinity'.60

[Although] that new writing seems on its surface to be a rejection of so

many of the spectacular identifications of masculinity of the 1980s -

technology, violence, power, command, strength - its mainframe is

still very similar: the reproduction of masculine authority ... through

the affirmation of individualism'.6 I

These films, and later the images of US and international interventions

structured according to similar narratives, were consumed by audiences

throughout the world. During the 1980s and 1990s, the heroic narrative

increasingly came to govern the way in which US foreign policy, and

international intervention, was presented and understood. US foreign policy,

and international intervention more generally, is routinely narrated in terms of

action movies, drawing on fictional narratives.u' As a result, a global popular

culture increasingly obsessed with white masculine heroism has emerged.

s8 Susan Jeffords, above n54, 13, I 18. Jeffords notes that in each, the hero signifies an aspect

of the Reagan Revolution: the hard body signifies the strong militaristic foreign-policy
position, while the family reasserts the importance of a domestic regime 'dependent on the

centrality of fatherhood' (ibid, l3). These heroes are able to reclaim domesticity without

falling into the trap posed by the presumed 1970s legacy of weak white men unable to stand

up to feminists, civil rights activists or to win the Vietnam war (ibid, I 16-8, 156).

se tb¡d, t9t-2.
60 lbid,l':.6.
6t lbid.
62 Llmda Boose, above n54; Michael Rogin, above n54, 524-9; Susan Jeffords, 'The Patriot

System, or Managerial Heroism', in Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), above n54.
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These models of the relationship between narrative, cultural representations

and subjectivity developed in film and postcolonial theory allow a different

set of questions about the pleasures offered by narratives of intervention, and

about the ways in which law's stories shape the reader's experience of the

world. Part III will use the theories developed in the context of fiction to

explore the ways in which readers and viewers are invited to identiff with

factual narratives about Security Council actions.63 rWhat framework of

fantasy, of imaginative work, is the foundation of intervention discourse?

What position does it invite readers to imagine themselves occupying? What

is the effect of such identifications? 'What 
does it mean if the position the

reader is invited to occupy (or required to represent) is a non-human character,

such as the Security Council, or the Intemational Community, or the US?n

What is forgotten, what is lacking and yet needed, in order to secure and

maintain the sense of the argument in favour of intervention?6s How are

dominant meanings made to seem natural, unquestionable and thus

unalterable?66 How do the social forces of race, class and gender 'invisibly

rationalize irrational behaviour', allowing us to make sense of stories that

without these categories would otherwise make no sense?ó7

III. THE SUBJECTS OF INTERVENTION

My aim in this section is to explore the extraordinary persuasiveness of

intervention stories, drawing on the feminist and postcolonial theories of

narrative, subjectivity and identification discussed in Part II. Law in general,

63 The distinction between fact and fiction is usefully broken down in Donna Haraway, above

n29,ll; AlisonYoung, Femininity in Dissent, 1990,43; Carol Cohn, above n30; Judith E
Grbich, above n2. Those authors use literary theory to explore the appeal of particular
disciplines, respectively sociobiology, criminology, nuclear strategic doctrine and taxation

law.
64 Judith E Grbich, above n2; Carol Cohn, above n30, 711-2.
6t Jerry Leonard, 'Introduction: (Post)Modern Legal Studies aó (Critical) Cultural Studies' in
Jerry D Leona¡d (ed), Legal Studies as Cultural Sludies: A Reqder in (Post)Modern Criticql
Theory, 1995, 1, at 6.
66 lb¡d,5-6.
67 Patricia J Williarns, The Rooster's Egg: On the Persistence of Prejudice, 1995,187 '
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and intemational law in particular, operate not only in the realm of state

systerns, but also in the realm of the imagination, where meanings are created

and where we are invited to see ourselves and the world in certain ways.

Intervention stories become part of lived experience through the subjectivity

of those reading these texts. The reader provides the links of subjectivity

between particular narratives and the experience of the gendered and

racialised metaphors upon which they depend as 'aspects of a private and

sexualized sense of one's self .ó8 Legal texts about intervention can be read to

explore the sense of self that they create, in order to know more about the

subject of the dream of a new world order of global security and democracy.

In exploring the fascination of these stories, I am attempting to open up a

conversation about their power and appeal, rather than to provide a definitive

interpretation of their meaning. As Trinh T Minh-ha notes, '[e]very spectator

mediates a text to his or her own reality'.6e The role of critic is 'not to tell

"what the work is all about", but to complete and "coproduce" it by addressing

their own language and representational subj ect-ivity'.70

A. Dísruptíon of the estøblìshed order

The elements of narrative that have been outlined by feminist and postcolonial

theorists can be traced in stories about the need for military intervention under

the auspices of the Security Council in the post-Cold War era. First, the

narrative of most intervention stories begins with a crisis to the intemational

order, whether that be an armed conflict or civil war that requires military

intervention, or an economic crisis that requires monetary intervention.

ó8 Judith E Grbich, above n2, 134.

6e Trinh T Minh-ha, When the Moon ll'axes Red: Representation, Gender and Cultural

Politics, 1991,93.
7o Ibid,94.
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Collective security texts create a sense of crisis by describing an increased

likelihood of violence and disorder in the post-Cold War era. The cause of the

crisis facing the new world order is the power vacuum caused by the two

superpowers ceasing to order and discipline destabilising forces in 'Third

World' states.Tr The apocalyptic vision with which such narratives begin is

well illustrated in the following passage by Brian Urquhart:

The world is entering a period of great instability, characterised by

long-standing international rivalries and resentments, intense ethnic

and religious turmoil, a vast flow of arms and military technology,

domestic disintegration, poverty and deep economic inequalities,

instantaneous communication throughout the world, population

pressures, natural and ecological disasters, the scarcity of vital

resources, and huge movements of population.T2

Similar images of crises or threats to security are used as justifications for

particular interventions. The Gulf 'War, for example, is used to demonstrate

'the already conventional wisdom that the disappearance of the inhibiting

shadow of potential nuclear war between the superpowers will permit bloodier

and more intractable international disputes to emerge'.73 The former

Yugoslavia illustrates the prernodern ethnic tension that has erupted in the

post-cold war era. The 'grim story of Yugoslavia's breakup and the ensuing

ethnic conflict seems all the more disturbing because it has shattered the hope

tr Leon Gordenker and Thomas G Weiss,'The Collective Security Idea and Changing V/orld
Politics' in Thomas G weiss (ed), collective security in a changing world, 1993,3, at 14
(arguing that '(i)n fact, the international system at the dawn of the twenty-first century may
well be cha¡acterized by levels of violence and unrest not even imagined when the UN
Charter was drafted. The sea¡ch for order may be no less quixotic as the decolonization
process continues in the former Soviet Union and as ethnic particularism elsewhere comes to
dominate the global and local agenda).
72 Brian Urquhart, 'Leaming from the Gulf in Ma¡a R Bustelo & Philip Alston (eds), Whose
New lílorld Order? Íilhat Role for the United Nations? 1991, ll, at 17 .

t3 Abram Chayes, 'The Use of Force in the Persian Gulf in Lori Fisler Dam¡osch and David J
Scheffer, Law and Force in the New Inlernational Order, 1991,4, at ll.
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that the Cold War's end might herald a new era of peace'.7  The ruins of the

former Yugoslavia represent 'the crumpled dreams of a new cooperative

security order in Europe'.tt The cause of such crises is systematically linked to

the political destabilisation resulting from the ending of the Cold War.7ó

The picture of the post-Cold War world that emerges from these texts is one

in which 'struggies for nationai i<ientity an<i self-<ietermination have

disintegrated into ethnic, religious, and political fragmentation'.77 Far from

leading to global peace, 'the passing of the Cold War has led to a new

generation of conflicts: intemal rather than international, driven by ethnic and

communal differences rather than by political ideology, and of unprecedented

levels of brutality.?8 Despite initial optimism, it now appears that 'the

conclusion of the Cold War does not mean an end to savagery and violence in

international politics that yearned-for day of beating swords into

plowshares must be defened once again'.7e

to James B Steinberg, 'International Involvement in the Yugoslavia Conflict' in Lori Fisler
Damrosch, Enforcing Restraint: Collective Intervention in Internal Conflicts, 1993,27.
1s lbid.
7ó See, for example, Gareth Evans, Cooperatingfor Peace, the Global Agendafor the 1990s

and Beyond, 1993, ('it seems the disappearance of the bipolar strategic balance was only a

prelude to new kinds of turbulence and disorder'); Lincoln P Bloomfield, 'Collective Security
and US Interests' in Thomas G rWeiss (ed), above n7l, 189, at200, arguing that:

Murderous civil wa¡ in the Balkans, the overthrow of democracy in Haiti, and

spreading battles in parts of cenfal Eurasia long smothered under the stabilizing
blanket of Soviet imperial rule have all exposed a dangerous vacuum in Western
decision centers.

tt Thomas G Weiss, above n3, 3.
78 Larry Minear and Philippe Guillot, Soldiers to the Rescue: Humanitarian Lessons from
Rwanda, 1996,17.
7e tùy' Michael Reisman, 'Some Lessons from lraq: International Law and Democratic Politics'
(1991) 16 Yqle Journal of International Law 203,213.
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B.'Knights ìn úYhìte ArmourÑo

Intervention stories invite the reader to identifu with a central figure with

whom the qualities of agency and potency are associated. The characters

given agency, and with whom identification is invited, are the UN, the

Security Council, the 'international community' and the US. Those largely

interchangeable characters are porhayed as the heroic agents of progress,

democratic values, peace and security, who shape the Third V/orld through

their interventions. The images of new threats of violence and instability serve

to announce the attractiveness of such heroes as guarantors of stability,

bearers of democracy and protectors of human rights and of the oppressed.

While those heroes are not human, they are nevertheless imagined as having

the characteristics attributed to white men. Stories about the need for the

Security Council to restore order in the post-Cold War era, for example, draw

on the image of white masculinity as tough, aggressive and decisive. 'When

US Ambassador to the lIN, Madeleine Albright used the notion of new threats

and conflicts in the post-Cold War era to justiff increased military

intervention under Security Council auspices in paternalistic terms.

We are privileged to live at a time when the enforcement of

international standards of behaviour through the actions of the

Security Council is more possible, widespread, and varied than it has

ever been. It is also perhaps more necessary than it has ever been.

Although we are opposed by no supe{power, threats and conflicts

continue to arise that engage our interests, even when they do not

endanger directly our territory or citizens. We live in an unsettled age,

80 'Knights in White Armour' is the title of a celebratory analysis of the role of UN
peacekeepers in the new world order. See Christopher Bellamy, Knights in l4lhite Armour:
The New Art ofllar and Peace, 1997.
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beset by squabbles, wars, unsatisfied ambitions, and weapons that are

more deadly and more widely available than ever in history.8'

Jeffrey Clark argues that the 'vision of a pacified Somalia capable of again

feeding its population is now possible' due to 'the intemational military forces

and the tough, no-nonsense diplomacy of Robert Oakley [which] have

marginatize<i the wariords to some extent'.82 Simiiariy, Tom Farer paints a

picture of the Security Council as a tough but fair figure, intervening in

'defense of humanitarian values or, less grandly, a modest degree of law and

order'.83 In Somalia, Farer suggests, intervention was necessary to restore

democracy and reconstruct a'failed state'.84 The need for intervention 'arose

from the tribal wars unleashed by the collapse of public authority'. To create

order in'such places', 'the cops may first have to occupy thern'.85 The role of

the 'international community' is to create order and stability.s6 The

international community, represented by its 'cops', intervenes to bring calm

professionalism, order, peace and security to emotional, fearful and hysterical

peoples.

In order to create order in 'such places', a certain amount of pragmatic

leadership is necessary. Many legal commentators suggest that such

leadership must be provided by the actions of the US, and where necessary by

tough military leaders.

8r Ambassador Madeleine K Albright, 'International Law Approaches the Twenty-First

Century: A US Perspective on Enforcement' (1995) 18 Fordhqm International Law Journal
1595,1597.
82 Jeffrey Clark, 'Debacle in Somalia: Failure of the Collective Response' in Lori Fisler

Damrosch, above n7 4, 23 l.
83 Tom J Farer, 'Intervention in Unnatural Humanita¡ian Emergencies: Lessons of the First

Phase' (1996) 18 Human Rights Quarterly l.
84 lbid,7 .

8s lbid,16.
86 lbid, ls.
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Everyone likes to cnticize US pretensions to being the constable of the

world. But when people need the cops, guess who they call? The

international security system depends centrally on the United States.87

The Gulf War, we are told, 'finally consummated the marriage between the

UN and the one power whose backing is a precondition for any collective

security system'.88 Through that image of the US and the UN as man and wife,

the US is portrayed as a sensitive family man, willing to defend the

international values of humanitarianism, human rights, democracy and

security.

Of all the states in the [IN, the US has a special responsibility .... (T)he

reality of the present balance of power means that there can be no

effective international enforcernent for the foreseeable future without a

significant role for American armed forces .... As has become obvious

in Somalia, Bosnia, and Haiti, if the United States does not participate

in the toughest assignments, no one else will either.8e

According to Clark, the US 'will have to establish credible guidelines as to

when and where it will intervene to feed starving children, restore law and

order, or promote democracy' in the post-Cold War era.eO The 'will of the

American public' is that US foreign policy be governed by human need, a

desire best expressed by President Ronald Reagan in a reference to Ethiopia:

'a hungry child knows no politics'.er

Some commentators acknowledge the extent to which such images of heroism

and leadership serve US interests. Bloomfield argues that'US interests would

be well served by interpreting influence as the "reputation for leadership" in

87 W Michael Reisman, aboven79,206.
88 Lincoln P Bloomfield, above n76, 190.
8e Thomas G Weiss, above n3, 16.

no lbid, 233.
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processes of collective action that this time rest on broad international

consensus'.e2 The international community must accept'the reality of unequal

power symbolized by American military strength and other people's money'.e3

Reisman notes that during the twentieth century, the US has 'actively worked

to maintain world order because we have deemed it to be in our vital

interest'.ea

Although the LIN symbol carries a heavy price tag, it also carries

major benefits. United Nations' authorization is an inclusive symbol of

authority and, as such, enhances any power used under its aegis.es

The narration of international intervention also draws upon the less militaristic

and more family-oriented version of masculinity that emerged in US popular

culture of the late 1980s. The white male hero of those later films only

resorted to violence where necessary to protect family values or to guard

against abusive fathers.e6 Using similar images, the inter:national community is

represented as the guarantor of the values of human rights and dernocracy, and

as the protector of Third V/orld peoples. In representations of interventions

conducted by the international community in the former Yugoslavia, Haiti and

Somalia, for example, the Security Council is portrayed as the sole figure

capable of ensuring that the peoples of failed states or comrpt regimes receive

aid and are guaranteed survival.

The image of protector of Third World peoples emerges in many discussions

of the role of the Security Council. According to Leon Gordenker and Thomas

G Weiss, 'security-related tasks' of the UN include 'the protection of

minorities and forced migrants threatened by communal violence or other

etlbid,2l5.
e2 Lincoln P Bloomfield, above n76,205
e3 lbid.
e4 W Michael Reisman, above n79,207.
es lbid,2o8,
e6 Ibid,142-3.
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fighting, the maintenance of peace in civil (not international) wars, the

delivery of humanitarian reliet the safeguarding of law and order during

elections, [and] the monitoring of human rights violations'.e7 In a discussion

about Security Council intervention in Somalia, Jeffrey Clark suggests that

such action was designed to 'rescue both starving Somalis and a highly

imperilled relief operation'.e8

The international community is systematically allied with the values of human

rights and democracy. Intervention by the international community is justified

by reference to a history beginning with the framers of the UN Charter of

1945, who 'understood the linkage between the protection of basic human

dignity and the preservation of peace and security'. The intemational

community is the source of and necessary provider of these values to a Third

V/orld in need of saving.e' It is 'the responsibility of the international

community to intervene in order to preserve peace and important human

values'.too

As the crises of the 1990s have exploded and persisted, there is a

growing awareness of the need to look beyond state boundaries to the

sources of instability within states. It is surely not now possible - if
indeed it ever was - to take at face value claims of ruling elites that

e7 Leon Gordenker & Thomas G Weiss, above n7l, 15.

e8 Jeffrey Clark, above n82,205.
ee Max M Kampelman, 'Foreword' in Lori Fisler Dam¡osch, above n74, vli. According to

Domingo E Acevedo, 'The Haitian Crisis and the OAS Response: A Test of Effectiveness in

Protecting Democracy'in Lori Fisler Damrosch, above n74, Ll9, at 140-1, the debate about

collective intervention has led to a transformation of the notion of sovereignty, which bodes

well for the protection of such values.

Human rights and, at least in the Western Hemisphere, the intemational protection

of democracy, have been the primary beneficiaries of that transformation ... In the

past, authoritarian regimes that would otherwise have enjoyed no legitimacy among

ihe people they purported to govern, and that retained power only through a

pervasive infrastructure of internal coercion and intimidation, were often shielded

ãgainst collective action by an extremely nalrow interpretation of the principle of
nonintervention ....

r00 Max M Kampelman, above n99, viii-ix'
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whatever goes on within state boundaries is solely a matter of

domestic jurisdiction. ror

These texts describe growing support for the notion of a 'global humanitarian

imperative', requiring a 'duty to interfere' in countries 'in which there is

widespread suffering or abuse'.r02 As a result of such persistent links between

the internationai community and such <iesirabie values, Tom Farer can argue

that 'the threat to a humane intemational order consists not of [Security]

Council hyperactivity, but rather of no action at all'.r03

In intervention stories, the international community plays the character of the

masculine, active hero, while states targeted for intervention occupy the

position of the second, passive character. The subject of that narrative, the

international community, is the character able to act in the world, to imagine,

create and bring about new worlds. Agency is only held by the intemational

community, international organisations or the US. The governments or elites

of target states are portrayed as com¡pt and exercising only deviant agency, if
any. Missing is any sense of the agency of the peoples of the states where

intervention is to be conducted. There is no sense in which these peoples are

understood to be themselves actively working to shape their communities and

their world, except to the extent of seeking the protection of the international

community. Only the hero of the story, the international community, has any

capacity to animate or shape the passive peoples of the Third World, bringing

them order, human rights, democracy and stability. By identiÛing with the

humanitarian 'knights in white armour' of intervention stories, readers

experience a pleasurable sense of expanded freedom to be and act in the

world.loa

tot lbid, viä.
to2 L¡try Minea¡ and Philippe Guillot, above n78, 19.

r03 Tom Farer, 'A Paradigm of Legitimate Intervention' in Lori Fisler Damrosch, above n74,

3 16, at 330.
rø Christopher Bellamy, above n80.
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C. Symbols of helplessness

The third element of narrative that can be traced in intervention stories is the

constitution of black or feminised characters who serve as a background and

foil to the actions of the hero. The values of the new world order are defined

through actions taken against weak or evil Third World nations, whose leaders

need to be taught that the hard body of the international community can

impose its will on others.

Identification with the potent character of the Security Council is facilitated

through the creation of a character lacking power and authority, the failed

state. The heroic narative depends upon the constitution of that second

passive character, which the hero is able to shape or act upon in order to make

his mark upon the world. The ground for the hero's actions or 'space' through

which the hero moves in intervention stories is the 'Third 'World', always

presented as an international symbol of helplessness. International

organisations and major powers are imagined as the bearers of human rights

and democÍacy, while local peoples are presented as victims of abuses

conducted by agents of local interests.rOs The people of states in Africa, Asia,

South America and Eastern Europe are portrayed as unable to govern

themselves.'ou Those states, or their leaders, are the source of instability, to be

refashioned as an extension of the self of the hero.r0t States subjected to

intervention are nothing but the work of the hero, 'matter formed by his

activity'.ro8 The international community, as represented by the actions of the

r05 See the a.rgument in Chapter 3 above.
t06 Patricia J Williams, above nó7, 204-5 (argung that discussions of the need for Security
Council intervention in Somalia involved the'resurgence of the genre of Africa-imaging', and

were based on the premise that 'some people just aren't able to govern themselves and it's
about time the wise strong hand of greater minds intervened. Surprise, surprise, most of those

unruly masses happen to live in Africa').
ro7 See Chapters 2 and 3 above.

'08 Donna Haraway, aboven29,234.
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Security Council, is 'defined in and through the white male body and against

the racially marked male body'.rOe

The reader's identification with or as an active, autonomous self who can act

in the world as a rescuer or saviour depends upon imagining those who live in

states like Haiti or Somalia or Yugoslavia in racialised terms. Security texts

regulariy portray the ieaciers or eiites of states like Iraq or Somaiia as

oppressors, criminals or primitive barbarians, requiring disciplining and

controlling.'rO The leaders of Third World states are described as '[t]inhorn

dictators' or 'contetnporary tyrants',rrr while the people are engaged in

childlike 'squabbles', motivated by 'unsatisfied ambitions'.rr2 According to

Farer, intervention on the basis of 'feed and leave' could not have succeeded in

Somalia, as the people of Somalia could not be expected to govern

themselves.t" M*y security texts suggest that irrational 'ethnic particularism'

or religious tensions are emerging in the post-Soviet era as major threats to

peace and security.rra Farer, for example, suggests that the international

community needs to intervene to control the hysterical urges of those engaged

in conflicts motivated by religious or ethnic tension: 'peoples in a state of

ecstatic mutual fear' are 'likely to go on clawing at each other unless external

actors can either club them into submission, break the stalemate ..., and/or

'o' Susan Jeffords, above n54, 148.
rr0 The effect of those representations is the same: each justifies the use of force in the

interests of the greater good. Missing is any recognition that the oppressors and the victims
are equally likely to suffer from the military intervention that these texts authorise and

legitimise.

"' W Michael Reisman, above n79, 213 (arguing that'tinhom dictators' and'contemporary
tyrants' threaten post-Cold War peace and security).
r12 Ambassador Madeleine K Albright, above n8l, 1597.

"3 Tom J Farer, above n83, 16. See the discussion of the racial stereotypes underlying media

coverage of Security Council intervention in Somalia in Patricia J Williams, above n67,202.

Williams notes that'the Somalis, all Somalis, were described as "undisciplined", "criminal
elements"', whose criminality involved "stealing from their own"'.
rra Leon Gordenker and Thomas G Weiss, above n7l, 14 (teating 'ethnic particularism' as a

tlreat to peace and security); Michael Stopford, 'Locating the Balance: The United Nations

and the New World Disorder' (1994) 34 Virginia Journal of International Law 685, 686, 698

(suggesting that the breakdown of internal state stnrctures and ancient ethnic and religious

tensions are the major challenges to peace and security). See also the references in Chapter 2,

notes I 12,127.
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guarantee the safety of those willing to assume a defensive posture'.rtt The

hierarchy of race underpinning such representations of the need for

intervention is illustrated by Max Kampelman in his comments on the

breakup of the former Yugoslavia:

Are we entering a new form of Dark Age? Is the defeat of order and

decency that is now so evident in Europe only a temporary barrier on

the path to a new civilized order? If Europe fails, how can we expect

Asia and Afüca to succeed?r16

Security texts also regularly produce images of the people who live in states

targeted for intervention as starving, powerless, suffering, abused or helpless

victims, often women and children, in need of rescue or salvation. Thomas

Weiss, for example, suggests that the'tIN's member states have been groping

toward arrangements by which egregious aggression, life-threatening

suffering, and human rights abuses more routinely become legitimate

international concerns'.rr7 While both 'Third World naysayers' and 'civilian

humanitarians ... working in the trenches on the frontlines to alleviate

suffering' may oppose military intervention, intervention may nonetheless be

'absolutely essential to halt genocide, massive abuses of human rights, and

starvation'.t'8 Such intervention is necessary to deter'the abuse of populations

by political authorities'. I re

Many minority groups experiencing severe repression are likely to

seek support from the international community as they struggle for

protection of their basic human rights .... For years to come, the UN

will receive pleas like that of Bosnian Foreign Minister Haris

Silajdzic, who has asked: Why can't we have a safe haven zone like

l15 Tom J Farer, above n83, 15.

rró Max M Kampelman, above nI00, viii.
r17 Thomas G Weiss, above n77,5.
tt8 lbid, 6-8.
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the Kurds? The fate of many suffering men, women, and children

depends on the answer.t'o

The capacity to imagine that a heroic international community is needed to

rescue huge numbers of the world's peoples is made possible because the

image of the Third 'World as helpless and underdeveloped is constantly

reproduced in other similar stones. As Arturo Escobar has argueci, the Thir<i

World has been made and remade as a symbol of poverty and helplessness

since the end of World War II, through the dominant discourse of

development.r2r That discourse has both constituted and disciplined the people

of developing countries. The image of the 'starving African' portrayed in so

many media stories symbolises the way in which developmentalism produces

the Third World as a problem in need of a ready solution: international

intervention.

(V/)hat we are talking about when we refer to hunger or population is

people, human life itself: but it all becomes, for Western science and

media, helpless and formless (darþ masses, items to be counted and

measured .... The language of hunger and hunger of language join

forces not only to maintain a certain social order but to exert a kind of

symbolic violence that sanitizes the discussion of the hungry and the

malnourished. It is thus that we come to consume hunger in the West

t22

Just as colonialism allowed nineteenth century citizens of imperial nations to

imagine the rest of the world as inhabited by peoples who could be displaced,

enabling reproductions of Europe to be constructed, so intervention stories

t'n lbid, B.

'20 Jane E Stromseth, 'Iraq's Repression of Its Civilian Population: Collective Responses and

Continuing Challenges' in Lori Fisler Dam¡osch, above n74,'77, at 103.

'2' Arhlro Escobar, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third
lï¡orld,1995.
t22 lbid,lo3-4.
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enable the'conversion of ordinary lives into a set of problems to be solved'.r23

The agency of those targeted by such intervention is rendered invisible. The

international community intervenes militarily in order to shape the Third

World and ensure that it can develop and progress to become more like the

'West'. Yet, as in colonial nanatives, those states who are the objects of

intervention are not expected to become quite the same as those who conduct

such intervention. The nature of international intervention rules out the

possibility of the people of Bosnia andHerzegovina, Somalia, Haiti or Kuwait

choosing political, social or economic arrangements that differ from those in

place in intervening states such as the US. The people living in states

subjected to intervention are only free to choose to be (almost) the same as

those 'saving' them.

The nature of the self created through identification with the role of saviour

depends upon the existence of such victims. David Kennedy has explored that

relationship, through an analysis of the shifting meanings he made of his role

as a human rights activist on a US delegation to Nicaraguan prisons in

1984.124 Kennedy draws attention to the way in which his identity as an active,

American lawyer on a mission for human rights depended upon imagining

those in prison as passive victims. When he met with a female prisoner whom

he characterised as a victim of human rights abuses, Kennedy experienced a

heightened sense of purpose and motivation. In contrast, when he met with

two male prisoners visited by his delegation as equals and political activists

engaged in struggle, he was left feeling solidarity but a lack of agency,

connected but resigned.

Ramon and Francisco seemed to carry themselves as temporarily

defeated warriors in a greater political struggle, and that is how they

seemed to view their own stories of capture, torture, and

r23 Patricia Stamp, 'Pastoral Power. Foucault and the New Imperial Order' (1994) 3 Arena

Journal ll, 19.

r2a David Kennedy, 'Spring Break' (1985) 63 Texas Law Review 1377.
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imprisonment. Imprisoned warriors like Ramon and Francisco seemed

our equals; they needed no rescue. To them we were comrades,

coparticipants in a political struggle. The connection we had felt when

in their presence ... diminished my sense of purpose .... (T)he passive

victim awakens my indignation and motivates me to act .... V/e might

be able to do something.t"

This gendered differentiation between active political equal and passive

victim, between political person and abject object, between warrior body and

violated body, structured Kennedy's 'sense of progress, of moving

meaningfully forward with our mission .... (T)he incomprehensible violation

of a woman's body kept something hidden and mysterious, so that something

else, intentional knightly deployment, could seem familiar'.r26 Kennedy

reveals that the sense of agency and movement he felt was dependent upon

constructing those he met as 'victims'. The gendered distinction between

responding to those prisoners as active warriors or passive victims shaped the

meanings that his human rights team made of their experiences. Those

distinctions between saviour and victim, between intemational and local,

between avenger and abused, are at the heart of the fascination of security

stories. These oppositions are necessary to sustain the feeling of progress,

agency and freedom that such narratives engender.l2T

Kennedy's analysis stresses the importance of the second passive character to

the subjectivity of those who identiff with the heroic figure. The passive

victim exists in these texts in order to constitute the hero or internationalist as

the holder of those values which the victim lacks. In the same way, stories

about Security Council actions involve detailed descriptions of powerless,

victimised states and peoples, in order to facilitate the reader's identification

with the heroes of intervention. The reader who identifies with those heroes

t's lbid, l4o2-5.
126 lbid,l4o4-5.
t2' Ibid, l4o2-5.
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comes to form his or her sense of self at least partly around that identification.

That pleasurable process allows the reader to imagine himself or herself to be

on the side of the good and the just, part of a state or international community

actively able to shape the world in the image of the ideals of freedom,

democracy and order.

D. Fear of powerlessn¿ss

The fourth aspect of theories of subjectivity and narrative which applies to

intervention stories is the analysis of the resolution of the threat posed by the

introduction of the feminised or racialised character. As discussed above, film

theorists suggest that the creation of a passive character is supposed to

facilitate the identification by the viewer of the film with the subject having

the attributes of power and control. Yet the creation of a powerless or passive

character also carries risks. The reenactment of the discovery of the second

subject's lack may induce in the viewer 'the fear of a similar depravation'.r28

That anxiety is resolved through demonstrating that the lack of power or

agency is somehow the result the second subject's wrong-doing, to be

redressed through punishment or forgiveness.' "

That process is at work in intervention stories. The audience for such stories is

clearly in an extremely passive position, with no authority or potency with

respect to the story of the crisis unfolding. Any anxiety about the possibility

that the viewer or reader is in a position to suffer as a result of the crisis, or

any sense that the viewer or reader is in fact powerless, is healed by the

creation of a ferninised character, a 'Third World' state, whose lack of power,

authority or agency is attributable to their own mistakes, comrption or fault.

In order to heal any anxiety aroused in the viewer by the 'fear of a similar

depravation', the narrative systernatically constructs the lack of power

experienced by states in crisis as caused by their own mistakes. The

'28 Ka¡a Silverman, abovenIL,223
t2e Ibid,224.
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governments or elites of those states are portrayed as comrpt, nepotistic,

overreaching and authoritarian, and the people ofthose states are portrayed as

being engaged in savage ethnic or religious conflicts. The origins of crises lie

with defective governance or an inability of peoples to govern themselves.

The assumption that international actors played no role in causing the crisis is

central to establishing the tault of the target state. There is no <iiscussion in

representations of heroic intervention by the international community that

international actors may have had any role to play in contributing to the crisis.

Raising such considerations would threaten the progress of the narrative. The

ferocity of the attack on states or groups who resist intervention operates to

ensure that readers and viewers do not succumb to the temptation to identiff

with a particular target state, its leaders or its people. The target state is finally

subjugated through punishment or forgiveness. The sacrifice and punishment

of that state are central to the successful resolution of the anxiety produced by

the introduction of the passive character.

E. ReafJírmatíon of the exístíng order

The progress of the narrative, from crisis to resolution through the

punishment, sacrifice or forgiveness of the target state, operates to reaffirm

the order, position and ideals that were threatened at the start of the

narrative.r3O Narratives of crisis and redemption operate to reinsef the viewer

into a 'cultural discourse' or symbolic order which heals the crisis revealed at

the start of the narrative. While the representation of a post-Cold'War security

crisis operates to disrupt'the existing symbolic order, dislocating the subject-

positions within it, and challenging its ideals of coherence and fullness',

intervention by the international community serves 'subsequently to re-affirm

r30 See Antony Anghie, 'Francisco de Vitoria and thetColonial Origins of International Law'
(1996) 5 Social and Legal Studies 321,333 (arguing that 'the constn¡ction of the barbarian as

both within the reach of the law and yet outside its protection creates an object against which
sovereignty may express its fullest powers by engaging in an unmediated and unqualified
violence which is justified as leading to conversion, salvation, civil2ation').
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that order, those positions, and those ideals'.r3r International intervention

promises the restoration of order and stability.

The sense of a restoration of order is well illustrated by statements made by

Madeleine Albright. Albright argues that 'UN peacekeeping contributes to a

world that is less violent, more stable, and more democratic than it would

otherwise be'.r32 She uses as an exarnple the intervention in Haiti, suggesting

that it led to 'the effort to place the law on the side of the people of Haiti for

perhaps the first time in that nation's history'.r33 According to Albright, the

steps 'we'have taken in Haiti 'have honored our values, eased a humanitarian

crisis, and enabled Haiti, in the words of the UN Charter, to pursue "social

progress and better standards of life in larger freedom"'.134 She sees as 'our

mandate in this new era' the need to develop a 'framework of law, principle,

power, and purpose' similar to that forged by the generation that drafted the

UN Charter.

'We have a responsibility in our time, as our predecessors did in theirs,

not to be prisoners of history, but to shape it: to build a world not

without conflict, but in which conflict is effectively contained; a world

not without repression, but in which the sway of freedom is enlarged;

a world not without lawless behaviour, but in which the law-abiding

are progressively more secure.t35

13' Ka¡a Silverman, above nl 1,221.
r32 Ambassador Madeleine K Albright, above n8l, 1599.

'33 lbid, 1603. For a discussion of the amnesia at work in such representations of the history
of Haiti, see Noam Chomsþ, World Orders, Old and New, 1994, 36-7; Edward V/ Said,

above n4, 349 (arguing that 'almost from the moment Haiti gained its independence as a

Black republic in 1803, Americans tended to imagine it as a void into which they could pour
their own ideas'); Greg Chamberlain, 'Up by the Roots: Haitian History Through 1987' in
North American Congress on Latin America, Høiti: Dangerous Crossroads, 1995,13.
r3a Ambassador Madeleine K Albright, above n81, 1599.

tls lbid, l605-6.
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Albright is able to draw on a long history in which Americans have used Haiti

and its people to symbolise'degeneracy' and 'racial inferiority'.''u She can be

confident that few amongst her audience will forgo the pleasure offered by the

narrative of heroic intervention long enough to consider the extent to which

the history of US humanitarian interventions in Haiti have served to enshrine

the rights of US corporations at the expense of the agency of the Haitian

peopie.r3T

l. Víolence and naruative pleøsure

The operation of intervention narratives, and the pleasures offered to the

reader by identiffing with the hero's freedom of action and control over the

world, depend upon the acceptance of gendered and racialised metaphors.

While blackness represents ungovernability and inferiority,r3s fernaleness

represents the lack of agency and potency. Those na¡ratives describe a world

in which the Third V/orld, as passive substance or matter, waits to be

animated by some other imagined character, such as the international

community or the Security Council. A culture that imagines itself in such

heroic terms develops because of, not coincidentally with or in spite of, the

presence of dispossessed, enslaved and exploited peoples. Difference,

particularly 'racial' difference, becomes a way of making sense of

exploitation.r3e

Debates about whether to intervene in Yugoslavia, Haiti or Somalia are

shaped by and in turn shape ideas about race and gender, and more generally

136 Edwa¡d W Said, above n4, 349.
r37 Noam Chomsþ, above n133, 36-7 (analysing the impact of US support for France's
violent attempt to repress the Haitian slave rebellion of l79l and of the nineteen-year US
occupation of Haiti from 1915); Alex Dupuy, Haiti in the New World Order, 1997 þroviding
an analysis of the political economy of the 1993 intervention conducted under Security
Council auspices).
t38 Patricia J Williams, above n67, 105 (arguing that a 'stigma of inferiority' is'embodied in
black presence').

'3e Krysti Justine Guest, above n36,93
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about belonging and entitlement.toO The 'persistence of prejudice' limits the

extent to which it is possible to address the requirements of a just and

democratic world order. Intervention stories provide 'a powerful schema of

thought justiffing significant intrusions' into the lives of those in 'Third

World' states.rar Assertions that a heroic subject acting on behalf of the

international community knows better than those in such states, and that the

development of those peoples will save them, plays 'dangerously against a

backdrop in which slavery's history of paternalistic white protectionism still

demands black loyalty to white people and their lifestyle as a powerful

symbolic precedent for deeming black social organisation "successful"'.r42

The horror of such narratives is that they can be, indeed must be, retold over

and over, with the promised redemption involving 'an ever greater

subordination to already existing scenarios'.ro' The creation or production of

the self of the international community becomes an endlessly repetitive

project. As the serial post-Cold War security crises reveal clearly, that project

is always carried out over the bodies of others.ra Intervention stories highlight

the sadism of all heroic narratives, which depend upon the fantasy of 'reducing

the other to a flawless, perfectly controlled mirror of the self.ra5 The appeal of

the new world order, with its linked porhayals of masculinism, whiteness and

internationalism, depends 'on the successful reproduction of certain images

and definitions of masculinity'.'4ó The problem facing all of those against

whom the subject of the new world order defines himself is that in order to

'40 Patricia J V/illiams, above n67, 8.

to' Ibid, 177.
\42 Ibid,22l.
ra3 Kaja Silverman, above nl 1,231.

'aa Elaine Scarry suggests that this sadistic project of making the self through marking the

world is at the heart of the activities of not only torture and war, but all the ways in which
Western cultures makes artefacts and, through them, the world. See Elaine Scarry, The Body
in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World, 1985; Anne Orford, 'Liberty, Equality,
Pornography; The Bodies of 'Women and Human Rights Discourse' (1994) 3 Australian
Feminist Law Journal 72.
to5 Donna Haraway, above n29, 233,
ra6 Susan Jeffords, above n54, 156.
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'keep the revolution going', the US, and now the Security Council, must

regularly set up, and win, military confrontations.'ot

IV. CONCLUSION: DANGEROUS FICTIONS

The approach taken in this chapter involves a shift of the focus of analysis

ffom the objects of secunty stones to their subjects. It is easy to beiieve that

white imperialism only shapes the subjectivity of the colonised, indigenous

peoples or enslaved peoples, for example, so that postcolonialism becomes the

study of the effects of imperialism or colonisation on such dispossessed

groups. Imperialism produces imperialists and their descendants as subjects

who see themselves as hard-working pioneers, protectors of the values of

liberty, democracy and freedom. The project of analysing the production of

subjects 'is an effort to avert the critical gaze from the racial object to the

racial subject; from the described and imagined to the describers and

imaginers; from the serving to the served'.r48 Rather than investigate the

impact of intervention on those who are the objects of such intervention, the

focus of this chapter has been the effects of intervention stories on those

invited to identiff as, or with, the subjects of intervention: those in whose

name (as 'the West' or'the international community' or'the liberal alliance'),

or on behalf of whose supposed values (free markets, democracy, human

rights), those interventions are being conducted. This chapter is animated by

the desire to talk about the relationship between the way in which the'Third

World' is imagined as either a symbol of helplessness or a site of deviant

agency, and the way in which those who engage with security stories come to

gain their sense of self as part of a heroic, proglessive or hard-working

community.

t47 lbid.
ra8 Toni Morrison, above n49, 90. Morrison argues that the practice of considering racism

only 'in terms of its consequences on the victim' should be 'joined with another, equally

important one: the impact of racism on those who perpetuate it' (ibid, ll). See also Judith

Grbich, 'The taxpayers's body: genealogies of exertion' in Pheng Cheah, David Fraser a¡rd

Judith Grbich (eds), Thinking Through the Body of the Law, 1996, 136, at 159 (analysing

na¡ratives of sexuality within which the modern subject learns to recoga,ise the self).
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I have argued that the fascination of intervention stories is produced through

the process of identification with, or âs, the heroes of intervention.

Intervention stories are premised on the'notion of an international community

facing new dangers, acting to save the oppressed and to protect values such as

democracy and human rights. The reader of intervention literature is asked to

identiff with the active hero of the story, be that the international community,

the Security Council, the UN or the US at the cost of the violence done to the

imagined objects who form the matter of the hero's quest. The hero possesses

the attributes of that version of aggressive white masculinity produced in late

twentieth century US culture, a white masculinity obsessed with competitive

militarism and the protection of universal (read imperial) values.rae

The fact that the reader is invited to identift with a white, violent, masculine

hero has a number of effects. First, treating a character such as the

international community or the Security Council as the reference point of

security texts limits the capacity of intemational law to address the ways in

which the hero's journey of action and selÊvalidation impacts on the lives of

human beings. The reader is invited to recognise only the non-human hero's

senses of pleasure and pain.rso There is no space within the dominant narrative

of post-Cold V/ar internationalism to consider the effects of the hero's actions

on the human targets of intervention, or to treat the targets of intervention

(whether states or peoples) as having legitimate agency. Any attempt to act

out or imagine ways of being in the world that differ from those desired by the

US or the international community is presented as a threat to the control,

virility and freedom of action of the hero. As a consequence, violence

becomes a logical form of selÊdefence. The self that is being defended (when

the Security Council authorises the use of sanctions that lead to the deaths of

rae For a discussion of the relationship between colonialism and universality, in which

'European practices are posited as universally applicable norms with which the colonial
peoples must conform', see further Antony Anghie, above n130, 332-3.
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hundreds of thousands of Iraqi children, or imposes economic regimes on

post-conflict states that lead to the increased exploitation and dispossession of

their citizens) is the militaristic, competitive, irresponsible and brutal self of

white masculinity, reproduced unendingly in late twentieth century US, and

thus increasingly global, popular culture.

A seconti etfèct of inviting the rea<ier to i<ienti$r with a vioient, mascuiinist

character is that it becomes illegitimate to bring other human concerns into

debates about intemationalism and collective security. This is particularly the

case where the hero with whom the reader is invited to identiff is not human.

As Carol Cohn argues:

[I]f human lives are not the reference point, then it is not only

impossible to talk about humans in this language, it also becomes in

some sense illegitimate to ask the paradigm to reflect human concerns.

Hence, questions that break through the numbing language of strategic

analysis and raise issues in human terms can be dismissed easily. No

one will claim that the questions are unimportant, but they are

inexpert, unprofessional, irrelevant to the business at hand.rsr

Finally, not only is the story of intervention one in which readers are invited

to identiff with a violent, masculine character at the expense of their own

interests, but this technical security discourse becomes increasingly

naturalised. The militaristic heroic model becomes the commonsense

framework for understanding international relations in the era of globalisation.

The reader or viewer is invited to forget the power relations involved in the

creation of such a closed and glossy story about rescue and salvation.rs2

's0 Judith Grbich, 'Reading the Phantom: Tæcation Law, Psychoanalysis and Apparitions'

( 1997) 8 Australian Feminist Law Journal 8 I , 84-5 (asking of taxation law: 'whose senses of
pleasure and pain is the reader invited to recognise?')'

rsr Ca¡ol Cohn, above n30,7ll-2.
rs2 Rey Chow, 'Violence in the Other Country: China as Crisis, Spectacle, and Woman' in

Chanára Talpade Mohanty, Ann Russo and Lourdes Torres (eds), Third ll'orld Women and

the polifics of Feminism, 1991,81, at 84. Chow argues that the relations that enable the
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Investigating how the reader is invited to participate in imagining the world in

those terms, and exploring the nature of the pleasures offered in the process of

identifuing with the heroes of such stories, provides ways to think through the

'entrapping qualities' of the language and authority of collective security

texts.r53 As Laura Mulvey argues, the reader may find him- or herself 'secretly,

unconsciously almost, enjoying the freedom of action and control over the ...

world that identification with a hero provides'.r54 On the other hand, the reader

may be 'so out of key with the pleasure on offer, with its "masculinisation",

that the spell of fascination is broken'.rtt That spell may be broken more easily

if readers remernber that the stories about intervention and the characters that

inhabit them are the effect of imaginative processes and of struggles for

meaning.rsu The pleasures that identification with a hero provides, and the

images and myths that underlie the appeal of the story of intervention, are

vital to its success in becoming one of 'the stories that we are all inside, that

we live daily'.rs7 Only by thinking through the force of that appeal is it

possible to begin to come to terms with the personal and political investment

we have in the power relations such stories engender. In the following

chapter, I focus on the ways in which intervention stories solicit the

identification and investment of international lawyers in particular.

telling of stories about the 'Third World' are themselves the result of violence. The 'First
World' continues to exploit the 'Third World' as a market, a resource and now through the

violence of producing the 'Thi¡d lWorld' as a spectacle for the entertainment of 'Westem'

audiences.

(T)he'Third World', as the site of the'raw'material that is'monstrosity', is produced

for the surplus-value of spectacle, entertainment, and spiritual enrichment for the

'First World' .... Locked behind the ba¡s of our television screens, we become

repelled by what is happening 'over there' ...'
rs3 Carol Cohn, above n30,712.
rsa Laura Mulvey, above n25,29.
tss lbid.
t56 Judith Grbich, above n148, 137.

r57 Terry Threadgold, above nl.
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Chapter 5

EMBODYING INTERNATIONALISM :

THE MAKING OF INTERNATIONAL LAWYERS

I.INTRODUCTION

Even when we think we are simply communicating information, or

being rigorously and exclusively intellectual, or just talking, we are in

fact engaged in performances, in relation to others, that are ethical and

political in character and that can be judged as such .... Whenever we

talk we create a character for ourselves and a relation with others: we

offer to constitute a community of a certain kind, for good or ill, and

this is often the most important part of what we do.r

This thesis has explored the ways in which international lawyers present

stories about collective security and international intervention, and has

analysed the political nature of that process of writing and reading about 'the

international'. I have treated narratives about intervention and security as

cultural products, and explored the ways in which the readers and writers of

such narratives are invited to identiff with particular characters. Those aspects

of the operation of law as a cultural process have particular relevance for

international lawyers, who through disciplinary training come to embody and

internalise the foundational narratives of their discipline. This chapter reflects

upon the way in which the self-image or sense of self of international lawyers

is shaped by those narratives.2 My aim is to think about what lawyers are

' James Boyd White, Justice As Translation: An Essay in Cultural and Legal Criticism, 1990,

lx.
2 I explore the impact of intervention na¡ratives on international lawyers, not due to a belief

that they are the originators or authors of such narratives, but rather because lawyers a¡e the

people who perhaps live intervention stories most closely, whose professional status is

ãependent on the embodiment of law's stories, and whose lived daily experience involves

prõtecting and policing such na¡ratives. For a useful rethinking of the 'author-function', see
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doing when they reproduce and perform intervention stories: the characters

and relations with others they create, the communities they offer to constitute,

and some of the effects of such actions. In so doing, I attempt to provide a

broader insight into the way in which law operates through embodied human

beings.

My treatment in this chapter of the way in which intemational iawyers are

produced draws on Michel Foucault's conception of 'technologies of the self .3

Foucault's conception of the self is an overtly political one. Rather than

positing the existence of an essential or true self, Foucault conceives of the

self as 'a strategic possibility' or process.o The self does not exist as a pre-

given entity outside of politics, but rather as an effect of power relations. In

particular, Foucault sees subjectivity, including the belief in a true self, as a

central aspect of the way in which individuals are governed or made docile in

liberal societies.

Of particular interest to feminists and cultural theorists is Foucault's work on

the ways in which, in their private lives, individuals are made subject to forms

of political power that operate in liberal societies.s Foucault suggests that a

new technique of power 'applies itself to immediate everyday life which

categorises the individual, marks him by his own individuality, attaches to

him his own identity, imposes a law of truth on him which he must recognize

Michel Foucault, 'Vy'hat Is an Author?' in Donald F Boucha¡d (ed), Language, Counter-
Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Inlerviews by Michel Foucault, (trans Donald F
Bouchard and Sherry Simon), 1977,113.
I Luther H Martin, Huck Gutman and Patrick H Hutton (ed), Technologies of the Self: A
Seminar with Michel Foucauh, 1988.
a David Halperin, Sqint Foucault: Towards a Gay Hagiography, T6.
5 Michel Foucault, 'Afterword: The Subject and Power' in Hubert L Dreyfus and Paul
Rabinow, Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneulics, Second Edition, 1983,
208,213. Foucault's studies of governmenølity and the relation between the state or social
identity and the individual have a slightly different focus. Foucault there analyses the

'political technology' of individuals, or the ways in which individuals are led to recognize
themselves as a part of a social entity, such as a nation or a state. His focus is on the
techniques or practices of government which give rise to particular subjects, forms of
rationality and relations between the society and the individual. See Michel Foucault, 'The
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and which others have to recognize in him'.6 That form of power makes

individuals 'subjects', tied to their own identity 'by a conscience or self-

knowledge'.7 Individuals are asked to recognize themselves as having an

essential self, a self that is recognized by others, which constitutes the 'truth'

of that individual.t Thus, for example, an individual may be asked to

recognize herself as a woman, or criminal, or mad, or heterosexual, and such

categories function as forms of social and personal regulation. As David

Halperin explains:

The kind of power Foucault is interested in, ... far from enslaving its

objects, constructs them as subjective agents and preserves them in

their autonomy, so as to invest them all the more completely. Liberal

power does not simply prohibit; it does not directly terrorize. It

normalizes, 'responsibilizes', and disciplines. The state no longer needs

to frighten or coerce its subjects into proper behaviour: it can safely

leave them to make their own choices in the allegedly sacrosanct

private sphere of personal freedom which they now inhabit, because

within that sphere they freely and spontaneously police both their own

conduct and the conduct of others - and so 'eanl', by demonstrating a

capacity to exercise thern, the various rights assigned by the state's

civil institutions exclusively to law-abiding citizens possessed of

sound minds and bodies.e

The notion of the self as a process and as an effect of power relations informs

my account in this chapter of the making of international lawyers. Part II

analyses the relationship of the sense of self of international lawyers to the

heroic narratives of internationalism. That Part asks what images of

Political Technology of Individuals' in Luther H Martin, Huck Gutrnan and Patrick H Hutton
(ed), above n3,145,146, 153.

ó Michel Foucault, 'Afterword: The Subject and Power', aboven5,2l2.
7 Ibid,2l2.
8 David Halperin, above n4, 95.
e Ibid, 19.
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internationalism and professionalism shape the sense of self of international

lawyers. Part III considers some of the processes by which the subjectivity or

sense of self of international lawyers is produced or shaped. I focus in

particular on legal education and engagement with the broader culture of

imperialism as relevant'technologies of the self. Part IV explores some of the

ways in which intervention stories operate to create stable and secure

identities tor internattonal lawyers.

II. REPRESENTATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL LAWYERS

The writing, reading and performing of narratives of intervention by

intemational lawyers operates to constitute a coÍrmunity of a certain kind, by

creating characters for international lawyers and relations with others. Two

aspects of intervention na:ratives in particular shape the sense of self of

international lawyers. First, that self-image is formed in part by the new

meanings attributed to professionalism in the post-Cold Wat era, with lawyers

able to imagine themselves as part of a heroic, important and influential

network of professionals engaged in solving the major and pressing problems

facing the world community. Second, intervention na¡ratives provide

idealistic images of international law and intemational institutions as agents of

humanitarianism and democracy, with which international lawyers are able to

identiff. Part II will explore those two aspects of the self-image of

international lawyers encouraged by intervention narratives.

A. New world order professionøls

As I have shown, the dominant story told in collective security discourse is that,

for a brief moment at the end of the Cold War, it seerned that the dream of a

new world order was to be realised. In 1990, the world was oflered the second

chance this century for rebirth, the first opportunity having arise with the

creation of the UN after World War II. Despite the promise demonstrated

through the decisive and 'effective' actions of the 'revitalised' Security Council
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during the Gulf War, the international community has apparently failed to

recognise that potential to date, due to a lack of political will and to a lack of

resources provided to the LIN and in particular to peacekeeping forces.

Accordingly, there will inevitably be continued threats to world security as a

result of violent clashes caused by 'ethnic' or even'tribal' diflerences, the demise

of bipolarism and the lack of power exercisable by the UN. The conclusion

reached by many commentators is that the UN must step in earlier to intervene

in domestic disputes, actual or anticipated. Preventative diplomacy, along with

the creation of a standing IIN force, is now the favowed option in policy

documents. In portraying the world in those terms, international lawyers also

produce a role for themselves in intervention stories. Both the security-based

and the humanitarian-based justifications for intervention offer distinct roles

for international law, and thus for international lawyers, in the post-Cold War

era.to

One role imagined for international lawyers in such intervention stories is as

pragmatic, problem-solving professionals, striding the corridors of power and

present at history-making events. International law is presented as offering a

programmatic, functional and yet civilised process by which to manage threats

to global peace, security and prosperity.t' Collective security texts invite

lawyers to see themselves as managerialists, acting in a cool, professional and

realistic way to advise those with power about the law. From representations

of the Gulf War as clean, quick and surgical, through the images of

international law engaged in efficiently saving lives and protecting human

rights and democracy, to the description of pragmatic international lawyers

who are proficient in providing technical, legal advice, international law

draws on and reinforces the image of a professional style of heroism for a new

r0 The security-based justification for intervention is analysed in deøil in Chapter 2. It can be

contrasted with the humanitarian justification for intervention, analysed in Chapter 3'

" See the references in Chapter 2 above. For a broader example of a description of
international law as a problem-solving process, see Rosalyn Higgins, Problems and Process:

Inrernational Law and How We Use It, 1994, vi ('the acceptance of international law as

process leads to certain preferred solutions so fa¡ as ... great unresolved problems are

concerned').
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world order.t2 The image of the role required of those engaged in international

intervention in the post-Soviet era is well-illustrated by Larry Minear and

Philippe Guillot.

The hallmarks of effective interventions are coûrmon ... whether the

actors are military or humanitarian. Successful efforts are generally

carrie<i out by dedicateci and energetic professionais who are weii-

informed about the complexities of a given situation and well-trained

in their respective specialities, pragmatic rather than ideological in

approach, and able [to] draw on institutional experience to adapt

strategies and resources to circumstances.r3

The image of international lawyers as managerialists is shaped by a new

world order professionalism that has emerged in the highly militarised and

masculinised political culture of story-telling about international interuention.

The promotion of a particular version of intemational managerialism through

global media regimes has been explored by Susan Jeffords in the context of

the Gulf War.ra Jeffords argues that one significant outcome of the Gulf War

was the construction of the character of the'managerial hero', who will'stand

as the US contribution to the New World Order, a character that serves as a

quasi-technological imperial offering that reinforces US interests in

dominating that "new order"'.rs The managerial hero is a pragmatic

internationalist, whose effectiveness is a result of his professionalism and

managerial style. Jeffords argues that both the media reporting of the Gulf
'War and the popular cultural representations that surrounded it functioned to

create and celebrate that character.

12 See the references in Chapters 2 and3 above.

" Larry Minear and Philippe Guillot, Soldiers to the Rescue: Humqnilarian Lessons from
Rwanda, 1996, 16l.
ra Susan Jeffords, 'The Patriot System, or Managerial Heroism' in Amy Kaplan and Donald E

Pease (eds), Cultures of Unites States Imperialism, 1993,535.
tt Ibid,536.
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Jeffords gives as one example of the attributes of that character the way in

which the media described and applauded George Bush. According to

Jeffords, media analysts concur that Bush's performance during the Gulf War

redeemed his public image.r6 The particular skills for which Bush was lauded

were not, as might have been expected, his military skills, but skills of

management. According to Fortune magazine, for example: 'The President

has focused his enormous energy on the managerial tasks proper to his role:

setting goals, providing resources, monitoring progress, making strategic

decisions, selling the war, and putting out periodic fires'.r7 The role of

manager of the Gulf War involved delegation, systems coordination,

marketing, goal-setting and effrcient decision-making, rather than the more

traditional Presidential role of making strategic decisions about targets or

troop movements.

Jeffords points to a similar 'heroism of choice' described in 'today's techno-

thriller best-sellers'.r8 The heroes of such novels and their counterparts in the

new world order are distinguished by'a professional quality - a "chafacter" -

that not only makes them successful but, in each case, resolves violent and

desperate intemational crises'.r' A key feature of the new world order

professional promoted in such American (and thus global) cultural

representations is that their success is due not to individual knowledge or

skill, but rather to their ability to gather information and to draw upon and

manage the skills of a network of other professionals.2o Jeffords argues that

'world-crisis-resolving decision makers' such as George Bush or his fictional

counterparts are 'at the pinnacle of an integrated network of information

managers upon whom they depend'.2r These 'information managers' include

'intelligence agencies, information-gathering computenzed systems, large

'u lbid,544.
t1 lbid,545.
t8 lbid,548.
\e lbid, s49.
20 lbid,54B.

" Ibid.
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corporations, government administrators, skilled field operators, ... a wide-

ranging police/military structure' and,I would add, international lawyers.22

One effect of the selling of the managerial hero and the 'success' of the Gulf

War has been to validate the operations of that network of information

managers, and to make it easier for people in states involved in the Gulf V/ar

to imagine themseives as engaged in activities that support managerial

heroes.23 The meaning of work and of professionalism is reconstituted by the

notion that managerial heroes depend upon and coordinate a network of other

professionals serving the interests of their country and the new world order.

Being a professional in such a context means following the lead of the heroic

decision-makers, acting as a part of a system, being a'patriot', doing a job that

will contribute to the nation's defence, not asking unnecessary questions, and

accepting the message that, in Jeffords'words: 'You will probably never know

the real role your work will play in world events, but be assured that it will'.24

Each professional should be concerned only with being proficient and

competent in performing their particular function - be that providing legal

advice, making computer chips that are necessary for weapons systems, or

dropping napalm.25 Broader ethical or political questions are, by implication,

best left to those who understand the whole system, rather than to those who

have a defined but minor role to play in world events. Those cultural

representations of professionalism play apart in shaping the subjectivity of all

those who identifi as part of the'patriot system'.

International lawyers are increasingly invited to be part of that system of

heroic managerialism. During the Gulf War, for example, delegates to the

Security Council concerned themselves with the legality of the various

22 lbid.
B Ibid, sso.
24 Ibid,s50-1.
25 For a discussion of the range of workers in militarized countries who are dependent on
military spending for their livelihoods, see Cynthia Enloe, The Morning After: Sexual Politics
at the End of the Cold Wq1 1993,38-70.
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courses of action open to the Council as part of the process of determining

what action should be taken and producing public justifications for such

action.26 White Martti Koskenniemi, a legal adviser to the Finnish delegation,

saw in this the potential of international law to become a 'gentle civllizer',

international law can equally be seen to have been in service to the more

pragmatic, bureaucratic managerialism dominating the Council.27 As

Koskenniemi notes, both the Security Council and the llN more broadly are

governed by just such a technocratic ethos.28 Delegates to the Security Council

have traditionally been trained in the 'hard realities of power politics - one

does not get into a Council delegation by having served in development

assistance'.'n The UN is characterised by'an international culture of functional

specialization and compartmentalization'.30 Representations of the legality of

the Gulf War and its conduct under the auspices of the UN may have

increased its public legitimacy, but it is far from clear that the place of law in

decision-making acted to 'civilise' the effects of that action on the Iraqi

people, or to import a meaningful 'process of justification' into Security

Council practice.3r

B. Agents of humanìtaríanísm

Intervention texts create a second role for international lawyers as

humanitarians, saving victims of comrption and human rights abuses. Those

arguing in favour of collective humanitarian intervention present an image of

international institutions and international law as agents of democracy and

human rights. Such intervention stories speak to those who dream of working

for a participatory and just world order, involving those international lawyers

26 Martti Koskenniemi, 'The Place of Law in Collective Security' (1996) 17 Michigan Journal

of International Law 455, 47 3-4, 47 6.

21 Ibid,4g9.
28 lbid.
2e lbid,49o.
30 Ibid,479.
3t Ibid,478. See also the discussion in Chapter 2 above.
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interested in refugee law, human rights law or international humanitarian law.

The muscular humanitarian, a'knight in white armour',32 is able to champion

the causes of democracy and freedom due to the force exercisable by the

Security Council and by international financial institutions in defense of those

values.

Perhaps the most usefi.¡i work done on this aspect of the roie of internationai

law is that of David Kennedy, who offers a careful reflection upon the self-

constitution of international lawyers.33 Kennedy explores the nature of the

way in which the belief in the role of international law is embodied in the

everyday life of those who imagine themselves as agents of humanitarianism

and human rights. His work reflects upon the role of human rights lawyer and

professor that he is invited to create and live inside as he moves through the

international legal world of conferences, human rights activism, field work,

international travelling, teaching and administration. According to Kennedy,

the human rights lawyer ernbodies the promise of liberal institutionalism - that

law exists to bring freedom and order to those in need of these values.

Lawyers imagine the law as 'an instrument of social change, a force for

freedom', 'something fabulous, abstract, even magical', and 'constitute

themselves as activists in its service'.34 That role involves defining the

professional self against emotional, idealistic and irrational political actors,

32 See generally Christopher Bellamy, Knights in llhite Armour: The New Art of War and
Peace, 1997.
33 David Kennedy, 'spring Break' (1985) 63 Texas Law Review 1377; David Kennedy,
'Autumn Weekends: An Essay on Law and Everyday Life' in Austin Sa¡at and Thomas R
Kearns (eds), Law in Everydavt Life, 1993,191. The impact of Kennedy's work in that a¡ea is
greater than would appear from a survey of written responsos or references to those articles.
While the questions about the self-constitution of international human rights lawyers raised
by those two articles on human rights activism have generated much discussion and debate
amongst international lawyers informally, little has been written in response to those a¡ticles.
The few written responses that have appeared tend to treat those a¡ticles as examples of
na¡cissism rather than critical self-reflexion. See, for example, Dia¡ne Otto, 'Of Messiahs and
a Better World: Critiquing and Embracing New Approaches to International Law',
Supplement to Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Conference of the Australiqn and New
Zeqland Society of Internationql Law, 1997, 1,7; Deborah Z Cass, Navigating the

Newstream: Recent Critical Scholarship in International Law' (1996) 65 Nordic Journal of
International Law 341, 368.
3a David Kennedy,'Autumn Weekends', above n33, 195.
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against rigid technocrats and against those passive and helpless victims

receiving international aid. Kennedy suggests that the identity of international

lawyers is premised upon the construction of a distance between the world of

activism and the professional world of legality.3t He uses the example of his

attendance at a conference in Portugal on Timorese selÊdetermination to

describe the way in which the fantasy of his own role as representative of 'a

force for freedom' is dependent upon an opposition between the universalism

of international law and the messy particularities of the world of victims and

activists.

I think about myself going to Lisbon - I may become magic, an

objective expert, a professional agnostic, a temporary interloper, a

generalist, a formalist, bringing world public opinion, world public

order, the rational and the reasonable into the continuing everyday of

Timor activism. As a lawyer, I will be more than my everyday.36

The character of the lawyer is constituted through creating a distance, both

from the 'victim' of human rights abuses or the client, and from activists

whose relationship with those clients or victims is much more engaged. The

'collective fantasy' of the victim shores up the fantasised role of the

international lawyer, and creates a shared community that emerges, allegedly

as a by-product of 'our eamest work' on behalf of the victims.3T The lawyer

thus arrives in the'everyday'in a'messianic or metropolitan posture - a lawyer

gone to activism, the general arrived in the specific'.38 The human rights

lawyer is constituted as a leader rather than a comrade, imagined as existing in

the public sphere outside of personal networks and relations. The everyday

life of international human rights lawyers involves creating communities,

1s lbid.
36lbid, tgs.
37 lbid,2o3.
38 lb¡d, t97.
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characters and relations with others that act to preserve the international

lawyer's sense of relevance, power, pragmatism and effectiveness.

The humanitarian international lawyer is also a new world order'professional'

in the sense Jefford describes. The professionalism at work in that area of

international law requires human rights lawyers not to rock the boat of

internationaiism, whiie ensuring that human rights and democracy are brought

to those people in need of saving. Too often lawyers in these fields do not

question the extent to which international intervention or the activities of

international institutions in fact destroy the values that they are allegedly

designed to promote.3e Missing from such representations of the role played

by international lawyers in world affairs is any recognition of the political or

dimensions of that role.

C. Handmaídens and gentle cívílísers

The picture of international lawyers painted in security texts draws upon

broader representations of the role of international lawyers. The narratives that

underlie both sets of justifications for international intervention provide

international lawyers with a sense of belonging to an elite group - a group that

has an influence on history, on powerful institutions and on states.4o That

sense is reinforced by the genre of biographical and autobiographical musings

in journals, by analyses that describe the relationship of lawyers to important

events and by the nature of the issues dealt with in international law.ar Many

reflections on international legal education and practice convey a sense of a

close relationship or proximity to powerful and elite institutions. Such visions

3e See the discussion in Chapter 3 above. See also the critique in Philip Alston, above n43.
a0 For a reflection on the relationship of international lawyers and governments, see Oscar
Schachter, 'The Invisible College of Intemational Lawyers' (1977) 72 Norlhwestern
University Law Review 217 .

o' See, for example, the comments by Oscar Schachter, Stephen M Schwebel, Thomas M
Franck and Sudhir K Chopra, 'In Memoriam: Judge Manfred Lachs (1914-1993)' (1993) 87
American Journal of Inlernøtional Law 414; Stephen M Schwebel, 'Hersch Lauterpacht:
Fragments for a Portait' (1997) 2 European Journql of International Law 305.
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of the role of international lawyers create a strong sense of their authority,

status and expertise. Those conceptions of the elite and functional role of

international law and intemational lawyers inform intervention narratives of

the post-Cold War era.

Central to the self-image of international lawyers reinforced by intervention

narratives is the notion that, while their role involves a close relationship to

those with real power, such power is not exercisable by lawyers themselves.a2

Two articles that explore the role of international lawyers in the post-Cold

War era provide good examples of the tendency to represent international

lawyers as if they do not in fact exercise power. In his article criticising the

failure of intemational lawyers to recognise or challenge the changes posed by

economic globalisation, Philip Alston portrays lawyers as 'handmaidens' to

those with power.a3 Similarly, Martti Koskenniemi sees international law as a

potential 'gentle civiliser' in the field of collective security, involving the

'curious, yet typical, ability to engage the practitioner in political action while

seeking distance from anyone's idiosyncratic interests'.4 In representing

lawyers and law in feminine terms, those articles tap into the traditional

representation of international lawyers as practitioners or scholars who do not

thernselves exercise power, but simply act as the facilitators of what people

with real power have decided to do. Like a Nancy Reagan or a Dame Pattie

Menzies, international lawyers stand beside or behind statesmen and world

a2 In writing about the need for international lawyers to support a collective security system

that privileges the interests of powerful states, for example, W Michael Reisman, 'The

Constitutional Crisis in the United Nations' (1993) 8'7 American Journal of International Law

83,97, can a¡gue that '[s]ecurity in the final analysis, is not a verbal exercise but the exercise

of power in defence of public order. Vy'ithout power, security is a word. The design of a
realistic international security system cannot ignore how power is actually dishibuted.' See.

o3 philip Alston, 'The Myopia of the Handmaidens: International Lawyers and Globalization'

(1997) 8 European Journal of International Law 435. Thanks are due to Hilary Cha¡lesworth

for pointing out the feminisation of the role of international lawyers in Alston's use of the

image of handmaidens. Although I do not agree with his representation of lawyers as

ha¡rdmaidens to power, I agree strongly with Alston's argument that international lawyers do

not have an adequate understa¡ding of or engagement with significant changes brought about

by the ending of the Cold War and the consequent speeding up and attendant normalisation

of economic restructuring.
44 Martti Koskenniemi, above 106,489-490.
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leaders, from time to time whispering advice into their ears about legal

constraints on action, but not in fact exercising power themselves. Such

glossy images of international lawyers as humane, professional, elite advisers

to real decision-makers are seductive and dangerous, promising access to

power while denying responsibility for its exercise.

III. THE DISCIPLINING OF INTERN-ATIONAL LAWYERS

Lawyers' perception of their role is produced or shaped both through the

disciplinary processes involved in becoming a professional, and through

subject-forming practices or 'technologies of the self that take place outside

disciplinary fora. As the work of ferninist theorist Terry Threadgold has

shown, the process of being trained in a discipline often involves coming to

believe, reproduce, guard and pass on the narratives at the heart of that

discipline.as Central to that process of becoming disciplined as a lawyer is the

role played by stories or narratives.

To be disciplined ... is to learn to embody, to perform, and to enact on

a daily basis, in the worþlace, as everyday pedagogy, not only the

academic genres that constitute the theories and practices of the

discipline, but also the genres of social relations and embodied

subjectivity that construct the discipline as "a body" of knowledge ....

To succeed in the discipline means to be able to perform its genres,

and to speak and write and embody its favourite discourses, myths,

and narratives.ou

Threadgold argues that as scholars and teachers many of us 'find ourselves

reproducing the languages and practices'that characterised those who taught

us, and that'we do this because we have been "disciplined" (trained within a

as Terry Threadgold, 'Everyday Life in the Academy: Posünodernist Feminisms, Generic

Seductions, Rewriting and Being Heard' in Carmen Luke (ed), Feminisms and Pedagogies of
Everyday Life, 199 6, 280, at 281.
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discipline and made subject to it) by the technologies of a profession (its

languages and practices, its rules of inclusion and exclusion, its prevailing

orders of social relations) which have produced us as particular kinds of

people'.47

The question of how academics and others are disciplined has become of

interest to feminists and others investigating the conditions of their own

authority and the lack of disciplinary authority of disqualified groups.o* For

women and others who suffer an epistemological disqualification, becoming a

lawyer, an academic, an expert, an internationalist, or all at once, means

becoming at the same time authorised and unauthorised, a subject with a stake

in power and an object of power, oppressor and oppressed. While the same

may be true even of those who seem to suffer from no such epistemological

disadvantage, the nature of disciplining is particularly complicated and at

times painful to explore for those of us who negotiate with authority in such a

way.4e

The ways in which lawyers are disciplined is rarely explored, largely because

the protocols of scholarly writing in disciplines like law have for a long time

required that the'author'be absent from the text.50 Areas of knowledge such as

law, which claim to be objective and technical, require that the embodied

nature of the human being creating the texts in question be forgotten. An

analysis of the ways in which lawyers are produced is, therefore, seen as

irrelevant to the central debates of the discipline. The process of disciplining

46 lbid.
a1 Terry Threadgold, 'Critical Theory, Feminisms, The Judiciary and Rape' (1993) I

Auslralian Feminist Law Journal 7 .

48 Judith E Grbich, 'The Body in Legal Theory' in Martha Albertson Fineman and Nancy

Sweet Thomadsen (eds), At the Boundaries of Law: Feminism and Legal Theory, 1991,61, at

69.
ae Examples of those who have explored these issues with reference to thei¡ own experience

include Patricia J Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights, 1993; Toril llÑ'{oi, Simone de

Beauvoir: The making of an intellectual woman, 1994; Jane Gallop, Thinking Through the

Body, 1988; David Halperin, above n4.
so Judittr E Grbich, above n48, 61.
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becomes relevant, however, if we want to analyse the subject position of

rescuer, or humanitarian, or professional, offered to international lawyers, and

to consider why such subject positions are appealing.

In order to analyse how professionals have been made subject to the

disciplines that regulate their actions, it is necessary to focus not only on the

way in which they are discipiined or pro<iuced as professionais or experts, but

also the ways in which they are produced through other subject-forming

practices, such as family life, friendships or watching media stories about

crises in the Third World.

We have all been produced within the disciplines, and within different

vocational practices, not to speak of our differently embodied pasts in

specific regimes of family and school, regimes that intersect with

sexual, gendered, class-based and colour-based differences and

countless other kinds of interpersonal relationships which quite

literally have been "technologies" for making difference, different

selves, and different sorts of reality.sl

The ideologies of legal professionalism do not encourage any reflection upon

the extra-disciplinary processes by which lawyers are formed; instead lawyers

understand themselves as acting objectively in their professional roles, outside

the realms of the everyday. Nevertheless, like all other human beings, lawyers

are produced not only through professional and disciplinary training, but also

through'pedagogies of everyday life'.52 The role international lawyers imagine

for themselves as global saviours and problem-solvers in the interventionist

debates is unimaginable outside a world defined and ordered according to

categories of gender, class, race and sexuality. Those roles only make sense if
the assumptions learned as part of being middle-class colonising men and

women, for example, are taken for granted. In particular, television news,

st lbid,9.
52 Carmen Luke (ed), above n45.
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populaf novels and Hollywood films are saturated with na¡ratives of

internationalism and particular images of what it is to be a professional within

the new world order. Those US-dominated cultural representations are part of

the process of producing the subjects of law.

The subjectivity of international lawyers in states like Australia or the US is

also shaped by cultures of imperialism. Those who imagine themselves as

inhabiting the role of representative of the 'West' or the 'intemational

community' in bringing human rights and democracy to a local in need of

saving, are as much a product of the history of colonialism as they are a

product of legal disciplining. The promises of intemational lawyers in the

post-Soviet era are the same promises as those made by benevolent colonial

missionaries and government functionaries during the era of classical

imperialism. The constitution of a professional self as neutral, as a leader who

represents nothing but freedom and order, is an understanding of the self that

is necessary for those who cannot afford to think about the history or

consequences of their actions.

The following sections explore the ways in which the subjectivity of sense of

self of international lawyers is shaped through legal education, through

engagement with popular representations of international intervention and

through cultures of imperialism.

A. Legøl educøtíon as a technologt of the self

Perhaps most obviously, the self-image of international lawyers is produced in

and by the legal education process. Legal education is a site where certain

kinds of selves are produced, and international law has a unique place within

that process. Traditional forms of Aushalian, English and American legal

education teach law students that law is a body of knowledge and rules that is

separate and distinct from politics or morality. Such 'positivist' approaches to

law have been widely criticised, indeed some argue discredited, yet the notion
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that the law exists as a discrete phenomenon that can be separated from policy

considerations or context is still the founding assumption of much legal

education.s3 Conservative teachers of traditional law subjects premise their

teaching upon the assumption that'law' can be understood as a selÊreferential

body of rules, distinct from'policy'considerations, a term used by lawyers to

describe that which is not 'law'.54 Even progressive subjects focus on'law' in

'context', as rt the two exrsted as discreet spheres of action.ss The eflèct of

such teaching practices is to institutionalise a lack of ethical sense amongst

lawyers. Positivism leads to a pedagogy of irresponsibility, in which one's

own professional behaviour is in no way implicated in broader social

questions.

Those processes are central to the sense of self of intemational lawyers.

Although international law is traditionally understood as less easily separable

from 'politics',56 nevertheless intemational lawyers do not understand their

sr Leading proponents of 'positivism' such as HLA Hart have been influential in shaping
generations of students of law. For an exposition of Ha¡t's view of positivism, see the essays
in H L A Hart, Essays in Jurisprudence and Philosophy, 1983. Despite its continued place in
legal education, positivism has been the subject ofsustained critique over decades by scholars
associated with traditions such as Natural Law or Legal Realism, arguing that the distinction
between law, morality and politics is not sustainable. For the suggestion that legal positivism
is 'on the decline as an intellectually respectable approach to law and adjudication', see Tom
D Campbell, 'Democracy, Human Rights, and Positive Law' (1994) 16 Sydney Law Review
195, 196.
5a An analysis of the political nature of that drawing of boundaries between the inside and
outside of law is made well by Margaret Davies, Asking the Law Question, 1994.
tt See, for example, Stephen Bottomley, Neil Gunningham and Stephen Parker, Law in
Context, Revised Edition, 1994. That book is based upon a fust-year course taught at the
Australian National University, which introduces the study of 'law in its political, social and
economic context' (Foreword, iii). For particularly insightful critiques of such approaches to
law, see Ian Duncanson, 'Legal Education and ths Possibility of Critique: An Australian
Perspective' (1993) 8 Canadian Journal of Law and Society 59,69-70; Andrea Rhodes-Little,
'Review Essay: 'Who Do \ù/e Think "We" Are?' (1997) 8 Australian Feminist Lqw Journal
149, 149-50.
s6 See, for example, Oscar Schachter, above n40, 218, 220, 224. Schachter, like most
international lawyers, accepts that international law is not free from politics, understood as

the politics of states, especially in areas like peace and security. However, Schachter believes
in the capacity of lawyers to be objective and independent: while even 'independent schola¡s
will often appear to be reaching their conclusions on the basis of their preferences for a
particular outcome rather than by the objective application of accepted principles', somehow
the 'impression of relativism can be counteracted' through 'reasoned application of competing
principles, including those expressing fundamental values, validated by evidence of practice
and consensus in international society' (ibid, 220). Schachter also maintains a distinction
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own practices as political, in the sense of involving an exercise of power. As a

result, while the impact of politics on the formation of law cannot be ignored

by international lawyers, who more readily admit that international law serves

the interests of the statist status quo and the superpowers who dominate it,

international lawyers can ignore the political nature of their own work

practices. It is very rare for international lawyers to investigate the ways in

which their reproduction or retelling of stories about the world contributes to

making that representation of the world seem real or natural. Those who do

undertake such reflection are treated as apolitical and selÊindulgent,sT or as

engaged in writing that exhibits 'albeit consciously, all the worst traits of me-

generation pop psychology narration'.s8 There is real resistance to considering

the ways in which the narratives that found the profession serve to produce

exotic identities of 'others', and to secure the identities of 'selves'. Dianne

Otto, for example, criticises David Kennedy's lack of political engagement,

charging that his work reveals no commitment 'to fostering change in the

local, everyday lives of people'.se In such criticism, politics is understood only

in bureaucratic and legal terms. Missing is any sense that there is a pressing

need to foster change in the local, everyday lives of lawyers, law students and

law teachers, rather than in the lives of exoticised others about whom

international lawyers produce knowledge.

Rather than explore the centrality of international law to past and present

processes of imperialism, exploitation, domination, recolonisation and elite

identity formation, international law students and teachers idealise

international law as a subject devoted to world order, humanitarianism, human

dignity, peace and security.60 International law's favourite narratives are

U.tJ"".r law and 'matters of a non-legal char¿cter - political, economic, technical and so on'

(ibid,224).
s7 Dianne Otto, above n33,7.
58 Deborah ZCass, above n33, 368.
se Dianne Otto, above rß3,6.
ó0 Surprisingly little is written about the role of international law in legitimising and enabling

imperialism and recolonization. For examples of analyses that do take that approach to

international law, see James Thuo Gathii, 'International Law and Eurocentricity: A Review
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premised upon an image of the international community as the heroic agent of

progress, security, order, human rights and democracy.u' As those who

succeed in the discipline of international law are called upon to speak, write,

perform and embody such heroic narratives, their subjectivity is shaped by

that process. International lawyers come to understand themselves as the

embodiment of heroic internationalism, and of the values and myths that

underlie international iaw. The roie imagine<i for intemationai iaw and

international lawyers is premised upon an idealism about the capacity to do

good through international law, a theme which is present in much writing

about the role of international 1aw.62 Working as an international lawyer,

perhaps for the lIN, offers the opportunity for public service, humanitarianism

or involvement in issues of historical significance. Matthew Alder, for

example, reflects:

I took my first intemational law class as an undergraduate in 1979, at

the last full blooming of the Cold'War, just before the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan. My notions of precisely what international law was

were not dissimilar from those of the students I now interview; I had

some idealistic idea that international law would both prescribe a

moral set of rules for the V/orld to abide by, and, not incidentally, let

me travel often. I was half right (on the travel side).63

The nature of the idealism described by intemational lawyers involves the

desire to be good, to be active and to be leaders. This is the idealism of people

Essay' (1998) 9 European Journal of Inlernational Law 184; Antony Anghie, 'Francisco de

Vitoria and the Colonial Origins of International Law' (1996) 5 Social and Legal Studies 321;

Antony Anghie, "'The Hea¡t of My Home": Colonialism, Environmental Damage, and the

Nauru Case' (1993) 34 Harvard Internqlional Law Journal 445; Chakravarthi Raghavan,

Recolonization: GATT, the Uruguay Round and the Third World, 1990'
6r See further the discussion in Chapter 4 above.
ó2 The idealistic image of international law matches to an extent the utopian approach to the

utility of international law identified by Martti Koskenniemi. See Ma¡tti Koskenniemi, From

Apology to Utopia: The Structure of Internøtional Legal Argument, 1989.

63 Matthew H Adler, 'International Law's Contribution to Security in the Post-Cold War Era:

From Functional to Political and Beyond' (1996) 19 Fordham Internqtionql Law Journsl
1955.
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who imagine themselves as performing good deeds to save others, in the

public sphere of institutions and NGOs, in jobs with some degree of visibility

and status, as leaders or professionals rather than as activists.s It is perhaps

that process of romanticisation of the place of international law which creates

such resistance to investigating its role in reproducing dispossession or

exploitation, and to consideration of the power relations responsible for the

creation of the status and privilege of international lawyers. Hilary

Charlesworth argues that the image that many international lawyers hold of

themselves as humane may make it difficult for them to accept criticisms of

the effects or history of international law.6s

International lawyers often see themselves as outsiders, crusaders of

principle, of unfashionable virtue, and they have generally found it

hard to accept that their tools and concepts may be open to challenge

on the basis that they create another class of outsiders ....66

Legal education also systematically produces an identification with a

particular version of masculinity. While such a criticism can be made of many

forms of professional training, where young male and female students are

convinced of the utility or desirability of identiffing with or as senior men, it

is particularly true of law.67 The 'subject' of law is an aggressive, capitalist'

heterosexual, white man.ut Law not only serves the interests of that embodied

subject, but invites identification with that subject position. Lawyers read and

6a The self-constitution of international lawyers as something other than activists is explored

in David Kennedy, above n33, 197 ('For the activists, I might be law to their politics ..' I
constituted the group against my identity as a lawyer, a generalist, an internationalist, above

all, someone who legitimately didn't know much about what was to go on').

ós Hilary Cha¡lesworth, 'Feminist Critiques of International Law and Their Critics' (1994-5)

Third World Legal Studies l.
66 Ibid.
67 Margaret Thornton, 'Discord in the Legal Academy: The Case of the Feminist Scholar'

(1994) 3 Austrqlian Feminist Law Journal 53.

68 lbid, 55 (defrning 'benchmark men' in anti-discrimination law as 'Anglo-Celtic,

heterosexual, able-bodied, middle class, and who tend to espouse middle-of-the-road political

and religious beliefs'); Ngaire Naffine and Rosemary J Owens (eds), ,Serfrg the Subject of
Law, 1997.
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write stories, indeed live and embody stories, that constitute that subject as

normal.6e Behaviours attributed to that subject are imagined as 'human

nature'.70

The discrediting of the voices or position of those other than powerful or elite

groups is shaped through a process of legal education in which 'hard' or

compuisory subjects are conceme<i with those facets of iaw that further the

aspirations of economic man, such as contract law, criminal law, corporate

law or property law.7r Such subjects are treated within law schools as

'rigorous' and 'practical', and as based upon a form of reasoning or system of

self-referential rules that is peculiar to law.72 The study of areas of law that are

more clearly concemed with the interests of less privileged groups, such as

feminist legal theory, welfare law or indigenous peoples and the law, is

dismissed as a'soft' option.73 The policing of hard and soft options operates to

produce a privileged form of subjectivity, that of the rational, property-

owning, contracting, heterosexual, economic man, and to invite identification

with that subject. Against that subject position are posed those who are not

constructed as capable of producing rational knowledge about the law:

women, aborigines, working class people. Students are taught the practice of

'classiffing law in terms which are professed to have universal application,

and then again in terms of people who are different from the universal

subject'.74 The claim of lawyers to have 'unique knowledge about the nature

and meaning' of law means that law students are coerced into 'conformity and

6e For arguments that the bounded, impermeable, unified, Western sovereiga state is
represented as the masculine subject of international law, while the sovereiga body of less

powerful states is represented as permeable and thus female, see Anne Orford, 'The Uses of
Sovereignty in the New Imperial Order' (1996) 6 Australian Feminist Lqw Journql63, 75-81.
See also Hilary Cha¡lesworth, 'The Sex of the State in International Law' in Ngaire Naffine
and Rosemary J Owens (eds), ibíd,251.
t0 Andrea Rhodes-Little, above n55.
7r Margaret Thornton, 'Portia Lost in the Groves of Academe Wondering What to Do About
Legal Education (1991) 9 Law in Context 12.
72 Ian Duncanson, 'Broadening the Discipline of Law' (1994) 19 Melbourne University Law
Review 1075, 1081.
73 lbid.
7o Ibid.
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hierarchy', while other forms of knowledge about law 'originating elsewhere

in the social order' are made to seem foolish.Ts Law curricula leave little space

for subjects which question the way in which law operates to produce and

privilege particular subj ectivities.

The possibility that viewed from a position other than that of social

privilege the authoritative manipulation of doctrines may appear not to

be part of the working through of a special form of rationality, but

instead to be one more instance of oppression, is not given much space

in the hard, compulsory, areas of legal education.T6

Indeed, the space that did exist for such subjects is rapidly closing, as law

schools rationalise their curricula in order to attract more students and funding

from law firms.?? Solicitors, barristers and judges police law studies, requiring

that law schools'produce competent technicians'by focusing on teaching legal

doctrine or skills relevant to a particular understanding of the practice of

law.7s Any concern with issues such as poverty or suffering is thus

systematically challenged.Te In such a context, 'the reality made by law and

lawyers can thus begin to look even more real, especially to the people

ls lbid. Duncanson compares the process to 'the Anglophone determination to shout at

"foreigners" in English instead oflearning their language. It is an aggressive and authoritarian

practice, serving to accomplish, through the silencing of the other, the hegemonic position of
the speaker'.
16 lbid, toïz.
77 Andrea Rhodes-Little, above n55, 151.

t8 Ian Duncanson, above n'72, 1078. Duncanson notes that, while'much is made of the need to

produce competent technicians ... this may be a coded way of speaking of people with the

correct attitude toward official explanations of the world. Non-academic lawyers often want

both to scrutinise the content of academic law courses in the name of relevance to their own

professional preoccupations and simultaneously to tell their new recruits to forget their

university ttuitri.rg because it is i¡relevant.' See also Ian Duncanson, 'Legal Education and the

possibility of Critique', above n55, 80 (arguing that the bureaucratic managerialism and anti-

intellectualism dominating higher education policy in Australia results in 'a publicly

reiterated philosophy of education that disguises a mistrust of nonconformity as a concem for

"relevance").
1e lbid,loSl.
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making it'.80 Such processes shape the subjectivity and identification of

lawyers, including those who become international lawyers.

In this sense, legal education is political, an exercise or reproduction of power

relations.sr Law students quickly come to believe that the world is naturally

ordered in a particular way.82 Of course, legal training is not the only, or even

necessanly the most rmportant, place where people are inviteci to identity with

a particular white, masculine subject position. Nevertheless, the implications

of that process are important for critical legal practice, including international

legal practice. Identification with other positions created in law's narratives,

such as workers, criminals, peasants, indigenous peoples, terrorists or

resistance fighters, is rigidly policed and framed.

The tension between 'hard' and 'soft' subjects that structures legal education

serves to give international law a romanticised place within the legal

curricula. By studying intemational law, students imagine the possibility of

being both powerful and humanitarian, pragmatic and idealistic, hard and soft.

In an account of the dreams of students who come to study international law

at Harvard Law School, David Kennedy captures the nature of the fantasy that

international law can reconcile the twinned desire for status and public

service.s3 At Harvard, he suggests, 'young lawyers from peripheral capitals'

seeking 'to make a bid for the cosmopolis' meet 'hundreds of middle-class

Americans in the process of professionalization, struggling with hopes for

fulfilment, class advancement, assimilation to the establishment, practical

skills, and sawy reflections'.84International law offers these students the hope

that they might 'transcend the details of national practice for the broad

80 Andrea Rhodes-Little, above n55, l5l.
8' Duncan Kennedy, 'Legal Education and the Reproduction of Hiera¡chy' (1982) 32 Journal
ofLegal Education 591.
82 Discussed in Ian Duncanson, above n72; Andrea Rhodes-Little, above n55. See my
analysis of the constitution of the 'real world' in international collective security texts in
Chapter 2, above.
83 David Kennedy,'Autumn Weekends', above n33.
84 lbid,23o.
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generalities and courtesies of international affairs; their own capitals too

provincial, the role of the metropolitan civil servant too banal'.85 International

law becomes 'an arena of desire and fantasy'.86 Kennedy's role as an American

international law lecturer in this 'trajectory of self-development' is 'to open a

cosmopolitan everyday in what might otherwise be a tiresome imperialism'.87

Finally, students of international law are disciplined by the sense that, as

international lawyers, they will be involved in an'invisible college' of lawyers

that 'extends into the sphere of government'.88 The role of both government

and non-government international lawyers is to gather and analyse

information about international needs and pressures, construct new normative

and regulatory schemes to respond to such needs and to participate in

legislative and judicial law-making.*n The fact that the 'teachings of the most

highly qualified publicists' of intemational law are listed in Article 38 of the

Statute of the International Court of Justice as 'subsidiary means for

determination of the rules of law',eO has meant that academic international

lawyers have seen their role as producing books that can be used as the basis

for judicial decisions and state practice.er Little space is left for teaching and

writing about international law in ways that ask different questions about law

and international relations as objects of knowledge.

8s lb¡d,23t.
86 lbid.
87 Ibid,232.
88 Osca¡ Schachter, above n40'
8n lbid,224-5.
eo Article 38(l), Statute of the International Court of Justice, concluded at San Francisco, 26

June 1945, entered into force, 24 October 1945,1978 YBW 1052'

er Anthony Carty argues that Article 38 and what it represents has influenced the lack of

theoretical debate in international law in England. See Anthony Carty, 'Why Theory? - The

Implications for International Law Teaching' in Philip Allott, Anthony Carty, Martti

tioikenniemi and Colin Warbrick, Theory and Internationql Law: An Introduction, 1991,75.
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B. Imperìal pleøsures

The stories told and read by international lawyers about the collective security

crisis facing'the world'today draw upon the pleasures offered both by broader

cultural representations, and by other, older and terribly familiar stories.

Newspaper reports, television news and films are sites of the production of

knowiedge about the conditions wirich make intervention desirabie, where

dominant stories about cultural identity and myths about heroic destiny are

formed.e2 International legal texts mirror or reproduce stories told in other

cultural sites, and are rich in metaphoric language which leads the reader to

make links between global security and other powerful stories. While

representations in novels, plays, operas, academic scholarship and newspapers

have always been vital to the business of empire, the importance of such

representations today is magnified by the dominance of television and

newspapers as the source of information' about the world.e3

Today, as in the late nineteenth century, imperial subjects experience many of

the pleasures of imperialism, perhaps the most insidious being 'a self-forgetting

delight in the use of power - the power to observe, rule, hold, and profit from

distant territories and people'.e4 As with ciassical imperialist culture, arguments

in favour of intervention are combined with an 'intellectual blotting out of what

"we" do in the process' of intervening in the interests of humanity.es There

remains little analysis in international legal texts, for example, of the violence

rained on the Iraqi people by forces authorised by the Security Council during

the Gulf war, little analysis of rapes by peacekeepers even in official reports to

e2 Susan Jeffords, above nl4, 535; Lynda Boose, 'Techno-Muscularity and the "Boy Eternal":
From the Quagmire to the Gulf in Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), above n14, 581;
Patricia J Williams, The Rooster's Egg: On the Persistence of Prejudice, 1995.
e3 On the relationship between imperialism and cultural practices, see generally Edwa¡d W
Said, Culture and Imperialism, 1993; Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the
Literary Imaginøtion, 1992; Kristin Ross, .F'asf Cars, Clean Bodies: Decolonization and the
Reordering of French Culture, 1996; Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and
Sexuality in the Colonial Contest, 1995; Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), above nl4.
ea Edward W Said, above n93, 158.
es lbid,348.
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the Security Council by the Secretary General,e6 and little attention to the ef[ect

free trade agreements have on workers.

Imperialist culture invited Europeans to share in stories about their

redemption and salvation through the civilising mission. Non-Europeans were

represented as unable to govem themselves. As Edward Said notes, 'the

lasting social meaning imparted to the fact of color (and hence of race) by

philosophers like John Locke and David Hume, made it axiomatic by the

middle of the nineteenth century that Europeans ought always to rule non-

Europeans'.e7 Imperialism and colonialism were impelled by the ideology that

'certain territories and people require and beseech domination''e8 The

production of knowledge about the inability of the 'other' to govern

themselves 'allowed decent men and women to accept the notion that distant

territories and their native peoples shouldbe subjugated', for their own good'ee

The acceptance of 'the idea of having an empire'made empire possible.rOO

Despite the focus on salvation and redemption, the 'civilising mission' was

never in fact conducted benevolently, but 'was always accompanied by

domination'.ror

Justifications for military and monetary inte,l¡¡ention draw stongly upon these

stories of those who cannot govem themselves, who beseech dominance.ro2 For

the dominant groups whose opinions influence domestic and foreign policy,

such representations shape the sense of their role, both domestically and

intemationally, as legitimate and benevolent. Such benevolence is certainly far

preferable to the ruthless policies of economic rationalism sponsored by

intemational financial institutions, yet, 'the rhetoric of power all too easily

eó See Chapter 2 above.
e7 Edwa¡d rW Said, The Question of Palestine, 1992,75'
e8 Edwa¡d W Said, above n93, 8. See also Patricia J V/illiams, above n92; Toni Morrison,

above n93; Kristin Ross, above n93.

ee Edward W Said, above n93, 10.

too lbid.
tot lbid, 158-9.
r02 Patricia J Williams, above n92,204-8.
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produces an illusion of benevolence when deployed in an imperial setting.'rO3

For those of us who live in European settler cultures or in metropolitan imperial

centres, imperialist pleasures and illusions are dangerously ready to hand.

The sense of freedom and entitlement to intervene is based on, and depends

upon, structures of coercion and colonialism. Those structures are generally

ren<iered invisibie in the intervention debate. By arguing that any iawyers or

theorists who question intervention are 'cultural relativists' whose position

'rewards tyrants' and 'betrays the very purposes of the international order',rß

attention is systematically diverted from those intervening (except to the

extent that their defenders argue that we should focus on their intentions,

which are good, rather than the consequences of their acts, which are far less

important than their feelings). The gaze is always, in other words, upon those

who need saving. If we begin to focus instead on the saviours, rather than

those who supposedly need saving, we can see that the desires and

experiences of the saviours are structured by colonial power relations. The

desire to be charitable in such a context is one that shores up power relations.

IV. ANXIOUS IDENTITIES AND THE USES

OF INTERVENTION

Part III looked at the ways in which international lawyers come to embody

internationalism. In this Part, I consider the effect that embodying and

performing international law's foundational narratives has on international

lawyers. What happens to those lawyers once they have leamed, as

Threadgold puts it, 'to embody, to perform, and to enact on a daily basis' the

discourses, myths and na¡ratives of intervention?rOs What uses does the

narrative of intervention have for intemational lawyers, as the people who

'03 Edwa¡d W Said, above n93, xix.
roa Fernando R Tesón, 'Collective Humanitarian Intervention' (1996) 17 Michigan Journal of
International Law 323, 342.
rot Terr1, Threadgold, above n45.
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come to embody it so intimately? Images of crisis and stories about

redemption provide ways to resolve other kinds of crises that may exist for the

people writing these fictions. In particular, the telling of such stories of crisis

and redemption serves to resolve certain kinds of anxieties facing those

writing the stories.

A,. Dìscíplìnary threats

Intervention stories preserve a particular selÊimage for intemational lawyers

in the face of wide-ranging attacks on Western elite identity. As I have argued

throughout this chapter, law's stories about intervention create a role for

intemational lawyers, as pragmatic, apolitical, civilised, humane and

cosmopolitan professionals, whose work is central to the march of human

history and to achieving the goals of dignity, world peace, human rights,

development, universal donocracy and civilisation. The assumption that such

a role is available for Western representatives of the international community

is threatened on many fronts. The most immediate are threats to the old order

of international law, posed by those who seek to critique law's assumptions

and to take it in new directions. Such criticisms come from those who have

been the objects of imperialism and of military interventions, and increasingly

from scholars within the discipline, and point to the central role intemational

law played in imperialism and now recolonisation, the failure of international

lawyers to take account of that violent history, and the raced and gendered

assumptions upon which international law is based.

Intervention stories serve to allay anxieties produced by such challenges to the

traditional priorities and ordering practices of intemational law. Those stories

reassure lawyers that there is no time to waste on dealing with theoretical

irrelevancies, when their profession is engaged in more important life and

death matters. The demonstration of the centrality of the discipline in solving

major crises serves to delegitimise attempts to question disciplinary

assumptions and priorities. Thus Fernando Tesón can afgue that the
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'formalism' of those who question the ethics of collective military intervention

'betrays the purposes of the very international order that they claim to

protect',r06 while Thomas Weiss can respond to critics of the selectivity of LIN

intervention by asking: 'in light of genocide, misery, and massive human

rights abuses in war zones around the world, should Pontius Pilate be the

model for both the American and the intemational response?'rO7 Such

arguments reassure wriiers and reatiers that the oid mission of internationai iaw

is still central to achieving a shared global future. Their rhetoric renders it

unnecessary to respond to the arguments of feminists, Third World scholars,

postcolonial theorists and critical theorists, whose work is largely ignored in the

flood of articles celebrating democratisation, the end of history, the triumph of

liberal institutionalism and the place of law in solving security and humanitarian

crises.

Challenges to the disciplinary authority of international law are part of a

broader challenge to the claims of modemist knowledge. Where such

knowledge offered 'a sense of certainty as to one's place in a symbolic

network',r08 those challenges can be experienced as destabilising. The

continued need to announce the superiority of 'Westem', and now'intemational',

values of human rights and freedom can also be read Íìs a response to attacks on

the effects of 'Western' or 'international' interventions in the name of such

values. These attacks have come not only from those in former colonies who

now experience a repeat ofthe colonial desire to secure and protect the property

of foreigners in those states, but from those subjects of industrialised states who

have not benefited from industrialisation.'oe The sense of threat such challenges

roó Fernando R Tesón, above nI04.
r07 Thomas G Weiss, 'On the Brink of a New Era? Humanita¡ian Interventions, 1994-94' n
Donald C F Daniel and Bradd C Hayes (eds), Beyond Traditional Peacekeeping, 1995,3, at
15.
toa 5¡" L Santner, My Own Privqte Germany: Daniel Paul Schreber's Secret History of
Modernity,1996, 8.

'on M*y people are sensitive to attempts to engage in recolonisation due to their 'memory of
past imperialisms'. As Edward rW Said, above n93, 348, argues, '[t]here a¡e far too many
politicized people on ea¡th today for any nation readily to accept the finality of America's
historical mission to lead the world'.
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pose to the identities of international lawyers is expressed in articles about

feminist and progressive approaches to law, and resolved, inter alia, in

intervention stories. Where once international lawyers were a self-referential

elite who could be counted upon to hold the same values and have attended

the same schools, the post-Cold War international lawyer can not be counted

upon to see himself or herself as engaged in the project of preserving security

and world order, while paternalistically deciding what is in the interests of the

vulnerable.

The marginalisation of critical approaches to international law, and thus the

avoidance of any ethical reflection on law's role in facilitating imperialism

and exploitation, is evident in those legal texts which engage with feminist

and progressive scholars. Such texts give a useful insight into the threat

experienced by those who perceive themselves as representing the old school

of international law when faced with scholars asking a different set of

questions about internationalism. Masculinist responses to feminist work on

international law seek to control, characterise and order particular feminist

approaches, ild to reassert the orderliness and priorities of international

1aw.'r0 Anthony D'Amato, for example, responds to the threat posed by

ferninist international legal theory in a review of a book of essays entitled

Human Rights of Women: National and. International Perspectives."' In his

review, D'Amato reasserts the order and structure of international law, thus

reproducing a vision of an ideal law with which he identifies. Rather than

engaging with the ideas and arguments of feminists, the role of law is to

'compensate women' for their weakness and vulnerability, particularly during

child-bearing years, thus contributing to the creation of an 'advanced

civilisationr.rr2 DrArnato argues that such a civilisation is marked by its

rr0 Hila¡y Cha¡lesworth, 'Cries and lilhispers: Responses to Feminist Scholarship in

Intemational Law' (1996) 65 Nordic Journal of Intetnstional Law 557.

rrr Antlrony D'Amato, 'Book Review: Rebecca Cook (ed), Human Rights of Women: National

and Inlern¡ational Perspectives' (1995) 89 Americsn Journal of Internationql Lqw 840'

ttz lbid,840-1. According to D'Amato, it is'a fact of nature that women are on the average

physically weaker than men. Moreover, they pay the physical price for perpetuating the
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distance from one in which we behave'like animals'.rr3 In the animal world,

according to D'Amato, bullying behaviour is the nonn: 'on the whole, animals

decide questions on the of life and death on the basis of physical power and

brute force', and'if an animal is weak, lame or infirm, other animals of its own

species may kill or abandon it'.rra Having reassured himself that 'on average',

women are in fact in this weaker position and thus likely to be murdered or

abandone<i, D'Amato argues that internationai iaw shoui<i aim to bring aii

cultures close to those of 'highly industrialized countries', where in recent

times women have made great progress in resisting institutionalised

bullying.rts As women are weak and likely targets for violence, the role of

international law and intemational lawyers is to protect them.

According to D'Amato, feminists should commit themselves to this task,

rather than seeking to dismantle the systern set up to save women from the

laws of the jungle. He is particularly scathing of those feminist scholars who

go beyond a traditional critique of the content of international law by

'accusing international law itself for having an andocentric nature that

privileges a male view of world society'."u He challenges that approach on the

grounds that it is like 'criticizing a house for having oppressively straight

walls that meet each other at 9O-degree angles and unnaturally level floors

that do not tilt, and then blaming the end product on the fact that the T square

was set at 90 degrees instead of 80, the saw was not warped, and the nails

were excessively straight'.rr? The comparison of international law to an

orderly, systematic and efficient 'end product' of a building project reassures

human species; during their child-bearing and child-nurturing years they are especially weak
and vulnerable'.
tt3 Ibid,840. D'Amato appears not to recognize that 'we' are animals.
t'4 lbid. For an excellent analysis of the way in which such stories about animal and nature
are produced in order to legitimate certain social hiera¡chies or methods of ordering, see

Donna Haraway, Primate Visions: Gender, Race qnd Nature in the World of Modern Science,
1989.
rrs As Hilary Cha¡lesworth, above n110,563, argues, by drawing a distinction between
'highly industrialized' and 'patriarchal' states, D'Amato attempts 'to quarantine more generally
the problem of women's oppression to a few hot countries'.
r16 Anthony D'Amato, above nl I l, 843.
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D'Amato and his audience that feminist criticisms are no threat to

international law's rationality, civilising mission and contribution to world

order. If ferninists want to 'use law to transform an oppressive society', they

would be better off 'taking law as it is, with all its rationality, objectivity and

abstraction'.

If you want an unusual house and are dissatisfied with existing

models, you are better off using traditional tools rather than eccentric

ones, because the latter are less likely to produce the house that you

want - the resulting house may well be skewed, but in a quite different

way from what you had in mind.tr8

Unruly lawyers who seek to question or challenge the role of international law

are constituted as marginal in order to contain the threats they pose. A good

example is provided by the nature of Ian Brownlie's attack on lawyers who

propose new human rights, such as the right to peace. Brownlie argues that

international lawyers should not develop proposals for change, nor purport to

adopt radical interpretations of what the law is, without first engaging in 'the

real pioneering' work of diplomacy and persuasion, that is, of engaging with

governments."' Brownlie argues that '[i]nternational law is about the real

policies and commitments of governments, it is not about the incantations of

secular or religious morality'.tto Ottly those with the ear of governments are

able to take part in that process of 'pioneering'. Brownlie makes clear his

disdain for the type of lawyers whose 'enthusiastic legal literature' has a

tendency to 'develop as an isolated geffe, with the select few repetitiously

citing one another and the same materials, completely outside the main stream

of diplomacy and international law'.r2r Brownlie makes clear his own position

tt7 lbid,843.
tt8 lbid.
Ite Ian Brownlie, 'The Rights of Peoples in Modern International Law' in James Crawfo¡d

(ed), The Rights of Peoples, 1992, I, at 14.
t2o lbid, 15.

'2t lbid,14.
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as part of the main stream, noting that 'the launching of new normative

candidates by anyone who can find an audience' results in 'appalling abstract'

documents in the provisions of which 'those of us who are engaged in the

practical solution of problems relating to group rights can find no

assistance'."'The 'single-minded' enthusiasts engaged in such exercises fail to

respect the 'quality and coherence of international law as a whole'.r23

Browniie's passage operates to <iraw boundaries between those professionals

on the inside, who have influence with govemments, acting as the guardians

of international law as a whole'and engaged in the practical work of problem-

solving, and those on the outside, who fail to respect the quality and

coherence of the body of international legal knowledge, and engage in self-

indulgent conversations at the margins.

In these examples, law as tradition, right and reason is redeemed. The

'charactenzation of feminist work in international law as eccentric, emotional

and irrational', the attempt to oppose good liberal feminism and bad radical

feminism, the representation of women as 'weak and vulnerable' and the

drawing of boundaries between pragmatic professionals and those'outside the

main stream of diplomacy and international law', are all attempts to shore up

an image of 'traditional' international law as reasonable, rational, and

objective, and its male practitioners as strong and heroic.'2a According to

Cynthia 'Weber, such attempted 'mastery' of those who appear to threaten the

discipline is necessary for those in the 'authorial position', that is, the 'body

which views, writes about, and disciplines its object of analysis from an

empowered subject position'.r25 For those who understand themselves as

t" Ibid,12.

'23 lbid, 15.

''o Hilary Cha¡lesworth, above nl 10, 563-6.

'25 Clmthia Weber, 'Good Girls, Little Gi¡ls, and Bad Girls: Male Pa¡anoia in Robert
Keohane's Critique of Feminist International Relations' (1994) 23 Millennium 337. Cynthia
Weber has explored the similar emergence of male paranoia as a rosponse to feminist critical
analyses within the discipline of international relations. rWeber argues that male schola¡s
respond to the paranoia engendered by feminist engagement with international relations by
attempting to control and contain that threat, reasserting disciplinary boundaries and seeking
to discredit those aspects of feminist and critical theory that ca¡not be contained. Weber
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occupying that authorial position, a threat to the core of a discipline 'is

equivalent to a threat to the [authorial] subject position' from which such

authorities see and describe their field.t26 In the discipline of intemational law,

intervention stories offer those threatened authorities the reassertion of their

legitimate role in bringing values of order, democracy and human rights to a

chaotic, ungovernable and poverty-stricken world of failed states and

fundamentalists. As such, intervention stories perhaps do more than any other

narrative to secure the identity of international lawyers in an uncertain

postmodern era.

B. The needfor enemies

Intervention stories can be read as a response to broader threats to the identity

of international lawyers and other Westerners. Intervention narratives

represent the current period in world history as one of unity challenged by

fragmentation, of ordered and stable sovereign states challenged by pre- or post-

modem fragmentation.r2T Such stories are prernised upon nostalgia for the

Cold War era of stable, sovereign states, predictable pattems of Cold War

brinkmanship and secure borders. The Cold War constituted the identities of

those who identified with the US and its allies during that period. The passing

of the Soviet Union represents the end of an era of Cold War certainties and

the identity that those certainties provided.r2s

argues that Robert Keohane's critique of feminist international relations produces two bodies:

'the feminist body of literature which is the text's object of analysis and Keohane's authorial

body which views, writes about, and disciplines its object of analysis from an empowered

subject position'.
t26 lbid,347-8.
r27 See references to that threatened disorder in Chapter 2'

r28 Donald E Pease, 'Hiroshima, the Vietnam Veterans Wa¡ Memorial, and the Gulf rWa¡:

Post-National Spectacles' in Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), above nl4, 557

(discussing the constitution of US identity during the Cold rWar)'
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A sense of anxiety has paradoxically been produced by the absence of an

identifiable enemy in the post-Soviet era.t2e Far from marking the end of Cold

War paranoia, the break up of the former Soviet Union has led commentators

to ask whether the 'West' can survive without enemies.r3O The Cold War

provided a comforting ordering of the world into allies and foes. While that

division was of use to military and civilian strategists, offering a'mental map'

or'cognitive system for dividing the worid into füends an<i enemies, shaping a

response to overseas crises, and providing a rationale for periodic military

intervention abroad',r3r it can also be seen as having served a far more

personal and intimate function. The division of the world into friends and

enemies served more fundamentally to secure the identities in whose name the

Cold War operated.r32 The identities of those who understood themselves as

allies of the US were secured by narratives of danger, difference, otherness

and freedom.t" The enonnous sense of hostility that citizens of democratic

states were encouraged to feel towa¡ds violent, brainwashed, irrational or

ideologically driven Communists allowed for the comforting fantasy that the

sacrifice of those people would remove such traits from the world.

David Campbell argues that the Cold War enmity towards Communism and

the Soviet Union in the West reproduced 'the structural and the narrative

qualities of danger'that had been developed about different enemies, and thus

functioned to reinscribe 'multiple boundaries between the "civilised" and the

"barbaric", the "normal" and the "pathological"'.r34 If the Cold War is read as a

struggle over the production and security of identity, then'while the objects of

'2e Michael Klare, Rogue States and Nuclear Outlaws: America's Search þr a New Foreign
Policy, 1994; Thomas M Franck, 'United Nations Prospects for a New Global Order' (1989-
90) 22 New York University Journal of International Law and Politics 601.
tro ¡o¡n J Mea¡sheimer, ''Why V/e Will Soon Miss the Cold Wad in Phil V/illiams, Donald M
Goldstein and Jay M Shafritz (eds), C/assrc Readings of International Relations, 19941'

Charles William Maynes, 'America Without the Cold Wad (1990) 78 Foreign Policy 3.
r3rMichael Klare, above n129,4.
r32 David Campbell, Writing security: United States þreign policy and the politics of identity,
1992,5.
tr3 lbid, 5.
t3o lbid,195.
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established post-1945 strategies of otherness may no longer be plausible

candidates for enmity, their transformation has not by itself altered the

entailments of identity which they satisfied.'r3s In other words, the end of the

Cold V/ar has created a vacuum in the dominant narratives of otherness and

danger. The rise of a paranoid form of politics, including paranoia about the

new world order, can be seen as a response to such a vacancy.t'6

[That paranoia] emerges at precisely the moment when one would

expect an easing of paranoid anxieties about dangers emanating from

the 'evil empire' and its satellites. It now appears that cold war

paranoia may have actually played the role of a collective

psychological defense mechanism against a far more disturbing

pathology that is only now beginning to find public avenues of

expression. Nostalgia for the more ordered world of cold war anxieties

would appear to be a nostalgia for a paranoia in which the persecutor

had a more or less recognizable face and a clear geographical

location.r3T

Collective security discourse operates as a response to the desire for enernies.

Intervention narratives allow the reinscription of boundaries between

'civilised' and barbaric', creating new 'others'. Those narratives create a plot

which resembles that of the Cold War. Comrpt elites, ruthless Third World

tyrants, dictators, terrorists, rogue states and religious fundamentalists are the

new threats to the free world. Images of a world in crisis serve to announce

the legitimacy of the need to sacrifice and subjugate racialised others' Such

stories, with their creation of heroes and villains, allow a new way of

recreating the belief that we are ordered, Enlightenment subjects, and only our

enemies have the capacity for violence, evil or abuses of power. The constant

reference to the crisis facing the world in the post-Soviet era, and the new

ßs lbid.
13ó Eric L Sanürer, above n108, xiii.
131 lbid.
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disorder and anarchy that this era has supposedly ushered in, is used to justifr

the use of extreme violence against those understood as representing the evils

of chaos or comrption.

Intervention narratives, with their glorification of the role of international

lawyers, help to secure the identities of those who believed they were on the

side of freedom during the Coiri 'War era. The identity produceri by such

narratives is dependent upon the valorisation of a violent managerial

masculinity through the sacrifice of racialised enemies. That process can be

seen clearly in the representations of the Gulf War.138 Michael Rogin argues,

for example, that the 'Reagan Era's main contribution to American imperial

representation' was the spectacle of 'state-supported American heroes in

violent, racial combat'.r3e Political spectacle such as the televising of the Gulf

V/ar functions to display, and at the same time repress, a series of myths that

are at the foundation of Americanised culture, and yet which the culture can

no longer overtly embrace. Those myths include the organisation of politics

around 'racial domination', 'redemption through violence', the 'belief in

individual agency' and 'identification with the state, to which is transferred the

freedom to act without being held to account'.r4O Such myths operate to

support the identity of the coherent, rational male, integrated by, and into, a

'managerial structure of violence'. I ar

Post-Cold War spectacles of intervention serye to reclaim and reproduce a

particular version of masculinity: one which was under threat in the aftermath

of the Vietnam war, when it seemed that many young men in countries like

the US and Australia might indeed have found a way of being in the world

that did not depend upon sacrificing'their race and gender others'.r4z The Gulf

t38 See Lynda Boose, above n92; Susan Jeffords, above nl4.
r3e Michael Rogin, "'Make My Day!": Spectacle as Arnnesia in Imperial Politics [and] The
Sequel' in Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), above nl4, 499, 508.
too Ibid.
tot lbid,52s.
t42 lbid, sos.
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War functioned to restore the sense of identity of those men who felt under

siege in the post-Vietnam climate.ra3 The spectacle of the war was tightly

controlled, particularly through gendered codes. In the US, women peace

activists were demonised as having betrayed 'our boys' in Vietnam, and

Vietnam veterans, particularly those 'missing in action', were recast as the

victims of the Vietnam war.r'r4 The Gulf War effectively shut down the public

space for articulating reasons to reject increased militarism and warfare.

Violent international intervention operates as a means of preserving 'the

fiction of a center', that centre being at once the all-powerful state or liberal

alliance, and at the personal level, a particular construction of violent, white

masculinity. In a world where there is 'massive suffering and individual

helplessness', the audience for and creators of such spectacles are invited to

identiff with an all-powerfrrl actor and to imagine having personal control

through violence.'as That audience is, however, encouraged to forget that, as

with the Gulf War, 'the history of American heroism in war has mainly pitted

white men against militarily weaker and racially stigmatized foes'.r46 The kind

of amnesia which operates in texts about the humanitarianism of intervention

allows international lawyers to identi$r with an all-powerful force for good,

while forgetting the context in which that sense of heroism is produced.

The white hero is remembered; the context that produced him is buried

.... In the American myth we remember, men alone risk their lives in

equal combat. In the one we forget, white men show how tough they

are by resubordinating and sacrificing their race and gender others.raT

Collective security texts can be seen as a response to the anxieties produced

by the ending of the Cold War. That order was secured during the Cold War

ro3 Llmda Boose, above n92.
tu lbid.
r45 Michael Rogin, above n138, 509

t46 lbid, 527.
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through the repeated sacrifice of those imagined as other to the self of the

liberal alliance. Through intervention narratives, a collective identity is

formed against enemies or aggressors. Fantasies of humanitarianism and

power secure the identity of those who imagine themselves as part of the

intemational community.

C. luløking globølìsatíon palaiøble

Humanitarian and security-based justifications for intervention function to

mediate between the more exploitative interests of those intervening in the

new world order, and the targets of intervention. Lawyers arguing in favour of

increased intervention serve to make the current globalisation process

palatable.ras Intervention stories reproduce a model of charity, in which the

image of impoverished, victimised people in the Third World serves to

provide an alibi for the involvement of powerful states in Africa, Asia, South

America, the Caribbean and Eastern Europe. According to that story, the

international community intervenes military and monetarily, with the best

intentions, to help people who are less fortunate than those in industrialised

states. In contrast, as I have argued throughout this thesis, the governance and

political arrangements furthered by military and monetary interventions serve

principally to protect the interests of a small group, which includes foreign

investors, elites within target states and those in industrialised states who

depend upon the current economic order to sustain their lifestyles.'ae The idea

of charity is an extremely problematic one in a context where the wealth and

'o' Ibid, sos.
la8 1- Duncanson, "'Close Your Eyes and Think of England": Stories about Law and
Constitutional Change in Australia' (1996) 3 Canberra Law Review 123 (arguing that stories
about human rights and constitutional change make globalisation palatable in the way that
stories about 'civilising centralisation and constitutionalism' operated to legitimise changing
economic relations during the early modern period in England). For examples of those
advocating an abandonment of sovereignty to enable greater intervention, see Fernando R
Tesón, above nl04; Mark R Hutchinson, 'Restoring Hope: U.N. Security Council Resolutions
for Somalia and an Expanded Doctrine of Humaniørian Intervention' (1993) 34 Harvard
International Law Journal 624; Thomas M Franck, 'The Emerging Right to Democratic
Governance' (1992) 86 American Journal of International Law 46.
l4e That argument has been made in detail in Chapters 2 and 3 above.
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standard of living of the charitable is created by the exploitation of those

imagined as needing charity.tsO Neither military nor monetary intervention as

conducted in the post-Soviet era promote the human rights, democratic or

security interests of most human beings. Those relationships mirror those of

classical imperialism or colonialism, with small groups within the'colonising'

states exploiting the resources and labour of people in the states targeted by

intervention.

In such a context, the discourse of security can be read as a discourse of

justification or legitimation, serving to quell anxieties about the morality of a

militaristic, capitalist version of pax Americana. International institutions face

a new crisis of legitimacy, inspired in part by the success of the liberal

alliance in dominating the post-Soviet agenda of such institutions. Those in

favour of expanding the mandates for those international institutions use

intervention narratives to justiff their glaring lack of institutional legitimacy.

The effect of intervention stories based on the model of charity is to create a

sense of a shared dependency between interveners and those who are the

targets of intervention. That sense of interdependence seryes to mask the

increase in inequality on a global scale, and the transfer of wealth from Third

World states to industrialised states, facilitated in large part by the activities of

international institutions.tt' The story of intervention is stripped of all political

struggle and history, thus reassuring its audience that there are really no

consequences of colonialism or militarism to be faced. The Security Council

is present in Africa or Eastern Europe or the Caribbean as a representative of

progress, dernocracy, humanitarianism and freedom, not as a representative of

former colonial powers who face the threat of expulsion for good. That

rso Krysti Justine Guest, 'Exploitation Under Erasure: Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

Engage Economic Globalisation' (1997) 19 Adelaide Law Review 73'

r5r The notion of charity also creates a sonse that those in states subjected to intervention

should be grateful to their rescuers. On the tyranny of demands for gratitude in such

ci¡cumstances, see Toni Morrison, 'Introduction: Friday on the Potomac' in Toni Morrison

(ed), Race-ing Justice, En-gendering Power: Essays on Anita Hill, Clarence Thomas, and the

Construction of Social Reality, 1992,vä.
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presence creates a myth of universalism, in which man can exist outside

history.

Such depoliticised intervention stories allow international lawyers to believe

that, lessons of history to the contrary, elites in states like Australia, the US,

the UK or France can be good and humane on a global scale. To remember the

history of imperiaiism anci coionialism leaves very iittie room for such elites

to imagine themselves as humane world leaders. The post-Soviet context

makes such a self-image particularly difficult. It is perhaps the desire to be

humane and heroic leaders that creates pressure to write only the kind of

'inspirational prose' that leaves elites feeling that they are part of a force for

good, without having to make any changes to their lives or ways of being. The

desire to be good is channelled into the 'leadership complex' and a belief in the

ethical hero who exists outside of history. Gayatri Spivak argues:

[I]n the United States, the worst thing is the leadership complex. We

want to help. And of course if you take this away then there is rage

and anguish. But you work at it by saying 'how about trying to

undermine the exploitation in however small a way?'r52

In the post-Cold'War era, international lawyers are able to imagine military

invasion and economic restructuring and to see that translated into action.

Many lawyers still celebrate the globalisation of human rights or the triumph

of liberal democracy without considering what the new muscular

humanitarianism means either at home or abroad. Intervention narratives

allow lawyers to imagine themselves as having the freedom to act in the world

without restraint, while the humanitarian bases for intervention make it

unnecessary to take responsibility for the destructive consequences and effects

of such actions.

rs2 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'Culture Alive' (1995) 5 Australian Feminist Law Journal 3,
6. See also the discussion in Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and David Plotke, 'A Dialogue on
Democracy' in David Trend (ed), Radical Democracy: Identity, Citizenship, and the State,

1996,209, at2l4.
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D. Power wíthout resPonsíbilìtY

Intervention stories allow lawyers to feel that the threats of violence and the

destructive power being used by states or international organisations or

foreign capital are 'extensions of the self, rather than threats to it'.r53

Technocratic intemational lawyers are imagined as professional, technocratic,

dutiful advisers to powerful entities. As such, the role imagined for

intemational lawyers in relation to states and international organisations

resernbles the role imagined for economists in relation to capital, the role

imagined for defence intellectuals in relation to weapons, and the role

imagined for priests in relation to deities. That sense of a closeness to power

allows international lawyers to imagine themselves as sharing in the power of

omnipotent entities, such as states or intemational organisations, or processes,

such as globalisation. Carol Cohn has analysed the appeal of that imagined

relationship to power in her work on the way in which US defence

intellectuals understand themselves and the world.tt4 Cohn suggests that the

language spoken by those intellectuals, and the relationship to po\iler it allows

them to imagine themselves adopting, creates a feeling of security.

I suspect that much of the reduced anxiety about nuclea¡ war

commonly experienced by new speakers of the langUage and long-time

experts come from characteristics of the language itself: the distance

afforded by its abstraction; the sense of control afforded by mastering

it; and the fact that its content and concerns are that of the users rather

than the victims of nuclear weapons. In learning the langUage' one

rs3 Car.ol Cohn, 'Sex and Death in the Rational rWorld of Defense Intellectuals' (1987) 12

Signs 687,707.
tso lbid. At 687-8, Cohn defines 'defense intellectuals' as 'civilians who move in and out of
govornmenq working sometimes as administrative officials or consultants, sometimes at

iniversities and think tanks. They formulate what they call "rational" systems for dealing

with the problems created by nuclear weapons'.
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goes from being the passive, powerless victim to the competent, wily,

powerful purveyor of nuclear threats and nuclear explosive power.'tt

At the same time, by representing themselves as 'handmaidens'to those with

po\ryer, rather than in fact exercising power themselves, international lawyers

are able to maintain a respectable distance from the excesses and destructive

activiiies atiributed to powerful states, to international markets or to economic

globalisation. Like the prophets of a vengeful God, international lawyers gain

an aura of power through their ability to translate or interpret the desires and

aims of powerful entities, without having to take responsibility for the way

that the knowledge they produce about such entities creates a particular image

of the world and makes it seem real.

V. CONCLUSION

This chapter has argued that international lawyers benefit in complicated ways

from their disciplinary status as the performers, embodiers and writers of the

narratives of intervention. Traditional lawyers use such intervention narratives

as a source of continued identity, status, authority, legitimacy and control.

Such narratives can be understood as a disciplining response to the sense of

anxiety produced in the elite men and women of international law by the

challenges of the post-Cold Vy'ar era. Intervention stories are an attempt to

avoid recognising the 'optional nature of the certainty [aw] is founded

upon',rs6 in order to avoid doubting in turn other things about which

international lawyers want to remain sure - the certainty of Westem identity,

of subjectivity, of hierarchy, of gender, of otherness and of superiority.

Nevertheless, one source of optimism is the fact that the uncertainties posed

by the Cold War have led to a blossoming of theoretical work in international

law and international relations, exploring the ways in which the discourses of

'ss lbid, io7.
ls6 Ian Duncanson, above n55, 64-5
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international law and foreign policy function to create identities and

boundaries between self and other. As Anthony Carfy notes:

[T]heory can be expected to mushroom in a discipline when

uncertainty increases concerning the appropriate agenda for the

discipline. Radical changes such as ... the disappearance of the Cold

War are bound to affect the frameworks of analysis which the

discipline has developed.'tt

Clearly, international lawyers are faced with challenges from many quarters,

alleging their discipline's involvernent in legitimising and normalising the

processes of exploitation and domination. Yet rather than respond to those

challenges as dangerous threats, they can be welcomed as offering the

possibility of opening intemational law up to critique and of encouraging

international lawyers to engage in interdisciplinary work and conversations.

Such opportunities will be missed if lawyers instead succumb to the apparent

ternptations of a celebratory post-Cold War narrative, according to which the

liberal alliance will finally be able to guarantee peace, security, order, justice,

human rights and democracy to a world of victims in need of rescuing through

violent intervention. In the final chapter, I will explore some of the ways in

which those seeking to develop critical and ethical approaches to

internationalism might make use of the post-Cold War gift of uncertainty.

r57 Anthony Carty, above n91
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Chapter 6

ENGAGING WITH INTERNATIONALISM

I.INTRODUCTION

Surprisingly, the prospect of reflecting upon my own writing fills me

with melancholy. Perhaps the unconscious effects of a still-powerful,

though disavowed, Enlightenment wish contribute to this mood. It

would be pleasant to chart a straightforward and progressive course:

from error to truth, from uncertainty to clarity, from confusion to

complex simplicity, from relative poverty to the accumulation of

theoretical excess. Instead, I feel compelled to tell a more ambiguous

story whose content mixes personal history and theoretical reflection.'

Reflecting upon this thesis on collective security originally produced in me

also a sense of melancholy, the effect of 'a still-powerful, though disavowed,

Enlightenment wish' to uncover the truth about the nature of collective

security actions.2 I found that it had not been possible, in writing about post-

Cold War intervention, to 'chart a straightforward and progressive course:

from error to truth, from uncertainty to clarity, from confusion to complex

simplicity'.' This thesis can be read instead as a process of developing and

trying out strategies for engaging with the language and narratives of

collective security. The aim of this concluding chapter is to review the way in

which the thesis illustrates the challenges, problems and choices I faced in

seeking to develop strategies for negotiating with the powerful narratives and

myths underlying international law. The chapter analyses how critical scholars

I Jane Flax, Disputed Subjects: Essays on Psychoanalysis, Politics and Philosophy, 1993,3

2 lbid.
3 tb¡d.
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can best engage with the narratives and languages that shape professional

disciplines.

I have decided not to attempt to resolve the problerns and conflicts that arose

during the process of learning a technical and strategic language like

international law. Rather, I have decided to use the different and competing

strategies i have attempte<i at different stages of writing this thesis to iiiustrate

the choices and problems that arise for critical scholars trying to effect social

change. The thesis represents a movement or process of coming to understand

the limits, dangers and utility of various attempts to read and engage with

collective security texts. In writing this chapter, I have kept in mind that the

different strategies adopted throughout the thesis, while at times conflicting,

nevertheless offer resources to feminist and critical scholars.a I do not want to

close off or out the versions of feminism and other critical theories that have

been used to attempt to engage with militarism and monetarism.s

In this concluding chapter, I also try to keep in mind the idea that this work is

not a 'product' that can be understood outside of social relations.6 Terry

Threadgold suggests we easily forget the 'speaking subjects who labour to

a For feminist scholarship that does not try to order and privilege feminist strategies and
approaches, see Hilary Cha¡lesworth, Christine Chinkin and Shelley Wright, 'Feminist
Approaches to International Law' ( 199 I ) 85 American Journal of International Law 613 .
5 Cynthia Weber, 'Good Girls, Little Girls, and Bad Girls: Male Paranoia in Robert Keohane's
Critique of Feminist International Relations' ( 1994) 23 Millenium 337 , 347 -8. Cynthia Vy'eber
argues that attempts by mainstream schola¡s to order the body of feminist work can be seen
as an attempt to discipline and control feminism, in order to make it serve the predetermined
interests of a discipline. Vy'eber argues that in his analysis of feminist contributions to
international relations theory, Keohane 'mutilates' the body of feminist literature. She argues
that, 'without erasing or writing out aspects of the feminist body, this body could not be
disciplined. And it must be disciplined. For, from Keohane's authorial position, a th¡eat to the
core of international relations is a threat to the subject position from which Keohane's text
sees and describes international relations theory'. See also Hilary Cha¡lesworth, 'Cries and
Whispers: Responses to Feminist Scholarship in International Law' (1996) 65 Nordic Journal
of International Law 557. For a further discussion of 'male paranoia' in response to feminist
scholarship, see Chapter 5. Feminists also engage in such attempts to order and discipline
their colleagues. While debates within feminism are necessary, there are times when it seems
to me that a desire for orthodoxy, and thus for security and approval, can close off strategies
that might be useful in different situations.
ó For models of such writing, see Jane Gallop, Thinking Through the Body, 1988; Patricia J
rùy'illiams, The Alchemy of Røce and Rights, 1993.
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make meaning', viewing the meanings they make as 'products' and forgetting

the processes by which such products are produced.T It is that forgetting of 'the

labour of making meanings' that'makes it so hard for us to see that the truth-

effects of signiÛring practices are lies', in the sense of being 'constructions' or

'fictions'.8 The function of the author is too often to make the finished product

- whether a piece of scholarship or an authorial self - appear coherent and

integrated.e Rather than adopt such a role as author, I have instead tried to

show that all writing, including this thesis, is dependent upon power relations,

the history of imaginative formations and the conditions necessary to enable

experts to gain access to their objects.

Accordingly, in writing this conclusion I want to avoid the temptation to make

the conditions of possibility for my own work invisible. Rather, by reflecting

upon the choices I have made as an authorial subject in the writing of this

thesis, I want to challenge the conventions that govern scholarship in the area

of international law, and that require international lawyers to hide the marks

of their own subjectivity in the work they produce. If critical scholars produce

knowledge that is more reflexive, it may become possible in tum to ensure

that the networks that enable state-supported knowledge become open to

question. Such writing may make it easier to remember the conditions or

7 Terry Threadgold, 'Introduction' in Terry Threadgold and Anne Cranny-Francis (eds),

Feminine, Mqsculine and Representation, 1990, l, at 5, argues '[t]hat is of course the risk and

the paradox - and it is where the truth-effects of representation always lie: the point at which

the subject who has laboured to understand, to make sense, a subject in process, becomes a

finished product, and confuses the semiotic products of her labours, the meanings and the self

she has constructed, with some kind of natural, unmade, pre-given reality'.

I Ibid,3,5. On breaking down the distinction between'fact' and'fiction', see Michel Foucault,

'The History of Sexuality' in Colin Gordon (ed), Michel Foucault Power/Knowledge:

Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-1977 (trans Colin Gordon, Leo Marshall, John

Mepham and Kate Soper), 1980, 183, at 193, alguing 'I am well awa¡e that I have never

written anything but fictions. I do not mean to say, however, that truth is therefore absent. It
seems to me that the possibility exists for fiction to function in truth, for a fictional discourse

to induce effects of truth, and for bringing it about that a true discourse engenders or

"manufactures" something that does not as yet exist, that is "ftctions" it. One "fictions"

history on the basis of a political reality that makes it tue, one "fictions" a politics not yet in

existence on the basis of a historical tn¡th'. See also Donna Haraway, Primate Visions:

Gender, Race and Nature in the llorld of Modern Science, 1989' 3-5'

e Michel Foucault, 'What is an Author?' in Donald F Boucha¡d (ed), Language, Counter-

Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews by Michel Foucøult, 1977,ll3.
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technologies that enable the production of knowledge about collective security

and the 'Third V/orld'. At present, the models of knowledge production that

dominate international legal scholarship about collective security make it

possible to forget that our knowledge of and access to 'others' depends on 'a

network of demands, negotiations, and coercions that are themselves bound

by historical determinants constructed on slaughter and bloodshed'.'0 For

^-+.:¿:^^ 121-^ ^¿^t^^ ^^ ^^-^-^.2^-- t^ ^--^-^:-^ rl^ ^ 1-:-- I -¡ - - - t ¡! .çllltll¡tù lrr\.ç sL.1Lçs ur uurPurauurls ru ri.¡L(ilçtsç urç Álllu uI ¿tugumuralron ol

power that international lawyers recognise as 'sovereignty', they must

maintain blood-soaked networks of 'demands, negotiations, and coercions' in

order to retain the power to name or simulate sovereignty, intervention,

democracy, human rights and security.rr

Part II of this Chapter involves the'personal history'that Jane Flax refers to in

the opening quotation.t2 In that Part, I outline the ways in which my sense of

the utility and limits of different methods of engaging with collective security

discourse has been shaped by the process of writing and presenting work on

this topic. Part III involves what Flax refers to as 'theoretical reflection'.

There, I consider what collective security discourse reveals about the complex

emotions, desires, identifications and investments embodied both in
knowledge and in ignorance. Part IV considers the place of the academic

project of exploring and contesting knowledge production within a broader

communal project of resisting the forms of power exercised in the post-Cold

War politics of intervention. That Part explores strategies for challenging and

resisting the knowledge that is produced about collective security in the

absence of faith in the Enlightenment strategies of relying upon truth and

rationality.

'o R"y Chow, 'Violence in the Other Country: China as Crisis, Spectacle and Woman' in
Chandra Mohanty, Ann Russo and Lourdes Torres (eds), Third World Women cnd the
Politics of Feminism, 1991, 81, at 85.

" '1v4hat a strate must do in order to be sovereign is control the simulation of its "source" of
sovereign authority and simulate a boundary ... which marks the range of its legitimate
po\¡/ers and competencies. Investigating state sovereignty, then, requires investigating how
states are simulated'. Cynthia Weber, Simulating Sovereignty: Intervention, the State and
Symbolic Exchange, 199 5, 129.
t'Jane Flax, above n1.
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II. 'PERSONAL HISTORY': RETHINKING MODES OF

ENGAGEMENT

In reviewing the methodologies I have made use of and developed in writing

this thesis, I find myself unsure of the utility of reason, or even of reasoning

about emotion, as a method for addressing and resisting intervention stories.

International legal stories participate in creating worlds inside which we live

everyday. Those stories at once make us feel less anxious about our own

insecurity and more complacent about the insecurity and suffering we inflict

on others. Reasoned argument cannot counter the speed with which such

stories can be constructed and conveyed, the capacity of the media to lavish

attention upon a particular state, the amount of information that is hidden in

public debates about the desirability of intervention, the great leaps of logic

that occur between one story and the next, and the ability of intervention

stories to dismiss enolTnous numbers of people dead and extremes of

brutalisation and suffering as somehow necessary.

Nevertheless, my initial response to arguments in favour of increased

intervention was to test their claims rationally. My aims in ernbarking on a

project about collective security included investigating the claims made by

those celebrating post-Cold War interventions, refuting their arguments,

correcting factual misrepresentations and telling the stories of those whose

voices were left out of the texts of intemational law. In planning this thesis,

my intention was that my version of international intervention would explain

how Security Council actions in the post-Cold War had led to the coercive

imposition of a narrow, destructive world order, and the perpetuation of

pattems of exploitation and injustice. My strategy was to present such a well-

researched, factually correct and rationally argued analysis that those who

read my work or heard me lecture would be quickly persuaded by the

compelling arguments I was making based on verifiable facts.
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For example, in Chapter 2 I attempted to add information about the

experiences of women and marginalised groups to the dominant security

literature. I sought to show that the effects of intervention included rape,

impoverishment, militarisation of cultures, starvation and the death of

civilians. In Chapter 3, I argued that those advocating humanitarian

intervention ignored the context of economic restructuring within which

securi'ry crises ocsurerj. in boih uhapiers, i uoncentTated on making new facts

available about the causes and consequences of intervention.

It quickly became clear to me, however, that the barriers to recognising or

acting upon links between intervention and growing inequality, or

paternalistic protectionism and increased exploitation, are not a result of a

lack of information'. After all, information relating to the effects of

intervention and the abuses conducted in the n¿rme of liberal foreign policy is

already readily available. In turn, my experience of presenting people with

information relating to the effects of intervention or causes of crisis revealed

to me that for many people it was easy to use that information as a further

justification for intervention or as part of the old story. I regularly received

emotional and identity-based responses to papers I presented dealing with

issues of security and intervention. For example, a common response to the

argument I make in Chapter 2 that intervention has destructive effects was the

answer that only cowards or those who chose to 'do nothing' would advocate

rethinking the trend towards military intervention in the post-Cold War era.r3

V/ithout investigating the power of the narrative that made intervention appear

'3 One member of an audience for a presentation based on this thesis told me that I had
destroyed ever¡hing he had ever believed in the world, and what was he supposed to do
now? Another very senior academic told me that my criticism of the actions of the IMF in
Yugoslavia was merely irresponsible academic game-playing, as there was nothing that could
be done about such exploitation: the only real question for academics to address was how to
ensure that such activities a¡e ca¡ried out by public institutions like the IMF acting in the
public interest, rather than by private actors who cannot be controlled. At a conference where
I presented a paper based on the second chapter of this thesis, a member of the audience
responded that my work supported oppressive regimes, and that surely it was better to do

something in response to genocide and human death and suffering, even if we caused harm in
the process, rather than sit back and do nothing. Such a response made clea¡ that the failure to
reflect upon what 'we' do in the process of saving the world cannot be countered by the
provision of information about the effects of intervention.
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natural and humane, and any critique of intervention appear cowardly and

inhumane, no amount of appealing to 'facts', 'information' or 'reason' could

begin to address what is at stake in the stories that surround and make sense of

intervention. Over time, the responses I received to my questioning of the

logic of intervention made me realise that the ba:riers to recognising the ways

in which the new world order continues to benefit those in industrialised states

are not the result of a lack of information.

Instead, I began to see that the desire to intervene is a product of the deeper

narative and flow of meaning within which intervention stories are inserted.

That deeper narrative recreates the sense that actions undertaken to enable the

exploitation and control of people and resources in target states are in fact

about charity and benevolence. The sense ofshared dependency and interests

created by stories about international cooperation provide an alibi for the

presence of the international community in states that are subject to economic

restructuring and military intervention. The constant linking of violence to

local passions and chaotic nationalism masks the more far-reaching forms of

violence that are now conducted through massive restructuring and social

upheaval in the name of free trade or economic liberalism. I began to

understand that it would be necessary to think about questions of

identification, narrative and the private ef[ects of intervention in order to

begin to address the power of that way of writing about and imagining the

world.

As I began to write the thesis, an additional set of issues arose relating to the

use of the language and framework of law as a basis for the critique of

Security Council actions. Speaking the language of law does allow the

development of a dialogue with those whose professional role it is to write

about, justiff, plan and explain military intervention. Chapters 2 and 3 did

engage in that process, and were presented at professional conferences and

published in professional journals. A number of problems arose in adopting

that strategy. First, attempting to communicate in the language of the law the
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political and ethical concerns that had originally motivated my work on this

topic proved increasingly difficult. In analysing her experience of a similar

phenomenon, Carol Cohn argues that it is tempting to attribute these problems

of communication and imagination 'to qualities of the language, the words

themselves - the abstractness, the euphemisms, the sanitized, füendly, sexy

acron¡rms'.r4If the problem lay simply with disciplinary language, 'then all we

rr 1, I ' 1 '1 l- -,-1 -11- ,----1--ll- --LL1^^---:1:L^,--woulo neeo t(J o() rs gnange tnc wofus, ûlaKe urcrn rnurc vrvru; ger urç rruur¿ily

planners to say "mass murder" instead of "collateral damage" and their

thinking would change'.rs The problem is not, however, that the language used

by professionals describing and advocating intervention 'removes them from

the realities of which they speak'. The problan is instead that '[t]here is no

reality of which they speak'.ró In other words, the 'reality' of intervention

stories 'is itself a world of abstractions'.r7 The danger that arises with the

temptation to leam the language of security and then seek to enter into a

dialogue in that language results from that fact. When critics speak in the

language invented by intervention stories, they enter into a world of

abstractions and become 'subject to, subjects in, and accountable for' that

world.r8 There are times when it is useful to accept the imagined world of

intervention stories in order to achieve a change that is possible within its

logic. On the other hand, there are many occasions when it is not productive

to accept the rules of that imagined world, given the many limitations

imposed by the assumptions upon which such rules are based.

Trinh T Minh-ha suggests that this is a particular problem for feminist critics.

[I]n every corner of the world, there exist women who, despite the

threat of rejection, resolutely work toward the unlearning of

la Ca¡ol Cohn, 'Sex and Death in the Rational rWorld of Defense Intellectuals' (1987) 12 Signs

687, 709.
ts Ibid,
t6 lbid.
ti lbid.
r8 Donna J Haraway, Modest-ll'itness@Second Millennium, 1997,97.
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institutionalized language, while staying alert to every deflection of

their body compass needles. Survival, as Audre Lord comments, 'is not

an academic skill .... It is learning how to take our differences and

make them strenglhs. For the master's tools will never dismantle the

master's house. They may allow us ternporarily to beat him at his own

game, but they will never enable us to bring about genuine change.

The more one depends on the master's house for support, the less one

hears what he doesn't want to hear.re

A second problem that arises for critical scholars seeking to challenge

dominant legal discourses such as that relating to collective security involves

the pleasure and status that derives from engaging with mainstream lawyers

on their own terms. The seductions of disciplinary language are complicated,

and raise questions particularly for feminists learning and seeking to make use

of professional or disciplinary languages.20 Carol Cohn points to a similar

challenge faced by feminists having mastered the technostrategic discourse of

nuclear deterrent theorists.

You can find all sorts of ways to seemingly beat the boys at their own

game; you can show how even within their own definitions of

rationality, most of what is happening in the development and

deployment of nuclear forces is wildly irrational There is

tremendous pleasure in it, especially for those of us who have been

closed out, who have been told that it is really all beyond us and we

should just leave it to the benevolently paternal men in charge.2r

re Trinh T Minh-ha, V[/oman, Native, Other: Writing Postcoloniality and Feminism, 1989, 80.

20 For analyses of those questions, see Carol Cohn, above nl4; Jane Gallop, above n6; Toril

¡¿oi, Simone de Beauvoir: The making of an intelleclual woman, 1994; Terry Threadgold,

'Everyday Life in the Academy: Postnodemist Feminisms, Generic Seductions, Rewriting

and Being Heard' in carmen Luke (ed), Feminisms and Pedagogies of Everyday Life,

Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996, 280.

2r Carol Cohn, above n14,714.
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It is helpful to think about that seduction, and the temptation for outsiders and

critics to become caught up in the game of trying to 'beat the boys'. working

'within their own definitions of rationality' is seductive as it does allow

outsiders to prove that, after all, it is not'really all beyond us'. Yet working

within that framework serves the ends of those who imagine the world in

these terms. That process of attempting to 'out-reason' professionals at their

own games is dangerous because it'gets you thinking inside their rules, tacitly

accepting all the unspoken assumptions of their paradigms'.22 As I became

aware of the ways in which such assumptions were limiting the direction of
my own work, I began to reflect upon the need to develop a means of

engaging with intervention stories that did not reproduce established narrative,

theoretical and epistemological frameworks.

writing within law's framework curtails critique in another way. Liberal

legality is premised upon an assumption that problems must be responded to

with programmatic solutions. Criticism on its own is seen as unproductive, if
it is not accompanied by alternatives or proposals for change. The siren call of

liberal legality requires that lawyers must claim the capacity to solve all

problems through public, institutional means. one problem with joining in the

project of developing such alternatives is that proposals for change are easily

dismissed as impractical, idealistic and irrelevant to the central concerns of

the discipline. More importantly, even if such programs could be readily

implemented, that implementation could take place without much changing

the direction and effect of international law. As Alison Young argues, it is
necessary to reject the tenets of liberalism, precisely because liberalism offers

'readily identifiable and paradoxically impossible solutions', superficially

powerful programs for action that serve to increase the status of the proponent

but fail to change'everyday lives'.23 There is something unreal in mapping and

planning ways to save the world and humanity from a comfortable office in a

wealtþ Australian university. Both analyses of security crises, and critical or

22 lbid.
23 Alison Young, Femininity in Dissent, I99O,12
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feminist approaches to engaging with reforming law or legal analysis, offer

'readily identifiable and paradoxically impossible solutions'.24 I began to look

for modes of critique that could be creative without the need to propose new

institutional solutions.2s

Finally, the method I had adopted in Chapter 2 of engaging in critiques of

international law from the perspective of marginalised women also began to

trouble me. Such critiques involved constructing knowledge about other

women to bolster my own program: the rebuilding of international law in a

more inclusive image. In doing so, I risked ignoring my role in both

producing and benefiting from the difference my work assumed between my

authorised position as expert, and the women I was representing. Women-and-

children appeared in my analysis as victims that I could help to save. That

project of reconstitution of law and law's others in turn constituted me as a

feminist legal scholar. About this time, Catharine MacKinnon published a

piece on the links between genocide and pornography that illustrated well the

tendencies that were beginning to make me uncomfortable about the approach

I had adopted.2ó I felt that MacKinnon was making use of a traumatic event in

the history of the people of Yugoslavia to further her own ferninist project.

Her telling of stories about pornography and rape in Yugoslavia r¡/as as much

an objectification of and thus a violence done to, the objects of her story as

was the process of constructing knowledge about security that I was

criticising. My critical response to her approach foreshadowed the realisation

'o Ibid, t2.
2s Michel Foucault, 'On the Genealogy of Ethics: An Overview of Work in Progress' in

Hubert L Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and

Hermeneutic.s, 2nd edition, 1983, 229, at23l-2. Foucault there suggests:

I am not looking for an alternative .... You see, what I want to do is not the history

of solutions, and that's the reason why I don't accept the word "alternative". I would

like to do a genealogy of problems, of problematiques. My point is not that

ever¡hing is bad, but that everything is dangerous, which is not exactly the same as

bad. If everything is dangerous, then we always have something to do. So my

position leads not to apathy but to a hlper- and pessimistic activism. I think that the

ettrico-political choice we have to make every day is to determine which is the main

danger.
2ó Catharine A MacKinnon, 'Turning Rape into Pornography: Postmodern Genocide',

(July/August 1993) 4 M*24.
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that I was engaged in something similar. I needed to find a way to write about

security as a feminist scholar without being seduced by the desire to provide

neat liberal solutions to the problems I raised, or to tell stories about other

women that ignored my own personal and political investment in their

construction as objects of knowledge.

III. 'THEORETICAL REFLECTION': RETHINKING POWER ANI)

KNOWLEDGE

For the reasons described above, my goal in analysing intervention stories

began to shift from that of attempting to produce more accurate knowledge in

order to persuade elites or policy-makers of the justice of a different approach

to these issues. That approach to writing critically about international law

makes a number of assumptions. It is premised upon the notion that the value

or effectiveness of these stories is a function of their accuracy in describing

the real world, that objective knowledge offers an accurate representation of

the world, and that it is possible to persuade people to change their views on

the basis of rational argument. Such an approach assumes that knowledge

operates outside of power and emotion, and that ignorance can be rernedied by

providing further information. Instead, the conclusion I came to from writing

this thesis is that responses to intervention stories, and thus their productivity,

are a consequence of the operation of power, emotion, will, imagination and

identification. Rather than attempt to uncover hidden facts about the causes

and effects of military intervention, the later chapters of the thesis were

concerned to investigate those aspects of the productivity of intemational

law's stories.

Underpinning my analysis in those later chapters was a different approach to

questions of knowledge, ignorance, truth and reason. Those chapters adopt an

approach to knowledge that is reflexive and that recognises the desire for

power involved in the production of both mainstream and critical knowledges.

Accepting that knowledge is an effect of power allows that power to be
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exercised more responsibly. Jane Flax argues compellingly that Westemers

(including, of course, Western feminists) must face'the end of innocence',2? or

of faith in the belief that reason and knowledge alone will found the creation

of just, progressive and enlightened societies.28 Flax draws attention to the

dangers associated with the 'wishes that animate Enlightenment beliefs', in

particular the desire for innocent, neutral justifications for particular social

affangements and subject positions.

I am wary of the capacity of reason to rationalise and to find

persuasive ways to justifu its harm to others. I can see the

power of the wish to believe in some suprahuman force,

whatever form it may take: reason, law, history .... I have ...

become profoundly frightened by the consequences of appeals

to non-contingent beliefs and the refusal to see oneself as

necessarily and deeply ernbedded in various relations of power.

Rather than abandon such grandiose beliefs, we are tempted to

find others whom we can absolutely control and onto whom we

can project our finite and flawed humanity.2e

The move from a focus on reason and tn¡th to a focus on strategy and power is

of particular relevance when engaging with reasoned arguments about the

need for military intervention. Security discourse is a particularly strange field

of supposed rationality, precisely because it involves rationalisation of the

killing and injuring of enormous numbers of soldiers and civilians. 'We 
can

better avoid the danger of reproducing such domination by 'taking

responsibility for locating our contingent selves as the producers of

knowledge and truth claims'.30 The outcome of refusing to see the ways in

which we exercise power is that we construct others as aggressors and

2' Jane Flax, above nl, 31.

" Ibid.

'n Ibid,32.
30 lbid,145.
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ourselves as victims, repeating cycles of violence and exclusion. The

challenge posed by this model of knowledge is that it calls on us to

acknowledge the ways in which we are all 'necessarily and deeply embedded

in various relations of power'.3' That approach to knowledge leads to the most

reflexive understanding of the way human beings are invited to act as agents

of capitalism, militarism, imperialism, racism and heterosexism.

In addition, acknowledging that knowledge is an effect of power is. not only

ethically necessary, but also strategically useful. Flax notes that 'þ)art of the

purpose of claiming truth seems to be to compel agreement with our claim (if

it is true, then you as a "rational person" must agtee with me and change your

beliefs and behaviour accordingly)'. Accordingly, if what we are seeking

through atternpting to make claims about truthfulness is 'a change in

behaviour or a win for our side', there may be better ways to achieve those

goals than through debates about truth.32 As Flax argues:

Since we cannot fall back on any universal trump, we must take

responsibility for our beliefs and try to persuade others of their utility

.... The persuasiveness of our claims will depend on struggles for

power, the qualities of our social relations, and the utility of such

claims to our practices, not their truth content.33

Not only is the knowledge produced by security discourse an effect of power,

but so too is the ignorance produced by that discourse. V/ilful ignorance about

the violence and brutality of intervention is a central feature of the operation

of power in this new world order. It takes a lot of work not to see the

sacrifices that are demanded of other human beings in the interests of the

efficiency, democracy, development and progress of the new intemationalism.

Ignorance about the suffering and brutalisation inflicted in the name of the

1t Ibid.
32 lbid, t44.
33 lbid,32.
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new v/orld order, or the histories of violence and exploitation that mark the

spread of European-derived ideas of democracy or rights or property, afe an

effect of power, and is just as much a product of human will as is

knowledge.3a In attempting to engage with writing about intervention, what

must be addressed is not the capacity of intervention stories to hide the truth.

Rather, it is more useful to address the capacity of those reading and writing

security stories to ignore 'facts' or 'evidence' that do not fit the plot of those

stories. As Terry Threadgold writes, the tendency to neglect evidence when it

does not fit a lived reality or'a public or commonsense story ... demonstrates

the interconnections between evidence, narrative, and habit (lived and

embodied subjectivity).'35 Intervention stories, like stories about rape and

domestic violence, involve 'the rewriting of a horrific violence into the

normality and neutrality of the stereotyped naratives of public and private

discourse', narratives which have the power to 'conceal and silence even the

forensic evidence'.36 Such processes render talk of truth, fact, rationality and

evidence far more complicated than would at first appear."

In addition, ignorance about international intervention and its effects is

accompanied by an apparent increase in knowledge. The presence of

3o See Eve Kosofsþ Sedgwick, Tendencies, 1993, 25 (suggesting that' just as we have

learned to question 'both the ethicaVpolitical disengagement and, beyond that, the

ethicaVpolitical simplicity of the category of "knowledge"' so we need to ask a different set of
questions about 'ignorance'. Ignorance is equally a 'human production'.) Such ignorance is

supported by an approach to government in states like the United States and Australia, where

politicians speak more and more about transparency and openness, at the same time as hiding

more and more in the interests of security or economic efficiency. See Michael Rogin,

"'Meke My Day!": Spectacle as Amnesia in Imperial Politics' in Amy Kaplan and Donald E
pease (eds), Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), Cultures of United States Imperialism,

1993, 4gg ('going public, the shift from institutionalised, pluralist bargaining among stable,

elite coalitions to appeals to the mass public, coexists with going private, the spread of
hidden, unaccountable decision-making').
3s Terry Threadgold, above n20, 305.

3u lb¡d,3to.
3? See also Jonathon Morrow, 'Soft Times: The "Literary Imagination" as Poetic Injustice'

(1998) l0 Australian Feminist Law Journal 35, 42-4 (arguing that the ethical task of lawyers

today is 'to learn to read non-literary texts', including'disciplined and docile bodies' and'the

sociál and political envi¡onment of extreme exploitation'. Morrow argues that lawyers should

not focus on telling outsider stories or learning from literature, but rather should'reclaim the

facts from the clutches ofthe economists, to reread those facts as discursive products, and put

those facts to ethical use').
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television cameras in war zones, for example, allowed television viewers to

feel that they knew the relevant details about conflicts in the Balkans, the

Gult Somalia or Rwanda.38 Yet the belief that increased information equals

increased knowledge involves what David Halperin refers to as 'illusory

knowingness'.3e Halperin argues that 'illusory knowingness' is 'not only

distinct from "knowledge" but is actually a form of ignorance, insofar as it

serves to conceal from the supposedly knowledgeable the nature of their own

personal and political investments in the systematic misrecognition and

abjection' of the object of knowledge.oo The sense of 'knowingness' produced

by modem knowledge practices involves a concu[ent ignorance about the

relationship between the subject and the object of knowledge.at

The 'illusory knowingness' to which Halperin refers is apparent in the

relationship between interveners and those subject to intervention. Stories

about intervention serve to produce knowledge about the 'Third World':

presented variously as chaotic, failed, ungovernable, premodern and tribal (in

security texts); as abject, pitiable and victimised (in humanitarian texts), or as

comrpt, immature and undeveloped (in development and economic

discourse). Missing is any awareness of how such representations construct

'us', the audience invited to identiff with the interveners: as ordered,

democratic, decent, developed and mature. The effect is therefore the

production of ignorance about the relationship between the subjects and

objects of knowledge. The systematic invitation to misrecognise the Third

World (as objects of pity or charity, for example, rather than the agents of

38 Grace Paley points out that academic studies of media reporting of the Gulf V/a¡ revealed a
negative correlation between information and opposition to the wa¡. 'The longer people
looked at television - the less they knew'. Grace Paley, 'Something About the Peace

Movement: Something About the People's Right Nor to Know' in Victoria Brittain, The Gulf
Between Us: The Gulf lMar and Beyond, 1991,61, at73.
3e David M Halperin, Saint Foucault: Towards a Gay Hagiography, 1995,I50.
oo lbid.
ar Halperin makes the argument in the context of homophobia: homophobes generally purport
to 'know' a great deal about the object of knowledge, here homosexuals, but are

systematically ignorant about the extent of tlreir own personal and political investnent in the
misrecognition and abjection of homosexuality.
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industrialised lifestyles) conceals 'from the supposedly knowledgeable the

nature of their o\iln personal and political investments' in the misrecognition

of the 'Third World'. For example, those who believe they 'know' about the

victimised inhabitants of states like the former Yugoslavia or Rwanda fail to

recognise the ways in which they benefit from understanding the world in

those terms, in particular through the perpetuation of a system that delivers to

wealthy inhabitants of industrialised states some measure of security,

privilege and prosperity.

To give an example, belief in the story that the conflict in the former

Yugoslavia was about ethnic or religious tension involves repressing

questions such as: what kind of political and historical processes have given

rise to this conflict? How am I a beneficiary of the knowledge that is being

produced about the lives of these people? What identity am I being invited to

construct for myself and my community while these people are portrayed to

me as fanatics, religious bigots, premodem or racists? What role has my

govefnment played, either acting on its own or through international

institutions, in affecting that conflict? Do I have any polver to influence what

those who supposedly represent me do in Bosnia? How does the rise of

populist racist parties throughout the industrialised world relate to what is

happening in Bosnia? Why do commentators on Bosnia believe that these

people are a'problern'that 'we' can solve? What political and personal stake

do I have in this na¡rative? Each of those questions, and many more' must be

avoided in order to create faith in a narrative that tells us that intervention is

necessary. Such narratives serve to legitimise the increased violence

conducted in the name of the international community.

The difficulty critics of collective security face is, therefore, not how to

uncover the truth or how to include different perspectives within law's stories,

but rather how to deal with the refusal of lawyers and their audiences to face

'facts'. Treating the rational discourses of law and security as fictions helps to

make the contested, discursive nature of what counts as facts and rationality
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more apparent. The frameworks of law are the product of imagination and of

struggle, based on ideas that are historically contingent and born of a long

history of violence. The appeal of intervention stories is premised upon

learned assumptions about value based on old stories of gender, race and class

- assumptions that inform the way those who live inside such stories

experience the world. The assumptions which are necessary to enable the

kinds of intervention I have analysed are part of the everyday lives of those

who 'act and are inside this world, not some other'.42 Intervention stories'work

by interpellation, by calling an audience into the story'.at They are successful

to the extent that people find themselves living inside those stories. The

'militarization of the mind',aa the belief in investment and progress as

measures of worth, the justification of desperation and suffering in the name

of the gods of efficiency and order, and assumptions about value based on

gender, race and class are all necessary in order to see the world in the terms

required to accept intervention stories. Post-Cold V/ar internationalism

requires and is conditioned upon these private, domestic acts of imagination.

IV. AFTER INNOCENCE: RETHINKING THE ROLE OF

ACADEMICS

In this final section, I want to consider some of the strategies and political

projects that may be useful in engaging with the appeal of intervention stories,

and to consider briefly how academic writing can play a part in the broader

politics of producing knowledge more ethically in order to avoid playing a

role in brutalisation. This section then raises two distinct and difficult

questions: first, what do I see as the political project raised by my analysis of

intervention stories, and second, given the role of knowledge production in

contributing to the brutalisation I have described, is knowledge production a

site where resistance is possible or useful?

a'Donna J Haraway, above n18, 97.
43 lbid,169.
a Carol Cohn, above n14,714.
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A. Academìcs and the work of communíty

What are we left with after innocence and faith in the power of knowledge to

lighten the darkness of ignorance? My conclusion is that we are left with a set

of stories that explain why a European-derived set of ideas about property and

value should be globalised, and why 'the financialization of the globe' should

continue.as Such stories do not simply 'capture the imagination' but are

accepted as knowledge as an effect of struggle and unequal power relations.

The reader or listener is invited to identifr with particular, human and non-

human, characters in that story, and discouraged from identiffing with others.

'Westemers' can assume that believing these stories is natural or even rational,

because the use of force or violence makes it possible never to have to engage

as equals with people who do not see the world in these terms. The most

useful thing that acadernics working with this material can do is to recover the

sense that these stories are human products, deeply invested with hidden

metaphors and based on stereotypes about race and gender. These stories

produce in their audience a capacity to identiff strongly with particular

characters, and not to identifu with others. That identification is as much a

determinant of the knowledge that is accepted about a particular situation as is

the claim to truth of that knowledge. Remernbering the constructed nature of

these stories is perhaps the most useful way to counter the speed and power

with which such stories are disseminated. A model of knowledge based upon

the process of story-telling, interpellation and identification provides a better

means for understanding how these stories work to appeal to their audience

than do notions of rationality and argument.

How might we assess the utility of engaging in the activity of exploring the

imaginative frameworks of the stories of security, ffid remembering the

history of the struggles by which those frameworks have become part of the

a5 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and David Plotke, 'A Dialogue on Democracy' in David Trend

(ed), Radical Democracy: Identity, Citizenship, and the Sthte, 1996,209,at221'
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'reality of everyday life'?46 How might these stories about intervention be

addressed and their operation resisted, and what role can academic work play

in that process? A number of strategies have been attempted in this thesis.

One strategy has been to explore the images of internationalism that fuel

intervention stories and the ways in which those images shape the subjectivity

of amateur or professional internationalists. The international is presented

either as a realm free of politics, where progressive and humanitarian motives

underpin the multilateral use of force, or alternatively as a realm where a

certain vision of power politics dominates, with the self-interest of all

powerful states and institutions determining the capacíty to constrain

aggressive uses of force. In each case, the image of the international produced

in intervention texts can be studied to see the way it shapes the sense of self of

those who identifu with the heroes of those naratives.

A related strategy is to write about the history of the ideas, assumptions and

beliefs underpinning intervention na:ratives. Such an approach serves to make

these ways of imagining the world appear strange, and is a first step in

addressing the argument that understanding the world in this way is somehow

normal and natural. It is useful, for example, to write about the ernergence of

humanitarianism as an idea that makes intervention appear as a 'solution' to an

already existing problem, or to remember that notions like development or

democracy have a history. For my work on the internationalism of the post-

Soviet era, that meant writing about the relationship of those who profit from

the new world order to those women in 'the South' who continue to be the

'agents' or source of that wealth.aT It also meant writing about the way in

which the audience for intervention stories, including international lawyers

themselves, are invited to identit with particular actors or characters in that

story, and encouraged not to identifu with others. Being able to see these

46 Judith E Grbich, 'V/riting Histories of Revenue Law: The New Productivity Research'
(1993) ll Law in Context 57, 68.
a7 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and David Plotke, above n45, 217 (suggesting that the women
in the South who a¡e represented as "'victims" of exploitation in the nome of economic
development' a¡e in fact 'the agents of the preservation of the Northern lifestyle').
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stories and characters as inventions requires giving up a stake in the power

offered to those who do take up a place in that story.

A third strategy adopted in the thesis is to argue for an increased self-

reflexivity by those engaging with or performing the narratives of

intervention. While a sense of reflexiveness has emerged in some areas of

writing about international law,a8 it has been markedly absent from the

pragmatic, realistic areas of security or trade. Such a strategy involves

articulating forms of knowledge that do not further the opposition between

destructive and self-forgetting forms of nationalism and internationalism.

International lawyers who present arguments in favour of universalism, while

paying little if any attention to the extent to which the history of imperialism

was dependent upon such uses of the language of democracy, freedom and the

civilising mission, fuel that destructive opposition. Similarly, international

lawyers who celebrate the globalisation of human rights while avoiding any

analysis of the ways in which human rights are used to justiff highly

inhumane and violent acts of intervention legitimise brutal acts of exploitation

and violence. It is necessary for those supporting muscular humanitarianism,

or even celebratory accounts of the globalisation of democracy and human

rights, to consider the ways in which the knowledge they produce is located in

global networks of power. Lawyers in those states that promote military and

monetary intervention using the symbolism of human rights and dernocracy

generally have the intellectual freedom to reflect upon the ways in which the

a8 That sense of reflexiveness has developed in th¡ee major bodies of international legal

scholarship: feminist approaches to international law, the New Stream' or'New Approaches

to Intemational Law' (NAIL) project, and the postcolonial or'Third rù/orld Approaches to

Intemational Law' (TV/AIL) school. For one of the earliest and most influential feminist

analyses of international law, see Hilary Cha¡lesworth, Christine Chinkin and Shelley rù/right,

above n4 and for an overview of relevant feminist literature in the field of international

human rights law, see Anne Orford, 'Conûesting Globalization: A Feminist Perspective on the

Future of Human Rights' (1998) 8(2) Transnational Lsw and Conlemporøry Problems 17l' For

an ovewiew of anti-colonial international legal scholarship, see James Thuo Gathii,

'International Law and Eurocentricity: A Review ' (1998) 9 European Journal of
Internationql Law 184, and for a critical analysis of the'New Stream'school, see Deborah Z

Cass, 'Navigating the New Strearn: Recent Critical Scholarship in International Law' (1996)

65 Nordic Journal of International Law 341. Some of the key United States and European
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ideal of democracy or of humanitarianism is used to further neoimperialist

projects. International lawyers, however, have tended not to reflect on the

meaning of support for human rights and democracy in such a situation. As a

result, muscular humanitarianism has been exempted from dealing with its

own violent history.on The appeal of intervention is dependent upon a

motivated forgetting of the history of internationalism and its relationship to

imperialism, ffid the continued exploitation, atrocities and dispossession

carried out in the name of freedom and democracy.

Such strategies can mean that academic work is of utility in the process of

resisting economic globalisation and the new humanitarianism criticised in

this thesis. International legal discourse about security tries to tie those who

engage with it to a narrow range of identities. To become'internationalists' we

are asked to abandon many identifications and alliances.s0 'We are asked to

make 'sacrifices' of others in order to produce a valuable self. The challenge

facing critical intemational legal scholars is how to escape that process. Eve

Sedgwick, in an extraordinary meditation on identification, writes of her'thirst

for knowledges and identifications that might cross the barriers of what

seemed my identity'.sr This is what a transgressive approach to intemational

law can promise critical scholars: the possibility of working with others to

create new and more inclusive forms of identification, identity and

literature in these fields is compiled in David Kennedy and Chris Tennant, 'New Approaches
to Intemational Law: A Bibliography' (1994) 35 Harvard International Law Journal 417.
ae Rey Chow, above nl0, 86, makes a similar argument in the context of China:

[T]he polarization between "traditionalism" or what I have called cultural
isolationism (represented by the Pa¡ty offrcial line), on the one hand, and
"democracy", on the other, means that extraterritoriality - the exemption from local
jurisdiction - becomes itself exempted from the history of its own role, not in the
promotion of freedom and rights but in the subjugation of other peoples in the
course of colonial conquests.

5o For a simila¡ argument about the capacity of the media to 'create mainstream icons whose
struggles and achievements we can identify with' while excluding identification with those
people who are 'othered' by the media, see Roseanne Kennedy, 'Global Mourning, Local
Politics' in Re:Public (ed), Planet Diana: Cultural Studies and Global Mourning, 1997,49, at
52.
5r Eve Kosofsþ Sedgwick, above n34,253.
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community. Jacques Derrida calls the potential result, 'the friendship of an

alliance without institution'.s2

In order to be effective in achieving change, critical scholars must recognise

that there are also limits to the extent to which the appeal of such stories can

be addressed at a'textual' level alone. Certainly, at this point in the history of

industrialised states, a lot of energy is directed into anti-intellectualism. That

energy reveals how fundamental these stories, and the forms of community

they engender or prevent, are to the governance of the 'West' and the 'Third

World', and how dangerous it is to think about the ways in which these stories

engage us. The particular kind of anti-intellectualism flourishing in the US

and Australia at present has as its principal effect the discrediting of attempts

to think about how important thinking, knowledge, representation and

imagination are to the operation of power in our cultures. Nevertheless,

feminists have cautioned about the limits of analyses that focus only on shifts

in language or texts such as legislation as symbols of change.s3

Particular ideas come to dominate public discourse, not because they are

accurate or logical, but as a result of struggle. The recognition that knowledge

is an effect of power involves a realisation that the interesting thing about

knowledge is precisely its corurection to power and to historical specificity.s4

Judith Grbich shows that critical theorists have often made the mistake of

suggesting that imaginative frameworks change over time, somehow outside

s2 Jacques Derrida, Specters of Marx: The State of the Debt, the Work of Mourning, and the

New International, 1994, 86.
53 Nina Puren, 'Bodies/Ethics/J/iolence: A Review of Heroines of Fortitude: The Experience.s

of ll'omen as Victims of Sexual Assauh arÅ The Crimes (Rape) Act 1991 (NSV|/): An

Evaluation Reporf (1997) 9 Australian Feminist Lqw Journsl 134,140 (arguing that there

are limits to the ways in which a textual change at the level of legislation can change the

conduct of rape trials, given the powerful myths and stereotypes upon which such trials

draw).
5a Donna Haraway, above n18, 104 (arguing that for her and her fellow graduate students

biology 'was interesting not because it transcended historical practice in some positivist

episternological liftoff from Ea¡th but because natural science was part of the lively action on

the ground').
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of the history of contest and struggle over ways of explaining the world.55

Grbich argues that '(s)ome dreams do capture the imagination, but not of their

own accord'.só She suggest we investigate the histories of 'different usages of

imaginative structures of belief, how these usages compete and conflict, and

what daily routines invested some usages of irnaginative structures with the

constraints which made them into the reality of everyday life'.57 Her argument

reminds us that we cannot expect our own work simply to capture the

imagination by virtue only of its reasonableness, creativity or apparent

capacity to achieve justice. Faith in reason alone as a means of persuading

others of our claims is misplaced.58 In order for an academic attempt at

understanding and perhaps resisting the appeal of intervention narratives to be

of use, it must be developed in combination with the work of building

communities, engaging in political action and sustaining relationships that

subvert hierarchies and resist domination.se The work of community is of
particular diffrculty at this time given the policing of any communities and

bonds that have the potential to subvert the established heterosexual,

masculinist, capitalist social order.ó0 Yet, despite those attacks, that work of

community is fl ourishing.

Rather than imagine academics as experts and leaders, the approach to power

adopted in this thesis relocates academics in a relationship of solidarity with

all those seeking to renegotiate the mlhs that animate our militarised

cultures. Foucault reminds us that resistance is possible at each of the sites at

which power takes effect. Famously, Foucault argues that 'where there is

power, there is resistance, and yet, or rather consequently, this resistance is

55 Judittr E Grbich, above n46.
t6 Ibid.
s1 lbid.
t8 Jane Flax, above nl.
se For discussions of the subversive and political 'work of community', see Eve Kosofsþ
Sedgwick, above n34, 254;David M Halperin, above u39, 98-9.
ó0 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, above n34, 15-20; Mark Davis, Gangland: Cultural Elites and
the New Generationalism, 1997,45-74; bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress: Education as the
Practice of Freedom, 1994,201-7.
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never in a position of exteriority in relation to power'.ót This has been

interpreted by liberal theorists as a profoundly disernpowering

conceptualisation of power and resistance. Yet this reformulation opens up a

sense of creativity in our opposition to power. To go back to the example of

intervention in the n¿rme of globalisation, humanitarianism or democracy,

resistance to that exercise of power is possible at all the local levels at which

this strategy takes effect, from the most private realms where identities are

formed, to the public stage of peace negotiations or military strategising. As

Foucault argges, 'points of resistance are present everywhere in the power

network.'62 While on occasion'great radical ruptures'occur, it is'the strategic

codification of these points of resistance that makes a revolution possible,

somewhat similar to the way in which the state relies on the institutional

integration of power relationships'.63 Foucault redirects our attention, in other

words, towards these local points of resistance, and argues that rather than

wait for the revolution, we can plan strategically for a revolution through

strategically codiffing 'mobile and transitory points of resistance', that

produce'cleavages in a society that shift about, fracturing unities and effecting

regroupings, furrowing across individuals themselves, cutting thun up and

remolding them'.ú

My understanding of the role of academic work such as this thesis is shaped

by these ideas about what it takes to effect change. As I have argued, change

is not achieved through the power of reason alone, but rather through the

effects of power relations, the quality of relationships, the work of community

and the building of alliances. This text exists in these relations and its

meaning and effects are functions of such networks. As Jane Flax recognises,

it is only the vestigial attachment to Enlightenment ideals of the achievement

ór Michel Foucault, above n68, 95.

62lbid,95.

63 Ibid.
64 lbid.
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of progress through the acquisition of a knowledge innocent of politics that

gives this recognition any semblance of melancholy.

B. Experts, power and authoríty

The more self-reflexive approach to knowledge I have advocated in this

chapter and throughout the thesis, however, has had little impact to date on

security discourse.ót While philosophising about the relationship between

political struggle, knowledge production and academic work has been of

concern in many disciplines, the barriers to rethinking that relationship are

particularly formidable in the context of engaging with current forms of

international law and international relations. One reason for this may be that

liberal legalism allows academics working in the field of international law to

feel that they are the source of knowledge and authority about the 'Third

World', thus increasing their status. The imperial desire to know and penetrate

described by feminist and postcolonial scholars is transformed under the

conditions of globalisation into a new sense of expertise and authorisation to

speak about others who can be constructed as needing'our'help.

There are also more personal reasons that might be posited for the inability of

liberal legal scholars to respond with enthusiasm to such a shift in the analysis

of power. As David Halperin points out, the arguments made by critical

theorists like Foucault threaten the authority, status and 'epistemological and

political privileges'óó of liberal scholars, as authorised knowers and also as

heterosexual men.

[P]olitical resistance to Foucault's interventions has come ... from old-

style liberal authorities whose power to define the political on behalf

of everyone is threatened with delegitimation by Foucault's critique of

6s For a similar argument in the field of foreign policy, see Graeme Cheeseman and Robert
Bruce (eds), Discourses of Danger & Dread Frontiers: Australian Defence and Security
Thinking after the Cold War, 1996.
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the various forms of expertise to which they customarily appeal in

order to ground their claims to authority.6T

Foucault prefigures this response when he suggests that one reason why the

old legalistic model of power has retained its analytical centrality is what he

terms the 'speaker's benefit'.ó8 The role of the 'universal intellectual who

speaks for humanity'6e allows the speaker to 'place himself to a certain extent

outside the reach of power; he upsets established law; he somehow anticipates

the coming freedom'.7o The opportunity to occupy the privileged position of

'spokesman for conscience and consciousness ... outside of power, within

truth'7r motivates us to continue to refuse to see our own implication in power

relations and to continue to describe power in juridical terms. What 'sustains

our eagerness' to speak in these terms about power' according to Foucault, 'is

doubtless this opportunity to speak out against the powers that be, to utter

truths and promise bliss, to link together enlightenment, liberation, and

manifold pleasures'. 72

A final barrier to rethinking the ways in which knowledge and power operate

in the field of international law may lie in the focus of international lawyers

on state and economic systems or strucfures. The use of cultural and critical

theory to study issues of capitalism, globalisation, neoimperialism and

militarism remains controversial, both for international lawyers and within the

social sciences more generally. Slavoj Zizek, for example, provides an

illustration of the type of scathing response that is made to scholarship that

ó6 David M Halperin, above n39, 123.

61 lbid,l23.
6s Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuatity, Volume l: An Introduction (6ans Robert

Hurley), 1981,6.
6e Hubert L Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, Michet Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and

Hermeneutics, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983, 130'

?o Michel Foucault, above n68, 6.

7r Hubert L Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, above n69, 130'

?2 Michel Foucault, above n68, 7.
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links the private issues of gender, race, identity or identification with

traditional public questions of power and its effects.T3

[W]e are fighting our PC battles for the rights of ethnic minorities, of

gays and lesbians, of different life-styles, and so on, while capitalisrn

pursues its triumphant march - and today's critical theory, in the guise

of 'cultural studies', is doing the ultimate service to the unrestrained

development of capitalism by actively participating in the ideological

effort to render its massive presence invisible: in a typical postmodern

'cultural criticism', the very mention of capitalism as world system

tends to give rise to the accusation of 'essentialism', 'fundamentalism'

and other crimes.Ta

Zizek's critique is representative of a tradition that opposes 'real' political

action and irresponsible cultural and critical theory. Writing in 1990, Terry

Threadgold criticised a similar tendency emerging in feminist theory to

support forms of feminist writing that privileged "'real" political action'

imagined as non-theoretical over theoretical work seen as 'a kind of

intellectual game'.75 I have argued throughout the thesis that it does not make

sense to talk about separating representation from reality, or intellectual

games from real political action.76 Cultural criticism is necessary to

understanding the appeal of militarism and economic fundamentalism. In fact,

much cultural criticism is already deeply engaged in attempting to make sense

of these phenomena. Much of the scholarship that has most influenced this

thesis does the hard work of subjecting the products and processes of

militarismTT, imperialismi8 and monetarismTe to feminist and critical readings.

73 Slavoj Zizek,'Multiculturalism, Or, the Cultural Logic of Multinational Capiüalism'(1997)
225 New Left Review 28, 48. For an interpretation of the 'leffs suspicion' of analyses of
pleasure or desire, see Jane Gallop, above n6, 100-5.
7a Slavoj Zizek, ibid, 46.
7t Terry Threadgold, above n7, I l, 13.

16 lbid,13, 18.

t7 See, for example, David Campbell, Writing security: Uniled States foreign policy and the
politics of identity, 1992; V/illiam Chaloupka, Knowing Nukes: The Politics and Culture of
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Critics of cultural and critical theory reproduce a gendered division and

privileging of labour, where the real work of dealing with power and its

effects involves an exclusive focus on a public sphere of states, corporations

and capitalists, while the soft option of dealing with shopping, fantasy, desire

and pleasure is done in a pink ghetto of devalued scholarship.to The arguments

of those like Zizek suggest that focusing on representation makes it

impossible to think about these issues of the effects of power in the 'real'

world. Such critiques set up false dichotomies between .politics and the

private, and between reality and theory. As Trinh T Minh'ha argues:

Although much has been said and done concerning the 'apolitical'

character of the n¿urow 'political', is it still interesting to observe the

endlessly varying ways the boundaries of 'the political' are being

obsessively guarded and reassigned to the exclusive realm of politics-

by-politicians. Thus, despite the effectiveness and persistence of the

women's movement in deconstructing the opposition between nafure

(female) and culture (male) or between the private (personal) and the

public þolitical); despite the growing visibility of numerous Third

Worldist activities in de-commodiffing ethnicity, displacing thereby

the Atom, 1992; Graeme Cheeseman and Robert Bruce (eds), above n65; Carol Cohn, above

nl4; Miriam Cooke and Angela Woollacott, Gendering l|tar Talk, 1993; Cynthia rùy'eber,

above nl L
78 See, for example, Rey Chow, above nlO; Amy Kaplan and Donald E Pease (eds), Cultures

of US Imperiatism, 1993; Anne McClintock, Imperial Leqther: Race, Gender and Sexuality

in the Colonial Conquest, 1995; Kristin Ross, .F'asl Cars, Clean Bodies: Decolonization and

the Reordering of French Culture,1996; Edward W Said, Culture and Imperialism, 1993.

7e See Arturo Escobar, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third

llorld, 1995; J K Gibson-Graham, The End of Capitalism (as we htew it): A Feminist

Critique of Politicat Economy, t996; Judith Grbich, 'Taxation Na¡ratives of Economic Gain:

Reading Bodies Transgressively' (1997) Y Feminist Legal Studies l3l; Meaghan Morris,

Ecstasy and Economics, 1992; Gayatrt Chakravorty Spivak, Outside in the Teaching

Machine, 1993; Patricia Stamp, 'Pastoral Power: Foucault and the New Imperial Order'

(1994) 3 ArenqJournal ll.
80 V Spike Peterson, 'The Politics of Identity and Gendered Nationalism' in Laura Neack,

Patrick J Haney and Jeanne A K Hey (eds), Foreign Policy Analysis in its Second

Generation: Continuity and Change, 1995, 167, at 183 (arguing that the 'gendered dichotomy

of public-private structures the study and practice of international relations and foreign

policy' and that one result is the 'discipline's neglect of activities associated with the private

sphere').
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all divisions of Self and Other or of margin and center based on

geographical arbitrations and racial essences; despite all these attacks

on pre-defined territories, a'political' work continues unvaryingly for

many to be one which opposes (hence remains particularly dependent

upon) institutions and personalities from the body politic, and

mechanically 'barks at all the after-effects of past inhumanity' - in
other words, which safely counteracts within the limits of pre-

formulated, codified forms of resistance.8l

My advocacy of models of knowledge and political engagernent that include a

focus on the private life of intervention is not due to a lack of interest in the

effects of intervention. Rather, such an approach makes possible a more useful

account of the effects of intervention than other versions. The intervention

literature that I have studied throughout this thesis impoverishes public debate

and limits the extent to which it is possible to imagine and create other ways

of being. The readers of intervention stories are told that those in states

targeted by intervention have no choice but to follow the dictates of

international institutions if those states want to survive and prosper. The

populist media marketing of both military and monetary interventions makes

the privileging of the economic interests of a narrow elite appear somehow

normal and natural.

Contrary to Zizek's contentions, I have argued that it is necessary to consider

intervention stories as the result of ongoing cultural processes in order to

understand how it is that these stories do the work of making brutality and

exploitation appear legitimate and useful. The worlds that are made possible

and that are lived in as a result of intervention stories are worlds for which

those who are subject to such stories have some responsibility. Thus the

power effects of intervention shape the lives of those who are targeted directly

by intervention, as well as shaping the worlds of those who benefit materially

8r Trinh T Minh-ha, When the Moon llaxes Red: Representqtion, Gender and Culturql
Politics, 1991, 95.
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from such interventions. Imagining states like lraq, Yugoslavia or Rwanda as

disordered, archaic of chaotic, ffid choosing to solve the 'problem' of the

'Third World' with military solutions seryes to make high-violence

intervention palatable to citizens of intervening states'

This is not to Say, horwever, that intervention can never be legitimate, nor that

non-intervention arguments are not equally the product of politics, greed,

exploitation and competitiveness. My argument is not that'intervention' in the

abstract is necessarily always destructive or an abuse of power, nor that 'non-

intervention'will always be the humane or ønancipatory option. My claim is

more limited - that within the current historical period, shaped by high-

violence military strategies, information technology and economic

restructuring, the new politics of intervention is destructive and abusive. Some

or all of the conditions that I have described throughout the thesis would need

to change in order for international intervention to be seen in a more positive

light. I have argued that intemational intervention is not legitimate when it

takes the form of aerial bombardment or military actions involving high risks

to civilians, conducted in a secretive and highly undemocratic manner, nor

when it is used as an ad hoc measure to avoid the development of a just

international economic order. The way in which intervention is represented is

damaging: rather than considering the responsibility of the 'international

community' for creating the conditions that appear to justiff the use of force,

intervention literature systematically falls back upon images of crisis and

disorder to make it appear that local tensions and problems are the cause of

insecurity. Intervention narratives produce the response that intervention is

necessary to help those who need saving: to do nothing is understood as a sign

of moral failure. The military actions I have focused on in this thesis,

however, have not increased security nor resolved humanitarian issues. Thus

in the militarised world of multilateral actions conducted within a framework

of economic relations that perpetuate inequality and insecurity, I have argued

that intervention is dangerous and destructive'
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V. CONCLUSION

International law operates in a strange new environment in the post-Cold War

period. Law continues to be extremely productive in that new environment,

although it is often presented as powerless in the face of forces of

globalisation or disorder. Law is productive in the old sovereign sense,

operating through mechanisms of intemational trade law and through

institutions such as the V/TO and the Security Council to entrench unequal

power relations and enforce particular conceptions of property, possession and

order. Law is also productive in the Foucauldian sense, creating an alibi for

new world order exploitation and brutalisation through stories about heroes,

saviours and humanitarians. Critical and reflexive thinking is necessary for

those engaging with the dominant discourses of economic rationalism and

militarism, and requires a renewed focus on the operation of imagination,

representation, culture and fantasy in international law and politics.

This thesis has contested representations of security in order to provide a point

of entry into the stories told by foreign policy-makers, by international

lawyers, and by the media. I have argued that the kind of inspirational prose'82

found in human rights, security and development discourses facilitates

exploitation. To the extent that international law operates within a

neoimperialist economy, even less overtly exploitative areas of international

law, such as human rights law, can operate to enable exploitation. I am not

suggesting that the economic nature of intervention is 'the real', nor that the

protection of human rights is a mere fiction. Rather, I am interested in why we

experience such interventions as humane, ffid how the potential for that

experience is built on colonial power relations.s3 Our role as liberators

82 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'Culture Alive' (1995) 5 Australian Feminist Law Journal 3,
l0 ('The Grand Old Universities want to hear inspirational prose').
83 Like many other people, it seems, I am still wrestling with the relationship between
'ideology' and 'the real', See, for example, Slavoj Zizek's exploration of the role of a critique
of ideology in late capitalist politics: Slavoj Zizek, 'The Spectre of Ideology' in Slavoj Zizek
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depends on 'a network of demands, negotiations, and coercions that are

themselves bound by historical determinants constructed on slaughter and

bloodshed'.84

In the late twentieth century, the 'techniques of knowledge'8s involved in the

production of discourses of danger and salvation make the disciplining of

whole populations imaginable. Human rights, security and development

discourses operate to constitute and discipline peoples of the South.86

Knowledge about the actions of institutions like the Security Council, the

World Bank and the IMF aids the development of new forms of intervention

'to the extent that it has been able to penetrate, integrate, manage and control

countries and populations'.87 In that light, international law can be understood

as 'a series of political technologies intended to manage and give shape to the

reality of the Third'World'.88

By focussing on the ways in which particular forms of inspirational prose

facilitate neoimperialism, I have tried to show that we need to move from

understanding international law as repressive and regulative, to understanding

(ed), Mapping ldeology, lgg4, l. One exploration of that relationship which I have found

extremely useful, although written in a very different context, can be found in Kim

Humphery's analysis of representations of the future in retailing texts. Humphery sums up the

problematic of ideology as it plays out in her field in these terms. 'Now, it seems, you either

write about the resistant and powerful consumer, and run the danger of being called a

populist, or you w¡ite about the power of the retailer and run the danger of being dubbed a

mass culture theorist or, worse still, a neo-Man<ist'. One way in which she resolves that

dilemma is to argue that while 'in one sense the talk of exciting presents and magic futures

was advertising h¡pe', in another sense '[i]t conveyed something of the manner in which the

gleaming, integrated and complete modernity of the shopping centre, like the supermarket,

embodied the commercial and masculine ideal of what was pleasurable, of what was

excitement, of what was progress'. Kim Humphery, 'Talking Shop' (1995) 19 Arena

Magazíne 30, 3l-2. Similarly, I see these descriptions of Security Council interventions as

providing an insight into what elite white (male) policy makers experience as

humanitarianism, goodness or salvation.
8a Rey Chow, above nl0, 85.

85 Michel Foucault, above n68, 98.

86 Patricia Stamp, above n79, l6-20.
87 Arfirro Escobar, 'Discourse and Power in Developmenl Michel Foucault and the Relevance

of his Work to the Third World' ( I 9S4-5) X Alternatives 377 , 388 '

88 lbid.
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international law as productive - of selves and of stories.se Globalisation is not

about something going on 'out there', but about changes in the stories by

which we understand ourselves and the world. This thesis has tried to make

space for other ways of imagining the terms of our engagement with the

processes of globalisation, so that we may begin to challenge the uses of

intervention in the new imperial order.

8e Michel Foucault, above n68, 86, suggests that the construction of power as a repressive
force involves 'the neglect of everything that makes for its productive effectiveness, its
strategic resourcefulness, its positivity'. Foucault offers a 'general and tactical reason' to
explain that neglect. '[P]ower is tolerable only on condition that it mask a substantial part of
itself. Its success is proportional to its ability to hide its own mechanism.'
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